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1. Introduction & some basic concepts  

Too much reality in virtual reality kills it all. (Mizuko Ito, 1996)  

When I began work on this thesis, little did I know that much of my life the 
following years would be spent in virtual environments, living a virtual life beyond 
everything I had ever imagined. During my Ph.D. project I have taught and been 
taught in virtual spaces, I have attended meetings and workshops, theatre 
performances and even been on a few dates in online worlds. I have killed monsters 
with my colleagues in their virtual disguise; I have traded, and bargained, grouped 
died, and re-spawned, made alliances and dissolved them. I have logged on, and 
logged in at all hours of the day and night to meet up with colleagues and players 
from around the world, and I have to come see that living a virtual life can be 
fascinating, time-consuming and encompass all aspects of life. One thing is living a 
virtual, or online life, another is describing it in scientific terms. How can we 
describe the experience of “being there”, in worlds made up of bits and bytes? And 
how can we interpret what happens when we are there? Is what we experience akin 
to how we experience other forms of represented or simulated environments, or 
very different from other experiences? Do we need a new vocabulary to talk about 
it? 

In 1996 I started studying interactive narratives, at that time mainly as 
hyperfictions and adventure games. Having studied and written about these genres 
for a few years, I started to wonder what actually happened to an interactive 
narrative when you allowed several users to enter the digital fiction universe and 
influence the narrative at the same time.1 Suddenly I found myself looking at sites 
on the Internet referred to as MOOs and MUDs2 and realising that MUDs and 
MOOs represented an entirely new way of presenting a fictional universe and 
exploring interactivity, I started contemplating the nature of the relationship 
between a networked world, its users and the narrative experience. Gradually I 
realised that it could be dangerous to enter these worlds looking for narratives as I 
had previously known them, since the unfolding of a linear narrative proved to be 
well-nigh impossible as soon as there were several users influencing the 
development of events. I found that thinking of “textuality” (the production of text) 
instead of narrativity was a more fruitful approach. These virtual worlds which I 

                                                

 

1 
In Klastrup (1997) and Klastrup (1999)  I examine the experience of interactive reading and how to analyse   

   interactive digital fictions and games. 
2
 For a further introduction to MUDs and MOOs, see chapter 2. 
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had started to explore seemed to contain text-producing events, processes of 
producing “text” (in a broad sense) and making meaning (i.e. “textualisation”), 
which I could not readily explain or grasp. Hence, what drove me to start this 
project was a desire to discover how the production of “text” – and ideally the 
production of stories (tellable events) – takes place in the virtual world.3 Central 
questions I have sought to answer in this project have thus been: How can you 
explain the generation of text and events in a multi-user environment? How does 
the interaction between users, and between users and world, shape the experience of 
text and generate interesting player stories?  

The concept of poetics  
I have named this work Towards a Poetics of Virtual Worlds, applying the word 

“poetics” in a general sense as being “a treatise on poetry or aesthetics”4 (my 
emphasis); in other words a theoretically-oriented piece of writing looking at the 
“nature, forms and law” of a specific art form or representational genre. Aristotle 
wrote a Poetics of the drama (and originally intended to write about all the art 
forms), Tzvetan Todorov wrote a Poetics of Prose (Todorov 1977) and various 
treatises on the poetics of poetry has be written, looking also at more specific poetic 
movements (see for instance Scott 1988, Albright 1997). I do not, however, intend 
to put forward a poetics intended to be a prescriptive guideline (such as those put 
forward by Aristoteles on the production of drama) on how to produce a ”good” 
virtual world. My intention is to produce a reflected description and analysis of 
some of the ”nature, forms and laws” of virtual worlds in general. Thus in my 
understanding of the meaning of poetics, I follow Todorov’s definition of the term: 

…poetics: what it studies is not poetry or literature but ”poeticity” or 
”literariness”. The individual work is not an ultimate goal for poetics; if it pauses 
over one work rather than another, it is because such a work reveals more 
distinctly the properties of literary discourse. Poetics will have to study not the 
already existing literary forms but, starting from them, a sum of possible forms: 
what literature can be rather than what it is. 

Aristotle says in his opening paragraph of the poetics, that he proposes to  “treat of 
Poetry in itself and of its various kinds, noting the essential quality of each” 
(Aristotle, my emphasis). The intention of this tentative poetics is to discover some 
of the essential qualities and particular properties of virtual worlds; those which 
help make us experience “worldness” in general. If and when I stop to focus on a 
particular virtual world, it will  be to see exactly how the particularity of one world 

                                                

 

3 
”Tellable events” is a concept taken from Marie-Laure Ryan. It is explained further in chapter 9. 

4
 Webster’s Online Dictionary, 2002. 
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can help inform and modify my general ideas on what elements go into producing 
the experience of (virtual) “worldness” as such. 

As one of the very first monographs dealing specifically with the genre of 
virtual worlds from a textual point of view, my primary ambition with this work is 
thus to lay some foundational stepping stones, surveying the actual field of virtual 
worlds on the Internet (which forms exist and what characterises them) and 
examining some basic characteristics of social spaces, online performances, multi-
user games and lived stories, which govern the “forms and laws” that create the 
virtual world experience. I will argue that instead of just looking at virtual worlds as 
social spaces or games, we need to understand them as both and to fully understand 
the complex processes as work, we need to encompass a knowledge of online 
performing and of interactive story-production in an analysis, too. I argue that all 
these elements in total create the feeling of “worldness” and enable us to feel 
engaged by and present in a virtual world. 

However, the ideas put forward here would surely benefit from further 
elaboration and testing in emerging and new virtual worlds (such as The Sims 
Online, Star Wars Galaxies, A Tale of the Desert, World of Warcraft etc), and in a 
field where technology itself constantly makes new world forms possible, there are 
so many possible perspectives to be examined, that several years of empirical 
studies and the examination of multiple other approaches are needed before we can 
claim to have produced a fully-fleshed Poetics. Hence my cautious use of the word 
“towards” in the title. This work in particular focuses on the central aspects of 
“multi-user textuality” and on what aspects of world activities you need to consider 
if you want to study “the emergence of story” in a multi-user environment. Hence, a 
model of multi-user textuality and the explanation of the emergence of story in 
multi-user environments by means of an analysis of interaction forms and agents is 
here my main contribution towards a poetics.   

The contribution to the field 
Since late 1999 when this project took form, there has been a great growth in the 
number of academic books and articles dealing with the subject of virtual 
environments, virtual cultures and communities, gender, race and embodiment in 
virtual environments, computer games, digital literature and storytelling, life on the 
Internet and so forth.  The first Digital Arts and Cultures (DAC) conference took 
place in 1998, the first conference hosted by the Association of Internet Researchers 
took place in 2000, and the first academic conference on Computer Games took 
place in 2001. Both the Danish and The International Network of Computer Game 
Researchers was established in the Spring of 2002.  It has been difficult to keep up, 
and even as I write (2003) more books are being published and more conferences 
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are in the making. Therefore, this piece of work is part of an almost global work in 
progress, as right now, around the world, many researchers are trying to come to 
grips with a number of interrelated and constantly evolving phenomena while we 
continuously influence - and are influenced by - each other.  We are still at a stage 
in the study of digital communication and aesthetics where we still have to resort to 
“old” theory in order to speak meaningfully about these new digital phenomena, 
and the emergence of increasingly more and more hybrid genre phenomena such as 
alternate reality gaming (The Beast, Majestic) or online social spaces which are 
both games and construction sites (The Sims Online) demonstrates, it becomes more 
and more apparent that we must learn from a number of these “old” theories as well 
as from current writings on digital media by a variety of cyber researchers to 
explain networked aesthetic phenomena fully. 

This need to spread yourself somewhat thinly as a researcher in order to get 
the full picture applies to this work too. This thesis is very much a patchwork, an 
attempt to combine various old theories with what new knowledge we now have, in 
order to describe virtual worlds as an emergent phenomenon in its own right. I will 
argue that, in order to understand what a virtual world is, we will need to call on the 
insights of a number of disciplines. We need to know about social interaction online 
(interaction between users), we must understand the research on gameplay 
(interaction between user and the environment), the studies of interaction and digital 
storytelling (what does it mean to tell an “interactive story”? which forms exist?) 
and learn from watching online performances (what does it mean to “stage a play” 
when their is no clear-cut distinction between actor and audience?), and we must try 
to bring all this together in order to explain the experience of the “worldness” of a 
specific virtual world. A more traditional thesis would most likely present one 
major argument and one major explanation; this is not the case here, as I present 
several perspectives and interlinked arguments and themes, which emerge and 
submerge repeatedly throughout the thesis. We need complex theory, as we are 
facing a phenomena which cannot be defined singularly, and if perfect clarity of 
explanation is not always achieved in this process, I hope I will have provided food 
for further reflection and potentially interesting cross-readings of key words such as 
“the virtual”, “worldness”, “play”, “and “lived story”.   

Previous literature in the field 
A potential weakness in this work is, on parallel lines, what might be seen as the 
lack of mentioning of the previous literature in the field. To my knowledge, this 
thesis is indeed the very first monograph which, from a broad humanities 
perspective, tries to give an overview of the field of virtual worlds. Even though in 
recent years several books on virtual worlds have been published, this has either 
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been in the form of anthologies with a restricted perspective on the field, such as 
The Social Life of Avatars – Presence and Interaction in Shared Virtual 
Environments (2002, edited by Ralph Schröders) or Virtual Interaction: Interaction 
in Virtual Inhabited 3D Worlds (2001, edited by Lars Qvortrup); as books with a 
more hands-on and design-oriented approach like Mulligan and Petrovsky’s 
Developing Online Games: An Insider’s Guide (2003), Richard Bartle’s Designing 
Virtual Worlds or Alexander’s Massively Multiplayer Game Development (2003), 
or Bruce Damer’s early Avatars: Exploring and Building Virtual Worlds on the 
Internet (1997); or as in-depth studies of particular text-based virtual environments 
such as Lori Kendall’s Hanging out in the virtual pub - Masculinities and 
Relationships Online (2002), on the world BlueSky, Frank Schaap’s The Words 
That Took Us There – Ethnography in a Virtual Reality (2001), on the world 
Cybersphere and Lynn Cherny’s Conversation and Community: Discourse in a 
Social MUD (1999) on ElseMOO.  Finally, a few personal accounts of life in virtual 
worlds or communities has added interesting insights into the experience of online 
life, such as Julian Dibbell’s My Tiny Life (1999) or Katie Hafner’s The Well: A 
Story of Love, Death & Real Life in the Seminal Online Community (2001), but are 
essentially more journalistic than theoretical.  

Earlier works like the two anthologies on Cybersociety edited by Steve 
Jones (1995, 1998), the anthology Internet Culture (1997, edited by Porter), 
Ludlow’s High Noon on the Electronic Frontier: Conceptual Issues in Cyberspace 
(1996), Howard Rheingold’s seminal The Virtual Community (1994), Benjamin 
Wooley’s  Virtual Worlds: A Journey in Hype and Hyperreality (1992) and the very 
early and somewhat speculative Cyberspace – First Steps (ed. Benedikt, 1991) have 
a few chapters which deal with, what according to my definition (see p.27 ), falls 
into the category of virtual worlds. However, these works largely deal with more 
general issues of community, identity, reality, culture and privacy online. Rare 
anthologies like High Wired – on the Design, Use and Theory of Educational M00s 
(edited by Haynes & Holmevik, 2001) focus on a particular world form (like 
MOOs), but primarily from an educational or collaborative work point of view.  
It should also be noted, that quite of few books (or articles) have incorporated the 
words “virtual” and “worlds” into their title, but a closer look reveals a focus 
mainly on, for instance, virtual reality technology or other forms of technology or 
“world-software” which fall outside the boundary of my definition. An example of 
such a work is Ralph Schröder’s Possible Worlds: The Social Dynamic of Virtual 
Reality Technology (1996), which focuses on the evolution of VR-technology.  

Consequently, due to the lack of virtual world literature specifically within 
my own field, much of the literature I have perused - apart from the books 
mentioned above - consists partly of single articles and writings dealing specifically 
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with virtual and online worlds, and partly literature from related fields, such as 
sociology, communication and media studies, game studies, narratology and theory 
of interactive narrative which does not specifically deal with virtual worlds, but 
provides potentially interesting perspectives on them. The literature from these 
fields are presented as part of the chapters which deal with these particular 
perspectives on the phenomena.  

A ludological or a narratological perspective? 
During the past few years there have been several clashes between researchers 
oriented towards the study of narratives in new media and those oriented towards 
the study of computer games as something not necessarily narrative in nature. I 
hope that this piece of work will, to a certain extent, bridge this gap, rather than be 
regarded as something written by either a “narratologists” or a “ludologist”.  
However, I also need to own up to my own academic background: trained as a 
student of comparative literature, literary theory and media studies, naturally my 
slant is that of a person focused on storytelling rather than that of a gamer – or a 
film theoretician, psychologist, or sociologist. However, I think there is great value 
in the fact that my studies of Literary Theory has taught me that openness towards 
methodological pluralism is often the most rewarding way to approach a piece of 
work, be it a book, a film or a digital “text”. I have been taught to make the 
connections, rather than to purge them in order to force a clear standpoint. This is 
also the way I have approached this project, and my intention is to make the reader 
aware of the fact that a virtual world is not “just another form of narrative” but an 
autonomous and new addition to the body of fiction forms. My intuition is that what 
we will see in the future will be a number of hybrid phenomena which contain 
elements of what, we traditionally used to define either as a game or a story, but 
which are also themselves altering the very notion of these concepts, and of what a 
game or a narrative can be. Virtual worlds are early salient examples of this 
development, as they often combine games and tellable events in an experienced 
social environment; but as an aesthetic phenomenon in constant development, it is 
too early for me to draw the exact contours of their continents. If my writing does 
sometimes present itself as a little blurred, it is also because the world does not yet 
stand still. 
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Some basic concepts 

What is a ”virtual world”? 
Virtual worlds as a concept and an actual possibility has, in a serious way, made its 
way to the public awareness as more and more not-so-technologically-savvy 
citizens throughout the 1990s have had the financial and technological possibilities 
of access to and participation in these worlds. On parallel lines, some of the virtual 
worlds which started out as more idealistic enterprises have become withdrawn and 
elite spaces to which access requires a regular fee, as is the case with the 
community of The Well, which Howard Rheingold describes in his seminal Virtual 
Community (Rheingold, 1994) where the concept of virtual community is 
introduced, and whose development Katie Hafner more objectively chronicles in 
The Well: A Story of Love, Death & Real Life in the Seminal Online Community. 
Industry has realised that virtual worlds such as EverQuest can cash in substantial 
sums of money if run successfully; not alone are the number of graphical virtual 
worlds exploding, but many of the most popular and publicly known virtual worlds 
on the Internet today require that you subscribe to them if you want to be a long-
term member. In return, the consumer has obtained a much more accessible 
interface and much easier and faster ways to connect to these worlds – and not least, 
a lot of fancy graphical content to play around with. In common parlance, what 
people refer to as a “virtual world” might just be any form of an inhabitable space 
created by a computer, and it might be used rather uncritically or alternating with 
“virtual environments”. However, there might be sense in using exactly the term 
“virtual world” if there is a logical connection between what we understand by 
these words and the phenomenon which we use these words to describe. In what 
follows, I present an overview of some possible and existing understandings of the 
concept of the virtual, as well as of the concept of “world” both as an environment 
and as a text. I will start by explaining why I am using the expression virtual world 
– and not expressions like virtual community or virtual environment. Then I will 
take a closer look at what, according to the current world experts, defines a virtual 
world as environment and on the basis of the studies, I will then proceed to my own 
suggestion of a definition of a virtual world.  

Virtual suffixes and the disadvantage of using them 
“Virtual” has been used as a prefix to the many darlings of various researchers.  
“Virtual reality”, “virtual communities” and “virtual environments” are expressions 
often used synonymously and haphazardly interchanging with “virtual worlds”. 
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However, if we want to discuss specific environments with specific properties, it is 
important not to foster misjudgement by choosing the wrong terminology.  

Why not virtual reality? 
The reason why I have chosen not to use the term “virtual reality” is most of all a 
question of emphasis. Virtual reality, by using the word “reality”, immediately 
indicates a relation to a reality which is not virtual. Real reality, one might call it – 
or the material, tangible materiality of our everyday lives. Virtual reality (VR) is 
often understood as simulated reality, virtual in the sense of a “fake” which is 
designed to look as convincing as possible, to feign as “real” Reality.  By using this 
expression, we are drawn into an ongoing discussion with ontological ramifications: 
by talking about “virtual reality”, you refer to a notion of reality which is almost 
real, which tries to imitate the real, but is still only just a representation of it. The 
virtual reality is a specific form of representation whose content is another reality. 
But what do we really understand by the word “reality”? Is there really a real reality 
which is the ultimate signified? Quickly, we are drawn into nauseating discussions 
of the nature of the real, and find ourselves fighting, aligning with those who claim 
there is no such thing as “pure” reality or if there is, we cannot touch it anyway 
(Wittgenstein), or it has always already been destroyed (Baudrilliard). It is 
worthwhile noting, that the notion of VR is both a vision and a specific technology, 
but in essence a cultural fabrication like every other perception of reality, as Simon 
Penny points out in the article "Virtual Reality as the End of the Enlightment 
Project" (Penny,1992).  Here he says: 

"We are taught to believe that you can "experience" the countryside from inside an 
air-conditioned car travelling at 60mph. This 'belief' prepares us for the VR 
condition. Virtual Reality is as a real as a picture of a toothache. A reality in 
which you can walk through walls with impunity; a reality which has no odour or 
temperature isn't very real. But the construction of more and more complex and 
expensive interfaces is beside the point. It's the kind of obsessive project that 
characterizes the activities of engineers in the realm of cultural production. A 
discussion of what the 'bandwidth' of reality is, is folly. Our preparation is cultural. 
We will accept VR as a representational scheme, no matter what its verisimilitude, 
in the same way that we accept a map of a city or the pieces on a chess board." 
(Penny, 1992, p. 7, my emphasis) 

Penny is making an interesting argument here. Our expectations of virtual reality 
(ultimately as that which allows us the experience of complete and bodily 
immersion into another world) and of what it should be, are cultural constructions, 
and the actual degree of verisimilitude is beside the point. What matters is how we 
have been taught to perceive reality and accordingly how we imagine the perfect 
representation of it would be like. This seems like an echo of Foucault and his 
notion of the episteme; that through and by the culture we live in at a given time, we 
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are taught not only to believe in certain abstract truths, but on a basic 
epistemological level, to perceive and interpret also the physical world in a specific 
way through the way we are taught to interpret what reality is (Foucault, 1970). To 
Penny, the scholars advancing virtual reality is just continuing an age-old tradition 
of dreaming, of a state where the body is completely annihilated as the secondary 
other to the primary soul, a dream as old as Descartes and the vision of 
Enlightenment. Today, the enthusiastic dreams of cyberspace and total sensory 
immersion in Virtual Reality which flourished in the early 1990s still seem more 
like science fiction rather than realistically implemental technology. Research still 
goes on in laboratories and Penny himself has made some very interesting 
interactive experiments in VR CAVEs, but the goggles and glove version of Virtual 
Reality has never made it to the public at large and probably never will, due to the 
cost of the technology and the fact, that VR is rarely usable for more than a few 
people at a time. The concept of a VR World, inhabited by several hundred or 
thousands of people, like EverQuest, is still rather unfathomable. 

Furthermore, in order not to confuse concepts, it might be wise to refer to 
the technological understanding of virtual reality as VR and to the general 
understanding of imaginary settings as “virtual realities” as vr with small letters as 
suggested by Marie Laure-Ryan (Ryan, 1999, p 88). This work does not specifically 
deal with VR or VR spaces. Rather, it takes a look at a category of virtual realities I 
have chosen to refer to as virtual worlds. Immersion in these worlds primarily takes 
place through the experience of a graphically or textually represented environment. 
The experience of “being there” is therefore mainly based on visual perception or 
mental constructions and not a complete sensory experience of the world. As it is, 
virtual worlds are also a far cry from being the dreamt of VR environments which 
offer complete and total perceptual immersion. They entice us in other ways, and 
pinpointing these “other ways” is part of the objective of this work.  

Why not virtual communities? 
A society or a community can be described as a convenient way to organise a 
number of individuals in a given reality, or as something which arises through new 
communally experienced versions of reality, and the sharing of perspectives on it. 
Many “virtual communities” on the Internet are communities of special interests, in 
which people have come together on the basis of academic or personal interests 
(like newsgroups, or discussion forums), or on the basis of consumer habits (such as 
an interest in a certain TV series or pop band), as will be discussed in more depth in 
chapter 5. A society is the sum of the people who inhabit it, and the organisation of 
this has as one of its primary objectives to ease communication and interaction 
between individuals, to ensure as little noise as possible in all aspects of the word 
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(i.e. political noise, geographical noise etc). A virtual community might be one way 
to make people come together and ease communication, especially when people are 
geographically scattered, but then, there are other cases where the word 
“community” is just an excuse for trying to make people stick to a certain web site, 
at which site hosts can then measure their habits and opinions effortlessly. Or it 
may, as indicated above, be the effect rather than the purpose of a certain grouping 
of people. If you focus on the community or “communal” aspects of a virtual world, 
my experience is that you may acquire interesting knowledge on the habits of 
people, but not much insight into how they experience the virtual world they move 
in. Also one tends to focus on communal activities, those that shape the society or 
those that define it, or help define individual members in relation to others, rather 
than the events which define the relation between user and world. A virtual world 
should principally also be interesting to move around in, even if you are the only 
user around. But can you call a virtual community a community if it has only one 
inhabitant?  

Isn’t a virtual world the same as a virtual environment?  
Yes and no. “Virtual worlds” and “virtual environments” are often used 
interchangeably. One might wonder why I have chosen to speak of virtual worlds 
rather than virtual environments, which is a more flexible concept, and hence covers 
a broader variety of online spaces.  This is partly to avoid confusion, since an 
“environment” need not necessarily be coherent, spatially extended, or united by a 
consistent theme. An environment can easily be merely a random chosen setting for 
chat, such as Microsoft’s now deceased chat environments Microsoft Comic Chat 
and Microsoft V-chat which offered their users a multitude of differently-themed 
environments to interact in. In comparison a virtual world is thought of exactly as a 
"world" - united by a common theme, metaphor or geography, such as the world 
Cybertown, which is heavily inspired by Neil Stevenson’s novel Snowcrash, or the 
many fantasy worlds whose universe is much inspired by the MiddleEarth universe 
of Tolkien’s Lord of the Rings trilogy. Furthermore, though multiple users might 
interact in them, a chatroom or an IRC (Internet Relay Channel) cannot be 
described as a virtual world, because they (often) only exist momentarily; when 
there are users around to open them and define them. Once the users have logged 
off, the room or the channel ceases to exist. The concept of virtual environments is 
too broad to say significantly much about singular environments, and the issue of 
space is easily downplayed, as it does not seem to matter whether the virtual 
environment consists of a virtual room (the IRC channel, which is nothing more 
than a sentence with the name of the chat channel) or of a physical representation of 
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a room (as one experiences in chat worlds like The Palace) on an entire world (as in 
EverQuest). 
This broad perspective on the categorisation of virtual environments can also 
implicitly be found in the fairly early article “Multi-User Environment Studies: 
Defining a Field of Study and Four Approaches to the Design of Multi-User 
Environments” by Susan Warshauer (Warshauer, 1998), one of the few articles 
which tries to provide an overview of the different categories of virtual 
environments.  Warshauer operates with the general concept “Multi User Virtual 
Environments” (abbreviated MUVE), of which (virtual) worlds is a subspecies. 
Other subcategories are, according to Warshauer, talk programs, web chat 
programs, audio-video conferencing programs, MOOs, computer games, worlds,  
and people browsers, so indeed the concept of MUVE ends up being an umbrella 
term for a variety of MUVE generating software of which it is difficult to talk about 
any common traits. Hence, this article is a telling example of a general dilemma, 
one as researcher has to face when approaching these phenomena. Too broad a 
concept allows you to say nothing specific about singular phenomena, too narrow 
an understanding makes it difficult to make a general theory. 

It is also worth noting, that in Warshauer’s terminology “worlds”, apart from 
being persistent, are characterised by the fact that they are “engaging immersive 
environment[s]”. She argues that the sense of situated space and environment which 
is lived in, is brought to the fore in the concept of world (referring in particular to 
Farmer et al, 1994).  I do not disagree with Warshauer, rather my point is that I have 
chosen to focus more narrowly on one specific instance of a virtual environment, 
which is characterised by exactly the features Warshauer also emphasises: the 
intention of creating a feeling of “world” space (not just local space) and 
persistence.  

It should be noted, however, that throughout this work, I have nevertheless 
sometimes chosen to use the phrase “virtual environments”. When applied, it is 
intended exactly in the sense of being a container term, which encompasses all the 
variations of multi-user environments as listed above by Warshauer, and is 
furthermore meant to include instances of even less localised virtual environments 
such as Usenet groups, Forums and similar phenomena which online community 
studies have also embraced as virtual environments.  

Virtual worlds – definitions in dialogue 
Researchers and designers within a number of different disciplines have for some 
time actively been using the concept of virtual world in relation to their own field of 
studies. As this work itself testifies, virtual worlds have also lately appeared on the 
general academic agenda as an autonomous research subject. However - as is often 
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the case when different scientific paradigms appropriate the same concept -  
definitions are rarely used in agreement; they are partial, and do not cover all the 
defining aspects of a virtual world. Nevertheless, a good definition might emerge 
from a sampling of the most valid points of various other definitions. Let us 
therefore as a starting point examine some of the existing definitions of virtual 
world systems:  

This is an area created on the computer, which can be explored in three 
dimensions. The user navigates their way around by the use of the keyboard or 
mouse.  
(found at Webwise, "The Internet made simple by BBC’).  

A simulated environment that appears to have the characteristics of some other 
environment, and in which participants perceive themselves as interactive parts. 

(found at American National Standard for Telecommunications - Telecom 
Glossary 2000 - http://www.atis.org/tg2k/_virtual_world.html )  

Virtual Reality Technology: “A computer-generated display that allows or 
compels the user (or users) to have a feeling of being present in an environment 
other than the one they are actually in and to interact with that environment”. 
This definition is close to that of most researchers in the field, and it is also 
grounded in a particular understanding of the social implications of new 
technologies. Shared VR technology, or shared VEs, can therefore be defined as 
VR systems in which users can also experience other participants as being present 
in the environment and interacting with them.  

(Ralph Schroeder, sociologist, in 2001 in “The Social Life of Avatars”, pp. 2)  

As Kalawsky 93 explained, virtual environments (VE), also known as virtual 
reality, is a computer system that generates a three-dimensional graphical 
ambience known as virtual world, where the user experiences an effect called 
immersion (the sense of presence within the VE world), and they navigate through 
the virtual world and interact with the graphical objects that reside within it, using 
special input/output devices. 

(Miguel Angel Garcia-Ruiz, School of Cognitive and Computing Sciences, paper 
titled “An Interactive 3D Learning Environment for Protein Chemistry “, 1999)    

Certain things are shared in common among all of the many inheritors of VW1, 
and these things make up the core of what a VW is—and therefore, what a virtual 
world is today. These are: 

1. A spatial representation of the virtual world 

2. Avatar representation within the space 

3. A sandbox to play in that offers persistence for some amount of the data 
represented within the virtual world 

http://www.atis.org/tg2k/_virtual_world.html
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Anything that meets these criteria can profitably be called a VW for the sake of 
examining it and comparing features in the design to things that aren’t ashamed to 
use the term. […further down…] 

A VW is a spatially based depiction of a somewhat persistent virtual environment 
which can be experienced by numerous participants at once, who are represented 
within the space by avatars. 

(The webpage “A somewhat strict definition” at virtual world designer Raph 
Koster’s website, http://www.legendmud.org/raph/gaming/book/3c.html)  

MUDs are networked multi-user virtual reality systems which are widely available 
on the Internet. Users of these systems adopt alter egos and explore a virtual 
world which may depict any imagined environment. The MUD interface is entirely 
textual; all commands are typed in by the user and all feedback is displayed as 
text on a monitor. 

(Elisabeth Reid, Cultural Studies Researcher, in the anthology Communities in 
Cyberspace)  

What is a virtual world? A shared space with repeat visitors who see themselves 
having at least one of the following in common: activities, goals, specialized 
languages, or an ethical framework. A virtual community may or may not form in 
a virtual world. Many virtual communities of varying strengths and characteristics 
may come and go in a single virtual world.  

(a virtual world designer Bruce Damer on supplement site on the web to the book 
Avatars! - http://www.digitalspace.com/avatars/book/chtu/chtu1.htm)  

As should be clear from the quotes above, the definition of virtual worlds do, as I 
indicated, depend to a certain extent on tradition. The author works within, and their 
succinctness is highly dependable on whether one actually knows anything about 
the field in advance or not. Some definitions are so broad as to cover almost every 
digital rendering of 3D-space, others so specialised that they are hardly definitions 
at all, but actual descriptions. There seems to be a general agreement, though, that  
1) a virtual world is a simulated spatial environment  
2) that it is a shared space, accessible by several users at the same time 

3) that it is navigable  

Note, however, that only few of the definitions (Koster, Reid, Webopedia) mention 
text-based virtual worlds. The others explicitly refers to graphical worlds or seem to 
take the “graphicalness” for granted. This might also be due to ignorance, as more 
popular definitions are not necessarily aware of the existence of the older, and 
therefore lesser known and less easily accessible text-based worlds. Provided that 
we want a definition which is general and abstract enough to encompass several 
genres of virtual worlds, both textual and graphical environments should be 

http://www.legendmud.org/raph/gaming/book/3c.html
http://www.digitalspace.com/avatars/book/chtu/chtu1.htm
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included in this. This necessarily implies that neither the presence of text (only), nor 
the graphical features, should be an essential part of a definition.    

Only one of the definitions above emphasises the fact that a virtual world is 
characterised by the fact that there is “persistence for some amount of the data” 
(Koster), which is strange considering that most of the world providers one 
encounters on the world web do store world data on site or on a central server.  
However, if we want to avoid impermanent virtual environments being 
encompassed by the definition, in which case we would be talking precisely about 
environments, not worlds, we need to include permanence as an essential 
characteristic of a world.5 

Furthermore, it is worth noticing that though many of the definitions (here and 
elsewhere) draw attention to the fact that the virtual world is defined by being 
spatial, few address the nature of this spatiality. Chatrooms or small virtual 
environments can be represented as spatial environments as well, but they are not 
worlds. A world is characterised by its complexity, by the fact that it is, in principle 
or in our imagination of it, so large that we cannot at a first glance fully explore all 
the space inside it. For the same reason, when we enter it, the world appears to be a 
space we need to travel to at length, contrary to spatially restricted environments, 
whose extension is often immediately mapped by the user. 

Finally, it appears that there are apparently many ways to tackle the difficult 
question of describing the tricky concept of immersion; Schroeder refers to the 
feeling “of being present in an environment other than the one they are actually in – 
the cognitive scientist aptly refers to it as the fact that one  “experiences an effect 
called immersion (the sense of presence within the VE world)”. Generally,  the idea 
of immersion, from the perspective of both theorist and designer, seems to be 
closely related to normatively fused ideological imaginings of an environment 
which enables “total immersion” either sensually, emotionally or cognitively. 
Hence the very fuzziness of the word itself makes it dangerous to use in a strict 
definition (see also Penny above on this). However, the experience of immersion is, 
nevertheless, an important part of the personal experience of a virtual world and 
will, from this point of view, therefore  be discussed in some detail in chapter 9.    

Thus, to ensure some degree of precision without sacrificing the possibility to 
encompass various genres of worlds, we need a definition which can describe    

                                                

 

5 
In the context, it is interesting that I have observed a growing consensus amongst designers and industry to 

refer to virtual worlds as “persistent state worlds” or simply “persistent worlds”. This indicates that to them it is 
the technology which is the most important feature, since it is technology which allows persistence. 
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various genres of virtual worlds (for instance both game worlds and social worlds, 
these two ‘genres’ are discussed in chapter 2)  

which distinguish virtual worlds from virtual environments (which are either/or 
of an impermanent nature and/or restricted in their spatial extension) and virtual 
communities (environments which focus primarily on social interaction) by 
emphasising both aspects of interaction between users (discussed more deeply in 
chapter 5) and between users and the world (discussed in chapter 6)  

which distinguishes it from other types of imaginary worlds such as novels or 
films, or fiction worlds on the Internet which are environments that cannot be 
visited (this difference is discussed more closely in chapter 3) and emphasises the 
experience of “worldness” (the experience of the world as lived – this aspect is in 
particular discussed in chapter 9).  

which emphasises the fact that it is a world shared by multiple users  
(synchronous communication between users is possible) and thus that it is an 
instance of multi-user textuality (which is discussed in more detail in this chapter, 
and chapter 9).   

From this follows:  

A definition of a virtual world  

A virtual world is a persistent online representation which contains the possibility 
of synchronous communication between users and between user and world within 
the framework of a space designed as a navigable universe.   

“Virtual worlds” are worlds, you can move in, through persistent representation(s) 
of the user, in contrast to the imagined worlds of non-digital fictions, which are 
worlds presented as inhabited, but are not actually inhabitable.   

Virtual worlds are different from other forms of virtual environments in that they 
cannot be imagined in their spatial totality.     
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The various aspects of worlds which are mentioned here will all be discussed in 
more detail in a number of chapters which deal with these specific characteristics. 
Thus, chapter three takes a closer look at some digital versions of imagined worlds 
and explains why they are not virtual worlds. Chapter five discusses interaction 
between users and chapter six the interaction between user and world. Chapters 
nine, ten and eleven discuss how we experience and describe virtual worlds and 
their “worldness” in theory and practice.   
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The WORLD as text 
Texts and textuality 
When presenting to others the subtitle of this work: multi-user textuality and the 
emergence of story, I have often been questioned as to why I have chosen to use a 
“text”-oriented terminology.  A logic argument from my contesters has been that it 
might present a problem to discuss virtual worlds as multi-user textualities, in that 
the use of the word “textuality” unavoidably relates to the concept of text, which is 
most often affiliated with written or verbal text. Since many virtual worlds are far 
from textual worlds – and since the written text only plays a minor party in the 
experience of many worlds,  is it then still relevant (it might even be directly 
misleading)  to talk of a “textuality” in relation to these worlds? 

Firstly, it should be duly noted that I operate with a broad understanding of 
text in the tradition of the school of semiotics and structuralist analysis as put 
forward by Roland Barthes, Tzvetan Todorov, Christian Metz and other theoretists 
of the 1960s and 1970s : that is, I consider every cultural artefact with a signifying 
function to be a “text”. These processes of significance take place both within the 
visual and written media, whether the texts in question be temporal or spatial, such 
as, in the first case, novels, films or theatre plays, or, in the latter case, a poster or an 
interactive art installation.  Since a virtual world can also be considered a “cultural 
artefact”, which produces meaning in the process of being read, used or interacted 
with, it also falls into this understanding of the concept of text. 

Secondly, I am here looking at digital texts or “cybertexts” (which need not 
only be digital texts) as they have been defined by Espen Aarseth, that is: texts 
which are 

..seen as a machine – not metaphorically but as a mechanical device for the 
production and consumption of verbal signs. Just as a film is useless without a 
projector and a screen, so a text must consist of a material medium as well as a 
collection of words. (Aarseth, 1997, pp. 21)  

Hence, I think of  a (digital) text as a text which consists of both what is presented 
to us (what we see on the screen) and the mechanism which produces it (code, 
software) – and at the level of presentation the specific cybertext I deal with more 
and more often partakes of several signifying practices: sound, images (both still 
and moving) and written text.  

In general, it is an often discussed point in a huge body of writing on, for 
instance, hypertext that digital texts already contest the traditional notion of what a 
text is (see for instance Bolter 1991, Landow 1997).  Let us here just note that 
digital texts present us with new problems related to the construction and  
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understanding of texts, not just at the level of interpretation but also at the level of 
production and the level of execution, but that it might still be worth maintaining 
the notion of “text” to describe also those cultural artefacts which are dependant on 
a process of computation until a better term is invented. 

Thirdly, even though the major parts of the newer virtual worlds are two or 
three-dimensional, they do still rely on written text for the relaying of important 
information. Hit points (the numerical value assigned to your blows to a virtual 
enemy), the “narration” of events [“John is no longer online”], and player to player 
communication (“chat”) is still conveyed through “printed”, written messages and 
even if voice chat is becoming more and more wide-spread, it is difficult to imagine 
how one could completely abandon print text in a virtual world since information 
which needs to be quickly displayed, stored or revisited is easiest to retrieve and 
absorb in print form. For instance, if you at a later point in a world-visit need to go 
back and look at messages or information provided earlier during that visit, you 
would normally do it either by scrolling the text-output and chat window or by 
checking the log. It is difficult to imagine how it would be to visit a zone (a 
particular section of the game world) in a world like EverQuest if all information 
were only to be given graphically or via voice. At busy hours I have noticed more 
than 100 players in a zone.  What a cacophony of voices it would be if all their out-
of-character shouting, auctioning and communication were related through sound!!6  
And what with commands like the standard [/who] which normally conveys 
information on which players are online and where or who they are? Information 
like this would be difficult to communicate as efficiently in other forms. The reader 
herself will most likely be able to come up with even more examples of virtual 
world functions which would be impaired if all print text were to be removed. 
Finally, it seems that the functions of written emotes or socials (“action verbs” 
describing what the character does) are continuously thriving also in graphical 
environments. This might partly be due to the fact that set gestures of bodily 
movement are very space-consuming to design and implement: at the moment it is 
still easier to type movement than having it as a pre-stored possibility. In sum; text 
exactly as print text is still and will remain an important part of the virtual world 
experience. 

Another approach to the concept of textuality and text, which overcomes the 
problem of intrinsically linking the concept of text with verbal text, can be to regard 
“text”, not as a physical or material entity, but as a mental construct of the world of 
the text from and with which we as readers extrapolate a world (see Knap, 1998). 
Knap argues that the fact that a “text” can be represented in different media, points 

                                                

 

6 
These channels of communication are explained and discussed in more detail in chapter 7. 
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to the fact that it is not the material rendering of it which is important, but the fact 
that the 

mental space which emerges and is represented in a way which makes it possible 
for a person to maintain it as stable and to refer from it in spite of the fact that the 
world itself simultaneously passes by unrestrictedly, is a text (pp 40, translation 
from Danish).  

Texts are always constructs or potential “spacebuilders” (ibid., pp 41), aiding us, the 
users of it, in our construction of a mental “map” of what is important or not in the 
text, what it is trying to say, what are the influential actors within it etc. Hence, 
consuming a text requires  the performance of an act of mental spacebuilding as an 
inevitable part of the experience of text, an act which differs from other acts of 
mental spacebuilding in that it requires an intentional will to build mental 
projections in “transcendent” spaces on the sides of both sender and receiver. 
However, whether the spacebuilding cues are verbal or visual does not really 
matter, it is this intentional building which is central to the process of engaging with 
a text.  

This concept of text seems highly applicable in the virtual world seen as 
text, in that the virtual world as text requires a mental mapping on two levels: a 
cognitive map of the represented physical space and a more diffuse mental map of 
the textual world (its symbolism, politics, intentions)  according to which events in 
the projected physical world are interpreted. That is, the mental conception of text 
from which one refers, is in the case of virtual world, both a cognizable mapped 
physical space and an abstract mapping of the meaning of the world of the text. As 
we will see, the construction of worldness incorporates both these “readerly” 
activities.  

Which text? 
In his book S/Z (on Balzac’s novel Sarrasine), Roland Barthes justifies his division 
of the text into an apparently random size of lexias (autonomous chunks of text), by 
arguing for these as “the best possible space in which we can observe meanings” 
(Barthes, 1970, pp.13). This space might be easy to define when looking at a piece 
of literature, or a tsingle film, but in the case of virtual worlds, it is more difficult to 
pinpoint what exactly is “the text” we are looking at. Is it the world as such, 
including the hardware it runs on, the code that determines how it is presented to us, 
or is it “the experience of it” as we use and interact with it continuously over time? 
Or is it the preserved text of what happened in the world as we can read it in a log 
or through numerous screenshots?  Is it the experience of one world visit or the 
conglomerate of several visits to a world? I have chosen to look at the world as texts 
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on two levels, that of the local and that of global text experience. A specific or local 
text here is then a single world visit or session: one visit to a world and the log 
which describes it,  or for instance a gaming session, a MOO meeting or one 
instance of a theatre performance. However, there are also more “global” texts from 
which I try to extract meaning: the experience of world and emerging story-lines as 
they arise out of several visits to a world, a collection of performances, or through 
the life and death of a specific character. However, whether local or global, it is 
important to maintain the fact that the experience is always subjective: there is no 
fixed message which can be deducted from either a local or global reading of a 
virtual world text or which can be claimed to represent the experience of all users. 
A user on the Games Network (DIGRA) discussion list phrases it very well:  

Games do function as vessels for values, as any text does. But they also 
fundamentally transform the processes by which users encounter, make sense 
of, accept or resist those values. If the most satisfying games are the ones 
that give us wildly different outcomes depending on how we interact with athem, 
how can we possibly expunge this or that "message" in advance?  

(Games Network List, December 2002) 

This insight is even more fitting for a virtual world, where the fluctuating presence 
of other users always makes each visit unique, even if it is the same place in the 
world you visit or the same tasks you perform. Thus, making inferences from local 
experience to global “meaning” of a virtual world can be very dangerous, as it does 
not necessarily make sense to interpret local texts as representative of larger 
intentions or a globally imposed meaning. We can no longer think of text as finite, 
but are forced to conceive of it as a dynamic entity, which is reproduced in different 
ways by different users or never reproduced again at all. Accordingly, “textual 
analysis” in a virtual world should consist of examining the structures and specific 
processes  which make the individual text events possible, and not of the act of 
deconstructing or reconstructing the meaning or significance of these events as 
finalised activities. Hence, we must look not only at the local texts themselves, but 
at the global system which helped give birth to them.  

Which reader? 
In this thesis, I use three different words to describe those who “read”, “interact 
with”, “play”, “traverse” etc the texts I examine. When I talk of “the user”, it is 
mainly because I then think of the text as a machine or tool (a concept which will be 
described in what follows below) and the user as one approaching it with a detached 
view;  thinking of the text as the hardware which is the computer itself, the software 
inside it and the interface this software constructs on the screen. When I refer to 
“the player” or “the character” instead of talking of the user, it will often be when I 
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am discussing activities which take place within the presented virtual world – the 
player is the user when she has forgotten about the software and acts within the 
framework of the fiction, but still with a consciousness of being one which “plays” 
a character. When I refer to character, it is often in relation to what a specific 
character says or does as the character, for instance when the character is part of the 
text production.  From this follows, that the application of the words “user”, 
“player” and “character” also signals a difference in approach to and in proximity 
with the text in question. Hence, my use of these concepts is closely related to my 
understanding of the concept of textuality. 

As I briefly sketched in the introductory paragraphs, the textuality of a text 
is that which is experienced by the reader in the process of reading or interacting 
with it. One simple approach to understanding textuality would then be to consider 
the place of user and text in the process of reading. The text contains signs that a 
user, from a variety of positions (software user, player, character) in the process of 
using it, decodes and interprets it. It is through this active process of multi-
positional engagement that the object (the specific world, the game, the story) 
becomes a text.  

The multi-user text 
Let us start by summarising: the distinguishing feature of the text-form this work 
will examine is that it holds several users inside it at the time of production and 
these users are an integral part of the production of the text which becomes the 
world.  

Let us take a look at an example of text production then: the most primitive 
form of online multi-user text generation one may observe in the chatroom: one 
user types a sentence, and uploads it to the chatroom by pressing her return-key, a 
second user responds and so do users c and d, and a conversation is taking place, 
emerging as one line after the other of text appearing on your screen. When the 
conversation is over, and the users logged out, what we have is a form of ”finite 
text”, either as the mental reconstruction in the user’s mind of ”what happened” or 
an actual text of the event, a log, which we can read and reread, if we want to. 
Multi-user texts which are generated in a world are much more complex, but 
perhaps also more rewarding as aesthetic experience, since the text as experience is 
the expression of a collaborative act of writing and producing not just sentences, but 
”events”, through interaction with other users and the world in which they move. 
What makes this kind of text interesting, also from a theoretical literary point of 
view, is that we here have an example of text which is produced by a number of 
human actors in real-time, and that these actors are both text-producers (as players) 
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and text-receivers or readers (as users in front of the screen) at the same time. From 
the point of view of the other players, ”you” are also a sign in the text, not just a 
producer but something that is literally ”seen” or read as part of it. 
Jan Rune Holmevik has poetically described these multiple positions in the text 
through the use of a ”codex book” (a print book) metaphor: 

Imagine the MOO as a book. You open it by logging in and suddenly you find 
yourself emerging in the text itself. You can move from page to page in a 
hypertextual, nonlinear fashion, and you can strike up conversations with other 
readers who happen to be reading the same page you are. Those other readers 
appear to be a part of the text others read. It is not virtual reality.  

(Haynes, Holmevik, Kolko, Vitanza; 1998, p. 235)7   

An example of text-generation  
In practice, the virtual world text consists of a central database which contains 
information about the objects which make up the world. Many worlds are designed 
on the basis of an object-oriented programming language, which in effect means 
that all objects in the world, be they users, spaces or concrete objects like chairs, 
tables or rats, have been programmed as separate objects or are instances of parent 
objects which contain certain methods and variables which define these objects. In 
worlds where people are allowed to build their own objects, the properties of the 
objects can be changed or modified in order to make an object which pleases the 
user more. For instance, you can choose to make a generic bot into a bartender bot 
who “knows” how to shake a cocktail and serve it when people ask it to. One of the 
parameters you can set on an object is the description of it, and in text-worlds, the 
description of room-objects is an intrinsic part of the general virtual world 
experience. Note, if there are live users in the room their presence will be added to 
the description of the room as here in this example of a user’s room description in 
StoryMOO, a primarily text-based world, hosted by me as part of the research 
project8:  

The Bedroom 

A decent sized bedroom, retaining much of qualities of a cave. The whole room is 
dome-shaped, with a more or less vertical wall rising up to the west. Two big 
windows, flanked by lush, dark red velvet drapes, provide a breathtaking view 

                                                

 

7 
A MOO is a virtual world, constructed on the basis of an object-oriented architecture (see chapter two). As I 

have pointed out I am well aware that it can be limiting to our understanding of this new phenomena to 
understand it in “old fashioned” textual terms. Holmevik is well aware of this, as he later says “Let’s see if we 
can come up with other and perhaps more interesting ones”. [i.e. other metaphors than that of the book] (ibid.). 
In the chapter on methodology, I discuss the danger of using textual metaphors at some length (see section on 
The Textual Fallacy).                                             
8 

StoryMOO and the uses of it are discussed in more detail in chapter seven. 
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from the cliff and over the tropical forest down below. A nice double bed, rigged 
together from bamboo poles, stands under the far window, the covers crumpled 
and pillows thrown on top. A huge, old fashioned travel case is placed against the 
foot-end of the bed. The rest of the room is rather bare, except for the big rug 
covering most of the floor.   

You see Sig and Eveline

  

The room description is a typical example of how text in these worlds is used in the 
same way as in traditional print literature: to create an atmosphere, to disclose 
information about the universe in which the reader moves, and set a scene for 
action. However, in virtual worlds, the room descriptions or settings, whether 
verbally or visually expressed, have one more, and essential, function: they are 
meant to encourage users to interact both with the room and each other. The 
concrete objects in the room can be the point of departure for numerous 
conversations, for fights, for amorous encounters or the beginning or the completion 
of a quest which will earn your character experience and glory.9 For instance, in the 
room described above, the player(s) might choose to explore the contents of the 
travel case, which might turn out to contain a number of new discrete objects to 
play around with – or it might not contain anything visible, in which case the users 
can just choose to conjure up entirely imaginary objects. These objects may be 
given from one player to another as a token of love, or they might be thrown at the 
other player as part of an argument when action continues.  
Note then, that these actions might be performed on two levels:  

1) Either you can perform as characters using entirely imaginary objects which only 
exist in the minds of the players,   

For instance if I, as the character Sig types, 
emote: takes a worn light-sabre from the travel case and uses the 

force to switch it on  

the other players present in the room will see this text on the screen:  

Sig takes a worn light-sabre from the travel case and uses the 

force to switch it on   

                                                

 

9
 A detailed discussion of rooms as stages for interaction can be found in chapter 7. 
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And they might then choose to play along by suddenly bringing out their own light-
sabres and start an imaginary fight with them  

2) or you can perform as characters with the aid of concrete and coded objects at 
hand. If the travel case contains a light-sabre object, you will be told it is there when 
you open it, or you will see it visually depicted as “content” in the travel case, and 
you can then choose to pick it up by issuing a command to the database (in the 
graphical environment, clicking on it): 
take light-sabre from travel case 

which causes a transferal of the light-sabre object from the travel case to your 
player-object. Now you hold the object and can carry it with you all over the world.  

If I am also curious about the other people in the room, depending on the 
type of environment, I can choose to examine or click on the player-objects present, 
in this case Sig and Eveline10. If I examine Sig, this text will be presented to me:  

Sig 
Lines of text scroll up, faster than the human eye permits you to read. Then, 
finally, all the way at the end of the text, underneath two dashes, you see Sig. He's 
a simple four-line creature, context-sensitive with the right software support and 
alternately formal and informal.   

Eveline 
She's about 5'5” and slender, but has firm shoulders. She's not young, but not very 
old yet either. Judging from the subtle lines of both grief and joy around her eyes, 
you'd say she'd have to be in her mid-thirties. Her thick, black hair is cut short but 
it still manages to get in her face now and then. She has high cheekbones and there 
might well be some Asian blood running through her veins, even as her 
complexion is definitely Caucasian. [etc…]  

These descriptions of character are well-written examples of the variety of styles 
applied to the description of one’s player-object.  They may vary from the very 
realistic and detailed to the abstract and absurd, with no human likeness. However, 
similar to room descriptions they serve as starting points for interaction in that a 
description might give you a clue as how to approach and interact with a particular 
character.  

                                                

 

10 
In a graphical world, you can usually click directly on another player’s character or “consider it” by using a 

special command to activate the information tied to the character you examine. You will typically see the 
inventory of objects the character carries, the clothes she is wearing and/or an additional description of the 
character’s personal characteristics (for instance, “Bixxboo likes other people”.) 
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To conclude, we can now see that producing text in a world-environment 

includes interaction with the world (the objects presented to us) and the other 
characters we meet. Both forms of interaction can generate a written, printed output 
on the screen (when the interaction for instance is a conversation between two 
players) and/or activate concrete events (altering the way an object looks, moving 
the player). These events can in themselves also be experienced as a change in what 
is presented on the screen (the graphical output) and/or be “narrated” to the user in 
the world’s text-output box  (“You have just died. You are now in the morgue.”)  

A model of text communication in a multi-user 
environment 
Having presented this framework of understanding how text is produced in a multi-
user environment, let us now try to depict it in an integrated model, figure 1, which 
is presented below.  

The figure describes the positions and forces which influence the production 
of a specific or local (textualised) event in the virtual world. By text event, I here 
mean a sequence of events (such as those happening during a single world visit), 
which is communicated to the users through the verbal printed text-output window, 
and the movements on the stage of the world (the textual/graphical interface of the 
world). What took place during these events might later be reread in a log of the 
event or re-viewed by looking at screenshots which captured certain moments of the 
event. Furthermore, since I want here to present a very general framework, which 
also includes spheres of influence outside the text-world (the virtual world), more 
general modes of production and modes of reception are also included here. Thus, 
there are several frames of interaction to be explained and presented in the model if 
we want to present the “full picture” of the event. 11  

During the actual production of a local text event, what happens is 
eventually translated into the user’s mental experience of the text, she encounters 
and engages in textually. We have seen that users can inhabit both the position of 
producers of “text”, receivers (and interpreters) of text and in-world "characters", 
signs in the text,  depending on when or who is looking at them, and holding all 
these positions in her consciousness at the same time. This multiplicity of positions 
is depicted inside   

                                                

 

11 
Since I have chosen to restrict my general scope of description of possible influences to those which can be 

identified within the world of text, the “external” forces of influences, such as code, mode of reception and 
mode of production “in real life” will not be dealt with in particular elsewhere in this paper, though I am fully 
aware of their importance, from both a broader cultural perspective as well as from a more general human-
computer interaction perspective. 
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Figure 1. Model of the production of a textualised event in a virtual world.            
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The circle of text production (grey circle) 
The figure depicts two exemplary users - or players – who are supplemented by 
another user figure, which I have termed "a communicative object" (equal to the 
informative object of my agent taxonomy which is presented in chapter nine). These 
objects are quite common in virtual worlds and often play an important part in the 
production of an event. This object holds the same fluent characteristics as “text  
object” as the human players do: it can send some text (it could for instance be a bot 
talking to you)12, it can literally receive the user's text (if, for instance, it is a 
playable recorder) and furthermore in both capacities act as an in-text character 
which talks to the other characters present. 
In the moment of production, each text production event is framed on two levels by 
forces from the outside. Primarily, the production of an event is framed by   

The code (outer circle):  
Basically, all events in a virtual world are framed (or restricted) by the choices the 
virtual world developers have made, for instance the choice of how text appears on 
screen, when you speak: 
John says Hi 

(as opposed to, for instance) 
[John]: Hi 

- or other choices in the coding which affects the way movement, action and 
communication is interpreted and then represented on the screen. The "style" of the 
text output is a choice of appearance and style (which, granted, can be more or less 
customizable) which will generally affect and influence the virtual world experience 
throughout the period of your interaction with it13. – as such it also influences your 
experience of a specific “worldness”. In relation to the production of text, on a more 
general level the restrictions imposed by the world system to a certain extent decide 
which kind of textual events are possible.  

The Script (the circle between the code and the grey text-world) 
In chapter seven, I argue that a dramatically designed event, such as a theatrical 
performance or a quest, is defined - and hence framed - by some kind of 
preplanning or coding of particular objects involved in the event.  We can call this 

                                                

 

12
 A bot is a little “pattern recognition” program designed to respond to user input,  reacting to certain words or 

phrases or sentence structures. It is often “disguised” as some form of human character. 
13

 Unless, of course, the developers suddenly decide to make some really radical alterations in the coding of, for 
instance, the interface, such as was the case during the time, I played  EverQuest. See chapter 11. 
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planning ahead of time "a script".14 The script might simply consist of a code, that 
decides when the event starts and stops. However, it can also be a more literal script 
providing the users with motivations and goals for their interactions, like the script I 
provided  to the players of the Murder Mystery in StoryMOO  (for an analysis of 
this performance, see chapter 7) – or in a virtual community, it could be an 
explicitly stated “code of behaviour” (a “netiquette”) defining what players are not 
allowed to do. The reason is simple: in order to give the text production some kind 
of direction and to prevent "out-of-character” or “out-of-story” or abusive 
behaviour, it is necessary to provide the text-performers with some clues of socially 
productive behaviour. Ideally the script is or could be a programme that makes the 
designer,  "stage director" or "game master" redundant , so the event becomes self-
governed and no human intervention is needed.  

Contexts of reception 
On the model, the grey circle designates a text production event and the white 
circles describe the framework for textual production of this event, internal to the 
world. Inside the world, the receiver of text is the player or the character who 
generates, receives or "observes" (reads) the communication and events produced 
by the other players or communicative objects. “Out-of-the-world” we find the user,  
the person sitting in front of the screen and reading the screen. She is, in her 
moment of reception of the entire text of the world, influenced by several material 
aspects of the production. She is influenced by the developers’ overall choices of 
what to make available in the world software and through these choices, the 
implementation of their personal ideas and beliefs in the software. Their ideas are 
both restricting and restricted by the concrete possibilities of the tool (the world 
software). For instance, the developers might have chosen to build a certain game 
engine, built on a certain programming language, such as C++. Based on the 
developers’ choice while creating the game engine, it will be able to do some things 
(collision detection, for instance) and not other things (letting ghosts walk through 
walls). However, the overall architecture and performance of the game engine is 
also defined by the properties of the programming language (the developers’ tool) 
which they are not able to modify, but have to adhere to (unless they choose to 
create their programming language instead, like LambdaMOO world creator Pavel 
Curtis did – see chapter 2). 

It is finally important to point out that on the “other side of the world” several 
external forces influences the user in her process of decoding what happens. I am 

                                                

 

14 
For another description of what a script can be, see chapter 7,  the section named Drama – script – theatre - 

performance 
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here thinking of on one hand the concrete tools which can change the representation 
of the virtual world, such as the configuration of the computer, she uses (the quality 
of the graphics card, for instance); the browser she uses when accessing the world, 
and on the other hand, the cultural and social contexts influencing her ability to 
decode what happens – on a very concrete level, for instance the presence of other 
people or users in the physical space in which she is physically located. On a more 
abstract level, the genre expectations and experiences which she brings to her 
interpretation of the virtual world will inform her experience - for instance, if the 
user is an experienced table-top role-player, she will expect to be able to role-play if 
the world is similar to the worlds she knows from her off-line role-playing; and she 
might be disappointed if  “role-play” is not taken seriously by other characters she 
meets in the virtual world. In a sense, you can say that the user never enters the 
world naked, but is clad in expectations and tamed by a physics beyond her 
influence.     
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The VIRTUAL as force  
Having examined some of the basic factors which influence the production of the 
virtual world as a certain form of text we can read and engage with, let us now take 
a closer look at the concept of the “virtual” in order to understand why it is 
important to bring the concept of virtuality and the virtual into play when 
understanding some of the many forces which help create the experience of the 
world. Why is it useful to maintain the use of  “virtual”, rather than to use a less 
loaded expression, such as an “online world”? Hopefully, an examination of the 
many meanings entailed in the word “virtual” can provide us with some answers.  

The virtual as technique and tool 
In 1992, critic and science journalist Benjamin Woolley in Virtual Worlds stated 
that the concept of the virtual is “a huge vessel of semantic vacuity waiting to have 
meaning poured into it.” (Wooley, 1992, p. 32). History has since shown that indeed 
the concept of the virtual has taken on many meanings and has been used in many 
connections. A Danish dictionary will give you the following definitions of what 
virtual mean:  

- That which has an effect, “works”, but is not present as a physical object, or  
   physical whole 
- Artificial (contrary to that which is natural) 
- Apparent (contrary to real)  

The word virtual is in its origin related to the word virtue, which is a derivation of 
the Latin word “virtus” which means skill, ability and manliness, of the best male 
abilities. “Virtuality” in a strict sense therefore means efficacy.  In modern 
terminology and in discussions related to computer technology, the use of the word 
“virtual” often takes on several of these connotations. What the dictionary does not 
specify, but both theoreticians like Benjamin Woolley and Marie-Laure Ryan point 
to, is the fact that in computer terminology the concept of “virtual” has acquired a 
meaning of its own, specifically linked to a technologically-shaped determination of 
the word: as when you talk of virtual memory in a machine, which is short-term 
memory which does not store data between sessions but in practice serves as a 
memory base.  In general, as Woolley points out, the computer itself is a virtual 
machine, a fact the everyday user readily appropriates:  

Personal computer users generally become comfortable with the idea of the system 
being at one and the same time a word processor, a calculator, a drawing pad, a 
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reference library, a spelling checker. If they had pulled their system apart, or the 
disks that contain the software, they would find no sign of any of these 
things….They are purely abstract entities., in being independent of any particular 
physical embodiment, but real nonetheless. ”Virtual”, then, is a mode of simulated 
existence resulting from computation. (Wooley, pp 69 , my italics)  

Hence, in everyday use, today the layman might simply refer to something 
“generated by a computer”, when he refers to something virtual. His “virtual bank”, 
for instance. Hence, though the fact that something is referred to as virtual may be 
used to indicate that it is not “real” in the sense that it does not belongs to the 
physical world or has a physical manifestation, this does not mean that is does not 
exist or have a function, as is the case with virtual memory. An online webopedia 
explains it like this:  

The difference is a bit like the difference between an architect's plans for a house 
and the actual house. A computer scientist might call the plans a virtual house.  

Note that we do need and use the architect’s plans when building our house - what 
is indeed interesting in this context is that despite the inherent unreality of the 
virtual objects, they  still serve as tools for us with a real effect on the material 
objects we often use in connection with them. In other words, they function as real 
tools, even if we cannot hold them in our hands. The virtual memory still works as 
memory, and even if we are looking at such an ancient technique as a trompe-l’œil  
ceiling, by virtue of the tool applied (paint), the application of the tool most often 
succeeds in making us believe that there is more space above us than there actually 
is, whether we are aware of the fakeness or not. The real, we perceive, might be a 
“fake” real, but through its very existence it still changes the way we interact with 
and interpret the world.  

The virtual as fake 
In several writings, narratologist and world-theorist Marie-Laure Ryan discusses the 
use of the concept of virtual reality and virtuality (Ryan 1999, 2001). She makes a 
useful distinction between two general uses of the word “virtual”,  

The largely negative idea of the fake, illusionary, non-existent, and the 
overwhelmingly positive idea of the potential, which connotes productivity, 
openness, and diversity. (MLR, 1999, p 89)  

The virtual can be understood in the sense of being artificial or “not real”, in other 
words, “fake”, as something pretending to be something, it is not, like trompe 
l’æuil. The reaction can be to embrace this fakery, as a post-modern aesthetics or 
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most radically as a general mode of being we cannot escape (Baudrilliard) or which 
at least contests the authenticity of the real15. Or to refute it, by reclaiming the realm 
of real “texts” (print books) as something more valuable, as Sven Birkerts for 
instance does in a work appropriately named The Gutenberg Elegies (Birkerts, 
1994). However, as Ryan points out, in practice it is hard to make rigid distinctions 
between what makes a virtual world more fake than the real world, since it is now 
possible also to bring the real body into the realm of the virtual world; one could 
impose constraints which made death concrete and time irreversible in one such 
world if one wanted to, and hence forego the criticism of a cyberspace philosopher 
like Michael Heim, who claims that it is exactly our mortality, the irreversibility of 
time and the actual danger of our bodies being physically hurt which constitutes the 
ultimate difference between the real world and the cyberspatial one.  

Virtual as fiction 
If one side of the “fakery” of the virtual is the virtual tool, which, though it “feigns” 
as a real tool (“the notebook”) in the moment of use actually functions as one such 
(storer of information), there is another aspect of the fake, which relates more 
closely to the textual realm, and hence is also of interest to us. The fake or virtual in 
the sense of that which is fictional: 

In the textual domain, the virtual-as-fake is manifested as fictionality. The fictional 
text invokes the non-existing in the factual mode, thereby inviting the reader to 
pretend belief (or suspend disbelief) in its (lack of) reality. This idea of suspension 
of disbelief is the literary-theoretical equivalent of the VR concept of immersion. 
(Ryan, 1999,  p 89) 

Let us reflect on the issue of suspension of belief or creation of belief for a moment. 
The “fake” as fictionality does not just make us forget the ultimate reality of the 
“real world”, by suspending the knowledge of it. Rather it makes us replace it with 
the reality of the faked world and all that goes on within it – even if only described 
on paper, it is this fake world itself, which becomes a frame of reference for our 
belief. This was something, even Tolkien, in his manifest-like essay “On Fairy-
stories”, drew attention to: 

But this does not seem to me a good description of what happens. What really 
happens is that the story-maker proves a successful ‘subcreator’. He makes a 
Secondary World which your mind can enter. Inside it, what he relates is ‘true’: it 
accords with the laws inside. You therefore believe it, while you are, as it were, 
inside. The moment disbelief arises, the spell is broken; the magic, or rather art, 
has failed. (Tolkien, 1937, pp. 60 ) 

                                                

 

15 
There are not many articles dealing specifically with this issue in relation to virtual worlds, but D. Diane 

Davis in her article “(Non)Fiction(‘s) Addiction(s): A NarcoAnalysis of Virtual Worlds” in the anthology High 
Wired applies a very Baudrilliardian reading of reality onto MOO-environments (Davis, 1998). 
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There is indeed more than a twist of words at play here. When creating a fiction, 
understood as a representation of a world which does not exist, and especially when 
you create a fiction such as a virtual world, in which you are truly transported 
inside, it is not so much a question of “faking it” by means of words, as it is a 
question of providing a believable contingent alternative reality through a 
combination of system design and “literary” devices such as back-story, plot and 
character. This can be related to the theoretical tradition of thinking of possible 
worlds in literature, as Ryan has remarked (Ryan, 2002). A virtual world session 
might be thought of as one possible version of an actual world – as soon as the 
fiction is in place, it is the world which is represented to us which is our reference 
point, not the world outside.  

Hence, events in the virtual worlds are interpreted according to what we 
project as being the inner logic of this world, we do not lose belief in the virtual 
world, because it is not like the real world in all ways or follows all laws of the real 
world. We lose belief, if the inner logic of this world suddenly fails (if you learnt 
that you can walk on water in one place, you expect to be able to do it, when you 
came to a lake the next time etc). However, when we discuss the virtual world as a 
fictional universe, it is important to emphasise the fact that “playing” a virtual world 
is not exactly similar to what you experience when you read a book which takes 
place in an imaginary universe  A virtual world, even when it is not real (virtual 
here understood as being “fake”) still has some form of materiality and permanence 
which goes beyond that of being a sheer mental projection by an individual reader. 
Unlike the novel,  it is not just an “interpretative framework” for the events in the 
world (Chatman, 1990, p 27), but has an actual existence. For instance, the universe 
described in Tolkien's Lord of the Rings Trilogy, does not fall into this category, as 
there is no material rendering of this universe available to the reader, when he reads 
the books. The world of Middle-earth exists only as a mental projection in the 
reader’s mind made possible by the descriptions laid forth by Tolkien, even if the 
scope and the details of the world rendered is very convincing. The film adaptation 
of The Lord of the Rings trilogy does not present a virtual world either. Though 
Tolkien’s words have been interpreted and put into the form of a landscape which 
looks very convincing and realistic, still you cannot interact with it or move within 
it, even though you have a feeling of “immersion”, when you watch the film. And 
as soon as the film is over, the universe disappears. It only exists as long as you 
watch the film. However, EverQuest is part representation, part simulation of a 
Tolkien-inspired universe. You can enter it and influence it and you can live the 
morality of the good and evil of the Tolkien ideology, the codes of conduct 
expected to make sense and be performed in a world like this. This is the reason 
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why in my definition of virtual worlds, I emphasise the difference between digital 
and non-digital fictions.  

Creating belief and living a world: the reality effect 
If a fictional world is seen as a text in a traditional sense, as something which is 
presented to us and which we ultimately approach from the outside, one could  
argue, that suspension of disbelief is needed in advance in order to be able to 
mentally step inside a world and forget about the “fakery” of it. There is still a 
distance to what VR people understand as immersion, that is, immersion that takes 
us inside the world through the impact on the physical senses. However, if we step 
inside the text in a literal way as we do when we enter a virtual world through the 
use of a software tool, we create belief in both ourselves and the other players we 
meet as fictional characters, when inside. The world is always already there for us,  
created by the tool that is the computer, and we perceive it with our eyes, and play it 
with our fingers, and traverse it with our textual or graphical bodies. As distinctive 
signs in the text, that is the virtual world, we are truly inside it, and in this sense 
closer to the ideal of VR immersion, if one such is the measure. Yet, our continuous 
enjoyment and engagement with the world, as with all good fiction, depends on the 
designers’ ability to make it a place we want to stay in. It is within the power of 
fiction to emotionally affect us; to make us cry or laugh, feel angry or annoyed; and 
virtual worlds when they are at their best as fictions affect us in much the same way 
as any other fiction texts may, even if we know that what happens within them does 
not really happen to the “real” us.16  Indeed, events taking place inside the world 
can have a reality effect – through the process of living in the world, using it and 
interacting socially with other users as real as ourselves, we experience both 
emotional effects as well as potential physical effects of our acts in this world. This 
might be experienced in its most extreme form when events such as “virtual rape” 
or cyber-sex takes places (for accounts of virtual offences, see for instance Dibbell, 
1996 or Reid, 1999) – though the rape is “only” committed against a virtual body, it 
still has a physical and mental effect on the real person puppeteering the virtual 
body – or even if the sexual moves are only described they may still result in 
physical sexual arousal in the body of the person at the keyboard. Numerous are the 
stories of people who haven fallen in love online, even if it was initially in a player-
character, not the player himself.  Thus, whether virtual worlds use results in 

                                                

 

16 
Yet, even this distinction between what happens to the character in the world and what happens to our 

physical personality in Real Life might be difficult to maintain. As Jesper Juul has pointed out (Juul, 1999), 
“winning” a game is also a form of event in the real world. It might be my virtual character which beat up the 
monster, but if this win ultimately means that I win the entire game I play, it is also “me”  outside of the screen 
who wins. 
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physical or mental  reactions, the virtual constantly bleeds into the real. The 
borderline is not always that easy to see.  

The virtual as potentiality 
Influenced by the philosophy of Gilles Deleuze, both Pierre Levy and Marie-Laure 
Ryan, work with another, additional understanding of the concept of virtuality and 
virtual. The concepts are interpreted and discussed in a philosophical sense: the 
virtual as that which has not yet been actualised, is still “in potentia”. The relation 
between the actual and the virtual is bi-directional in this understanding: when the 
virtual as potentiality becomes actual (the need for a tool results in a tool), this new 
actuality gives birth to new potentialities (the invention of car has forced us to 
invent tools with which to repair it). This is the creation of something, which is 
irreversible once performed, “an event in the strong sense of the word” (Levy, 
1998). It could also be the invention of the ship, which also entails the possibility of 
the shipwreck, the technology of the elevator which makes the staircase obsolete (or 
at least for ever changes our ideas of the usefulness of stairs) as the examples Paul 
Virillio mentions (Virillio, 1998, pp 41). In other words, the transition from virtual 
to actual is, in this strong sense, a creation of a “problematic domain”, which 
questions its own being. By the act of actualisation, the world is not stabilised, but 
rather destabilised. Not only might a new material entity have made its entry to the 
world, but this new object might also make us question what the world is and how 
we interpret it. Muybridge’s photographs of moving bodies which, late in the 19th 

century, for the first time made it possible for the human eye to see movement the 
eye itself could not capture might serve as a good example. This was an invention 
which profoundly changed the way we understood and interpreted the world and it 
gave birth to new ways of depicting and thinking about movement in the visual arts.  

Possible-real / virtual-actual 
When this notion of the virtual is applied to the understanding of  text (as signifying 
instance, like the virtual world) Pierre Levy in Becoming Virtual (Levy, 1998) 
emphasises that at least the written text as such is virtual: it is independent of any 
particular substratum but can be embodied in various materialities. It can, for 
instance, be printed in any number of books, in any number of ways. However, 
Levy points out that we need to discern between the relation, the possible-real and 
the virtual-actual, between that which just waits to be un-problematically realised 
and that whose transformation into actuality (reality) creates a problematic domain . 
Hypertext is an example of a textual entity which in fact belongs to the realm of 
potential-real, since its form is preconfigured. A hypertext contains only so many 
possible combinations of text, which you can realise in a reading.  Levy does not 
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give an example of a text which is an example of a truly virtual-actual text – 
however, perhaps the World Wide Web as such can be thought of as one such, since 
it is in a constant process of change and redefinition, of feeding back on itself in a 
constant proliferation of links, and inasmuch as it constantly calls for us to invent 
new tools to utilise it properly (as the search engines) – at the same time as it has a 
broader impact of our perception of reality in general: of how we connect, of how 
close or far away we are from “the other”, of how we perceive text and writing in 
general.  One might argue that if there was only one reader or user of the World 
Wide Web,  it would be a potential-real – preconfigured form. However, with 
multiple readers/users it is a virtual – actual set, as they create and they ask 
questions of the material and constantly change its appearance to each other.  
Virtual worlds are examples of texts which belong both to the set of the possible-
real and the virtual-actual. From empirical experience, we know that some elements 
of experience illustrates one dichotomy, others the other. There are things you can 
only do in one way, but there are also things the designers had never thought you 
could do and which might ?make them change the entire fabric of the world. One 
example of such a cycle is presented in chapter 11.  

The virtual-actual concepts in a virtual world context 
How can one apply these concepts of the virtual and actual to a more precise 
understanding of virtual worlds? At a minimum level you cannot make a sharp 
distinction between the actual and virtual. It is like the body and the mind which are 
not imaginable or functional without each other, yet we are mentally able to make a 
distinction between them. This is similar to what describes a virtual world. In 
virtual worlds, we are dealing both with a representation of reality and something 
that is reality in itself, because it does not point to something outside of itself (it is 
not realistic or a documentation of the real world), in a way just like the fiction film. 
Yet as soon as we have image - or language - we have representation, mediated 
reality, in the case of the virtual world we have a “pretend space” in which we can 
play that we are others or at least, we move in this space through a representation of 
us, not as the real us. What the virtual reality points to is the world itself, of which it 
is a part - it asks us to construct a universe by combining the parts we are presented 
with, in fact a kind of never-accomplished hermeneutic circle of interpretation of a 
world we will never grasp fully or completely. This is an example of an image 
whose "nature is double", it is virtual and actual at the same time. The moment we 
interact in this represented reality, our actions are already moving into the past at 
the same time as we are constructing the future. It is not just a question of mental 
representations or appropriations; it is not we who cannot discern between what is 
real and what is not, it is in the nature of things themselves; they refuse to be either 
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one thing or the other. Similarly, a virtual world is neither reality, nor just a 
representation of it. And it is in a process of constant evolvement just as reality is: it 
is not already written, but being written by our performances as players in and of 
the world. Like the real world, we can only interpret it as we go along. Compare 
this to the experience of listening to music: we can only make sense of music (such 
as recognising a tune) by combining the note we hear "now" with our memory of 
the notes that came before. "Music" is what we experience in an anticipation of 
what is coming and an interpretation of what we have already heard. Is this not 
somehow similar to how we live a virtual world? Our experience of "worldliness" is 
a combination of what we have already “actualised”; that is, those possibilities in 
the virtual world we have taken advantage of and gone through with,  and of that 
which is yet to come, what is about to be actualised and what will make new 
actualisations possible;  we have not tried these possibilities yet or have not yet 
been given access to new possibilities our actions open up to, and the ways our 
actions might have affected the world, so the world itself is changed forever. Each 
time we enter the world, we become part of the description of it, and each time we 
log out, the description changes, it is the world without us. Since there are  (ideally) 
always people logging in and out of the virtual world, there is no description of it, 
no point in time in which the world is more “true” than others. Nevertheless, there 
will be a point in time where we will come to know and recognise its worldness.  
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Framing our understanding of the virtual world 
– virtuality and worldness 

Virtual worlds exist on MUDs not in the technology used to represent them, nor 
purely in the mind of the user, but in the relationship between internal mental 
constructs and technologically generated representations of these constructs. The 
illusion of reality lies not in the machinery itself, but in the user’s willingness to 
treat the manifestation of their imaginings as if they were real. (Reid, 1999, p. 109)  

As we have seen, a virtual world can be understood in all senses of the virtual: on 
the one hand, it attempts to appear as a “real world”, by simulating either real world 
scenarios or a coherent set of rules of physics and material continuity: it feigns, it is 
a fiction, it is a fake. To create this fiction, we need not only our mind but a material 
tool, a software program which runs on a partly virtual machine, but nevertheless 
has a real effect: it presents images, texts of a world on our screen. 

As a computer-generated text, running on (game) system and following the 
instructions of a program with certain limitations, the virtual world is in one sense 
just a realisation of a limited potential, a concrete real. On the other hand, before it 
is used by someone, the bits and bytes of code which is its materiality is still 
something “in potentia”, a virtual OM. To become a world, it is required that 
someone uses the code that players, through the code, call up and inhabit the world. 
And the way multiple players inhabit such a huge system is unpredictable, and 
might give rise to ways of exploiting the system or a need for new tools to interact 
with it, which the designers had never foreseen, yet made possible when they put 
the world online. Hence, this double-bounded nature of the virtual world does itself 
problematise the domain we have come to consider as Reality; if we live in a world 
which although it is just a representation, nevertheless effects both the designers 
and the users of it and their view of what is real and what is not, we need a new 
vocabulary to be able to deal with this contamination. In the end: as long as we 
experience it as having some form of reality (of perceptions, of reactions, of 
imagination applied) does the essential nature of the virtual really matter, except to 
the philosophers??  

Let me briefly try to summarise the complex relations of the versions of the virtual . 
As we have seen, the virtual as fake can be understood from two perspectives:  that 
of being a fake, a feigned real world, as we know it from fiction – and that of being 
immaterial, yet a placeholder for something which has the effect of a real tool (such 
as the virtual memory), a non-physical and non-embodied world, which we 
nevertheless do inhabit in some sense, by virtue of our avatars, the textual or 
graphic representations of us. In the process of interacting with the fiction, 
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appropriating it, we might experience some events which emotionally affect us (for 
instance, the participation in a virtual wedding might touch us profoundly), while 
we constantly use our knowledge of the virtual world around us as an interpretative 
framework for the events inside it (we know that the wedding happens because two 
characters of the same race have met and fallen in love; the act of “falling in love” 
is allowed and encouraged according to moral ideals put forth in this world). On the 
other hand, when we use the virtual world as tools to provide experience, we not 
only interpret it as a text from the outside, we actually live in it, much as we live in 
the real world. 
The virtual as potential can likewise be understood or interpreted in two ways; 
closer study reveals that rather than being opposed these two approaches well 
describe the process of the “coming into being” of the virtual text. As a starting 
point, we have some code which we execute when we install the virtual world and 
start using it. This use is a simple process of going from the possible, the potential 
to the real: what we see on our screen is a concrete and limited representation 
whose content has been defined in detail by the producers and coders. Yet, once the 
world is there in front of us on the screen, the way we inhabit it and share it with 
each other, as soon as the world is fairly big or inhabited by a sufficient number of 
users, is unpredictable. Though perhaps not a problematic domain in as strong a 
sense as Levy applies it,  a virtual world can still be a field of shifting possibilities 
and events which might change the way we think about and interpret this world, as 
well as the world outside.    

The virtual world as virtuality  
Let us then think of a virtual world as an entity growing from a virtuality of signs 
and tools which shape the representation of the world. The actual virtual world 
might not function well, or function differently from the intention (the  
programming “bug” is a simple example of this) and this will have an effect on the 
nature of the virtuality itself. The tools or signs will be changed in order to counter 
the problems. Finally, this complex of a virtuality and the actual, or lived, virtual 
world, might also affect the way we perceive our real life, that in which we move 
our physical body around. We might interpret it differently; we might for instance 
start interpreting events in the real world according to the framework of the virtual 
world (“this man is as stupid as a troll”). However, initially our interpretation of the 
virtual world will be framed by what we know about living in a world, that is the 
real world, which is the only world we know through embodied experience rather 
than through texts. Hence, we will most likely come to the virtual world expecting 
that this world, for instance, unfolds according to physical laws we know from the 
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real world; we expect to be walking on the ground not floating in the air. Then we 
live in the world, and we experience the effects of our life there, we move between 
this and that other reality, and come to think of our virtual world as perhaps another 
world, existing on parallel lines to the material one, a world defined by its own 
unique worldness, a mixture of what we have experienced, expect to experience and 
what we are allowed to experience.  

Figure 2. The virtual world as a “virtuality”            
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Next steps 
Having now defined some of the basis characteristics of a virtual world; and having 
examined the more abstracts implications of the concept - such as “the world as 
text”, multi-user text and textuality and the many aspects of the virtual which also 
frame our understanding of the general “worldness” of virtual world - we are now 
ready to study the field of virtual worlds from a more analytical and empirical 
viewpoint. What can the disciplines of cyber-sociology and social network theory, 
ludology, literary theory and performance theory teach us about the uses and 
functions of virtual worlds. Why and how are they used? First, however, follows in 
the next two chapters an overview of the history of the virtual world, some basic 
typologies of virtual worlds, and a discussion of the properties of the Internet as an 
aethestic medium related to forms of world available on the Internet. Chapter 8 
presents a general framework of understanding of interactivity and interaction – 
readers especially interested in these aspects, might want to consult this 
concurrently.   
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2. A History of virtual worlds  

Having established the general characteristics of a virtual world in the previous 
chapter, this chapter takes a closer look at the specific development and history of 
virtual worlds by looking at three periods of their history: the early days before 
1979; the “evolution of the species” in the 1980s and early 1990s; and the 
“webification” of the worlds in the late 1990s up to the present day.17 Based on this 
overview, a general typology of virtual worlds is then presented. Whereas this 
chapter does not deal specifically with the Internet or the World Wide Web as a 
medium and how the properties of this medium is related to the nature of virtual 
worlds, chapter 3 will provide a more general discussion of the properties of the 
Internet and the forms of worlds found there, and can, as such, be read as a kind of 
companion piece to this chapter. 

Experiments and Early days: before 1979 
One could argue that virtual worlds, understood very generally as imaginary 
universes, have existed for several centuries in literature and popular imagination. 
The Dictionary of Imaginary Places (Manguel & Guadalupi, 1980/1999), according 
to the back cover, lists more than 1200 imaginary  “cities, islands, countries, and 
continents” invented from the age of  “Homer’s day to our own.”  Conjuring up 
entire imaginary universes or worlds is definitely nothing new, but an integral part 
of the storytelling practices of many cultures. However, one piece of literary 
“world” fiction needs special notice in this context:  J.R.R. Tolkien’s The Hobbit 
and Lord of the Rings Trilogy (1937), the publication of which is often cited as the 
starting point of the development of virtual worlds (see for instance Koster 2002). 
Tolkien’s immaculately detailed rendering of the universe of Middle-earth  
(continued in the later work Silmarillion), inhabited by good and evil forces, trolls 
and orcs, wizards, dwarfs and elves, halflings and noble humans, has influenced a 
good many of the fantasy worlds online; it was an important inspiration for the 
development of Tabletop Role-playing Games and was also turned into the  early 
and very popular computer game The Hobbit (Software Adventure, 1982), that ran 
on various platforms such as the ZX Spectrum, Commodore 64, Amstrad CPC, 
Oric-1, MSX, BBC B, Dragon, Apple II, Commodore 64, MS-DOS and 
Macintosh!18 The popularity of this Tolkien game is an excellent example of the 

                                                

 

17 
This historical overview is based mainly on online sources, since there are very few detailed accounts of 

online world history in the current printed literature. Hence, I have primarily drawn on Laurel Burka’s MUD 
timeline (http://www.apocalypse.org/pub/u/lpb/muddex/mudline), Jessica Mulligan’s online feature “Happy 
30th Birthday, Online Games” (http://www.gatecentral.com/shared_docs/Timeline1.html) and Raph Koster’s 
Online World Timeline (http://www.legendmud.org/raph/gaming/mudtimeline.html) for this part of the chapter.  
18 

The Hobbit is incidentally also one of the very first computer games I remember. It played an influential part  
in convincing me that computers were not that stupid an invention after all. 

http://www.apocalypse.org/pub/u/lpb/muddex/mudline
http://www.gatecentral.com/shared_docs/Timeline1.html
http://www.legendmud.org/raph/gaming/mudtimeline.html
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fact that it is easy it to attract an audience when you theme your game (or world), 
based on a well-known universe. The familiarity with a known world allows for 
easy and quick mental mapping of the universe, of how to use it and what to expect 
in it, and therefore eases the player’s way into the universe. Furthermore, the 
popularity of the Hobbit game shows that a really popular world can easily move 
between platforms. This still happens – EverQuest, originally a PC-based game, is 
currently (spring 2003) being launched as a Playstation 2 game and is also currently 
in beta test for the Macintosh computer.  

Early multi-player games 
But in more recent times, what historical and technological developments have lead 
to the invention of multi-player games online and the development of platforms on 
which to build worlds? As it is, the first computer games invented had in fact 
nothing to do with Tolkien at all. At MIT (Massachusetts Institute of Technology), 
in 1962, programmer Steve Russell and his friends started experimenting with the 
newly arrived DEC (Digital Equipment Corporation) PDP-1 computer and came up 
with the concept of Spacewar, a two-player game in which two spaceships battled 
against each other in outer space.  Spacewar had a graphical interface and was 9K 
big!  Some have pronounced Spacewar to be the first computer game of them all, 
but Steve Poole in Trigger Happy (Poole, 2000), himself drawing on Herman 
(Herman, 1997), draws attention to the fact that already as early as 1958, at the 
Brookhaven National Laboratory, the engineer William A. Higginbotham had come 
up with a primitive two-player tennis game. However, this game never left the 
research facilities, but served as part of the visitors’ exhibit for two years. Though 
perhaps mostly a curiosity, it is worth noting that these, the very first games, were 
designed as “multi-player” games. “Multi-playing” (albeit only 2 players) is hence 
not, as some might believe, a new game-form, but an integral part of the computer 
game development from day one. 

In 1963, the consulting company BBN (Bolt Beranek and Newman) registered a 
patent on the modem (they would later win the bid for the development of the 
ARPA “routers”) and Thomas Marill, Daniel Edwards, and Wallace Feurzeig in 
October 1963 published the article "DATA-DIAL: Two-Way Communication with 
Computers from Ordinary Dial Telephones". Like that of the initial Spacewar, the 
host computer on which they built their little network was a DEC PDP-1. Theirs 
was also the first application which allowed users to communicate with computers 
remotely without using special expensive equipment but using the modem – hence 
they laid the foundation for the modern concept of “network”.  In this context it 
should be added that later in the 1970s the PDP-10 became the machine of choice of 
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many university teaching and research labs. ADVENT and many other games were 
subsequently developed on the PDP-10 platform.19 

In 1969, the same year as ARPAnet, the precursor to the Internet was founded, 
Rich Blomme wrote a two-player version of Spacewar for the University of Illinois' 
PLATO platform. It worked on the remote network, so Spacewar could now be 
called a true network game. Raph Koster quotes Eric Hagstrom, PLATO user, in his 
online world timeline (Koster, 2002)  

"The reason Plato was such a good gaming platform in the 70s and early 80s is 
that it had graphics abilities superior to anything else available. 512x512 random 
access monochrome displays were simply incredible in a year when paper TTY's 
were still in use. Another significant factor was that everyone using the system had 
the same hardware capabilities, just as console systems do today. And response 
time, at least in the early years, was incredible...anything over 150ms was 
considered unacceptable anywhere on the net, and under 100ms was common."  

It was a fact that PLATO grew into a system which, by about 1972, could host 
about 1,000 simultaneous users. Between 1970-1977 several more multiplayer 
games appeared on the PLATO service, including a version of Star Trek, a 
Dungeons and Dragons-style game named Avatar which later became the genesis of 
the first Wizardry! PC game and a flight simulator named Airfight (aka Dogfight 
1973).20 This clearly illustrates that extended multi-player gaming in a graphical 
environment is not something which was “invented” in the 1990s, but that they 
already existed quite early in the history of computer networks.  

The Adventure Movement 
The 1970s also saw the rise of the Dungeons & Dragons Tabletop movement, which 
made a true breakthrough when Gary Gygax in 1974, with co-writer Don Kaye, 
founded the company Tactical Studies Rules (TSR) and started publishing the 
official Dungeons & Dragons (D&D) manuals. However, the dungeon and dragon 
style “campaigns” (epic quests) were created as early as 1970, when Dave Arneson 
designed the first game campaign, called "Blackmoor." In 1972, the second edition 
of the Chainmail wargaming rules by Arneson and Gygax was published, including 
a "Fantasy Supplement." This rule-set  was part of the inspiration of Dungeons and 
Dragons, the rule-set of which was supplemented by the Advanced Dungeons & 
Dragons rule-set in 1978. TSR later went bankrupt but was bought by the company 
Wizards of the Coast, creators of the Magic the Gathering series. An online history 
of Dungeons & Dragons (rotd.rpgclassics.com, 2001) describes the first steps of 
these developers’ movement from the initial military focus to the fantasy world and 
character development system that we also find in online worlds today: 

                                                

 

19 
According to Burka, 1999. 

20
 According  to Mulligan, 1999. 
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At some point, their battles received an injection of fantasy. (Dave Arneson, 
possibly under the immediate influence of a Star Trek episode, is usually credited 
with actually starting the ball rolling.) Originally, the fantasy elements were 
limited to special military units for wizards and heroes. Eventually, however, the 
basic concept behind the existing idea of the play-by-mail military campaign, 
where each player took the part of a ruler who sent out armies as well as engaged 
in diplomacy and intrigue, was soon combined with the game. Soon, the wizard 
and hero "units" were removed from the battlefield and sent upon individual 
quests of mythic scope, as Gygax and Arneson discovered that playing a single 
character was as much or more fun than playing an entire military unit or army.  

One of the first times a group of heroes and wizards took on a fantastic mission 
took place in 1970 when Dave Arneson created a scenario in which a group of 
adventurers had to sneak into a castle and open the gates from the inside. He 
brought his scenario to Gen Con 4 (1971). Gygax, who already had some 
individual adventuring guidelines of his own, was one of the people who played it. 
Gygax and Arneson then pooled their efforts to create a game specifically intended 
for fantasy adventuring.   

The concept of character advancement was added to the game via experience 
points, levels of proficiency in combat and spell use, and a few other refinements. 
Thus individuals could grow in personality and power instead of just being 
anonymous members of battle units. 

(Realms of the Dragon.com, 2001, ppp. 1)  

At the same time as the publication of D&D, the first chat-facilities were also in the 
making. Koster in his online world history draws attention to the fact that already in 
1973, Talk-O-Matic, a proto-IRC with handles and chat rooms, existed on PLATO, 
and according to this quote from a then user, people were soon to discover the ad-
vantages of the anonymity of online communication. On Talk-O-Matic 

“Five people at a time could write messages, and read each other's messages, on 
the same screen. Today, Internet chat rooms work on the same principle. One of 
the remarkable new features of this page was that you could log in with an 
invented name, and pretend you were anyone you wanted -- any name, any age, 
any gender. One favorite trick was to log in using the name of someone else 
already logged into the page, simply to confuse everyone else.” (Koster 2002, 
quoting Guy Consolmagno)   

The development and experiments with online multi-player games also continued. 
And around 1974, the multiplayer space game Empire became accessible on 
PLATO, supporting up to 32 players! –  and moving closer to setting the scene in “a 
world”, rather than in the abstract space of a black universe: 

The universe is laid out like a 5-spot dice, there are home planets in the four 
corners (Klingon, Orion, Federation, Romulan). Each home system has 3 planets 
and a sun. In the center of the dice-like universe is a system of about 6 planets / 
suns. Also, there are two "dead planets" halfway between each home space.  
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You have typical weapons (phasers, photon torpedoes), long-range and short-range 
scans. Your ship is a 16x16 icon that looks like the real thing from Star Trek. You 
can fly or fire in any direction, but the ship plots only in the cursor directions (d e 
w q a z x c) because it’s displayed with a limited set of loadable charsets. 
Everything - phasers, movement, torpedo travel - is performed in discrete real 
time. There is no animation, but you can take an updated snapshot any time by a 
single keystroke.  

Your goal is to drop armies on every planet in the universe. When this happens, 
the game ends and the team is declared the winner. If you get killed, you can go 
straight back into the game, which will place you someplace in your home space 
with few enemies. You can pick up armies from your home planet, take them to 
another planet, bombard the planet to kill armies, then drop your armies to 
overtake the planet. If your homespace is taken over, you can bombard the planets 
and then attempt a "coup" to reignite your home team armies. The coup can only 
be attempted about once per hour, and it often fails.   

(Don Gillies, quoted by Koster, 2002)  

Koster (2002) claims that Empire players had been online for 3 million hours before 
1980. Though PLATO only had 1000 terminals, there were only something like 9M 
contact hours in a PLATO-year.  This seems to indicate that a certain degree of 
online game addiction was also an early phenomenon!  

Making of the first MUD 
Then, in the late 1970s, things really started happening. In 1976, programmer Will 
Crowther created the first version of ADVENT in FORTRAN on a PDP-1 while 
working for BBN in Boston. His friend Don Woods put ADVENT on the PDP-10. 
ADVENT is one of the classic single-player text-adventure games, which were soon 
to inspire the style of the first MUD (see screenshot below). In 1977, Lebling & 
Blank started work on the text-game Zork on the PDP-10, inspired by ADVENT. 
They formed a start-up with some friends, called Infocom (which went on to 
become one of the most well-known text-game producers). Incidentally, in 1977 a 
new version of Dungeons & Dragons with simplified rules, later to be called "Basic 
Dungeons & Dragons", was also published. It contained the first known use of the 
term "role-playing game".  

In early 2001, the online magazine Gamespy ran a series on “The History of 
MUDs” (Cuciz, 2001). It included a lengthy interview with programmer and 
designers Rob Trubshaw and Richard Bartle, creators of the first MUD.  What 
follows is Trubshaw’s description of how it all began. I have chosen to include this 
rather lengthy quote, as I think it goes to prove how much the technical aspects of 
being able to connect to other computers, and of trying to improve the multi-player 
experience technically (and hence, also “gameplay”-wise) mattered. It is not as 
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much the history of “we wanted something cool, so we sat down and programmed a 
MUD”, but more a story of some technically skilled people trying out the abilities 
of a given system and coming up with the option of exploiting “the sharable, 
writable high segment", that is, the possibility of writing to the system and – 
eventually – the possibility to build a world in a collaborative effort: 

Roy Trubshaw: There were several crucial things which all came together to 
allow the first MUD to be written. First some history. It became popular to play 
various ADVENTure games, the main one being a game called ADVENT (the 
DECSYSTEM 10 only allowed 6 character file names). This was written initially 
by Willie Crowther and later extended by Don Woods. Once the final problems 
were solved and the end game played, we cast about for other games to play. At 
this point we discovered that the university was involved with a project called 
EPSS (Experimental Packet Switch System -- a precursor to the network called 
PSS, an X25 network run by the GPO and later BT). With EPSS we could connect 
to and log into another computer located at UCL (University College London), 
and from UCL we could go there via the ArpaNet gateway to the USA in the 
shape of the network of DECSYSTEM 10s run by MIT and SU (Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology and Stanford University).   

At MIT we found a game called Zork (created by Timothy A. Anderson and P. 
David Liebling et al), which was like ADVENT on steroids. There was also a thing 
called "HAUNT" which billed itself as the "world’s largest production system" 
(production system in the computer science meaning of the phrase).  

Secondly, we heard a tale of a two player real-time Star Trek game, based on a 
dual KL-10 (a very fast DECSYSTEM 10 CPU) with special graphics hardware. 
Obviously we couldn't do anything graphical, but we were fired-up by the multi-
player aspect of it...  

... anyway we were mulling over the possibilities of interprocess communications 
that were offered by the DECSYSTEM 10 operating system (TOPS 10), and had 
discarded all of them as they required privileges that the average student could not 
acquire. At this point Keith [a student coder] (I think) pointed out that TOPS 10 
already provided shared memory by sharing the "code segment" of two-segment 
programs. (Since the "code segment" was unchanging, only one copy was in 
memory, with each user getting a separate "data segment" [high and low segments 
in DEC terminology]). If only there were some way of altering the high (or code) 
segment of a shared program, then we'd have a straightforward means of 
communicating between processes that required no special privileges. 

There was then a frantic search through our copies of the Monitor UUOs (having 
your own copy of DEC manuals was the mark of the "true believer") and Barry 
was the first one to spot the (in)famous .SETUWP monitor call (Set User Write 
Protect). In spite of its name it allowed the calling program to turn off write 
protect from the high segment, and we had our "sharable, writable high segment" 
and the race was on to prove the concept. Since it was Barry who had the most 
computing resources left we used his login to create the program, a little DEC10 
assembly language program with a classic producer-consumer loop and a basic 
semaphore. It might seem odd to someone that wasn't there, but the feeling of 
achievement, when the line of text typed on one teletype appeared as typed on the 
second teletype, was just awesome. And there things lay, for almost a year: we had 
a technique for IPC. We had a liking for text-based ADVENTure games 
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Barry left and we all moved up a year and Richard Bartle arrived. Richard played 
Dungeons and Dragons, and thus inspired, I got to thinking about writing my own 
version of ADVENT but based on D&D type character generation. I started to 
write an Assembler based version that allowed the online creation of rooms and 
objects, and since we had the technique it was obviously multi-user from the start. 
Even without puzzles and a rubbish parser, the joy of meeting other people and 
seeing them arrive and leave, whilst just standing around was just indescribable 
(we were easily pleased). Obviously with online creation of rooms it was 
necessary to save the state of the "dungeon" to save re-typing it all in each time!!! 
At this point it became obvious that off-line creation was a much better bet. So at 
that point I started to write something (in BCPL -- the best language in the entire 
universe, but I'm biased) to take the "dump file" and render it into something that 
could be read and edited by a human.   

The purpose of Bartle and Trubshaw’s MUD, initially an abbreviation of Multi User 
Dungeon (which has later often been used in a more neutral sense as Multi User 
Domain) and its off-spring was to allow the users to play with and battle against 
each, gather points and move their way up through several hierarchies of 
increasingly better character-options (from ordinary player to wizard to God etc) 
like in the Dungeon & Dragons games, and doing all this, using a command 
interface like that of ADVENT and similar games to move around in a universe, 
filled with dungeons and treasure.  

Their MUD is generally credited as the first proper, workable multi-user 
adventure game, pioneering the idea that a computer program that accepts 
connections from a number of simultaneous users over a computer network, could 
provide them with access to a shared adventure game world.  
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ADVENTURE (aka ADVENT), ancestor of the first MUD games 
The original Adventure game (played on the WinFrotz interpreter):       
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MUD1, the first version of Bartle’s and Trubshaw’s MUD, as it looks today in an 
emulated version, hosted on the British Legends server. Aficionados still play it.  
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MozartMUD, one of the older (1990) and largest MUDs online (it boasts more than 20.000 

rooms). MozartMUD is a DikuMUD-based world.  Though it is much younger than the first 

MUDs, the form of access used (Telnet) and the visual output on this screenshot below gives a 

good impression of how it must have been to play MUDs in the early days. Later, more 

specialised and easier to handle MUD browsers were developed.   
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Evolution of the species: 1980s and early 
1990’s  

Commercial worlds 
Many others MUDs soon followed Trubshaw and Bartle's MUD1. MUDs are still 
very popular and one can find thousands of them still thriving on the Internet, 
among these, worth noting in local context, several MUDs based on the Danish 
DIKU-MUD (or LP-MUD), developed by students at DIKU, the Danish Computer 
Science Institute in the late 1980s/early 1990s.21  

On parallel lines, it provides food for thought that the possibility of exploiting 
people’s interest in meeting other people “online” led to the idea of commercial, 
subscription-based multi-user systems being realised as early as the mid-80s. The 
Well, the community Rheingold describes in Virtual Community was from the 
outset (1985) intended to be a financially viable system (cf. Hafner, 1999).  And the 
first graphica massive multi-player world, Habitat, developed by Lucas Arts & 
Entertainment, was designed for QuantumLink, a commercial service originally for 
Commodore 64 users only. Habitat was launched as a pilot project already in 1985, 
and offered several of the options we expect from a massive multi-player world 
today. According to developers Morningstar & Farmer, it was “arguably one of the 
first attempts to create a very large-scale commercial multi-user virtual 
environment” (Morningstar & Farmer, 1991). It contained 20.000 discrete locations; 
it had an economy (one could purchase in-world items with “tokens”); it had objects 
the players could manipulate such as “drugs” which could heal the player, weapons 
(the use of which was later restricted to outside cities only.), a magic wand that 
could “do almost everything” and game pieces which enabled several in-game 
board games to be played. To my knowledge, no collected account of the later 
history of Habitat exists; however my own research has revealed that Habitat 
immediately had two descendants: the short-lived Club Caribe, that never made it 
out of beta and Fujitsu Habitat or Habitat II in Japan. According to the current 
company’s FAQ, Fujitsu licensed the Habitat software system in 1989, launched 
the Fujitsu Habitat Service in Japan in 1990, and eventually bought all rights to the 
technology in 1993. In 1995, Fujitsu released WorldsAway version 1.0, a redesigned 
software system that built on the foundation laid by Habitat.  Several sites on the 
net still refer to the WorldsAway site; however, the WorldsAway site itself has now 
(around 1997) changed into Vzones.com, which is still accessible and markets itself 
with the slogan “the original and most popular virtual worlds“ 
(http://www.vzones.com/). Vzones.com now offers 3 subscription-based worlds, 
Dreamscape (building, community, origin 1995), newHorizone (adult chat) and The 

                                                

 

21
 According to personal information from one of the early DIKU MUD developers. Christian Damm. 

http://www.vzones.com/
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Second Kingdom (fantasy light), in a somewhat more smooth 2D-graphic style than 
that of the original Habitat.   

Habitat/Worlds Away/Vzones (1985 - ) 
Habitat, and the later version of it, Worlds Away (in the picture), was the very first graphhical 
massively multi-player world online.     
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Social MUDs, professional MOOs and learning 
environments 
While the game MUDs, inspired by Bartle and Trubshaw's MUD system, continued 
to be developed and set up all over the world, other people were growing tried of 
the “hack’n slash” style of these worlds. In 1988, James Aspnes at Carnegie Mellon 
University wrote a program called TinyMUD. This program allowed all players to 
contribute to a society (i.e. building) and with the battle options and scoring systems 
of the earlier MUDs left out, this “social MUD” quickly became popular, being the 
first MUD designed with the intention of bringing people together with a social and 
‘peaceful’ purpose. In 1990 Pavel Curtis at Xerox PARC began the development of 
a new kind of multi-user environment by improving an object-oriented 
programming language invented by the student Stephen White. Curtis developed a 
program/database/world called LambdaMOO, based on the looks of his own 
home.22 The Lambda code was made available on the net, and to this day, most 
MOOs (an acronym for MUD, Object Oriented) are based on the LambdaCore 
Database. In Lambdacode (based on C++ and LISP) everything is an object which 
may be manipulated and edited according to their unique reference number. This 
makes the cloning, moving and modifying of objects a relatively easy task. Amy 
Bruckman, student at the MIT Media Lab soon realised that the MOO-world might 
be used for more professional purposes as well, and in 1992 designed MediaMOO, 
a community where people working within the Media Society could gather and 
exchange information, hold on-line conferences etc. Other professional MOOs were 
created too, such as BioMOO or AstroVR. Within these environments, a need for 
other functionalities arose, and ‘objects’ such as a recorder, which could “tape” and 
store conversations in the MOO, was invented.     

                                                

 

22
 Chapter 5 contains a screenshot from LambdaMOO. 
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In 1993 master student Jim Strickland created WriteMUSH as part of an assignment 
on Collaborative Creative Writing. He realised that communication between the 
writers was an important part of the development of their writing skills, and since 
writing itself is a communicative art, on-line interaction and communication can be 
an important part of the learning process. In this MUSH (Multi User Shared 
Hallucination, an abbreviation often used to describe non-gaming MUDS), one of 
the first virtual on-line classes took place. Around the same time another kind of 
educational MOO was developed: Diversity University (DU). This MOO is 
constructed as a virtual university and is designed with the purpose of on-line 
teaching. A programmer named Ken Schweller, who had also been active on 
MediaMOO, designed such things as a virtual classroom with working spaces, bells, 
blackboard etc. DU is still thriving and alive on the Internet with the mission of 
developing, supporting and maintaining creative environments and tools for 
teaching, learning and research (cf. their mission-statement on their homepage) and 
has even implemented VRML as an alternative way of browsing the world.  
Schweller has since set up his own educational MOO, CollegeTown, originally 
designed for students from the Buenas Vista University, but now used by students 
and teachers from all over the world.                        
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The entrance site of Diversity University, as it looks today (March 2003)   

In sum, the 1980s was a time for evolution of the species, as more and more types 
of online worlds  were developed. It seems natural that people would invent 
software which catered to their own personal preferences rather than simply 
continuing to use the same MUD systems all over; that non-gamers would for 
instance develop “peaceful” systems, while clever businessmen would try to come 
up with schemes to attract those who were attracted by the possibility of meeting 
and socialising with new friends online. To this day, amongst world developers 
there is still a divide between the commercialists and the idealists: those who 
develop and run virtual worlds to make a living  and those who set up and run them 
to provide a free service to others, either out of professional or personal interest. 
Many of the first MUDs were, and are, still free to use – and all you have to do to 
play them is to log on to a telnet address, providing your name and password. The 
simplicity and freedom in this is probably one reason why MUDs became so 
popular.  
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“Webification” - Later 1990s to present day  

Educational worlds on the Web 
Following the success of DU, Collegetown, WriteMUSh and other places, another 
educational world was developed, but this time with a more web-friendly face. This 
was the EnCore base which was used for setting up the LinguaMOO at the 
University of Austin, Texas. Developers Cynthia Haynes and Jan Rune Holmevik  
also designed a graphical web interface enCore Xpress, which was put to use in 
1999. This interface made navigation, creation and communication a lot easier than 
in the solely text-based MUDs (and MOOs). In the web-based MOO, you can 
simply progress and explore the world by clicking on links. Furthermore, the 
enCore core may be downloaded by anyone for free (unlike the commercial 
DUcore). In 1998 the enCore project was supplemented by the book Highwired, 
which serves both as a manual and a collection of academic essays on (educational) 
MOOs. My impression is that MOOs are, in their web-based forms (which are, 
according to my own experience, easy to set up and maintain with a little help from 
a technically-minded colleague), becoming a more established world type or genre, 
used both for recreational, social and educational purposes, by computer-literate as 
well as not-so-computer-literate educators and professionals. Rachel’s MOO list 
continues to list newly-created MOOs. In the 21st century we will undoubtedly see 
an expansion of the already established use of multimedia modes of expression in 
the MOO-world; the use of sound, images and graphics to enhance and develop the 
social and educational intentions of the MOOs users. However, one should not be 
blind to the fact that the use of visual and aural media - and, in the long term, the 
replacement of text as a communications form with voice/video – will take away 
some of the initial charm of the MOO-worlds; the fact that they are all primarily 
based on text with the freedom of imagination and the anonymity this form of 
expression provides.   
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LinguaMOO (1996), the first web-based MOO with graphical interface. The 
EncoreMOO base on which it is based is the mother of many educational MOOs, 
including the author’s own StoryMOO.   
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Parallel to the webification of MOOs oriented towards learning, a 3D universe 
system named Alphaworlds (later Active Worlds) was launched in 1995, providing 
subscribed users and institutions with the possibility of building their own 3D 
worlds. Later, ActiveWorlds was supplemented by Eduverse, a section of the world 
primarily targeted at those wanting to use the world for educational purposes. The 
relational art project Karlskrona II by the Danish Art Collective Superflex  is also 
based on the Active Worlds technology (see www.superchannel.org).  

Alphaworlds (1995) – now Active Worlds.  One of the most popular 3D worlds. Has 
attracted some attention in academic literature (see for instance Hansen 2001, 
Schröder 1996, in The Social Life of Avatars, 2002). A free universe with its own 
browsers where people can build at leisure. Contains a number of small worlds, which 
are very differently populated. Many are also used for educational, research or 
recreational purposes. As of March 9th, 2003, it hosts 1139 worlds!     

http://www.superchannel.org
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Eduverse – a sub-universe of the Active Worlds universe. This world is called ACCD 
(2000) and has been the site of several online lectures, organised by cyber philosopher 
Michael Heim. This specific site “The Vanishing Brides” is in remembrance of a 
virtual/real wedding that once took place there.       
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Graphical chat- and entertainment worlds 
The later 1990s also gave rise to a small number of graphical  chatworlds, such as 
The Palace (2D) or Microsofts V-Chat (3D). However, after donning fancy avatars 
and hanging out to ”chat” with other visitors, there was and is not much to do other 
than to explore the geography and different settings in these kinds of worlds. All 
these worlds are generally free to use, but often require the download and 
installation of a world-specific browser application.  Of these, one of the more 
interesting experiments is the Digital Space:Traveller universe in which, after 
installating the browser, you can visit a number of different locations and interact 
with other avatars through the big talking heads, using a microphone and streamed 
audio.   

A screenshot of social interaction in one of the Traveller worlds.  
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Below are two screenshots from another of the more recent 3D chat worlds 
Worlds.com (www.worlds.com), which, however, distinguishes itself by being 
themed around various pop-cultural icons. Hence, for instance, they currently host a 
Blair Witch world, a Bowie world and an Aerosmith world.     

The entry point of the commercial Worlds Away universe, hosted by Worlds.com. 
Another chat-world, making it big on the Internet from around 1996. On their website 
it says: 
“Worlds' Avatar Gallery has over 100 different characters (avatars) from which an 
online user may select and customize into one of millions of different avatars. 
Worlds.com is at the forefront of the next phase of the Internet, the phase that truly 
empowers the user by putting the user "in" the Internet rather than on the Internet.”  

http://www.worlds.com
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A screenshot of the Worlds.com universe. According to a student who has studied 
these worlds more closely, these worlds are not much more than advanced chat 
spaces, and scarcely populated apart from the public meeting and entrance places. A 
sub-world like the Blairwitch world does however contain several locations, 
simulating the film’s universe. In the Blairwitch forest location, you used to be able to 
pick up film scrolls and secret documents (spring 2002), so they have tried to 
implement objects in the worlds as well.  
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Cybertown (www.cybertown.com), launched in 1999, is in principle a free 
entertainment world, hosted by the company Blaxxun which has specialised in 
providing virtual worlds and avatar designs studios, and which runs the world in 
their own 3D browser. Until January 2003,  the world was free, now, however, they 
do charge a small subscription fee.  This world is set in a not too distant future. 
Cybertown is an interesting example of a commercial community-building world 
since, contrary to many other products of this genre, it has many of the defining 
world-components: it exists within a fictional time, it holds objects which you can 
create and interact with,  and it provides the user with the opportunity of setting up 
her own 2D or 3D world, to buy furniture for this, and even get herself a pet; it has 
a virtual economy, a varied representational avatar scheme, it is large (not easy to 
mentally map, Cybertown boasts more than 1.000.000 citizens and several zones 
and sites),  and it is navigable. 

The universe is divided into clusters of interest; neighbourhoods, which are 
defined by a certain interest, and you are encouraged to set up house in a 
neighbourhood which suits your interest. As a kind of graphical, commercially 
oriented, version of the social MUDs, Cybertown is not that different from the 
recently launched The Sims Online, which also allows users to build their own 
homes and hangouts. However, in Cybertown houses and objects come 
prefabricated, so even if you can move around inside them, you do not get to build 
them from scratch as you do in The Sims Online.23                      

                                                

 

23 
The Sims Online and the experiences with the launch of it is discussed in more detail in chapter 11 which 

deals with future developments of the virtual worlds. 
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Cybertown is a fairly popular place to be: notice the moving banner left of the “babe” 
announcing “Nearly 1 million citizens”. At the time when I took this screenshot 
(2002), more than 400 people were logged on.                      
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When setting up home in Cybertown, one of the first things to do is to choose which 
colony you want to emigrate to. There is even a VR Worlds colony. It can hardly be 
more metatextual.                         
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From many to plenty: Massively Multi-Player Worlds  

What really made a difference in the world of worlds in the late 1990s was the 
commercial launch of the first fully-fledged graphical massive multiplayer game 
worlds, run by big production or software companies who could afford to develop, 
host and maintain huge worlds that allowed up to 5000 players on the same server 
at the same time. The huge success of these worlds, commonly referred to as 
MMORPGs (Massive Multi-player Role-Playing Game) or MMOGs (Massive 
Multi-player Game), has proved that users will gladly pay 10-15$ a month in 
subscription fees, if they are provided with a really well-designed world where they 
can meet lots of other players from around the world. Your ability to play the world, 
however, is often dependent on the investment in a physical box of CD-ROMs and 
a game license. The CD-ROMs typically contain the major part of the graphics of 
the world, which, during gameplay, are rendered local. Important and sensitive 
information like character data is stored on central servers.  

One of very first massive multi-player worlds was Meridian 59 (3DO), which 
launched in September 1996.24 It was discontinued in 2000 due to lack of 
subscriptions and hard competition from 3D games like EverQuest which had 
somewhat deeper gameplay (according to Schubert, 2003). However, the game was 
revived by Near Death Studios in 2002. Below is a screenshot from the relaunched 
version of the world, which, in comparison with 3D worlds like EverQuest, 
Asheron’s Call or Anarchy Online, has a much more primitive graphical interface, 
but as it is, it serves as a good example of the fairly typical parts of the interface 
into such a world. It is set in a medieval fantastic universe much inspired by fantasy 
literature of the Tolkien kind; the player has to work to amass treasure (which is 
kept in the character inventory to the right) and rise in levels, often with the help of 
supernatural powers, magical potions and spells; players can align themselves with 
different factions in the world and join guilds, in which they can raid and kill the 
monsters which live in the more dangerous territories of the world. An integral part 
of the experience of these worlds is the exploration of the geographical expanse of 
the world, an exploration which is, like in any other role-playing game, motivated 
by the need to fulfil a quest, typically given to the player by a non-player character, 
a guild leader or the like. 

Though to a spoiled 21st century 3D-gamer, Meridian 59 appears old-fashioned, 
in its time it was rather popular and helped give rise to a number of mythological 
legends about player-driven events in these worlds. A former designer in a recent 
book on Online Games has related one of them: 

The infamous GuideWozzle episode: A player volunteer goes crazy. He goes to 
the ghost room and uses a bug to spawn several ghosts (by far the hardest 

                                                

 

24 
1996 incidentally also was the year that Quake was released, a game that soon became one of the most 

popular multi-player first-person-shooter games 
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monsters in the game). He then marches down the “who list”, teleporting people 
into the room one at a time. They have enough time to say “WTF” before being 
cut down like weeds to a weed-whacker. I teleport into a room full of hundreds of 
corpses. I ban GuideWozzle. The last two people teleported into the room (who 
were saved by my intervention) immediately begin looting the corpses of all other 
players. (Schubert, 2003, p. 367)  

Meridian 59 in the resurrected 2003-version.  

Meridian 59 was soon followed by Ultima Online (Electronic Arts), another fantasy 
– medieval roleplay game world,  reckoned by many as the first really popular 
massive multiplayer world. This game generated some media attention when a large 
group of players stripped naked in front of the castle of Lord British (the alter ego 
of lead designer Richard Garriott), protesting over recent changes to the game and 
the huge amount of bugs in it. It also became known for the chaos that initially 
reigned in the game world while player-to-player killing was still unrestricted. Even 
so, Ultima Online today (2003) claims to have more than 200.000 subscribers.  

In 1999, Ultima Online got tough competition from  EverQuest (Sony 
Verant), which today claims to have twice the number of subscribers: 430.000+. 
Like its predecessors, it is also set in a medieval – fantasy world. EverQuest has 
generated a lot of press, not least because of issues of addiction leading to family 
break-ups and alleged suicide attempts. It has also become widely known as the 
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world you can cheat your way into by buying a character on online auction sites 
such as E-bay. The fact that people are willing to pay huge amounts of real money 
in order to make a shortcut to riches and fame inside worlds like Ultima Online, 
EverQuest and Dark Ages of Camelot have, for better or worse, made the concept 
and attraction of this form of  virtual worlds  known to the broader public, of which 
many are no longer familiar with their predecessors, the MUDs and MOOs.  

EverQuest – Verant/Sony Online Entertainment (1999).  Still one of the most 
popular Massive Multiplayer Role-Playing Game worlds online, claiming 430.000+ 
subscribers (2003)  

The world of EverQuest at dawn, from a new player’s perspective. 
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EverQuest has been followed by Asheron’s Call (Microsoft, 1999), Dark Ages of Camelot (2001) 
and Anarchy Online (Funcom, 2001). The latter game is unique in that it was one of the first massive 
multi-player worlds being set in a future universe: high-tech futuristic and slightly dystopian 
universe with two major competing forces: The Omnitek corporation and the rebels against it.  

The huge success and estimated (undisclosed) revenues of these games have caused 
a massive interest in their production, and several new games are in 2003 about to 
be launched or go into alpha or beta testing, many of which are also set in more 
modern universes, such as Star Wars Galaxies, Eve Online, Neocron, Planetside 
and World of Warcraft. The future development of the massively multi-playing 
market is discussed in more detail in the last chapter of the thesis.  

Anarchy Online (2001).  4 years of battle between the rebels and the Omni-tec corporation has 
been planned – as something new, the producers have tried to make engagement in the world 
more compelling by providing the story-line and time-frame from the beginning.  From the 
very beginning, you have to decide whose side you are on in the conflict. Massive problems 
with bugs is one reason why the Norwegian-produced game has been less successful than 
anticipated - at least during the first year of the game.  
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Virtual world typologies 
Virtual world genres 
Examining the history of virtual worlds reveals that over time various subgenres 
and types of virtual worlds have evolved. On a very general level, we can make a 
distinction between the way these worlds are represented: we find “pure” text 
worlds (like the early terminal-based MUDs), MOOs with a graphical web 
interface, static two-dimensional (2D) worlds like Habitat and more advanced 2D 
worlds like Ultima Online in which you can guide your characters around from a 
isometric viewpoint. Finally, there are three-dimensional worlds like EverQuest and 
later massive multi-player worlds that allow the user to move her character around 
in a dynamically rendered environment. This difference naturally influences the 
degree to which you might feel visually or perceptually immersed in a world; 
however, the difference in representation tends to cut across the different genres of 
worlds, and from a general user-experience perspective it seems more relevant to 
make a distinction between worlds based on the general purpose of the world (such 
as learning, entertaining, socialising etc), which is closely related to the way the 
world is programmed, as should also be clear from the previous reading of the 
history of virtual worlds (showing that within different types of worlds, different 
user options are developed) .25 We can hence make a rough distinction between:  

Gaming worlds 
Quests, combat and level upgrading is essential, killing of other players is 
sometimes allowed, building is rarely allowed. There are plenty of free game worlds 
of the MUD type, but many graphical game worlds require a subscription in order 
to play it.  

Social worlds  
Meeting other people and interacting with these is essential, killing & combat not 
possible, building and extensions of the world are often possible. Many free social 
worlds are based on the MOO technology. Some worlds have socialising in a work, 
or research context as their primary application, and some therefore list these world 
as a separate category (see for instance Manninen and Pirkula, 1998). I have, 
however, only rarely come across strictly professional worlds, and hence prefer to 
keep them within this more general category.26 

                                                

 

25 
One could alternatively categorise the world-environment according to either genealogical or typological 

measures, as Keegan (Keegan.1997) does. Keegan traces the source code of the world back to a certain original 
world and makes a genealogical tree based on that. 
26 

Several virtual environments have been established with the purpose of professional collaboration and work. 
However, tjey are designed as virtual environments and not worlds , and as such they do not fall within the type 
of environments examined here. 
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Educational worlds  
Often simulating a learning environment from the offline worlds, such as 
universities or classrooms, including tools for teaching purposes, quests and level-
upgrading non-essential, killing & combat not possible/not allowed 27. Building and 
constructing parts of the world is often an essential part of the learning process.   

Whereas the three types above seem to be mentioned frequently in both academic 
literature and everyday terminology, I would like to add two complementary genres, 
which are rarely discussed or normally implicitly included in one of the above 
categories.  

Commercial worlds (or chat and entertainment worlds)   
Many of these worlds are (still) free to use, but are created for commercial uses, 

quite often to advertise a product such as is the case with “copy” worlds like Blair 
Witch world (an offspring of the popular movie), or Cybertown (hosted by a 
commercial provider of virtual worlds). These worlds can contain gaming elements, 
but socialising and promoting consumer interests seem to be the main incentive for 
their use and the “hidden” intention of them is often to promote a product, such as 
an avatar design studio etc. As such, they can be described as mainly expanded chat 
worlds. Another variation of commercial worlds are the newly introduced genre of 
“entertainment worlds” (as I coin it), such as There (www.there.com) or The Sims 
Online (www.simsonline.com), that do not promote any products or platforms but 
still require  a monthly fee to be accessible. In return they offer their users the 
ability to interact within a very well-produced chat world containing various objects 
that can be used to signal personal interests and status. This last form of commercial 
world will be discussed in more detail in the final chapter on the future development 
of virtual worlds.  

Art worlds  
A rare species of worlds which are constructed as art experiments, such as the 
Danish art collective Superflex’s world Karlskrona II or AtheMOO – a world built 
to explore the potential of online theatre and performance. Building in and 
exploring the possible social or expressive structures of these worlds is a central 
theme in this world, and those I know of contain no levelling or gaming elements. 

However, although necessary for an immediate distinction between various 
virtual worlds, these distinctions can be difficult to maintain. On the one hand, we 

                                                

 

11 
Keegan (Keegan 1997) makes a distinction between social and combat worlds – I have added the 

educational.  It is my sense that this genre distinction is generally employed based on a more or less common-
sense understanding of a given world's “nature”. 

http://www.there.com
http://www.simsonline.com
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may find “gaming" worlds which downplay or exclude the element of combat and 
killing; social and educational worlds that also have elements of competition and 
quests embedded in their system design.  Reading about many of the “social” 
worlds in the available literature off- and online has often revealed (frequently as an 
aside) that games have often been played inside these social worlds. This is the 
case, for instance,  with LambdaMOO, Habitat and The Sims Online. Another 
“game” element, traceable back to the dungeons and dragons tradition, is that you 
still have an element of character “upgrading” embedded in both social and 
educational MOOs: you have to have certain skills to be allowed to build and 
program objects. Also, in these environments, you might engage in word playing 
with NPCs (Non Playing Characters) similar to those you find in a gaming world. In 
general, people participate in these environments with the secondary intention of 
socialising and interacting with other people, whatever the world’s primary theme 
or genre is. I have here pointed out some possible similarities between world 
genres. Some of the differences are discussed in some detail in chapter 6, where I 
also introduce the notion of “player types,” based on Richard Bartle’s typology of 
these.    

Classifying virtual worlds 
Small, medium, large size worlds 
When looking at worlds of the same genre (game worlds, for instance), one may 
still need to make further distinctions. An obvious way to categorise worlds is 
according to their size. Hence there are very small multi-player worlds, which do 
not – or cannot hold more than a few handfuls of players, there are medium sized 
and large worlds  (worlds  with - a rough estimate says - on average, teams of less 
than 100 players logged on at the same time) and then, at the other end of the 
spectrum, the massive multi-player worlds which can host several thousand players 
on one server.  

“Common sense” categorisation 
For further ideas of how to categorise worlds, I suggest those interested should look 
at the website MUD connector. I find their categories to be very useful, even though 
the site’s categories are based on common sense divisions, not rigid scientific 
categories, which means that groupings are not necessarily mutually exclusive. 
Apart from a more general categorisation based on the basic nature of the world (as 
the one introduced above, social, game etc), they evaluate the virtual world (VW) 
according to a number of subcategories such as the size of the world, whether the 
VW allows player kill or not; whether the VW is based on other VW worlds, 
novels, games etc, or is an entirely original VW; and whether the VW world is a 
fantasy world, a sci-fi world or some kind of modern day “realistic” world. One 
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might say that a site like the MUD-connector presents the same view of VW genres 
that the video store does of film: the categorisations make sense to most people, and 
it is relatively easy to navigate and intuitively grasp the distinctions, though the 
categorisations from a strict academic point might not be valid.  
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A screenshot of a world description at MUD-connector. Classification is based on variables 
such as code base, theme, primary language, location, player kill options, class and race 
selections, role-playing possibilities, size and originality.  

General evaluation criteria 
A few academics/designers have also tried to establish some partly genre-
independent evaluation criteria for virtual worlds. As early as 1984, Richard Bartle 
made a report about the MUD area in which he for instance looked at the “breadth” 
and “width” of a world (to which degree of naturalism physical actions were 
implemented), and for those interested in these aspects of virtual worlds, the report 
is highly recommended (Bartle, 1984). Bruce Damer, a more recent virtual world 
and avatar designer, suggests that one should study the appearance and rendering 
performance of graphics, and features such as avatar appearance and design (range 
of choices, badging, appearance from a distance, articulation or animation) and a 
number of more technical aspects of the rendering of the world (Damer et al, 1996). 
Manninen and Pirkula (Manninen & Pirkula, 1998) have suggested a more scientific 
approach inspired by Damer et al, but broken down on a more detailed level, and 
into different categories: scalability (scope, size), avatar-features, world realism, 
user interface and communication forms, which are then again broken down into 
several sub-features of these functionalities - and for those who are interested in 
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making more general evaluations of a virtual world, from a mainly human-computer 
interaction perspective, their suggestions for evaluation seem both applicable and 
useful. Järvinen, Heliö and Mäyrä (Järvinen, Heliö and Mäyrä, 2002) represent a 
new and more reflected perspective, primarily from a “gaming” viewpoint: they 
evaluate worlds based on what it is like to play them, but also encompassing the 
nature and scope of social interaction as one of their criteria. As part of the 
evaluation matrix, they have also integrated the matrix of interaction forms and 
agents, which I present in chapter 9, based on an earlier version of my work 
(Klastrup, 2002a).   

The question of how to categorise and evaluate virtual worlds on a general 
scale will not be discussed further in this work. However, most of the online multi-
player worlds mentioned in what follows, fall into the category of gameworlds or 
commercial entertainment worlds. Further discussion of the other forms of virtual 
worlds online and their history will have to be dealt with in a later work.  
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3. Worlds on the Internet: forms and 
properties  
What kind of medium are we addressing? 
In her book Hamlet on the Holodeck (Murray, 1997), Janet Murray lists some of the 
essential properties of the computer medium: it can create digital environments 
which are procedural, participatory, spatial and encyclopaedic and thereby involve 
the user in new and different ways.  I will be discussing  similar properties in this 
chapter; primarily focusing on those properties of the digital media and the 
computer which is related to networked aspects of the medium, i.e. the possibilties 
which arise when the computer is linked to other computers through the Internet. 

In this thesis, I am exclusively dealing with works based on the digital 
media: works produced by machines with processors which, at their most basic 
level, uses binary logic to calculate and produce the output presented to us on some 
form of screen.  I use the word media in a broad sense: by medium I mean both a 
means of transmission and a particular communicative technology with its own 
genres and modes of representation. Most often the digital medium I refer to is the 
personal computer, but it could as well be a game console or a mobile phone, 
provided that these entities are also able to connect to an external network, as the 
ability to connect to other digital machines is the feature in focus here. The Internet 
itself is also sometimes referred to as a medium but to be more precise we should 
describe as a second order medium, not a material technology (hardware) in itself, 
but nevertheless unique because through software it can function as a container into 
which you can pour various forms of expressions associated with various forms of 
“old” media (print technologies, music, moving images), either as they are or in 
some new and  “remediated” form. For some forms of artistic or commercial 
purposes, what the Internet can offer is indispensable to what you want to express 
or communicate. Thus, in this chapter I will take a brief look at certain unique 
features which I think the digitally networked medium brings to the potential 
production of aesthetic forms of text (again, I apply the word ‘text’ in a broad 
sense) and try to give examples of these.   

Essential properties of the digital networked medium 
In the two previous chapters, some of these properties have already indirectly been 
discussed. But let us now try to make them explicit from a general point of view. 
The digital networked medium gives the digital text or world producer the 
opportunity to work with and exploit the following properties: 
-  Dispersed multiplicity: the possibility of the presence of multiple users/readers 
“physically” dispersed and distributed synchronously in one and the same world. 
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- Infinite scope: the possibility of a never-ending expansion of the world (the 

“encyclopaedic” property – especially in the sense that to an “original” text you can 
add a lot of “paratexts”, surrounding a given work or world, or expanding it) 
- Blurring the border between fact and fiction: the possibility of, principally 
seamlessly, linking the factual with the fictional without letting users know which is 
what. Texts which blend fictional and factual information and apply codes of 
representation of both realms are in Danish media studies terminology often 
referred to as “faction” texts.  

Each of these aspects will be examined more carefully in what follows, but since 
aspects of multi-user worlds will be discussed more closely in some of the chapters 
which follow (especially chapters 7 and 9), emphasis is here on examining the 
usability of scope and, most importantly, on examining those digital sites and 
worlds which exploit the indecidability of their origin (fiction or truth?), as such 
being exactly works of “faction”.  It will be an important point and continuous 
theme in what follows that virtual worlds, through certain aspects of their design, 
and virtual world users, in the way they think about and refer to the world when 
they communicate with each other, constantly negotiate the boundary between fact 
and fiction, the imaginary and the real, in a very playful way.  

I. Dispersed and powerful players 
You can have multi-user games outside of the digital world: think of card games or 
tabletop role-playing, for instance. You can also have people who are connected to 
each other through a local area network, so the possibility of involving multiple 
users in the same event or connecting them via cables is not unique to the Internet. 
What is unique, however, is the possibility of connecting people across huge 
geographical distances and in the process securing them almost 100% anonymity, if 
this is what they want. And, as we shall see, anonymity in communication matters, 
the absence of extra-linguistic cues can both cause instances of miscommunication 
but also liberated communication (some of the potential pitfalls of this “liberation” 
is discussed further in chapter 6 on social spaces online). An example: in one of the 
trial runs of my murder mystery (presented in detail in chapter 7), two men were 
playing respectively man and woman. They flirted heavily, both during and after the 
performance. In “real life” (offline), one of them is gay. Would this have happened 
in a similar role-playing game offline, even if they both were really good role-
players? I do not think so.   

Furthermore, summarising some of the points made in chapter 1, having 
multiple users present in the same event means that all active users present 
influence the process of constructing the player stories or “texts” which unfold 
inside the world, hence also the production of meaning. What one says or does will 
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prompt others to react to or against these acts, and an important part of the social 
interaction between players seems to be related to the experience of the world itself.  
Interacting with and inside the world also means continuously stepping in and out 
of the world as a text, and viewing it either as user or as player – in other words, 
constantly negotiating the reality status of the text itself. This process is analysed 
more closely in chapter 11, but is also addressed in this chapter through the analysis 
of some of the characteristics of alternate reality games.  

II. Infinite scope of text 
On the Internet, in principle, the production of a text never stops. This can be 
observed on sites like the Fray (http://www.fray.com/), a repository for users’ 
stories about a given theme, which are regularly changed; it can be experienced by 
calling forth the masses of text on canonical literary works and authors (try, for 
instance, to do a search on Jane Austen in Google), but also by identifying the 
plethora of sites dealing with other aesthetic texts which are themselves online 
(such of that of Modus Operandi, the paratexts of which I examine in chapter 6).  A 
search on the word EverQuest, for example, gives me 686,000 hits to choose from. 
Only one of these is a link to the official front page of the game. This infinite 
process of production presents us with a problem (both as “readers” and 
researchers) which also hypertext theory has begrudged, but which the immense 
vastness of the Internet really turns into a serious issue: since the possibility of 
indefinitely expanding text must necessarily creates fluid boundaries of “the” text, it 
becomes increasingly difficult to tell or know where they begins and where they 
end. This indecidability is indirect put forward as a theme in those new hybrids of 
games and stories, which are commonly referred to as “Alternate Reality Games”, 
to which I will return a little later.   

III. “Factionalities” - texts of fact and fiction 
1. Virtual personae in our world 
The conscious “factionalising” of text can be experienced in many ways outside of 
the texts, which are virtual worlds (and as such, at least initially easy to recognise as 
fictional texts, because they do nothing to hide the fact that they are exactly this). 
And our experiences with these texts cannot help but inform the way we read that 
part of the text inside, which is the people we encounter. 

During the period of work on this project, I came across two widely reported 
examples of web hoaxes which were based on the invention of fictional characters, 
and the first case made an especially profound impact on me. I was intrigued by the 
fact, that once, the fictionality of these characters was revealed, the stories of their 

http://www.fray.com/
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deceit circulated widely in many web communities, an implicit lesson in not to trust 
who you read. The first “scam” was promoted via a weblog; the other one took 
place mainly via e-mail. The first scam evolved round the story of Kaycee Nicoles, 
a young girl who allegedly suffered from leukaemia, and then suddenly died of an 
unexpected aneurysm. Her entire story was related through her personal weblog, 
written by her and, after her death, by her mother. It had a huge following of 
readers. By chance, I happened to visit her weblog shortly after her supposed death, 
and fully believed the description of her last days, even if, upon reflection, I could 
see that this sentimental description of the events unfolding just before her death 
(involving a near friend carrying her to the top of a hill to watch the sunset) were as 
taken out of a cheap novel. Not long after my visit, someone discovered the truth, 
partly by revealing that the portraits of Kaycee on her webpage actually depicted a 
local high school beauty of the town where the real author, a middle-aged woman, 
lived. Upon hearing that Kaycee’s story was a hoax, I was left with a feeling of both 
respect (quite an author, that was) and disgust (how can you play with other 
people's emotions like this?) and it left me generally more suspicious of what I read 
in weblogs. However, even if the bluff was finally called, the Kaycee Nicole’s story 
is a telling example of how easy it is to make us believe in another person’s private 
universe, if they choose to present it to us as a well-documented fact. I truly 
believed that there was a sweet young girl suffering somewhere in the US.28 

Taking a step back, a case like this displays a certain likeness to one of the first 
stories of this kind related in academic literature: the story of the male psychiatrist 
who posed as a disabled woman. In slightly different versions this story is told both 
in Sherry Tackle’s Life on the Screen (Turkle, 1995) (which does not tell the full 
story) and in R.A. Stone's The War of Desire and Technology (1995), which relates 
the entire development of the hoax, including the repercussions, both written around 
1995. Thus, that these hoaxes of character are probably as old as the Internet itself, 
since all you need is an e-mail address and a handle (username) to promote your 
fictional character. But even if we “should know by now”, the hoaxes repeatedly 
become powerful “urban legends”, which circulate to remind us of the susceptibility 
of the medium itself.  In the particular case of Kaycee Nicole, part of the newness of 
the hoax was that it was boosted through the use of fake photographs and the more 
easily accessible weblog; pointing us to the fact that by using the World Wide Web 
and “genres” like the blog and the homepage, the hoax can move from being inside 
a closed community (a news-group, forum, community which has access to e-mails) 
to being accessible, in principle, to everybody who passes that page. And in the life 
of an Internet user, one Kaycee Nicoles is enough to make you question the 

                                                

 

28
 The full story about the hoax and those involved in it can be found here:  

http://www.rootnode.org/article.php?sid=2 

http://www.rootnode.org/article.php?sid=2
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reliability of all other seemingly “true” sites you later come across. As it says on the 
website detailing  the hoax: 

Most people believed that Kaycee was real because no one would attempt such a 
massive ongoing hoax. That was the stuff of outlandish conspiracy theories.  

A hoax like this does leave one uncomfortably suspecting that most likely there are 
several thousands of homepages of imaginary people out there, it teaches us to 
distrust our fellow players, even if we meet them inside a fiction. And turning the 
coin the other way round, we can find characters which are openly fictional from 
the beginning, but neverheless end up being treated as real people. Thus, online we 
kan find entirely virtual personalities or game heroes, such as Japanese popstar 
Kyoka Date (see her homepage (in Japanese) at 
http://www.horipro.co.jp/talent/PD001/) who is being treated as an absolutely real 
person by her fans. Another strinking example from Japanese culture is the 
Japanese Dating Game by Bandai, “Mail de koi shite “ (Falling in love by Mail)  
where you now can choose between 140 virtual women, out of which you court 
eight via your mobile phone (and one of which hopefully chooses to continue dating 
with you when the game ends after eight months!).  Journalists report that the 
players have actually ended up begging the company who runs the game to give out 
the “real” phone numbers and addresses of their virtual dates.29  

Hoaxes are interesting examples of the creation of belief in character, 
exploiting the fact that people cannot easily verify information, or that they are 
prone to believe in the authenticity of it if you provide an abundant amount of it. 
Likewise, the apparent “persuasiveness” of virtual characters is an example of how 
the “willing suspension of disbelief” can be created by providing a plethora of 
information about the star or by letting her or him interact with you at  a safe 
distance.   

New worlds in our worlds 
2. Geofictions and Micronations30 

Let us now finally take a look at not just virtual persona, but entire imaginary 
towns, countries, continents, yes, even planets, and how they all find a playful 
existence on the World Wide Web weaved into and from a plethora of information 
about these worlds. Of primary interest here are the sites of Micronations and 
Geofictions, which are a form of imaginary constructs which come closest to being 
entire virtual worlds (and which for a while I was indeed tempted to regard them as 

                                                

 

29
According to an article in the Danish newspaper Politiken, December 2002.  

(http://politiken.dk/VisArtikel.sasp?PageID=248955)! 
30 

This analysis of imagined worlds is largely based on an unpublished paper presented at the ACLA 
conference TOPOS/CHRONOS, April 2001.  

http://www.horipro.co.jp/talent/PD001/
http://politiken.dk/VisArtikel.sasp?PageID=248955
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such). They also share certain common traits with the virtual worlds we are 
studying in that they can be regarded as a literary phenomenon, “texts” which 
definitely partake of a number of literary strategies but are constructed - not as 
stories in themselves - but as spaces in which "historical" or narrative happenings 
are possible. They are interesting in this context because to emerge as belivable they 
depend on the "spatial" properties of the Internet (the expanses of scope); and 
because, in a somewhat more playful way than the character hoaxers, they utilise 
the lack of institutionalised or material guarantee of the true or falseness of the 
statements put forth on a webpage to feign their own reality. As such they ask us to 
question exactly what it is that makes you believe that some places really do exist 
and others do not. Why is it that the travel guide to Uzbekistan is not a work of 
fiction and a Dictionary of the Annuese Language is? The Uzbekistan travel guide 
is found in the non-fiction department of the bookstore – but there is no such thing 
as a “non-fiction” section of the Internet.  However, in comparison to the virtual 
worlds which are the subject of this work, the worlds of micronations and 
geoplanets remain worlds of fiction imagined ”as they could be”, seen and 
described as from above, or at a distance. As my definition says, virtual worlds are 
”lived-in worlds” where the readers are actually able to move inside them. They are 
experienced from the inside; these particular imaginary worlds on the Internet, 
however, can only be approached from the outside, though they try to tempt us into 
believing that they can indeed be visited. Yet they are still different from the 
imaginary worlds of traditional fictions such as novels or films: they demonstrate a 
new interest in exploiting the possibilities of the Internet to help represent the 
mapping of  imaginary space (defining territory): the desire to make a space for 
social interaction about and on these texts, through the joint project of - as a 
community - making sense of an imagined space, and through a common interest in 
exploring a historical and political field of possibilities across geographical borders. 
Hence, we observe another way of creating belief or suspending disbelief, closely 
related to a playful exploitation of the fluidity of the spatial boundaries or the 
difficulty of distinguishing between "real" and imagined territory (fact or fiction) at 
first glance. Let us take a look at some examples:  

Example I: Uteged - a geofiction 
The Geofiction is a form of world fiction which try to create a belivable world by 
minutely describing the basic world constituents - geography, population, language, 
and natural history, i.e. mainly the material infrastructure of the world. One of these 
geofictions is Uteged, “the secret planet”, found at www.uteged.com.  

http://www.uteged.com
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According to the website  this is the origins of Uteged:  

What is Uteged? 
Uteged is a planet circling twin stars somewhere in the galaxy. Due to its figure 
eight course around and between these stars, called Lazim and Lazas, the seasons 
and daylight hours differ a lot from those on Earth. It is no wonder then that 
different species have developed on its surface, although it seems the main sentient 
beings share a common ancestor with us, humans.    

Where is the information on Uteged coming from? 
I, Andre Steffens, the author of this website and Arjan van Dijk found several 
documents about 24 years ago, when we were both 12 years old. The documents 
included maps, graphs, history books, holy books etc. We have been studying 
them ever since, but not always very intensively. Arjan has mainly occupied 
himself with the history, language and religion of Aulinga, but has contributed 
extensively in restoring the maps and deciphering the history books. At first I 
studied the language and religion of Anin, but since have shifted my attention to 
the other languages and cultures of Uteged. This website shows the current 
knowledge on Uteged we have been able to decipher. But the work is continuing, 
so check back regularly! ”  

(http://www.uteged.com/introduction.htm, december 2002)  

Part of creating credibility in this world is by constructing a time which has gone 
before the  "now" when the reader encounters the world on the web; a carefully 
detailed back-story.  In this case, “believability” is also encouraged by the 
meticulous construction of the existence of all things related to a world, such as 
language, names and maps. The site even has a dictionary, based on a parser, which 
translates between the imagined language and our language, once more feigning 
reality by way of mimicking the way we normally overcome with the difference 
between “their” culture and ours.  

Finally, linking outwards is of course a way of enabling the reader to call the 
bluff; in this case they link to the Dutch GeoFiction Association, in the same 
moment letting the reader know that  there is a world of other worlds out there. 

http://www.uteged.com/introduction.htm
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The Planet Uteged (www.uteged.com)                         

Above: The introductory page to the Uteged site on the World Wide Web. 
Below: Map of part of one of the continents on Uteged – very few places on the planet are 
inhabitable, this is one of them. 

http://www.uteged.com
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Example II: Talossa – a micronation 
Talossa is a micronation, another form of world fiction, which can be characterised 
as a form of imagined implemented political experiment or political game: the basic 
idea is that given a certain constitutional foundation, how could one imagine the 
political and historical evolution of an allegedly real nation state?31 One could argue 
that the micronation functions as a kind of simulation, albeit not in real time: what 
will happen if we implement this or that kind of political reign?. Note also the 
difference between the values and the aesthetics of these imaginary world forms. 
Uteged as a geo-fiction emphasises the rendering of  the components of a lived-in 
and material world: geography, population, language (material infrastructure) and 
as potential user you are asked to contribute to the continued mapping of the world. 
The Talossa site, as an exemplary micronation, focuses on the depiction of social 
and historical infrastructure (symbolical infrastructure) – as a potential user you are 
asked to become a citizen! 

                                                

 

31 
The Aerican Empire, Kemtonian, and The Holy Empire of Reunion are other examples of seriously fleshed-

out Micronation states. 
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The entry site to the Talossian Empire. Note the apparently real photos.   

To become a citizen of Talossa is a cumbersome process 
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Learning from difference 
Can we, based on this discussion of the properties of the Internet,  say more about 
the defining characteristics of imaginary worlds on the Internet and also in this way 
learn how virtual worlds differ from these and how they create believability of 
themselves? Virtual worlds, to a certain extent seem to employ both strategies of 
creation of belief, which these worlds (geofictions and micronations) use. Virtual 
worlds seem real because they are geographical spaces, which we need to and want 
to map. And they seem real to us because being a citizen in a virtual world requires 
us to participate in and accept the social and particular infrastructure of the world in 
question, as well as discussing the politics of this infrastructure is inself an integral 
part of the becoming a member of the world community.  However, though the area 
of focus are the same in many ways, these two world forms, the imagined world and 
the virtul world, are remarkably different. Below I have listed the major differences 
in a table comparing the imagined fiction worlds on the Internet with virtual worlds:  
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A comparison of Internet fiction worlds with virtual worlds   

Internet fiction worlds  Virtual worlds 

• here reading is believing (suspension of 

disbelief) - by willingly agreeing to believe that 

this world exists as soon as you start reading 

about it  

• there is no difference between constructing and 

reading – moving in the world is also a process 

of creating belief in the world 

• writing is constructing the world 

asynchronously, ”ahead” - when you are reading 

about the world online, the world is always 

already there, constructed before you enter it 

• writing always takes place synchronously – 

you construct the world on the fly 

• multi-user = possible builders, assigned 

positions – they cannot enter the world 

simultaneously but they can be present on the 

website as builders of the world or as ”fictional 

characters” holding positions in the imagined 

world (immigration officer etc) 

• community of users initially congregating 

inside  the world, as designated characters of the 

world 

• a sense of  "narrative voice"= members can 

take turns  in describing the world , but may be 

edited by the site owners (i.e. a rather singular 

voice telling a straightforward story) 

• a lack of narration, but (as we will see) the 

possibility of living stories which can grow into 

narratives of the world 

• the claim to be ”real” (e.g.. ”photorealism”, 

using photographs of real buildings, people and 

sites) 

• founded as a fiction; willing suspension of 

belief in the offline world when you log into this 

one 

• imaginary time ”matters” as a time that has 

already passed (a believable and chronological 

history of the world is an important part of their 

presentation) 

• time matters, because you are living it with 

your own body and spending less time elsewhere 

• the convincing and elaborate nature of the 

already mapped world is an essential part of the 

aesthetics, we are here  dealing with an 

aesthetics of the detail; apparent realism is 

achieved through the proliferation of details on 

the world 

• the aesthetics of mapping – of moving through 

the world to discover detail – the awareness of 

the potentially infinite scope of the world is an 

important constituent of its attraction 
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Imaginary worlds on the Internet as forms of 
play 
If you study the stories of the origins of the worlds of geofiction or the stories about 
the establishment of the imaginary nation states, they often reveal the fictional 
nature of the project if one reads a little closer. There is a certain playfulness in the 
descriptions of these worlds’ origins, though not directly flaunting their fictionality, 
not hiding it completely either. Hence, readers or users of these sites willingly 
engage in an act of pretend-play; of make believe. Well aware that the information 
presented could in fact, with a little research, probably be disqualified (because 
what is stated is so unbelievable in itself), you choose to let yourself be falsely 
persuaded by the desire of all this information to be believed. The world is brought 
to you and all you have to do is to forget about the act of representation.  

We’re in your world now! - Alternate Reality Gaming32 

Lately, there are clever world producers who have figured out that bringing the 
world to the front door of the readers’ own worlds is an efficient way of exploiting 
the indecidability of authenticity of people and information as presented on the 
Internet at its maximum. The game The Beast preceding the film A.I. (see 
www.cloudmakers.org for game links) and the game Majestic 
(www.majesticthegame.com) are thus recent examples of a new genre of games, 
“alternate reality games”, which try do draw people into a web of realistic looking 
and sounding messages and webpages from allegedly real characters, situated in 
universes of the future, or the here and how of our world, where something has, 
apparently, gone horribly wrong. In the case of The Beast a number of seemingly 
real sites were dispersed on the internet, several of which were many layers deep 
and contained real photographs of the fiction characters inhabiting the universe of 
the game, supposedly taking place later in the 21st century. Newer, non-commercial 
projects of the same nature are Homicide the Game (www.homicidethegame.com), 
James Pitt Stories (http://www.jamespittstories.com/) and Lockjaw 
(www.lockjaw.com), the follow-up to The Beast which gave rise to the term 
“Alternate Reality Games” in the first place.33 The realistic aesthetics on which 
these “games” depend has many affinities with the realist aesthetics of the 
imaginary worlds of the internet discussed above, and like them, they play with the 
difficulty of telling truth from fiction at first glance. For instance, it was the hope of 
the designers of Lockjaw that: 

... players will happen upon the biotech conspiracy-themed game on their own or 
through word-of-mouth, and that their first encounter with Lockjaw might leave it 

                                                

 

32
 The slogan of Sony Verant, the producer of EverQuest is: You’re in our world now. 

33
 Even more games and communities of gamers can be found on recently published webpages dedicated to this 

genre: www. unfiction.com and www.argn.com 

http://www.cloudmakers.org
http://www.majesticthegame.com
http://www.homicidethegame.com
http://www.jamespittstories.com/
http://www.lockjaw.com
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unclear whether or not they’ve stumbled onto something real or simulated (Bejas, 
Wired.com, September 2001 )   

The alternate reality games are also interesting because they have given rise to a 
new form of community online, a collective of detectives working together to find 
all the clues laid out by the game masters and collaborating on solving the puzzles 
which are part of the game. The community, “the Cloudmakers” which formed 
around The Beast, have even survived the end of the game and remains active to 
this day though the official game period began March 2001and was officially 
terminated in June 2001. The game was a huge success, designers claiming that 
more than “one million unique users had sampled the game”. After the launch of the 
movie, the Cloudmakers contacted what they themselves called the “puppet 
masters” behind the game to find out what the “end of story” would eventually be 
and the unfortunately not so happy end was posted on the cloudmaker site as well. 
This demonstrates the zest for “story” which is also an intrinsic part of the 
experience of these games, close to that of the plot of the mystery: laying bare a 
series of events and discovering the casual connection between these – and 
identifying, amongst these events, those which are the true causes of the mystery. 
The recent launch of the Alternate Reality Gaming Network 
(http://www.argn.com/), dedicated to finding new games and discussing them, 
proves that there is a strong following of players which seem to enjoy this particular 
genre of alternate reality creation.                           

http://www.argn.com/
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Is this for real? One of the websites, which were part of The Beast game, the web-supplement 
to Spielberg’s film A.I.  The Chan family never existed.  

Approximately at the same time as The Beast was played out and played by the ever 
growing community of followers, the Majestic game were underway and attracted 
quite a lot of media attention, though it later failed spectacularly when players had 
to start paying to game. While the game was active it could only be played in the 
US , so I have had to rely on second hand accounts for the presentation of this game 
– but it is highly interesting in that it also used mails, phone calls and voice 
messages to contact the players, activities that interfered more directly with the 
subscribers daily life. Could one imagine the same happening with virtual worlds: 
that they do not just exist where you log in, but also actively reach out to when you 
are logged of them, if you choose to subscribe to this option?? That non-player 
characters of the world call you in the middle of the night to inform you of 
important events in the world  - or ask you for aide? 
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The official Majestic site emphasised the fact that the game was the “first  interactivesuspense 
thriller for the  wired generation that blurs the lines between fact and fiction”  

It is exactly the creation of belief in possible alternate reality, which characterises 
Alternate Reality Gaming as genre.  It could exist, and it is the process of 
penetrating the depths of this possible universe, which drives  those who come 
together to explore it. In creating the possible world of the alternate reality game, 
designers draw on traditions for presenting facts and websites realistically, as if they 
were true. They, like the designers of imaginary worlds on the internet, exploit the 
fact that at a glance, facts are not verifiable and may even have designed their 
games so that there is no official entrance to it. Simultaneously the games are based 
on events, which could really be true, and they are trying to communicate this fact 
to us, be bringing these worlds of fiction into our world of reading the internet. The 
perfect entry to an alternate reality game would be to stumble across of its sites and 
be so puzzled that you feel inclined to continue to explore the mystery it seem to 
hide. It is also characterised by the fact there is no set rules as how to can participate 
in it. In this sense it might be closer to play than to what we strictly understand as 
gaming (for a further discussion of what defines games, see chapter 7).  
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It is like the game in the movie eXistenz of which the game creator says that the 
game eXistenz is a game whose goal and rules, even when fully functional, are 
determined by the participants. Basically, you play the game to understand why 
you’re playing the game.34  

Virtual worlds and the properties of digitally 
networked media 
My examination of the forms of fiction worlds on the internet can now allow us to 
make a fruitful distinction between those world, which “feign” their reality in order 
to make us believe, that they are part of our worlds and virtual worlds, on the other 
hands, requires of us, that we come to the world and willing enter it to engage in the 
collective act of believing in it “from the inside”. The internet fiction worlds exploit 
the possibilities of the internet as medium: immediate anonymity and undisclosable 
identity of our co-players; the possibility of providing a “world” of details, because 
the infinite scope of the internet allows us to put as many data out there as we want; 
the playful attitude to their own fictionality; and the general indecidability of the 
authenticity of what is presented to us. Virtual worlds are similar to the internet 
fiction worlds in that when we are inside them, they rely on us to create belief 
because of the same reasons for which we create belief in the micronations and 
geofictions. They are mappable and they are political and social systems, which we 
need to understand and engage with in order to be accepted as dedicated citizens. 
Seen from above, just like the “alternate reality games”, virtual worlds are in their 
entirety the sum of all the texts which are talking about them and therefore as 
difficult to close off, as are the games; because we never know if we have reached 
the end of the last text. Whatever the form of the fiction world on the internet, the 
emergence of communities discussing and supporting the reality of these worlds, 
their very being as texts, seem to be an integral part in the development of their 
worldness, which seems to grow out of a collective engagement in them, both as 
tools to play with and as believable worlds.  

                                                

 

34 
I owe thanks to former students of mine, Mogens Pedersen and Tommy Nordkvist who drew my attention to 

this quote in their project on Alternate Reality Gaming (Pedersen & Nordkvist, 2002). 
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4. Methodological challenges  

Although questions of plurality, anonymity and reliability often arise in some form 
with non-Internet-based work, I would suggest that the experience of online life 
and virtual worlds in particular nonetheless have a profound way of reshaping the 
terms that research are actually engaged in with many participants. Recognizing 
and using these issues to a project’s benefit is an important part of such a study.  
(T.L.Taylor, virtual world researcher, 1999)  

The woes of a Humanist 
The tradition in which I am trained, as a literary scholar, is one which mainly 
focuses on methods with which to approach literary texts in the most neutral and 
scientific way. Being scientific as a literary scholar means to attempt to be as 
objective a reader as possible (for instance by avoiding being too involved in or 
prejudiced towards what you read), and to provide well-argumented and validatable  
justifications for the observations you make regarding the text or theory you 
examine, “evidence” typically consisting of quotes from the literary work 
examined, or of other literary theories which support your hypotheses. In this 
process, scholars are mostly able to rely on all the texts in question being fixed, 
stable and available to them at all times.  

Interviewing readers or otherwise engaging with them to discover “how they 
feel” about a certain book, or whether they liked it or not, would from the viewpoint 
of the dedicated literary scholar often be seen as highly unscientific, unless you 
were conducting your studies from the point of view of cultural reception studies. 
We have been taught to believe that readers will always be subjective, whereas the 
text is an autonomous object, which should be studied as such, and the literary 
scholar a special form of reader who is able to distinguish between interpretation 
and misinterpretation. Hence, though I am what one would define as a Humanist of 
trade, living humans have never really been my objects of study, only in the form of 
characters in a fiction.  

For these reasons, studying virtual worlds have presented me with questions 
which, though very likely familiar to the social science scholar or the 
anthropologist, were new to and unsettled by me as researcher. Having to deal with 
a “medium” as fluent and shifting as the Internet, and finding myself inevitably and 
constantly faced with the other human beings who inhabit the texts presented by 
this medium, has brought questions like   
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What is the nature and reality of the place where I collect my data?  
How can I collect data in a morally and ethically defensible way?  
How can I store and preserve data most satisfactorily?  
And what is my role and responsibility as a researcher in this process?  

to the forefront of my methodological reflections. I will address some of these 
questions in this chapter, explicitly or implicitly.   

The interpretive approach 
Though faced with new methodological problems, I have, true to my literary 
background, throughout the studies discussed in the work at hand maintained a view 
of the virtual world as an aesthetic object with the “added feature” that it is also a 
social space.35 My approach has been mainly hermeneutic and phenomenological of 
character; grounded in my meeting with the object and the process of making sense 
of it, I have tried to interpret what I have experienced in this process and to 
extrapolate some of these insights into more general theoretical explanations and 
concepts.36 This methodological approach is not very different from the qualitative, 
and interpretive approach of, in this case, related studies such as social science and 
information system studies.  

IS [Information System] research can be classified as interpretive if it is assumed 
that our knowledge of reality is gained only through social constructions such as 
language, consciousness, shared meanings, documents, tools, and other artefacts. 
Interpretive research does not predefine dependent and independent variables, but 
focuses on the complexity of human sense-making as the situation emerges ...; it 
attempts to understand phenomena through the meanings that people assign to 
them... (Walsham 1993, p. 4-5). (Klein&Myers, 1999, p. 69) 

It is precisely the study of how the social reality and the “reality” of the virtual 
world as believable fiction emerges through the use of language, shared meanings, 
documents (describing and discussing the virtual world), the tools which shape it 
and the artefacts which inhabit it, which constitutes a significant part of this thesis. 
Theory, in this process, has been a “sensitizing device to view the world in a certain 
way” (Klein&Myers, 1999, p.  ), and as I stated in the introductory chapter, since 
“we need complex theory as we are facing a phenomena which cannot be defined 
singularly”, I have chosen to apply different theories or lenses on the virtual world 
at different times. In doing so, I have sometimes had to invent methods of 
investigation or data collection on the fly, both because the object of the study is so 

                                                

 

35 
Clearly this description is somewhat simplified. The very complexity of this unique aesthetic object should 

hopefully emerge to the reader through the process of reading this thesis. 
36 

Since Literary Theory is a diverse field of study, obviously the hermeneutic, phenomenological approach to 
literature is just one of many possible theoretical perspectives. Deconstruction, psychoanalysis, radical 
feminism or critical theory are just some of the many other approaches to chose from. 
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new that there is no established way of approaching it (paving such a way is, in fact, 
one of the ambitions of this thesis) and because an interpretive approach will always 
imply a certain subjective touch: 

However, the principles [of conducting interpretive research] are not like 
bureaucratic rules of conduct, because the application of one or more of them still 
requires considerable creative thought. (Klein&Myers, 1999, p. 71) 

It is my hope, as things have turned out, that my creativity and at times intuitive 
choices in dealing with the subject matter have not overshadowed objectivity or 
replaced what could have in fact been a more rigid methodological approach of one 
of the schools of study I am less familiar with.  

Exemplary studies as “texts” 
Sampling 
The intention with my project has been from the beginning to gain an overview of 
the many different forms of virtual worlds in existence; and to visit a good deal of 
these. A thorough ethnographical or sociological study of a virtual community 
would require dwelling in and engaging yourself in one specific world for a 
sufficiently long time to establish rapport with the inhabitants and get an in-depth 
insight into the particular culture and norms of this world. This is indeed what 
researchers like Schaap (2001), Cherny (Cherny, 1999) and Kendall (Kendall, 
2002) have done, spending up to several years in one particular environment (that of 
respectively Cybersphere, ElseMOO and BlueSky), with very interesting results to 
show.37 I have chosen to do briefer exemplary studies instead, in order to be able to 
compare different types of environments and possibly identify similarities in the 
experience and structure of these. From this perspective, one could say that I have 
been more like a charter tourist than a genuine inhabitant of these worlds; in some 
cases, due to lack of time, I have even had to rely on the testimonies of more senior 
dwellers than me. The up side is that I have actually been able to visit several world 
types as a result, gaining a representative overview of what types of virtual worlds 
are currently available on the Internet.38 

However, I have felt that some exemplary studies should be more thorough 
so as to make it possible to gain an understanding of community and the potential 
emergence of lived and tellable stories, and furthermore to be able to develop more 

                                                

 

37 
It should here also be duly noted that both Christine Hine and Anette Markham have written monographs 

based on their own experiences. discussing “virtual ethnography” (Hine , Markham). Thus, the methodologies 
of ethnographical projects, particularly conducted in online environments, are developing into a strong and 
autonomous research topic. Due to my need to narrow the scope of this project and the fact that these pieces of 
writing only came to my attention rather late in the process of conducting empirical research I have 
unfortunately been prevented from going into a further analysis of this topic. 
38

 In spring 2000, I participated in an online course at the University of West Virginia, “Virtual Environments”, 
taught by Susan Warshauer. The courses included weekly visits to a number of virtual environments where the 
group being taught (approx 6-8 people) tried interacting with each other on-site. Staying with the travel 
metaphor, in outcome it was equivalent to an Around the World in 80 days tour. 
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reflected analytical tools. These exemplary studies is closer to what is within an 
anthropological or sociological tradition described as case studies. Thus, I have 
spent several hours (40+) in the Modus Operandi world, analysed in chapter 6, and 
close to 100 hours on various EverQuest servers, a study to which I have devoted an 
entire chapter (chapter 10). I have also spent a significant amount of time on setting 
up and monitoring the six performances of my own Murder Mystery Game in 
StoryMOO.  Accordingly, my methodological reflections have especially taken 
these worlds into consideration.  

I have visited other worlds only briefly, or they have as environments not 
been relevant enough to present as exemplary studies. For instance, in the early 
days of the project period I spent several hours in LinguaMOO, “hanging out” and 
building my own room there, and having a number of meetings with fellow 
researchers while planning a conference panel. Also, I participated in two or three 
lectures in the now removed ACCD world in EduVerse, the educational section of 
Active Worlds; this taught me a lot about navigating and communicating in 3D-
space. Though both these world engagements were very interesting and allowed me 
to become familiar with many of the tools of these particular kinds of educational 
worlds, the observations made there are not really relevant to discuss, since I have 
later chosen to focus on virtual worlds in which users are asked to play fictional 
characters, which are primarily game worlds, and certain types of social worlds. A 
world  like the “Blairwitch World” in the Worlds.com universe of worlds turned out 
to be only a very little world, as it held only a few locations, and during the period I 
visited it, I never met any other people there. It has been a common experience that 
many worlds sound intriguing and worth exploring when you read or hear about 
them; however visits will often reveal that social life in them is as good as extinct; 
or they have turned out to be mere chat worlds which used the “world” suffix to 
attract more visitors, but in fact had no special emphasis on the creation of a 
worldness (there would be no objects to interact with, for instance). Thus, several 
worlds I thought could have been obvious case studies, turned out to be red 
herrings.  

Sources of data 
Having established the case study as a primary methodological tool, I chose to 
gather data on the worlds in question from as many sources as possible; in order to 
be able to get as holistic as possible an impression of the world; and in order to 
validate my observations by having them confirmed by texts written by the 
producers or regular users of the worlds themselves. I have acted as participant or 
lurking observer (this perspective is discussed further below), I have recorded 
(logged or copy/pasted) public announcements both inside and outside the world; 
these were typically presented right after log-in or on the main website of the world, 
and I have tracked down and obtained information from members’ websites and 
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forums of discussion. In some cases, I have posed a few questions to experienced 
users of these worlds which I knew personally from other occasions; but I have 
chosen not to do longer interviews with players, since my main interest has not been 
to establish the identity of the players, or to discover why and how they use the 
world as individual “real” people. When I have had the need to get quantitative data 
about players, I have relied on the surveys now available on the World Wide Web, 
and made by dedicated students like Nicholas Yee, whose efforts in documenting 
the behaviour and demography of EverQuest users would be difficult to surpass. 
 I have been more interested in examining how people concretely “play” and use the 
world when inside it, and to discover the structures and interactive possibilities 
given to them in the world.  

Admittedly, I have become gradually more and more interested in how 
players describe and think of their experiences in the world, particularly if they 
think of them as stories;  I have partly been able to gather this kind of data through 
websites and written accounts online. At some point, rather late in the process, I 
also contacted a particular EverQuest guild, but did not get much response to my 
request (which was that they tell me or send me significant stories of guild 
ADVENTures), which I take as an indication that people prefer to play these worlds, 
rather than to talk about them. However, had I realised earlier that it would be nice 
to have some player stories at hand, I would have tried to set up a few interviews. 
Ultimately, I would like to become a member of, for instance, an EverQuest guild 
myself, and experience these much talked-of ADVENTures myself; however this 
has not been possible within the time limit imposed on my current studies; thus I 
have had to rely on second-hand information to support some of my hypotheses 
regarding this particular aspect of my study (the EverQuest data collection process 
is discussed more in chapter 11). However, let us now address the question of data 
collection by participatory  observation more closely.  

The researcher as character – but which 
character?  

The need for an insider’s view 
...interpretivism suggests that the facts are produced part and parcel of the social 
interaction of the researchers with the participants. (Klein&Myers, 1999, p. 74)  

Observing how people interact with each other is a natural part of any social study, 
whether interaction is synchronous or asynchronous; but if you want to study 
synchronous social interaction in a natural “Habitat” it is difficult to gain an 
understanding of the finer details and the correct interpretational context of this 
interaction without participating in social interaction yourself. This is not as 
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different from the aesthetic approach to the study of an object, as one might think; it 
is hard to imagine a literary scholar writing a 300 page thesis on Hamlet without 
having read the book several times; or a game theorist writing a major work based 
on Grand Theft Auto 3 without ever having played the game herself. The need to 
engage with your subject seems even more pertinent when you are addressing and 
examining interactive digital media; it is difficult to measure and account for 
“interactivity” without interacting with the object in question yourself. Since my 
specific interest, amongst other issues, has been to explore how you experience a 
text from the inside, it seemed even more necessary to actually go inside it and 
interact with it from the user’s point of view. Since the virtual world is a social 
“text” and social interaction an intrinsic part of it, likewise social interaction 
became a necessary part of the study. This line of argument is similar to that of 
MUD and game researcher Torill Mortensen:  

When I chose to participate as a player [on the MUD Dragon Realms] rather than 
just as an observer, it was to understand the dynamics of the game, the game-play-
process itself, how it worked and by what criteria, and how advanced it was. 
(Mortensen, 2002)  

From a literary point of view, an interesting question poses itself in this connection: 
when have you participated enough to have gathered the data which an environment 
normally “produces”: i.e. what, for instance,  equals reading Hamlet 20 times? Is it 
enough to explore a world as a “guest” character, or should one become a regular 
user, or should one even strive at becoming a super-user, world guide, “immortal” 
or wizard? Obviously this relates to the kind of data you want to collect; an issue 
which I addressed briefly above. In practice, I have chosen to inhabit several of 
these positions:  I have been an observing “guest” in a number of worlds (in these 
cases, “lurking” more than participating actively in conversation), I have been a 
regular, signed-up user in a small number of worlds (LinguaMOO, 
AppalachiaMOO, ACCD, Cybertown, Modus Operandi, EverQuest and I have been 
fortunate enough to try and be wizard in my “own” world, StoryMOO, a position 
with gave me unlimited power over the world and allowed me to explore the 
process of interaction, social and manipulative, from the designer’s view.  

Playing who? 
Qualitative research is an umbrella concept covering several forms of inquiry that 
help us understand and explain the meaning of social phenomena with as little 
disruption of the natural setting as possible.(Merriam, 1998, p. 5) 

Researchers face a fundamental ethical question when commencing studies 
involving human subjects: on the one hand one wants to disrupt the natural setting 
as little as possible, both in order not to bother people more than necessary but also 
to obtain data which are as close to normal and everyday practices as possible and 
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this is no doubt easier if you do no reveal yourself as an researcher. On the other 
hand, basic ethical considerations demand that we reveal ourselves as researchers, 
participants with a special agenda in order not to violate basic human rights of 
privacy and protection of personal information. At the same time, our mere 
presence, be it disclosed or undisclosed will always immediately change the world, 
as our experiences in the world will change us; for instance in virtual worlds the 
shift from using to designing (or affecting the design of a world) can be very 
imperceptible, as virtual worlds designers Croon Fors and Jacobsson observed in 
their process of establishing the virtual world Confuse:  

In our relationship with our environment we are always both changing and 
affecting it at the same time as we are affected and influenced by it. (Croon Fors & 
Jacobsson, 2002, p. 9)  

Observing what? 
However, acknowledging the fact that what I observe is not always what it would 
have developed into without my presence, still does not resolve the basic conflict 
between revealing yourself as researcher and not getting the information you need. 
This conflict is, I believe, even more problematical in a virtual world based on the 
role-playing of fictional characters; not only could a “revelation” cause a potential 
alienation of you in the various social contexts you would like to study, it would 
also violate the explicit or implicit expectations of you staying in-character; if you 
reveal yourself as researcher in an obvious in-character situation, for instance 
informing your group that you are a researcher observing them and asking people to 
consent to this while “grouping” in EverQuest to attack an orc camp, would be 
regarded as definite out-of-character behaviour in a situation when too much 
communication generally disrupts the action. It is not especially the case in 
EverQuest (at least not on non-role playing-enforced servers) but in other more 
strict role-playing environments social acceptance might in fact be an effect of your 
ability to stay in character and role-play. Obviously, this does not mean that you 
should refrain from revealing your intentions in situations where it seems natural 
and acceptable, such as in private out-of-character conversations or by admittance 
into a more permanent group such as a clan or guild. 

One related problem is that of actually gaining “informed consent” from 
other players, even if you really want to get it. As a newbie in a virtual world, 
especially if you are a casual visitor, social interaction is, in my experience, often 
casual and more related to in-world matters, as people will not be interested in 
revealing their real life identity during a casual meeting, and it is often over before 
you expect it to be because other players suddenly have to be somewhere else, 
either offline or in the virtual world; need to leave a fight to regain strength etc. 
There have been a few occasions where I took part in social interactions which also 
revealed personal off-line details about the other players;  I would have liked to ask 
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their consent for me to quote this conversation. However, in the actual situation, 
several of those participating in this interaction left at very short notice, which made 
it impossible for me to get their consent; so I had no means to get access to their 
contact information, nor have I been lucky enough to bump into these particular 
player characters again.  

Staying in-character 
Another related problem of a more philosophical nature is that of the ontological 
nature of the data I want to collect in these situations. Clearly, if you are interested 
in gathering sensitive data, which could in one or the other way cause people harm 
or embarrassment if published, you should make sure that players at all times 
consent to the publication of it. But what if the data you gather are data acquired in 
a fictional setting, what if it is produced by fictional characters which interact with 
each other within a performing frame whose metamessage is: “I do not really mean 
or say what I am doing, I am just “playing” or pretending this”? If one character 
says “I want to kill you, you scum.” to another character belonging to a race that her 
race is at war with according to the fictional setting and back story of this particular 
virtual world, and the other character retorts, “If you kill me, revenge will be had by 
all my brothers”, this is an example of “fictionalised” social interaction which does 
not reveal anything about the personality or inclinations of the people playing these 
characters, rather it is an interesting example of well-performed social “acting” 
within the fictional frame. My interest here is not so much to observe how close to – 
or far from – the personality of the users behind the characters this behaviour is, but 
how it, as it is presented, affects the experience of the world of those present; or 
how this behaviour might in fact be a part of a larger “narrative” of opposing forces 
which also affects the player’s general experience of the world or the history of 
their individual characters. To me, it has often been the study of the creation itself – 
the experience of being a semi-fictional being in a world I, together with my co-
players, choose to believe in, which has been my object of  study: stepping out-of-
character in the given situation would precisely have ruined fictionality itself. 

Hence my decision to sometimes remain incognito as a researcher and to 
choose to stay in character in crucial situations, has largely been based on an 
evaluation of the type of environment I was staying in and the nature of the events I 
was witnessing. One of the guidelines of the recently published white paper on 
“Ethical decision-making and Internet Research” by the Association of Internet 
Researchers is that one as a researcher should always take the nature of the venue 
into consideration, considering whether for instance the venue is established as a 
public or private place, whether strict ethical guidelines regarding the site and its 
users are already available and whether the users of the venue are to be considered 
as “human subjects” (as one thinks of them in medical terms) or as authors/creators 
which intend their work to be public. I am tempted to argue – and will indeed be 
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arguing this throughout the thesis – that players performing characters are indeed 
co-authors and co-creators of the “text” that is the virtual world. It is as such authors 
that  I have wanted to observe them, not as human subjects; even if one could argue 
that a virtual world, which requires a log-in, password and membership for one to 
be able to access the space of observation, is a “private” space which would require 
of me that I regarded players as human subjects whose privacy has to be protected. 
In practice, though I have taken the liberty of logging people’s interactions without 
their consent and though I have chosen to publish it as well 39,  I have consistently 
changed the names of the characters so they should not be identifiable, not even by 
other players in the world, in this way minimal damage, hopefully,is done.40 

However, in the cases where I have found information about their experiences as 
characters on publicly accessible websites outside of the world; experiences often 
described in accordance with the fictional frame of the world and “in-character”, I 
have simply used it as written (including the authentic names of characters 
mentioned) without gaining the writer’s consent, because I regard these texts as 
public information which it is not harmful to reproduce in any way, otherwise it 
would not have been published in the first place.41  

Overall, by adopting this stance, I recognise that I am probably closer to the 
more utalitarian approach of for instance Brenda Danet (Danet, 2001) than that of 
the  very strict and more deontologically oriented researcher Amy Bruckman 
(Bruckman, 2002), as these perspectives have been presented in the Association of 
Internet Researchers guidelines. However, though I have not always tried  – or been 
able – to gain informed consent, a step which is recommended  in many ethical 
guidelines, I have tried to prevent harming my human subjects by changing or 

                                                

 

39
 The sensitive question of whether it is ethically correct to log people without their knowledge is, in this case, 

also cause for further reflection. Logging without explicit consent from present participants is not always the 
same as logging entirely without consent. In many social and professional worlds, logs of important events, 
meetings and performances are often made available on the server which hosts the world. This means (at least in 
the case of MOOs) that you can access this log if you have the url, even without logging into the world. 
Whether you use this public log or your own copied-and-pasted versions of the events, does not make any 
difference to me; by accepting the public availability of the logs of this events, I assume that people present at 
these events do not mind the events in question being quoted. In EverQuest, the log-function is available to all 
players, and can even be automated by a slight edit in the set-up file, so that everything which registers in the 
chat-window after you have logged in is automatically logged. I suspect that a lot of people are actually logging 
when they play, in order to be able to go back and revisit important information regarding quests etc or to have 
text to support them when they are writing their character stories. For all I know, Milagros’ actions could have 
been logged at lots of times and reproduced places, I do not OM off. It is a risk I implicitly consent to when 
accepting the log-tool as an integral part of the EverQuest interface. 
40 

I have chosen to mask fictional identities by changing the names of characters. An alternative is to refer to 
players by their class instead when quoting; this is sometimes the practice of Michael Jacobsson and T.L. Taylor 
as observed at a conference presentation. However,  I find this practice is a bit confusing as soon as you have 
many people of the same class present. 
41 

I recognise a minor paradox here, since not contacting the authors of these accounts also means that I cannot 
know whether these fictions actually do describe events which have taken place or events which are purely 
imagined; and as “verifying” evidence of my theories I evidently want these events to “really” have happened... 
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hiding information which could eventually lead to a unmasking of their offline 
identities.42 

Regarding my own appearance of character, I have chosen to follow what 
has been the implicit or explicitly stated expectations of the given venue. Hence, in 
virtual worlds of the educational or social type, where players often “pose” as 
themselves or are expected to do so, I have chosen a character name such as 
“LizK”, “Lizbeth”, “Lisbeth” or the like which is my real name – and in my 
character description I have listed my real occupation and interests. In commercial 
chat worlds where people usually perform under a pseudonym or nickname, I have 
chosen to go by the name “Armilla” (in Cybertown “ArmillaX8”) when this name 
has been available, but have provided information about my research interests in the 
additional character description, when this has been available. In EverQuest I have 
mainly gone by the name “Milagros” (on servers Vazaelle and Antonius Bayle), 
using the same class and race in order to make it easier for me to advance in the 
game (by using my knowledge of this character type twice, instead of having to 
learn “the trade” of another race and class) – but also to make my character 
recognisable across servers for those who might be interested in confronting me. By 
publishing these names now, I also want to make it possible for potential readers 
and world users to address me if they have any questions regarding their possible 
experiences with Armilla, Milagros etc.   

Studying worlds, but which worlds? And how? 
Having discussed some of the principal problems in collecting data in virtual 
worlds, I would like to discuss briefly some of the problems related to the process 
of interpreting this data. The reading of a substantial amount of the literature 
describing studies of virtual environments has made me aware of some recurring 
“fallacies” which I would like to address.  

The textual fallacy 
Though I argued in chapter 1, that , as a starting point, I view the virtual world as a 
form of text, a cultural artefact which produces experience and meaning through its 
use, there are conceptual problems related to this perspective which I want to 
confront here.  Actively using notions of text and of a textual world to describe the 
object of study might easily lead to a perception of this a traditional text: a text 
consisting of language, a system of signs, which refers to objects in the world. 
                                                

 

42 
In my presentation of the performances in StoryMOO, I have not changed the names of characters as people 

have only played them once, and since the name of characters remain unchanged from session to session. 
However, here I have always asked people’s permission (by way of the teacher present or personally) to record 
their performances for research purposes and in all cases I gained their consent. Furthermore, “recording” is 
made visible as an act here, through the recorder-object which will inform players that it is recording, if the 
players examine the object. 
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When we read, we create a mental image of the sign, based on what we already 
know of this sign and how we imagine it looks. If I read the word “dog”,  I will 
have a clear idea in my mind, that the writer is referring to a furry pet which I 
imagine looks like this or this (depending on details the writer provides me with to 
aid in the construction of the image of a dog). If I see a digital visual depiction of 
the dog, it will be even easier to relate it to dogs, as I know them from the off-line 
world, passing judgment on the degree of realism of the representation of it.43 

However, does it make sense to think of the virtual world as a 
representational system as we know it from literature or film? As a referential 
system, it certainly is different from pure language systems:  however for historical 
reasons much early literature on virtual environments, familiar only with purely 
verbally realised worlds seem to have taken the “literariness” of the virtual worlds 
for granted and have studied them almost as traditional literary texts, in the process 
inevitably recursing to literary metaphors of description as well: 

“My study, which I would characterize as ethnographic, with certain important 
reservations, focuses on the ways in which race is “written”. In the cyberspace 
locus called LambdaMOO, as well as the ways it is read by other players, the 
conditions under which it is enunciated, contested, and ultimately erased and 
suppressed, and the ideological implications of these performative acts of writing 
and reading otherness” (Nakamura, 1996, ppp.1, my emphasis) 

The construction of body, gender, community in early worlds took place solely 
through written text; and it is difficult not to read the world and the process of 
generating meaning or signification within it, then, as a form of system of 
representation, close to that we know from literature. Accordingly it is tempting to 
use these self-fullfilling results to emphasise and “prove” the discoursive powers of 
language itself in generating culture and community (such as when Cherny refers to 
ElseMOO as a “elective discourse community” (Cherny, 1999).  

In the virtual worlds of today, a dog can be represented in manifold ways; as 
an icon, or a two-dimensional character or a three-dimensional object which you 
can move around and which might even be able to simulate a certain pet-like 
behaviour.44 Sometimes, behind the representation you might even find a human 
puppeteering the dog. For instance, my avatar in LinguaMOO is, in fact, an icon in 
the form of a head-shot of a Great Dane (a choice of avatar which usually makes 
people smile a little, when they meet me for the first time). Obviously we “read” 
dog differently, depending on how it is represented. The dog of the pure text-MUD 
was purely a representation of the player’s imagination; however as soon as one 
                                                

 

43 
It should be noted that of course visual depiction could be done on many levels, leaving more or less room 

for the viewer-reader’s imagination. The relation between depiction, its function and the application of 
imagination applied in reading it, is discussed in a very enlightening way in Scott McCloud’s Understanding 
Comics (McCloud 1994); many of his ideas and explanations are also applicable to digital environments and 
can, for instance, be good guidelines for the design of avatars. 
44

 It is a much advertised feature of Cybertown that you can have your own pet here such as, for instance, petite 
dragon, which you can “program” to react to certain phrases and with phrases of its own. 
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starts applying prefabricated images of what a dog looks like; the representation is 
partly controlled by someone other than the player: the cartoonist, the photographer, 
the 3D studio designer which presents me with a ready-made dog costume etc. In 
the latter cases, the dog is, more or less, already “there” in the world as a graphical 
or embodied representation, and we engage with it as such. Ultimately, the 
interpretation of our experiences in virtual worlds will depend on the 
representational paradigme applied through the way we and others and the objects 
in the world are represented to each other. Conceiving of a virtual world as a 
phenomena which is essentially defined as an aesthetic object which generates 
meaning through verbal signs and language, or applying metaphors of language and 
text (as in written text), and seeing the usefulness of this approach as yet another 
example of the “material” power of language might make us ignorant of the other 
ways in which we and the world make sense and communicate.   

One  should not be blind to the fact that the social and imaginative richness 
of the written language has not yet been reproduced in graphical settings or visual 
form, which is probably a major reason why even advanced 3D-worlds like 
EverQuest and Anarchy Online still rely on the “emote” of mode of expression.45 

Yet, in these worlds, personal satisfaction and experience not only rely on verbal 
skills or a high degree of literacy, but skills of design and action skills; the ability to 
build objects and interesting customized avatars, your ability to handle your 
character’s movement, successfully manipulating and navigating the character in 
the world setting; the experience of personal achievement which the mastering of 
the spatial environment and manipulative hostile objects gives you: that is, your 
ability to play and perform as player in the world, whether this world be described 
verbally or graphically. In sum, your skills as a player are as important a part of the 
experience of the virtual world, as your ability to read and write it.  

Accordingly, whereas early Madders needed to be literate, preferably good 
writers, and definitely advanced computer users to be successful world members, 
today other skills may be required to be a respected member of the community of 
the world: such as being an “awesome” avatar designer, the demonstration of  
“dexterity” (often acquired by the playing of action and skill games outside of the 
world), “wealth” (counted in the currency of the particular virtual economy), 
knowledge of the territory of the world etc. Finally, I argue that the basic social 
skills which enable you to get along with your co-players is not always closely 
connected with verbal skills: you can be a lousy speller, but a very helpful guide 
and friend to the newbie; or a very verbally skilled person who only uses this skill 
to verbally abuse other players in the most obnoxious manner. 

                                                

 

45 
The emote is a command which allows you to type in a feigned action which is presented on others users’ 

screens as verbally described action. The emote and other modes of personal expression is discussed in more 
detail in the chapter on performance in virtual worlds. 
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Virtual worlds are not literature, though they did and many still do indeed depend 
on literary genre conventions for the description of setting and character. However, 
if virtual worlds are a new form of social reality, it is a reality not singularly made 
manifest by means of literary devices and the act of “collaborative writing”, but a 
reality made up by interacting with objects and persons presented not as referential 
signs but as coded beings in the world, entities which are there in person to play 
with each other. It is not that I want to discard the power of language as discourse 
and the material effects the use of language can have, also in the real world. I just 
want to point out that the importance of the language is a “feature” or characteristic 
of some virtual worlds, it is not an essential property of all virtual worlds. We need 
to be aware of the fact that 

The difficulty of finding new metaphors for moving around in new (cyber)spaces 
lies in our tendency to translate new experience in terms of old structural 
frameworks (Haynes, Holmevik, Kolko, Vitanza; 1999, p. 235)  

and not to fall into the trap of believing that the specific “worldness” of one virtual 
world or world form (such as the MOO) can describe “virtual culture” or 
“cybertextuality” as such. Finally, we must always try to remember that our 
“virtual” experiences are, at the end of the day, defined by a specific piece of 
software, which, whether graphically or verbally represented, by virtue of its own 
inherent structure gives us a predefined set of opportunities and constraints to live 
within. What is a bug in one world can in reality be a feature of another.  

The specific-worldness fallacy 
I have tried to indicate above that it is detrimental to the development of a general 
theory of virtual worlds when researchers extrapolate from the specific to the 
general based on the very specific features of one world, even though they should 
be well aware that even generic features might be implemented with huge 
differences. Yet, I have been prone to make the same mistake at the moment of 
writing and theorising it, it is difficult not to have one particular world-form in 
mind. Hence, the thesis also reads as a story of a shift in focus from the MUD and 
MOO environments to the graphical 3D environments. Though I have striven to 
make my observations as general as possible, it is most likely that I have, at times, 
also fallen into the trap of theorising from “inside” a world, rather than from above 
it. But even if at times I am also guilty of committing to the fallacies mentioned, by 
acknowledging that the virtual world is a hybrid of literature, games and social 
spaces, I will eventually be able to point to properties and user experiences which 
are essentially the same whether you live a MUD or three-dimensional online life.  
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Saving the world – ensuring persistence 
Standing still in a fluent environment 
The last methodological problem I want to address is one which both goes before 
the process of interpreting data and helps shape this process. This relates to the 
nature of the medium through which the virtual world is represented and is able to 
reach us. The virtual world exists as part and parcel of the Internet, which is in itself 
an immense ocean of information in constant motion. Data or worlds do not always 
stay in the same place; sometimes they are washed away by the tide; other times 
they are taken over by a current of economical developments, they drift for a while 
until they suddenly appear under a completely different name. Translated into less 
lyrical terms, disappearing websites, site make-overs and commercial take-overs 
can make it very difficult for a researcher to keep track of the world she is studying 
or to retrieve “old” data when she finds she needs it again. A few examples from 
my own research:  

The World Wide Web game The Beast (discussed in the previous chapter) 
was suddenly very difficult to document and demonstrate to my students as a 
prominent example of an “alternate reality game”, since the company behind the 
game without notice removed most of the sites of the game.   

The interface of EverQuest has changed radically during the time I have 
played it, as a result of the introduction of a new expansion to the game, 
ItalicsPlanes of Power. I had built and written my initial analysis of interaction 
forms on the old interface (which I still feel most comfortable with); the appearance 
of the new interface to a certain extent made the analysis of the “old” interface 
superfluous and out-dated.  

The free commercial world Cybertown which I have happily been revisiting 
on and off for a number of years suddenly changed from being a free site to a 
subscriber site as per January 1st,  2003, which has made it difficult for me to obtain 
the last data I needed for one of my chapters because I did not want to get a 
longterm subscription to get it. 

The change of names and production companies make it very difficult to 
track the history of certain worlds, such as that of Habitat, which as described in the 
previous chapter first turned into Worlds Away and then later into Vzones.com. 
Since companies themselves do not keep written records online of the changes in 
names between betaversions or new launches, you often have rely on being able to 
find papers or discussions by early users in order to track the name or site changes. 

Concludingly, it can be difficult to document or validate all your 
observations, or to write a precise history of particular worlds without resorting to 
“hear-say” rather than hard fact. I can only recommend that also future researchers 
take care to record and save data (through the saving of webpages or screenshots) 
when they first come across a world or interesting site as well I would like to 
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encourage commerical world producers to keep online records of the history of their 
own worlds. This would likely also be of interest to many worlds afficionados.  

Recording performance 
One means of validating your data is to repeat the experiment, and whereas it is the 
exact same Hamlet you analyse when you reread it for the 20th time (same lines 
spoken  by the same characters), you will never set foot in the exact same virtual 
world to meet the exact same people at the exact same places saying the exact same 
things as last time you were there (though it might be theoretically possible). The 
only way to reproduce the exact same experience would be to invent a time 
machine. Like a live performance, a visit to a virtual world is ephemeral and unique 
and for our analysis, what we then unfortunately have to rely on is that form of 
reproduction of the performance or event which is “recorded” or stored by us; a log, 
still photos, perhaps a video. Clearly, one gets the best representation of the event 
by recording with as many means as possible, using both screenshots, logs, 
cut&paste, footage, the memory of other players etc.  

However, it is a generally acknowledged problem that ordinary logs, 
screenshots and other static ways of storing data cannot represent the importance of 
time to the experience of the actual event, whether seen from the point of view of 
communication and sense-making  

“As would spoken interaction, virtual interaction loses meaning when transposed 
to a computer file and reread. The pauses, disjunctions, speed and timing of virtual 
conversations are lost in such transposition, and such factors are a crucial signifier 
of meaning and context. (Reid, 1997, pp 171) 

or as a form of theatrical performance 
Interestingly, describing MUD role-playing provides a similar dilemma as that 
experienced by anyone who attempts to document a live performance form: How 
can the ephemeral performance be captured and conveyed in an after-the-fact 
description? What remains, which is the equivalent of the playscript, is not the 
production. (LeNoir, 1999, pp. 185) 

or as a gaming experience 
To study logs from the game as texts afterwards is like studying a description of 
an event rather than being present at the event. (Mortensen, 2002, ppp. 3)  

The only way to compensate for this impossibility of reproduction is probably to 
either invent new tools of recording which also record time, and pauses and 
movements. In fact, one of my students has invented a portable microphone to place 
on a MOO character; in this way you can track this particular character’s 
movements. For the MOO environment, this is one way to try and overcome some 
of the obstacles; combining these logs with logs from the room visited (which can 
document conversations between characters) and copies of the result of repeated 
@who commands (which can tell you where exactly in the MOO people are and 
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how long they have been there) would be almost as close as one could get to 
capturing “the whole picture”.46 However, this task of recording as many 
parameters as possible becomes almost impossible when you enter a 3D-
environment; the experience of text scrolling by with the speed of fast forwarded 
film credits combined with the droning soundscape of the world, the visual input of 
your colourful character moving in carefully coordinated social formations and the 
sensory experience of your fingers typing furiously on the keyboard, seems 
impossible to reproduce in its entirety.  

Yet, it is exactly this experience of a lived and non-repeatable social reality, 
and the seemingly impossible task of translating it into academic discourse, which 
has driven me to embark on this project in the first place.  

How to survive a multi-disciplinary approach 
This chapter will have revealed that the academic discipline at which I feel most at 
home is unquestionably that of literary studies and textual analysis. However, we 
are not studying a text, we are studying a system that produces text – and the 
makings and the experience of this system require more than literary theory if we 
are to understand the full nature of it. Therefore it is an very important point in this 
work, that in order to understand the complexity of virtual online worlds we need to 
employ a number of different academic disciplines, some old and established such 
as sociology and community theory, media and communication studies and literary 
theory, others new such as cybersociology and computer game studies.  

The benefit of a multi-disciplinary approach should be clear: you avoid 
appropriating your object of study as just one thing (a game, a narrative...) and you 
are hopefully able to provide more than one entryway to the understanding of it. But 
evidently, there is a grave danger in applying concepts or observations made within 
disciplines with which you are not intrinsically familiar: you risk applying them in a 
wrong or very superficial way, disregarding their disciplinary history and you are 
not able to follow all the ramifications of your arguments “back into” the discipline 
from which a concept or problem field is taken. This is not a problem unique to me; 
I suspect this is a problem that many new media scholars face. Apart from trying to 
be explicitly aware of the dangers we face, there is not much we can do apart from 
openly to acknowledge when we are moving in somewhat unfamiliar territory and 
to make sure to explain when we are using important concepts in ways, that might 
conflict with the use within the academic discipline from which it has original 
mistakes. 

                                                

 

46 
However, the combinatorial effort has not been realised yet by me, since some of the tools or ideas for 

making up for the lack of information on certain aspects (such as that of timing) came to me rather late in the 
process. Nevertheless, they are now presented here as inspiration for future researchers. 
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To avoid critical mistakes, a practical solution can also be to let scholars within the 
fields you are applying read and critisize those parts of your work which deal with 
their field. To the extent it has been possible within the given timeframe, this is 
what I have done with the chapter on community and the chapter on games. Now, I 
can only encourage new readers of this work, who come to it from other disciplines 
than my own, to contact me if they find that I need to stand corrected. 
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5. This is my community: virtual worlds as 
social spaces 
Communities and worlds – two sides of the 
same coin  

Before the concept of virtual worlds gained momentum and started to be used more 
consistently to describe certain virtual environments on the net, researchers had 
already for some time been studying and talking about virtual communities; and still 
today some virtual communities would definitely fall into the category of what I 
have here chosen to define as virtual worlds. Thus, what is said in this chapter about 
the development of virtual communities and the phases which characterise the study 
of them, is also applicable to the development of virtual worlds (as communities) 
since the field of study of these research areas has often been virtual worlds: such as 
MUDs and MOOs.  Most importantly, between the social studies tradition and my 
initially aesthetically driven approach, there is, as a starting point, a common 
denominator in that we in our choice of object of study 

focus on computer network systems that directly support the interaction with other 
people (Kollock & Smith, 1999, pp 2)  

Virtual worlds are essential social spaces as soon as they are inhabited by more than 
one real-life user (just the presence of two users make social interaction possible), 
and in understanding how they work and how we experience them and in trying to 
formulate what characterises social spaces online, communication and cultural 
Studies, online community studies, cybersociology47 and  social network research 
can tell us much about what a world community is. However, it is important to note 
that in this research tradition focus has naturally been on the relations between 
users, and not on the relation between user and world, which might in effect also 
influence the experience and establishment of community (I will later discuss in 
detail how the shared experiences of the interface, objects, specific events also work 
to create a sense of community in a world like EverQuest – chapter 10). 

So far, many online community studies have been done on non-geographical 
social phenomena on the Internet such as Usenet or newsgroups, which can hardly 
be described as sharing a spatialised space or “place”, though these groups 
definitely  create social spaces for themselves. This is, for historical reasons, 
logical, since these were the communities available when the first virtual 

                                                

 

47 
Naturally cybersociology grows out of the traditional sociological and anthropological schools of study. 

However, “cybersociology” is emerging as a semi-autonomous research field; a recent Danish Ph.D. thesis was 
titled Cybersociology, one can subscribe to the “Cybersociology” list serv, and there is also a Cybersociology 
journal. 
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community studies were done, and since the graphical 3D worlds on a subscription 
basis have not been available to larger groups of private users before very recent 
years. Still today, many social spaces online, such as newsgroups, forums and 
community websites, do not have object or world interaction as a possibility, nor 
are they dependant on any form of complex geographical metaphor in order to 
function. This is most likely one reason why the importance of geographical space 
and the influence of this on social network formation seems to remain largely 
unexamined within the social studies and communication school tradition, though 
Schröder has studied it to a certain degree (Schröder, 1996, 1997, 2002), 
emphasising the importance of graphic representation and exploration of space as 
partly determining the experience of sociality in newer virtual worlds. Recently, 
however, questioning and analysing how the experience of “local” cyberspace also 
affect the experience of community is emerging as a research theme also within 
cybersociological and cultural studies, which is, for instance, manifest in the fact 
that an entire panel session was devoted to the theoretical discussion of “Space and 
Time Online“ at the Association of Internet Researchers Third Conference 
“Net/work/theory” last year (2002).48 Yet, both from the point of view of the game-
oriented literary scholar and the social scientist, there is a long way to studying 
social interaction and world interaction on equal terms without denigrating either to 
a supporter of the other, though this is what this work attempts.  

Finally, space is in itself a multidimensional and complex entity, and it 
might be dangerous  to focus solely on space as a physical or visually perceived 
materiality. As, for instance, Lefevre and Soya have argued, space is also a social 
practice and in itself of representational nature. Different kinds of spaces signify 
different forms of social practices and generate different mental constructs; and 
different forms of representational traditions signify culturally different perceptions 
of what the practice of a given space should be. Soya has even coined the term 
ThirdSpace to describe (the function of) space in the sense of the real action of the 
lived space:  

Thirdspace is "a product of a 'thirding' of the spatial imagination, the creation of 
another mode of thinking about space that draws upon material and mental spaces 
of the traditional dualism but extends well beyond them in scope, substance and 
meaning" (Soya, 1996, p. 11)  

- and it would be highly interesting, and relevant, to study more closely also the 
function of space as social practice and representational function  in a virtual 
community or world. However, it is outside the scope of this project to do so, but an 
article such as “Game, Space and the Politics of Cyberplay“ (Nicholls & Ryan, 

                                                

 

48 
The papers presented by Stine Gotved (Gotved, 2002) and Nils Zurawski (paper not available in completed 

version) in this session were highly interesting and can be found at http://aoir.org/members/index3.html 
(members only access). 

http://aoir.org/members/index3.html
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2003), which in an introductory fashion applies Soya’s concept to an analysis of a 
gamespace, indicates the potential fruitfulness of this approach.  

A typology of online communities 
Online social spaces or online communities are, inherently, not dependant on 
sharing space, but it might be useful to be able to distinguish between those 
communities which share some form of represented space (ranging from a website 
forum to the many continents in a massively multi-player world), and those who do 
not.  Inspired by Gotved’s paper (Gotved, 2002) “The Sensed Dimensions of 
Cyberspace – Three modes of spatial interpretation in online social life”, I have 
developed a model to describe how virtual worlds and chat worlds distinguish 
themselves from other forms of online social spaces,49 and to enable an illustrative 
example of when an online community is a virtual world and when it is not. In 
understanding the differences between online social spaces, it seems to me that we 
need to take into account both the extension in space, the extension in time and the 
mode of communication (i.e. the ability to communicate either synchronously or 
asynchronously. This can be mapped onto a three-dimensional model according to 
three parameters:  
space – a range of spatial extension from either sharing no-space (as in a e-mail 
correspondence) to sharing a single point in space (for instance a website with links 
to discussion threads) to the sharing of an extended space (such as that of the MUD 
or graphical virtual world)   
time - the “community” created is either transient (of temporary nature, like an IRC 
channel or First-Person-Shooter battleground), or persistent (existing over a longer 
period of time, being archived or saved from visit to visit) 
mode of communication – which can be either asynchronous  (users communicate 
by “taking turns”) or synchronous (users communicate simultaneously):         

                                                

 

49
 Gotved’s original model:  

Shared location No shared location 
Synchronous Chat, MUDS,  

MOOs 
Web cams, Video conferencing 

Asynchronous BBSs 
Newsgroups, 
Slashdot.org 

Weblogs, emails, mailing lists 
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Figure 4.  
Mapping of community forms according to spatial extension, temporal extension and mode of 
communication.   
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Contemplating this model, it appears that social spaces need not be persistent, nor 
located in space to function as the venue of social encounters. However, for these 
spaces to turn into actual online communities, either some form of spatialiased 
common meeeting place is needed and/or some form of persistency. One cannot 
infer that online communities, which are both persistent and exist in extended space 
are necessarily “stronger” communities or that members of these communities have 
a more intense emotional investment in these, but it would be interesting if 
somebody were to make of study of it. However, it is an acknowledged fact that the 
longer people have participated in a online community, the more likely it is that 
they will engage with other members of this community also outside of the 
community-space, by engaging in private e-mail conversations, or even meeting in 
real-life if possible (see for instance Baym 1997, Baker 2002). If the parties 
involved stay involved in the community as well, the increased knowledge of the 
others will naturally enforce the attachment to the community. This, I surmise, is 
true whether the community is extended spatially or not. However, though three 
aspects need not be connected, it is obvious to argue that Massive Multi-Player 
worlds would also be communities or social networks with strong ties, since people 
can here interact both in shared space, through time and “face-to-face” 
(synchronously). 

The model also makes possible the distinction between, for instance, 
persistent social game spaces such as MMORPGS and transient social game spaces 
such as online FPS (First Person Shooter) games such as Counterstrike, Battlefield 
1942, Quake Arena and Castle Wolfenstein. However, the model does not allow the 
explanation of the fact that both forms of gaming spaces have “out-of-world” 
communities connected to them, which are all more or less persistent but typically 
located in single point meeting places (such as BBSs, Forums, websites etc).  

A common ground 
Disregarding their particular nature or characteristics, virtual community and virtual 
culture research do have many affinities with virtual worlds research (which is 
continuously rarely described as such). The legends and research stories dealing 
with identity play, boundary cases, transgressions and deceit within these 
communities remain to this day powerful narratives which have shaped our 
imagination of what kind of communities online worlds are, and our ideas of what it 
implies to be a member of them.  Though many of these narratives and research 
case stories have also signified the end of the belief in the, originally, very utopian 
ideals of what communities could be like online, they are also important sources to 
understanding how social spaces and communities emerge and function online.  

Furthermore, whereas designing explicitly in order to promote the 
establishment of community might not have been in the foreground of the minds of 
the first MUD developers, later those designing worlds for social or commercial 
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purposes have been thinking and writing rather extensively on how to build 
community tools into the design of world environments. Also, more recent game 
world designers, not least MMOG's producers, have been diligent in their attempts 
to establish communities both within and outside of the games (for a further 
discussion of this development, see chapter 11). All have thought long and hard on 
how to construct the tools to promote social interaction, and how to create contexts 
and events to promote the use of social spaces and the emergence of a sense of 
community within the persistent virtual environments. Whereas the latter mentioned 
examples (game communities) will be dealt with in more detail in subsequent 
chapters, this chapter will focus on general aspects of community and social 
network research and analysis; and the findings of these studies can enrich the 
understanding of virtual worlds. 

A brief history of virtual communities 
development and research 
What makes an online community? 
In sum, some of the questions which have been asked concerning the nature of 
online social spaces and communities, and which should also be of interest to a 
virtual worlds researcher are:  

What are the likenesses and differences between online and offline communities? 
(Jones 1998, Wellman 1999, 2001, Kollock & Smith 1999, Gotved 2000, Dean 
2000) – questions which concern the nature of modernity and postmodernity 
societies as such, and draws attention to online communities as being primarily 
communities of interest.  This might point us to a further understanding of 
differences between the ways, we act and navigate in a virtual world, and how we 
conduct ourselves in the real world.  

Secondly, researchers have asked: Who are we when we are online? (see for 
instance, Bruckman 1992, Turkle 1995, Donath 1999, Jones, 1997,1999) – that is, 
questions of identity and individual commitment to the online community. These 
questions examine how we behave ourselves, and why we behave as we do when 
we are online. Chapter 7, which discusses aspects of online performances, partly 
deals with these questions too, from a slightly different perspective.  

Finally, researchers have asked what is the importance of the contexts which 
influence the formation of online communities? (Turkle 1995, Baym 1998, 2000, 
Wellman 2001) - that is, questions of what frames and influences the behaviour in 
online space, and what motivates particular users to go there?   
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Many of these points have been asked, mediated and rephrased throughout the 
development of the field of study of online social spaces and communities. 
Generally, in answering these questions, focus has been on the consequences of  
anonymity online being offered (the possibility of liberated social behaviour and 
the opportunity of “the identity workshop”, the potential ramifications of the 
inability to “persecute” people who behave disruptively); the importance of 
language in the development of community and representation of world and 
character (since, in the beginning at least, spoken/written language was the only 
means of expression) and the development of specific “internet lingo”, such as 
emoticons, “socials” and insider languages using a mixture of written and spoken 
modes of expression; and on the processes of collective social writing and of social 
inclusion or exclusion across a variety of online community forms.50   

 In the recent anthology Unspun (ed. Swiss, 2000), researcher Jodi Dean presents an 
insightful outline of the history of the study of and development of web 
communities. Working from Howard Rheingold’s seminal definition of a virtual 
community (Rheingold, 1993) 

Virtual communities are social aggregations that emerge from the Net when 
enough people carry on those public discussions long enough, with sufficient 
human feeling, to form webs of personal relationships in cyberspace 
(Rheingold,1992, p. 5) 51  

to a definition of a “Web community” as something which refers  
to a group integrated together by networked computers that has a sense of and a 
feeling toward itself as a continuing, valuable entity/community.  

Dean herself emphasises the web-community as something that is emergent, 
emotionally charged and larger than the sum of its parts (i.e. the subtraction of a 
single member won’t “break it or make it”). This definition of community as a 
coherent entity which sees itself as a continuing, valuable community is useful, as it 
is so relatively broad in scope; one might apply it as a description of the members of 
a social or game world environment as well as a description of an Usenet 
“community”, whereas it excludes an understanding of community in a narrow 
commercial sense (you do not necessarily define yourself as a member of the 

                                                

 

50 
For questions of identity, see Bruckman 1992, Turkle 1995, Bolter 2000, Nakamura 1999. Questions of 

deceit and punishment are dealt with in  Dibbell, 1993, Kolko & Reid 1998, Duval Smith 1999, Donath 1999. 
Issues of language are dealt with in Cherny 1999, Paolillo 1999, Mowbray 1999, Thode Hougaard 2001. 
Aspects of collective writing are dealt with in Kolko 1995. Aspects of hierarchies of control, exclusion and 
inclusion have been examined by Reid 1999, Gotved 2000.   
51 

Note Rheingold’s focus on  “public discussions” as the basis of community formation. One might imagine 
other activities which cause the emergence of community; one suspects that the narrow focus on his own 
empirical experiences on the ?ItalicsWell poses problems as to the general validity of some of his statements, as 
well as the fact as the definition was written before the “Web” came into being. 
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Amazon community just because you return to their website repeatedly – this is a 
“membership” which carries no significant emotional charge). Furthermore, if we 
think of a given space as the starting point (socially as well as “spatially”) of the 
formation of an online community, the community is what appears when people 
start to develop a strong feeling of belonging and emotional attachment to this space 
and the people who visit it.  This feeling of attachment has much to do with the 
experience of participating continuously in the community “through time”, even 
more so than in RL52, since in RL it is more difficult to opt out of those you belong 
to whereas online, virtual environments are easy to find, to join and to leave, 
without meeting the community members again, which makes staying and spending 
time in an online social environment a deliberate and voluntary choice of time spent 
and emotions invested, which will only be made if there is real value to be gained 
from it.  

Perspectives on development of community – from 
offline to online 
History has seen communities develop into social formations which have become 
less and less dependent on physical proximity and territorial borders. Different 
researchers have interpreted this development quite differently. This historic 
movement is described  by Wellman (1996,1999) and Gotved (2000) as one moving 
from an experience of community lost (modern life makes social communion 
impossible, and people interact less on a daily basis), as the intimacy or physical 
closeness of other community members of the village disappears, as more and more 
people choose to live in big cities. However, time reveals that even here 
community can be saved (the realisation that new communities arise in the urban 
environment, the “neighbourhoods”, which are in fact still closely linked to an 
experience of geographical territory) till finally community is liberated by media 
such as the Internet (community is related to the social networks within which one 
moves, and they are not necessarily defined by territory, but relate  for instance, to 
profession or interest – “community” can  therefore emerge across geographical 
borders).  

On a parallel line, the technological development and its relation to the 
development of community is embraced either with enthusiasm or harsh criticism 
(for general overviews see Gotved 2000, Wellman 2001): there are those, who see 
virtual communities as a syndrome of a relationship lost – the lack of physical face 
to face contacts in real life leads to alienation and extinction of the social networks 
offline. Others claim that by technology,  relationships are saved: technology is 
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RL is often used as an abbreviation of Real Life in informal communication. But since social reality can be 

as real online as offline, perhaps life offline is in fact not more “real” . I prefer to make a distinction between 
online life and offline life. 
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that which saves us and gives us the opportunity to re-establish social networks and 
socialise like in “ the old days” (Howard Rheingold and Sherry Turkle are known 
examples of the last species). Then again,  there is a more reflected position which 
sees relationships as liberated, arguing that technology is not decisive in itself, but 
a medium of interaction – and what should be studied is the nature and character of 
the networks in themselves. Either way, community is understood as something that 
is not understandable without the contexts in which they are embedded: 

Communities exist within the realm of contexts – the context of destiny (primarily 
the family bond), the context of proximity (traditionally applied to the village, now 
adopted by the neighbourhood), and/or the context of shared interests (traditionally 
limited locally, but liberated through urbanization and communication 
technology). (Gotved, 2002, p. 1, Introduction)  

The points of view put forth here can easily be identified in the discourse 
surrounding virtual worlds. For instance, “old” media tend to focus a lot on the 
terrible repercussions of online game addiction (it ruins life offline), whereas 
several new media researchers emphasise that online gaming creates strong social 
bonds and that world activities such as being a guildsman can improve people’s 
social skills offline as well. From both perspectives, media rarely takes the time to 
focus more closely on the particular contexts of the games or the people in question. 

From utopia to the internet with a small i53 

Dean briefly describes the development of the perspectives on web communities as 
one that  

moves from a pre-Web countercultural utopia, to a more anxious and embodied 
notion of the community at risk in the early years of the Web, to a “killer app”, or 
popular and profitable application, as the Web becomes commercialised in the late 
1990s, to a more fleeting and contestatory ideal as the Web matures. (Dean, 2000, 
pp. 5)  

This movement from “naive enthusiasm” to more reflected research of specific 
environments is also reflected in an anthology like Communities in Cyberspace 
(Kollock & Smith, 1999) in which in the introduction Kollock and Smith note that:   

The chapters in this volume share a common understanding that the kinds of 
interactions and institutions that are emerging in cyberspace are more complicated 
then can be captured in one-sided utopian or dystopian terms. These papers do not 
ask whether online interaction is “good” or “bad”. Our focus is on describing and 

                                                

 

53 
This heading is an indirect reference to a discussion on the Association of Internet Researchers mailing list 

November 2002, in which the traditions of spelling the Internet as either Internet or internet were discussed.  
Talking of the internet rather than the Internet can be seen as reflecting a similar movement to that described in 
this section, from that of awestruck naive engagement with a new phenomena to an awareness of the multiple 
uses of the Internet and the way the Internet is now becoming an integrated part of everyday lives, and not a Big 
Thing in itself. 
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analysing patterns of online social interaction as they exist. (Kollock & Smith, 
1999, pp 2, my emphasis)  

In continuation of Kollock and Smith’s approach, it is interesting to note that 
whereas from quite early on researchers have written analyses of events in specific 
virtual communities and more or less synchronic studies of these, while “finding 
their own” in various communities, now,  as previously mentioned (see chapter 4), 
during the last few years we have started to see entire monographs devoted to the 
study of one community, scholarly as well as journalistic, as they existed, such as 
Frank Schaap’s The words that took us there (Schaap, 2000, 2001) Nancy Baym’s 
Tune In, Log On. Soaps, Fandom, and Online Community (Baym 2000) about the 
newsgroup rec.arts.tv.soaps and Lori Kendall’s Hanging out in the virtual pub: 
Masculinities and Relationships online. Katie Hafner’s The Well (2001) about The 
Well and Julian Dibbell's My tiny life – Crime and Passion in a virtual world (1999) 
about his life in LambdaMOO are similar examples with a less scientific approach. 
From a literary viewpoint, the emergence of this type of story about community is 
interesting because the communities – and the researchers – have existed long 
enough to make more or less dramatically complete narratives of the rise and fall of 
certain communities, or of the live and death of specific characters.54 These 
monographies are thus not only positive examples of reflected in-depth 
ethnographically oriented studies, but also examples of the emergence of essentially 
engaging narratives about the rise and fall of these worlds. They proved that the life 
lived in online worlds and communities in these worlds are truly tellable stories. 
The concept of tellable stories will be discussed further in chapter s 9 and 10.   

Communities of interest 
Since the internet, as I discussed in chapter 3, is characterised by the very fact, that 
it provides us with the opportunity to communicate with other people without 
disclosing our identities and from a huge geographical distance, it is logical that the 
understanding of online communities and networks must related itself to a modern 
understanding of community, as that which is no longer contingent on local 
physical space such as  the village, but on social networks which might easily span 
the borders of nations and continents. Whereas communities offline might still grow 
from physical proximity (such as the community of a work place) or the closeness 
of kin, for modern woman they are often replaced by more loosely connected 
networks, based on shared interests, just like communities online seem to be 
primarily centred around common interests (Wellman 1996, Gotved 2000, , Dean 
2000). This aspect of community is in itself not necessarily something radically new 
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A short, but revealing history of the rise and fall of a game world and community can be found in Schubert 

2003. 
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then, rather it mirrors the modern urban society where people come together on the 
grounds of race, sexual preferences, personal political agendas, hobbies and so forth 
(Gotved 2000). The possibility of anonymity, the great mass of strangers, the 
identity games, the implicit codes and regulations for the way you move and 
conduct yourself , characteristics which some have hallowed as the newness of the 
social space online, are in fact nothing radically new but are found in the modern 
metropolis and had already been described  at the very start of the century  by 
George Simmel (Simmel 1903). The networks we establish or become part of in 
“cyberspace” are not networks which exist in another sphere absolutely separate 
from our offline lives, rather they are an integral part of the “socially defined 
spheres, which makes up the context of urban life” (Gotved, 2000). Life online is 
not necessarily very different from what we live offline,  it is just “the same in a 
different way.” 55  

Having established that online communities, similar to the modern urban 
communities, are primarily communities of interest and that perhaps we participate 
in them, not to “escape” our offline life, but in order to extend our social network 
even further, I think it is time to focus on the nature and forms of these communities 
of interest. I think, there is an important and identifiable difference between when 
the interest in a virtual community is actually born, and that the nature of the 
interest might explain certain differences in the uses of the community, as well as it 
does in practice influence the choices and priorities of the developers of the virtual 
world communities. However, I have not been able to find any literature dealing in 
depth with this perspective, through Amy Jo Kim also provide some categories  of 
distinction (Kim, 2000). I find that it makes sense to distinguish between the 
following forms of “communities of interest” online:  

1) Communities or social networks centred on previously existing shared interests, 
such as the communities of  professionals (the media researchers of MediaMOO), 
self-aid networks, fans of commercial products, people who share a special phase of 
their lives (teenagers, pregnant women) - all communities which do exist offline as 
well, and could also be supported and maintained (though with more difficulty or on 
a more local scale) offline. What are basically needed to make these communities of 
interest work are efficient tools of communication and a space in which to 
communicate.  

                                                

 

55
 In this connection it might be worth mentioning an essay two of my student wrote, based on a study of social 

interaction on the instant messaging service, ICQ in the age group 15-30 years. Their findings showed that a 
great majority of the users used ICQ to communicate to people they knew in real life as well, and that – whether 
or not they knew the people they met in ICQ in advance - they regarded their ICQ activity as in integral part of 
their lives and communication range. Very few of them had in fact tried to pretend to be someone else, and only 
one out of 25 interviewee stated that they had themselves experienced someone else playing with their identity.  
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2) Communities or networks centred on interests people did not know they had 
before they” joined the net” or centred around an interest which emerges from 
involvement in online life, because the very activity one shares an interest in might 
not be impossible or do-able without the medium of the Internet. Examples can be 
interests you were not aware that you  had before you saw the website dedicated to 
it (such as building s-m scenes with LEGO bricks, photographing them and sharing 
them with other users 56),  weblog writing, participation in file sharing communities 
such as Morpheus or Kazaa, or participation in online commercial collaborative 
games such as Crimescene (www.crimescene.com) which is a fiction mystery site 
where members come together to solve crime puzzles as the group, The 
Cloudmakers, briefly discussed in chapter 3, which set out to discover and solve the 
puzzles of the game The Beast, the online companion to the film A.I (which was 
discussed in chapter 4).  

What is needed to make these communities work is firstly that the users 
become aware of the existence of the community, then to give them the tools to 
become a full-blown member of it. The need to stay involved with the community 
will partly depend on the success of the tools and the ability to create new content, 
since people were not dedicated to this type of activity before they found it online, 
and therefore, I propose, would more easily be prone to leave the community and go 
looking for another new one, if the old becomes too boring. Since people may need 
to be initiated into the interest area, the staying power of such a community also 
depends on whether the community managers  welcome and integrate newcomers 
successfully.                 

                                                

 

56
 I will refrain from giving out the URL for this speciality site. 

http://www.crimescene.com
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The community at Crimescene.com, a community of “sleuths” who co-operate in order to solve 
fictional crimes in an imagined township in the US, are very friendly towards newcomers.  

3) Communities which arise from the shared interest in a virtual environment or 
world. These are, evidently, the communities which have the most direct connection 
with the overall topic of this thesis. In this respect my point is that users do not 
necessarily join a world to “commune” or socialise, but to play or game; social 
interaction might well be an expected part of the experience or built into the 
gameplay, but not the main motivation.57  Then, through continuous gaming or 
playing or engagement, people gradually start to search out and join one or several 
communities of interests, which are formed around shared experiences of the world 
or a mutual interests in a particular aspect of the world or the game (such as the race 
(for instance elf) or class of one’s character (magician, rebel, starship trooper), or 
the skill one wants to learn to perfection (such as tailoring or black-smithing).  The 
shared interest is the world, a trait which characterises both the “users” of worlds 
like Micronations or Geofictions, (which I presented in chapter 3), and the users of 
game worlds where users get to meet each other both outside and inside the world. 
In the latter case, the community itself is what I will continuously refer to as 

                                                

 

57 
Your interest in a world is also related to which “player type”,you are. Different forms of player types are 

introduced and discussed in chapters 6 og 9. 
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“paratextual”, i.e. outside the world as a text in itself; these communities can thus 
be seen as “texts” themselves, intended to aid the reading of or performance of 
textualising events inside the world. However, as time passes, the distinction 
between communities inside and outside the virtual environment might be difficult 
to sustain, for instance when players of massive multi-player worlds become 
members of a guild or factions, which both interact inside the world. For instance, 
they may “raid” certain areas of the world together or go hunting for dragons as a 
group, while the initiation and planning of these activities takes place outside  the 
world; they may socialise as fictional characters in the world, but interact socially as 
their offline identities outside the world.58 World developers can do a lot to enforce 
community building by staging events in the world which strengthens the 
community and make for a common history, and might often also take an active 
interest in supporting the communities which surround the games, for instance by 
offering them server space or explicitly linking to them on the official game sites.59  

Screenshot from the website of the EverQuest guild Familjen. It shows a picture of a recent in-
world guild raid – and in the text to the left of the picture there is an honourable mentioning of 
one of the guild members who is praised for his good social skills.                    

                                                

 

58 
A good example of guild community with a noticeable web presence is the Scandinavian based guild 

Familjen. (www. http://www.familjenguild.com/) 
59 

Hence, many of the Massive Multi Player worlds reserve space on the official game sites for player-driven 
community content or visible links to “worthy” game communities elsewhere. 

http://www.familjenguild.com/
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Whereas the two latter forms of online communities of interest can be based either 
on participation in an imagined world (a fiction world) or a simulated world (a 
world which tries to be factual in its representation of real space), the first form of 
community of interest does not need the context of a shared world to function, and I 
surmise that more often than not this is indeed the case. People in “serious” 
communities of interest will also most likely choose to try and perform a version of 
themselves online which is close to their offline personality or identity, whereas 
people belonging to the latter categories of communities of interest will more likely 
try out different forms of identity or act through an entirely opaque persona, a 
fictional character with a fictional name.  

Still, all communities of interest work through rituals of exclusion and 
inclusion, by virtually territorializing their specific social space through the tools 
made available to them in the world. Gotved’s study of a Tolkien newsgroup 
(Gotved 2000) and Paolillo’s study of an Indian chat society (Paolillo, 1999) are 
revealing examples of how language, for instance, can be used to establish 
hierarchies of power and inclusion/exclusion in a virtual community, and based on 
my own experiences in Modus Operandi (see chapter 6) and EverQuest (see chapter 
10), I can but confirm their findings.60    

Identity and community 
“On the Internet, no-one knows you are a dog”, a well-known cartoon in the New 
Yorker once stated. And in the early days of webstudies, surely many believed that 
on the Internet you could be anybody you wanted to be: here all problems of race, 
gender and social ineptness etc would disappear. The possibility to “log on and tune 
in” as a completely anonymous virtual “persona” and to perform with an identity 
radically different from your BUGS- identity, was, one assumed, one important 
reason why many people felt compelled to join – or try to become part of – virtual 
communities.61 In her closing chapter “Identity Crisis” in her seminal book Life on 
the Screen (Turkle, 1995), Sherry Turkle concludes that questions such as "What is 
the self when it functions as a society?" or “What is the self when it divides its 
labors amongst constituent others?”  which the then contemporary psychology 
researchers were confronting, are questions which “inhabitants of virtual 
communities continuously play with” (Turkle, 1995, p 259). Hence, for the purpose, 
virtual personas according to Turkle can be thought of as “objects to think with” – 
personas which help us deal with the fact that identity is multiple and that we can 

                                                

 

60 
Gotved demonstrates how thorough knowledge of the Tolkien lore is a requirement of acceptance, Paolillo 

demonstrates that it is those who are in fact able to speak a “real” Indian language, who belong to the core of the 
community. 
61 

BUGS – Body Unit Grounded in a Self, an expression Stone (Stone, 1995) uses to distinguish the offline 
identity of a person from what?! 
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never know everything about ourselves, the world or others. Arguing that, amongst 
other things,  we are moving from a culture of calculation (based on programming 
rules) to a culture of simulation -  "substitutions of reality that we interact with on a 
surface level” -  her studies of the way people work through Real Life issues by 
role-playing and trying out new identities in various virtual environments, which 
function as “social laboratories”, have influenced many researchers’  interpretations 
of what people use virtual environments for.   

Turkle perceived online social spaces as “moratoriums”, places to act out 
and work through not only individual problems but also a more general experience 
of the fluidity of identity in a postmodern society. However, whereas she 
approaches “identity games” mainly from the point of view of what it could give to 
the specific individual, other researchers have studied how these identity games 
have had a significant impact on the expectations of online behaviour (the case of 
the cross-dressing psychiatrist, which I related in chapter 3, is a famous example. 
Others again have studied how extreme virtual personae behaviour have influenced 
the development of specific online communities; Julian Dibbell’s account of “A 
Rape in Cyberspace” being probably the most quoted one (Dibbell, 1993).                     

An entry screen from LambdaMOO 2002, from which it is clear that the Ballot system that was 
one of the lasting results of the “Mr. Bungle” or “Rape in Cyberspace” case is still functional. 
In short, what happened was that a character on LambdaMOO used his programming skills to 
seemingly make other characters perform very intimidating sexual acts on themselves and 
others. He was eventually “toaded” (i.e. his character was erased) by one of the wizards on the 
MOO, but in the long run this disturbance of the community, and the lack of tools with which 
to deal with it communally, led to an introduction of a ballot system which made it possible for 
LambdaMOO inhabitants to vote for or against laws and resolutions regarding LambdaMOO 
politics and government.  
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It would appear then, that based on personal interests or agendas, we can go to 
cyberspace and virtual worlds and use them as “social laboratories”, and many 
people probably still do that, using both fictional and “factual” social spaces online 
to “practice” their social interaction skills and extend the social networks of their 
offline life. However, today it is not possible to “go crazy” and do as you like, or 
wreak havoc around you if you are not satisfied with the people in your current 
virtual environment. As a response to the negative experiences with non-legislated 
communities in the early days of Internet worlds, regulations and netiquette and 
multiple ways of dealing with virtual offenders have been developed and 
implemented (see for instance McKinnon 1997) and, in general, several researchers 
have questioned whether playing games with race, gender and identity is as easy as 
early researchers expected, even in “fiction” environments (see for instance Schaap, 
2000/2001). Even online – and in an online game you can not escape the “powers 
that be” - social hierarchical structures can be at least as powerful and imposing as 
those offline (see for instance Reid 1999, Muratmutsu & Ackerman). A guild like 
Familjen, which I recently referred to, does not, for instance, accept players below 
level 40, and only players of certain classes. Hence, a regular player would probably 
have to play for a least a year to be worthy of acceptance, and would still have to 
fill out a form and undergo discussion at a guild meeting, before she could be 
accepted into the guild. Even those communities of interest based on the interest of 
being “entertained” and having fun, demand a serious player-attitude if you want to 
be accepted into those social networks which in effect often dominate large 
territories of  these virtual worlds.   

Virtual worlds as imagined communities? 
Imagined communities 
So far, we have looked at some of the defining characteristics of different forms of 
virtual communities (space, time, communication modus), and the reasons why 
people establish and join communities. But are on-line communities essentially 
“real” communities or are they just imagined systems of social connections? And if 
they are imagined, in what way then? In her influential article, “The emergence of 
on-line community”, researcher Nancy K. Baym argues: 

Rather than asking whether online communities are authentic, CMC scholars 
influenced by Anderson have argued for looking “at the style in which they are 
imagined.” (Anderson, 1983, p. 6). I argue here that an online community’s “style” 
is shaped by a range of pre-existing structures, including external contexts, 
temporal structure, system infrastructure, group purposes, and participant 
characteristics. In ongoing communicative interaction, participants strategically 
appropriate and exploit the resources and rules those structures offer. The result is 
a dynamic set of systematic social meanings that enables participants to imagine 
themselves as a community. (Baym, 1997, p. 38) 
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Whereas Baym here adds a much needed awareness of the external factors which 
shape the creation of a specific community, what is especially important in this 
particular context is to follow the line of argument which states that all communities 
beyond those that exist on a face-to-face basis are to some degree imagined and 
built on the creation of the belief in a shared interest even though people’s interests 
in “reality” and agendas for participating in a particular community probably vary a 
lot. This tradition of understanding communities as imagined constructs is heavily 
influenced by Benedict Anderson’s book Imagined Communities from 1993 in 
which he describes how the concept of the nation state was only made possible by 
technological inventions such as the printing press which made it possible for 
people distributed over huge geographical areas to “imagine” that they were part of 
the same culture and nationality because it allowed them to share the same language 
and history, “texts” which were used to define “them” as being different from “the 
others”. This imagination is also made possible by a new concept of time as, on the 
one hand, a chronological and homogenous “empty” time, which enables the 
individual citizen to imagine other citizens existing and acting at the same time (i.e. 
“we are all Danes reading the morning paper at 9.15”), and on the other hand as a 
continuous and scientific “historical” time (The Danish flag fell from the sky in the 
year 1219, we ruled the rest of Scandinavia in years 1397-1523, we became 
members of the European Union in the year of 1972 etc). That fact, that we all exist 
at the same time and are part of the same chronologically unfolding history, in itself 
creates an imaginary connection between those of us imagined to be living in the 
shared space of the nation state.  

Another interesting connection can be made between the “nation state” and 
the virtual world, in that Anderson argues that the nation state is not anything 
natural or given, but in fact a “cultural artefact” (Anderson, 1983, p. 4), just as I 
argued in the introduction to this thesis, that the virtual world can be seen and 
interpreted as a cultural artefact. Furthermore, Anderson makes explicit references 
to the work of fiction (novels) of a given period and the influence they have had on 
the creation of a shared  deictic “we”, and in rendering a common geographical 
framework, and he draws attention to the fact that also these works of fiction help 
create the sense of a national “we”. This is another example of how a paratext, 
which is principally not a part of the world itself, nevertheless comes to influence 
our imaginings of it. 

Thus, Anderson shows that the nation comes into being as an “imagined 
political society” through a variety of influences, mainly technological and 
historical developments. The nation will essentially always be imagined, since one 
person would never be able to physically meet all the other citizens inhabiting the 
nation; one just has a rock solid conception of those as actually existing. Generally, 
all communities, except that of the village, where you can in fact meet everybody 
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face to face, are therefore imagined  - and a logical consequence of this realisation 
is that a community should not be judged according to its authenticity (whether it is 
“real” or not) but exactly in the style in which it is imagined. It is tempting to 
conclude that “the nation” is just one form of imagined community, the world of a 
novel another, the online community a third.   

Imagined worlds – imagining worlds 
However, we need to be cautious about drawing simple parallels between real and 
online communities on these grounds. As Baym argues in the quote above, online 
communities do not exist independently of the offline world surrounding them ; 
they are influenced by a number of contexts, such as individual members’ 
embedment in a variety of other social networks communities off-line. Furthermore, 
as Gotved argues (Gotved 2000), whereas “community” to Anderson signifies an 
imagined content (the community) in a concrete space (the geographical territory of 
the nation state), in fact an online Usenet community has a concrete and visible 
content (the participants all of which are concretely manifest through their posts) in 
an imagined space. However, Gotved does not deal with Massive Multiplayer 
World for which Anderson’s description indeed seems fitting – a defining 
characteristic is exactly that they cannot be imagined in their totality. Just as with 
the nation state, the content (the other community members) can only be imagined 
because there are such a huge number of participants that one will never be able to 
meet them all62 Yet all members of a virtual world share the same  “language” and 
(fictional) history within the framework of the fiction. And just as in the real nation 
state, out of these huge communities grow a number of sub-communities, such as 
the guilds, or  based on shared “territory” such as that of a particular server or even, 
in some cases, based on a shared nationality or territory outside of the game.63  

Anderson’s concept of the “imagined community” might be a useful object 
to think with when we initially try to understand what enables people to feel that 
they belong to the same virtual world community. Virtual worlds grow out of 
specific technological inventions (the world wide web, broadband transmission, the 
personal computer) and the experience of the virtual world is closely interwoven 

                                                

 

62 
There is an interesting paradox which is not transferable to the real world here: when the owners of 

EverQuest claim that they have more than 400.000 users, it is in fact not 400.000 users in the same world at the 
same time, but 400.000 users distributed evenly over a large number of servers (20+) which all project the same 
universe.  In this sense the notion that there is just One EverQuest is definitely an imagined construct; there are 
really a number of EverQuests. Still, there can still be so many players on a server that you will likely never  
meet them all,  and EverQuest do what they can to make this apparent to you by regularly posting the number of 
registered subscribers. Time-wise, the notion of simultaneity is also influential in a way similar to that Anderson 
described,: part of the construction of EverQuest as a massive universe is the awareness of the fact that there are 
other people on other servers or zones of the world online at the same time as you..  
63 

Once more drawing on my experiences in EverQuest, there was a distinct difference in the experience of 
community on the American servers and on the European server Antonius Bayle. On the latter server, people 
would often give their characters names in their own language, in order to signal a certain nationality. This 
would generate a lot more attention from people of one’s own country.  
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with the experience of speaking the same in-world language and the awareness of 
belonging to a shared computer-mediated space, which is at the same time imagined 
(a shared fiction) and a simulated physical-geographical space. The lure of these 
worlds might initially be that they offer us a free and unrestricted playground where 
we can try out all forms of behaviour, but if we are to learn from the history of the 
online communities, we need to acknowledge that worlds will most likely never be 
ideal, open and “free-for-all” communities. They are dependant on the contexts in 
which they exist, and on the emotional, moral and social luggage that the 
participants bring to it. That some people choose to spend a lot of their physical 
time in a virtual world cannot without reflection be taken as a proof that community 
in the real world is forever lost, nor can it be seen as a proof that the reason why 
people go online is that they find regain a sense of community there. We need to 
study specific users (and uses) of specific virtual worlds before we can tell exactly 
which kind of imagined community they are. If we were to define all virtual worlds 
as one category of virtual communities, perhaps we could define the virtual world 
as being a community of interest which arises through the use of the world itself; a 
community which is characterised by the act of communally creating and sustaining 
belief in the world; and a community which in many ways function as its own 
nation state, with a shared collective time and history. World users are definitely a 
group of people which, repeating the quote from Dean, “has a sense of and a feeling 
toward itself as a continuing, valuable entity/community”. It is not always easy to 
become a full-blooded member of a world community, but once you are accepted, it 
can become a community beyond anything you ever imagined. How exactly the 
rites of initiation and the feeling of belonging come about, will be discussed more 
closely in chapter 11, a case study of life in the online world and community of 
EverQuest.         
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6. I level, therefore I am: virtual worlds as 
online games  

We have always had gameplay as our priority number one, as that is the core of 
the gaming industry. Without gameplay we cannot compete with the other areas of  
the entertainment business. We can’t make as good graphics as the film industry 
or as good sound as the music business. The only thing we can do which is unique 
is to be interactive. So we focus on that and don’t concentrate on other elements of 
the game before interaction is in place. 

Gamedesigner Sid Meier, nov. 2001, author’s translation64 

Games and virtual worlds 
As we saw in chapter 2, many of the virtual worlds in existence are game worlds, 
designed with the primary purpose of entertaining their users. This is done by 
providing them with the experience of playing with and against each other, using 
the rules of the world in order to meet certain goals implemented by the world 
designers. In short, they offer their players a gaming experience. It seems obvious 
that in order to understand the nature and the laws of this particular genre of worlds 
we need to understand what characterises (multi-player) games and the experience 
of gaming in general. Or, to put it another way: we need to understand how virtual 
(game) worlds are potentially similar to or different from ordinary games; we need 
to know what are the essential characteristics of  a game before we can recognise 
the exceptions.  

In general, I have chosen game theory as a focus, because game studies 
provide a much needed perspective on the general understanding of the virtual 
world experience. Whereas sociology, communication- and performance studies can 
tell us much about how people behave and interact with each other when online, 
these traditions tend to be more or less oblivious to the fact that users are moving 
around in a world. However, as this thesis argues that people’s overall experiences 
of a world, their construction of “worldness”, also depend on how they interact with 
the world itself and the objects which inhabit it, we need to examine these forms of 
interaction closely too, by studying features such as the positioning of character, the 
navigation within the game space, and  the manipulation of the game world objects. 
The emerging field of academic (computer) game studies tries, among other issues, 
to examine and teach us how world – or game - interaction is orchestrated and why 
we enjoy it. Hence the distinct features of gameplay, the interaction with a 
gameworld and its rules, as a way of explaining what makes people return to a 
given game again and again. Understanding what is fun and “addictive” in games 
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This quote is translated from an intervview in the Danish newspaper Politiken, published November 7th, 

2001. The interview (in Danish) is available at http://politiken.dk/VisArtikel.sasp?PageID=186024. 

http://politiken.dk/VisArtikel.sasp?PageID=186024
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might give us an understanding of what makes players continually return to a virtual 
world.  

Whereas narratology can be described in a simple way as a discipline which 
focuses on the temporal aspects of a user-experience, game studies have made us 
aware of the importance of space in the creation of gameplay and the user’s 
enjoyment of “gaming”; while on parallel lines,  game designers have for decades 
been forced to think carefully about how to design user interfaces which intuitively 
make people understand and navigate a given game space. Hence, the study of 
game design, gameplay and game structures can teach us about the importance of 
space and the need to examine it carefully as a unique feature of the computer game 
experience. Cybertext theorist and games researcher Espen Aarseth has phrased it 
quite succinctly:  

..what distinguishes the cultural genre of computer games from others such as 
novels or movies, in addition to its rather obvious cybernetic differences, is its 
preoccupation with space. More than time (which in most games can be stopped), 
more than actions, events and goals (which are tediously similar from game to 
game) and unquestionably more than characterization  (which is usually 
nonexistent) the games celebrate and explore spatial representation as their central 
motif and raison d’être. (Aarseth, 2000, pp. 161)  

In sum,  “ludology”, the study of games as an autonomous and important cultural 
form, can provide us with insights into the spatial, navigational manipulative and, 
not least, enjoyable aspects of the virtual world experience, as well as helping to 
point to potential problems that might arise when one is designing both a game and 
a community. Hence, not only does ludogy have value as an explicative tool for 
those virtual worlds which are designed specifically as game worlds, but it can also 
refer us to an understanding of potential conflicts in the experience of these and 
other virtual worlds, which explicitly or implicitly integrate game elements65.  

In this chapter we will take a closer look at what characterises games as an 
aesthetic practice, what forms of games exist and which ones are of particular 
interest to our study. Questions about the fictionality and reality of games will 
briefly be touched upon, and a few examples of single-player role-playing games 
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The word "ludology" has within the last few years come to be used primarily as a designator of academic 

game studies, primarily oriented towards computer- and video games. The current proliferation of the word 
seems to be mainly inspired by game researcher Gonzalo Frasca, who has consistently been using the word in 
his research, and also uses it as the title of his widely read weblog Ludology.org. In the article “What is 
ludology? A provisory definition.” (Frasca, 2001), Frasca argues for a formalist approach to the study of games, 
arguing that “the goal of ludology is to understand games and video games, both in a formal way and also as 
part of the media ecology”. Examples of distinct and self-pronounced “ludologists” are researchers Gonzalo 
Frasca, Jesper Juul and Espen Aarseth, who in several papers have tried to define  the specific and defining 
characteristics of computer games (Frasca 1999, 2000, 2001), Juul (2000, 2001, 2002), Aarseth (1997, 1999, 
2000). This chapter has been heavily inspired by the writings of (and discussions with) these reseachers. See 
also Jonas Heide Smith, who has recently given a brief but informative overview of the story of academic 
computer game studies (Smith, 2002). 
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off- and online will provide us with a framework to understand the currently most 
popular form of online multi-player virtual game world: the (massive) multi-player 
role-playing game world EverQuest, which I will be examining more closely in 
chapter 11.66 Furthermore, continuing the discussion from the previous chapter on 
online social spaces, the likenesses and differences between social worlds and game 
worlds are discussed.  

What’s in a game? 
What makes a game? The feature of choices, the framing of the game world through 
a set of rules that determine how to interact with it, and the possibility of interacting 
with the game environment definitely seem to be essential and shared by all games. 
Games require you to make ideally non-trivial choices while playing them and they 
presuppose that you play to obtain some form of goal through a process of working 
with the affordances (interaction options) and constraints (rules) offered by the 
game environment67.   

Games require interaction with rules and environment  
When you play, you get to basically “do things yourself”, and the enjoyment of 

games seem to be closely related to the experience of being, to a certain degree, in 
control of the game world through continuous interacting with it. However, 
interaction, even in a game, is not purely free, it is directed and framed by the rules 
of the game, which you normally accept when you start playing it.  Thus, figuring 
out how the rules of the game serve you best and how to competently master them 
is also an essential part of the fun of gaming, and  playing-against or playing-with 
the rules is thus an essential game-activity. One would be tempted to claim that a 
good game is one which has a continuous learning curve; a game which it takes 
time to learn to play well – or, in other words, time to find an ideal pattern of 
interacting with the game environment by interacting with the rules. In a well-
designed game, you can continue to improve your skills for a long time, even if you 
are an experienced player. Chess, GO and similar board games are excellent 
examples of this: the rules are very simple to learn, but it takes you a long time to 
learn to master them, and it will take you years of playing before you become a true 

                                                

 

66 
Measured in numbers of overall active users, I have no doubt that online games of the First-Person-Shooter 

type (discussed later in this chapter) are more widespread and popular than massive-multiplayer games; not 
least because many FPS-like Counter-Strikes are still free to use, unlike the Massive Multi-player games which 
are currently all subscription-based. However, this type of game does not fall within my definition of virtual 
worlds (they are not persistent, neither do the characters within them have a persistent presence) which is why I 
can claim that massive multiplayer games are the most popular virtual game worlds. 
67 

Note that the following presentation also presents a choice in that I have chosen to focus solely on aspects of 
games which seem of relevance to the understanding of game worlds and online multi-player gaming. A 
thorough description of “what a game is” would of course be much broader in scope. I am hugely indebted to 
Jesper Juul and his forthcoming article “The game, the player, the world“ (Juul, 2003) presenting an overview 
of game definitions, which has been a great  help in helping me focus. 
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champion – and then you will still be able to learn from your gaming experiences. 
The elegance of games like Chess and GO is that although they are difficult to play, 
they are based on relatively few and simple rules which are easy to learn. As such, 
they are described as games of emergence (Juul, 2002a).  

Games are about choices 
Game-developer Sid Meier is often quoted for stating that  “A game is a series of 
interesting choices”.68 In reality, a game often contains uninteresting choices (to 
click or not to click) – but judging by the quality of choice would of course not be 
relevant if a game did not allow you to make choices in the first place (be an 
“interactor”), and the game would definitely be boring if the choices were not to 
some degree restricted by the rules of the game. So it might be worthwhile 
considering how choices in practice become interesting, at least in more complex 
games.69 In their book Game Architecture and Design (Rolling & Morris, 2000), 
authors Rolling and Morris  have elaborated on Sid Meier’s statement (interesting 
choices meaning that it should not be trivial to make them) and produced a subset 
for “interesting choice design” which in sum can be stated like this:   

- each choice should have both advantages and disadvantages (even though 
there might be one choice which is the most optimal in one situation, no 
single choice should be the best, nor should all choices be equally good)  

- each choice should affect the next, hence the player should also be able to 
make an informed choice  

- a successful game experience depends on the player making a strategy for 
his/her choices  

This perspective on the good gaming experience as one which is highly dependant 
on informed, non-trivial and “effective” choices is likewise reflected in game 
designer Celia Pearce’s book The Interactive Book (Pearce, 1998), in which she 
advocates the concept of “gratuitous” interaction in digital entertainment products; 
interesting choices are those which make a difference on what follows.  

We might conclude then that a successful game producing a good gaming 
experience, is that which allows for variability and informed freedom of choice, 
while choices should also be linked to an experience of cause and effect. This 
experience is, one might note, not that different from the experience of narrative 
connectedness, although in narratives it is “just” the character who suffers from the 
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 Though the quote travels around a lot, I  have not been able to find the original source of it.  

69
  Admittedly,  some choices are pretty trivial and I would argue that some games focus more on their players’ 

abilities to make choices quickly, rather than on the quality of the choices, such as is the case with simple 
puzzle-games like Tetris or Bust-A-Move.  
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consequences of her choices, not the player/reader. However, a major difference in 
the design of a narrative and the design of a game lies in the possibility of choice 
itself and the control of experience that it gives the player. Good games should thus 
never provide the player with just one option of navigating through the game world 
or game “story”. As game designer Greg Costikyan puts is:   

Game structure has to do with the means by which a game shapes player 
behaviour. But a game shapes player behaviour; it does not determine it. Indeed, a 
good game provides considerable freedom for the player to experiment with 
alternate strategies and approaches; a game structure is multi-dimensional, because 
it allows players to make many possible paths through the “game space”. 
(Costikyan, 2001, p 20). 

In ludology, the concept of “interaction”  is often equal to the possibility of user 
action and the interactive parties are in this discourse accordingly positioned as, at 
one end, the player and at the other end, "the game" itself, or perhaps rather the state 
machine, which, it is often implicitly inferred, should ideally be readily accessible 
to the player at all times. Furthermore, interaction with the game should never be 
too trivial, but present “interesting choices” which have consequences over time. 
Thinking about interaction in games requires one to also think about the 
consequences of interaction-over-time then: how do choices made early in a game 
affect what happens later?, are they inconsequential?, are the ramifications of each 
choice made clear to player? etc.70  

Games are fiction, games are fun  
One may ask why it is pleasurable to submit oneself to the strict rules of behaviour 
that games impose on their players. From quite early on in the research history of 
games, the question of why games are fun has been discussed by several theorists. 
In the context of this work, it is particularly interesting that “fun” indeed seems to 
be connected with the fact that games take place in a space outside everyday life: 

All play presupposes the temporary acceptance, if not of an illusion [...], then at 
least of a closed, conventional, and, in certain respects, imaginary universe. 
(Caillois, 1966, p 19) 

Indeed, Callois was one of the first game theoreticians, and in Man, Play, and 
Games (Caillois, 1961)71, he - in a continuation of Johan Huizinga’s work - pointed 
to the fact that play (by which Callois also understands gaming) as an activity is 
distinguished from everyday life in several aspects: it is an activity which is free, 
separate, uncertain and unproductive; unlike real life activities, playing a game does 
not generate any material value or wealth and is not governed by entropy of 
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Following this insight, it is worth noting that games are thus also interesting as temporal structures, not just 

as a ”spatial” form. 
71

 Originally published as Les Jeux et Les Hommes (Callois, 1958) 
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material reality ( games often end in a similar situation to that which dominated the 
start of the game), games are ”fictive” or at least ”free unreality”. To play (a game) 
is to suspend oneself from reality, and to place oneself within a ”delimitation of 
space and time” and in that sense, gaming is not that different from the act of make-
believe we engage in when we have to do with a piece of representational art such 
as a novel or painting that tries to draw us into another world. They are ”props” of 
make-believe (this is discussed more closely in chapter 9 in relation to Kendall 
Wallton’s concept of the prop). Indeed, what characterises game space or play space 
is that you suspend the rules which govern everyday behaviour while you try to 
adhere to the rules which govern the behaviour in this specific space. In the same 
way you initially accept the rules governing any other fictional universe when you 
enter it  - i.e. if you were not willing to believe in speaking unicorns and wardrobe 
closets as magical transporters between different dimensions for the duration of the 
reading, it would make no sense to read a fantasy series like C.S. Lewis books on 
the Narnia world.  Or, when playing a game like Super Monkey Ball, you willingly 
accept that ”you” are a little monkey in a ball which can fall several thousands 
metres if you fall off the tracks you navigate in, yet be resurrected and ready to roll 
again ”on track” within seconds. 

Although some researchers argue that games are simulations (see for 
instance Frasca 2001, 2003), or Aarseth (Aarseth, 1997), my proposition is that they 
are in fact mostly presented environments, though not necessarily representations of 
something outside themselves or of a ”meaning” which is to be deduced by 
comparing the representation with reality. A game world is rarely a ”full 
simulation” of a system with all aspects of a world physics or behaviour 
implemented in full width and depth; exceptions would be flight simulator ”games” 
or other simulations for which it is essential that the simulation is perfect (a 
wargame, teaching soldiers to move in a terrain mapped exactly as its physical 
material equivalent, might be an example), which might make it useful for making a 
further distinction between simulation of fictional worlds and simulations of reality.   

A game world is interesting because it is a simulation of a fictional world, a 
representation of what a world could be like, but to make it interesting, intuitively 
easy to move in and in order to make choices possible and logical, some details or 
features must necessarily be left out or compressed (again, as exceptions, there are 
games whose challenge lies in the interaction with an exact simulation of reality).72  
In the more complex game worlds, the world is implemented with short-cut 
versions of time and space: you move faster than you would ever do in real life 
(even in massive multi-player worlds continents can be spanned in hours), or time 
passes faster than in real life (a full day and night in EverQuest lasts for instance 
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Obviously, there are games that are so abstract that it would not make much sense to analyse them primarily 

as simulations of fiction worlds. 
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only 1½ hours). What is irrelevant is left out in order to make the experience more 
dramatic or compelling, or at least to avoid too many periods of idle waiting or 
meaningless action, and what we experience is always a subjective presentation (the 
game developer’s) of what is most important to have represented in the given game 
world. This is no different from other representational art forms and the way their 
fictional universes are (re) presented. It is expected from us as players that we 
suspend our knowledge of the real-world logic and physics; game world events 
should be interpreted on the basis of what the game in question has presented to us 
as its laws and internal logic. What is irrelevant to our interpretation of it is left out 
of the concrete process of interpreting the world.  

The set of rules which tells us what should not be given any relevance tells us also 
what we are to treat as real. There can be an event only because a game is in 
progress, generating the possibility of an array of game-meaningful happenings. 
(Goffman, 1961, pp 24-25) 

This leads Goffman to the following conclusion, quoting Kurt Riezler (Riezler, 
1941) discussing chess: 

”[...]The game is the context within which the queen is what she is. This context is 
not the context of the real world or of ordinary life. The game is a little cosmos of 
its own.”  
– Games, then, are world-building activities. I want to suggest that serious 

activities have this quality too. (Goffman, ibid, my emphasis) 

Thus, we recognise that a game is a world-building activity, creating a world within 
whatever happens will be interpreted as making sense, not in relation to what is 
outside, but according to what makes sense ”in-side”. In GO, we are not putting 
black stones on a wooden board, we are encircling the ”white” enemy with our 
troops, in a virtual world we are not pixels whose movements are transported to a 
central server and then broadcasted to other players on the same section of the 
server as us, we are warlords or magicians moving from Qeynos to Freeport on our 
virtual feet.73  It is highly interesting that this process of transferring meaning (so 
that is produced cleary seperating what is out-side (reality) and in-side (fiction) has 
actually been well-described by that part of modern literary theory which deals with 
the study of possible worlds in fiction: 

Fictional propositions can thus be evaluated in different reference worlds. While 
they may be true or false of worlds that exist independently of the text in which 
they appear, they are automatically true of their own fictional world by virtue of a 
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 Though I argue that games are ?world-building activities, especially social games, engaging with the world is 

not always the primary attraction of the game. Games like GO are played mainly for strategic reasons and the 
imagined world in which the game could be said to take place, is just a ”backdrop” for this activity. Other 
games, like those I  first and foremost discuss here: role-playing games, adventure games and world simulation 
games are essentially games where the world itself is in the foreground of the gameplaying experience. The 
creation and experience of ”worldness” is part of this experience. 
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convention that grants declarative (or performative) force to fictional statements: 
unless its narrator is judged unreliable [...], the fictional text gives imaginative 
existence to worlds, objects, and states of affairs by simply describing them. In 
creating what is objectively a non-actual PW74, the fictional text establishes a new 
actual world which imposes its laws on the reader and determines its own horizon 
of possibilities. (Ryan, 2002, pp. 2)  

The framing of the game 
However, it should be noted that there is a special relationship between games and 
everyday life that we do not find in other forms of fiction: Caillois argued that 
although games are not a derivation of “serious” culture (war, rites and so forth), 
they do exist on parallel lines to this, in a safe space in which you can play out 
impulses and attitudes which you are also influenced by in everyday life, but 
without the consequences which they would have in this life. Herein lies in fact the 
cultural fertility and the sociological interest of games: in that they reveal the 
”character, pattern and values of every society”, repeated and negotiated in a safe 
playground, a special social setting. Interestingly, this is not that far from the 
statements of Sherry Turkle, who, as we saw in the previous chapter, argued that 
people used MUDding as a form of moratorium, as a restricted space in which to try 
out different forms of social attitudes and behaviour. The second-order reality 
nature of the game or pretend-play (in Bateson’s example, the playful bite referring 
to a bite which has and will never really take place) makes possible a full-scale 
enactment of that which you might never dare if this was for ”real”. 

The resemblance between the process of therapy and the phenomenon of play is, 
in fact, profound. Both occur within a delineated psychological frame, a spatial 
and temporal bounding of a set of interactive messages. In both play and therapy, 
the messages have a special and peculiar relationship to a more concrete or basic 
reality. Just as the pseudo-combat of play is not real combat, so also the pseudo-
love and pseudo-hate of therapy are not real love or hate. The “transfer” is 
discriminated from real love and real hate by signals invoking the psychological 
frame; and indeed it is this frame which permits the transfer to reach its full 
intensity and to be discussed between patient and therapist. (Bateson, 1955, pp 
191, my emphasis)  

As Goffman says “An encounter provides a world for its participants, but the 
character and stability of this world is intimately related to its selective relationship 
to the wider one” (Goffman, 1961, pp. 71) -  i.e. that which one recognises as 
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PW is an abbreviation of Possible World, an abbreviation used consistently in the philosophical and literary 

writings on  the subject. Possible worlds are contrasted to the Actual World (AW) which in the original possible 
worlds theory can be either ”the world where I am located” (Lewis, 1978) or the ”real” world which differs 
from other worlds in its ontological status in that this world alone presents an autonomous existence (Rescher, 
1979) cf Ryan, 2002. 
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debatable within the given encounter, and that which “we do not talk about”.  
Whereas Goffman’s intention is to make us aware of the fact that all social 
encounters, or as he calls them, “focused gatherings”, can be construed as world-
building activities, games are specially successful or “fun” world-building activities 
exactly because following their rules makes it easy for us to know what is relevant 
and what is irrelevant; we can be engulfed by the immediate reality they present to 
us without having interpretational problems or having to constantly shift between 
different modes of social behaviour: 

These rules [of irrelevance and relevance. LK] appear to be an insubstantial 
element of social life, a matter of courtesy, manner, and etiquette. But it is to these 
flimsy rules, and not to the unshaking character of the external world, that we owe 
our unshaking sense of realities. To be at ease in a situation is to be properly 
subject to these rules, entranced by the meanings they generate and stabilize; to be 
ill at ease means that one is ungrasped by immediate reality and that one loosens 
that grasp that others have of it. (Goffman, 1961, pp. 72, my emphasis) 

Fun, then, as Fine points out (Fine, 1989) is a social result more than a 
psychological one (Fine, pp. 4). While people like Pavel Curtis have intuitively 
formulated the catch-phrase “people are the killer app” (app=application) of virtual 
environments, the theoretical insights of Goffman, Bateson and Fine might have 
provided us with a game-oriented answer as to why this is so. “Gaming” or playing 
a world is an activity which creates a successful setting for interaction, social as 
well as manipulative. If we adhere to the rules for interaction laid down by the 
system (or, alternatively, communally try to disobey them by exchanging “cheats” 
and short-cuts), there is no doubt as to the relationship between the given world 
(focused gathering) and us. Clear-cut and unbending  rules make it easy to adjust 
and perform with failure. You have the pleasure of competing with others in a way 
that is not physically dangerous, nor has any serious consequences for your 
everyday social relations. It is a safe-house, disguised as play-ground. “Killers have 
more fun” (as Amy Jo Kim, community designer, has phrased it), simply because in 
(some) games killing is allowed, it does not have consequences and it is a skill 
which you can learn to perfect!75 

Whereas this experience of fun, as described above, also seems closely related to 
the social interaction within the world of fiction, which is the game, there is of 

                                                

 

75 
Grand Theft Auto 3 is a good game example of this. There has been a lot of discussion about the violence in 

this game, but the fact is that it is fun to ”kill people” in the game, because it is an act which makes perfect 
sense within the game universe and to the character you play (basically it is sometimes part of your job). It is 
fun to do because it is also a skill which you can become better at performing, and killing can make you a more 
successful gamer (or make you able to advance more quickly through the game events), it just so happens that 
this skill is one that is highly stigmatised outside the game universe. There can also be elements of social daring 
in killing when you are more than one person playing together. ”Killing” is interesting exactly because you 
relate to it as a stigmatisation event in real life; hence a completely meaningless kill, also within the game 
universe, can be quite daunting to perform; this fact makes it ”fun” to tease others to transgress the boundary 
and kill ”just for fun”. 
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course also “fun” involved in playing a single-user game. Games are in general 
pleasurable or fun because of some of the factors I discussed above: gaming is an 
activity where you are allowing yourself  to do something “un-useful” (producing 
no material or symbolical value for society), gaming is fun because everybody is 
actually able to win and be a successful gamer, with some practice (unlike the 
inequality of skills in real life which might prevent you from attaining the same 
goals as other people); you can control space, movement, objects through 
interaction, and by making the right choices at the right time become a winner. Neal 
(1991) identifies factors that contribute to successful computer games: a sense of 
control; the opportunity for strategy; and the discovery of information. 

Finally, a reason why games are fun might be related to the fact that, as Juul 
has drawn attention to (Juul, 1999, 2002b), they differ from other forms of fiction in 
that certain events in the game are also counted as an event outside of the game. 
The event of “winning” is not something which has significance only in-game, it is 
also something which is significant outside the game, especially if more than one 
person is involved (“I win over you”). Although Juul has not examined multi-user 
games or MUD-environments in particular, there are also certain events 
characteristic of these game worlds which have reality value or impact. For 
instance, being appointed a wizard of a MOO, with the rights to tinker with the code 
of a world on the most basic level (i.e. you can erase the world if you want to) could 
be counted as an event with immediate effect in reality as well. “Levelling”, the 
progression of a game character from having a certain amount of skills, health and 
action scope to a new status (level) which means increment of skills, stronger 
health, broader scope of action etc, has reality “value” as well, or at least it appears 
so. In persistent worlds, where you cannot win (complete the game quickest or most 
adeptly), “levelling” or holding a very high level is as close to signifying “winning” 
as you can get; it signifies skills such as “mastering the game”, “being better than 
you”, “a lot of real time spent playing” and so forth, i.e. it earns you “bragging 
rights”. Although levelling does not result in a material value (such as a prize), it 
has social significance which (amongst gamers) is highly influential on the way you 
approach people outside the game. (“Oh, she’s a level 59 Necromancer on the 
Vazaelle Server”). This is undoubtedly one reason why “levelling”, despite its 
occasionally anti-social nature (“levelling” is sometimes much easier if you quit 
socialising and just go for level-improving single-player-oriented game events), is 
such an important part of role-playing games and the communities surrounding 
them. We will return to the discussion of levelling various times in what follows.  

Game forms 
Returning to Caillois, In Man, Play, and Games, he identified four basic 
physiological attitudes or profiles as part of his psycho- sociological and cultural 
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study of games . These profiles are reflected in the four basic game forms: agon 
(Competition games), alea (games of chance), mimicry (games of pretending to be 
someone else) and ilinx (games of vertigo and extreme physical movement).  
Caillois describes these attitudes as ”powerful instincts” which can be ”positively 
and creatively gratified only under ideal and circumscribed conditions, which in 
every case prevail in the rules of play ” (ibid, pp 55). In addition, all these game 
forms can vary on a scale from paidea to ludus,  that is from the very unrestricted 
and spontaneous playing to more regulated, conventional, and rule-bound approach, 
where ludus seems bound to agon, and the urge to perhaps convert a game into a 
social event, or a contest; in other words, the function of ludus is ”to give the 
fundamental categories of play their purity and excellence” (ibid, pp 33). This 
distinction between ludus and paidea provides us with a useful tool to distinguish 
between the strictly rule-bound formal ”game” and the more improvisatory and 
informal gaming ”play”. As we will see, an online multi-player game seems to 
contain elements of both. 

The usefulness of Caillois’ category of game forms is proven by the fact that 
although some of the examples given by Caillois are on the margins of what one 
would intuitively call a game (masquerading, for instance), all but games of ilinx 
can be identified in the computer game versions as well, and even a computer game 
can provide a feeling of ilinx (such as the vertigo experienced when falling over the 
side of one of the tracks and dropping several hundred virtual meters in Super 
Monkey Ball); games of mimicry can be found in game-like online performances 
(which are discussed in detail in the following chapter) and in role-playing games, 
and games of chance are represented in great numbers by online casinos and other 
betting games. However, in game worlds, mimicry and agon seem to be the 
dominant forms and it might be worthwhile replacing agon with the concept of 
conflict in that, in a computer game, you can be involved in a conflict (with non-
playing characters, monsters, the environment) without competition (following 
Crawford’s characteristics of games (Crawford, 1982).  

These basic game forms can then be identified as providing the major part of 
the entertainment in the different game genres. Chris Crawford (Crawford, 1982) 
identifies two basic game genres (including non-computer games): skill and action 
games (emphasising perceptual and motor skills)  and strategy games (emphasising 
”cognitive effort”), both of which contain several sub-genres. These basic forms of 
games can be found in computerised versions as well. Steve Poole (Poole, 2000) 
has eschewed the conventional categorization of games by genre, but focuses 
narrowly on videogames. Although he unfortunately does not deal with online 
multi-player games (probably because they were not very widespread when the first 
version of his book was published), Poole points out that a sharp distinction 
between different game genres is  becoming less useful as the lines between genres 
continue to blur. Instead, he places games in "families" based on "what players do". 
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There are several forms which are not of interest in this context (such as sports, 
fighting and racing games), so the game forms presented in the following section 
are a condensed list of relevant game forms.   

Following Poole, a classic computer game is the game in which the primary  
objective is to destroy things, or ”to kill or be killed”; they are often referred to as 
Shoot-’em-up games,  which were later developed into the first-person-shooter 
(FPS) games, in which the player, from a first-person viewpoint, ”inhabits” a game 
character whose purpose it is to kill monsters and bad guys by applying his arsenal 
of available weapons. This form of game has also immigrated into online multi-
player FPS-games such as Doom, Quake, Counter-strike and Battlefield 1942. 
Another game type of interest Poole lists are God games, (where you are given 
infinite power to build things through managing resources looking down on the 
game world from an indeterminate point ”above it”), such as for instance Simcity or 
Civilisation.   

Roleplaying games as world and character 
exploration games  

Character 
The game type which will be examined in most detail in what follows is the ”Magic 
Games” , games growing out of the dungeon and dragons tradition which were also 
discussed in chapter 2, where players move in a fantasy universe and compete 
through the use of magic, often popularly referred to as Role-Playing games, 
because they are characterised by the fact that the player is represented through a 
character in the world which he has to ”role-play” either by inventing dialogue and 
actions himself  (as in tabletop role-playing or in online multi-player games) or by 
choosing from a menu of dialogue options and actions (as in the single-player 
computer role-playing game).76 Thus, as Poole formulates it: 

If God games hold out the opportunity of transcending one’s individuality, RPGs 
offer the player a chance to be fully individual in a world where an individual has 
real power, where the inexplicable is no longer actually supernatural but 
domesticated and quantifiable (magic, assessed numerically, is stripped of all its 

                                                

 

76 
It should be noted, though, that role-playing games need not necessarily take place in a fantasy universe 

scenario. Also the universes known from science-fiction (such as Star Trek, Star Wars, the dystopic 
“cyberpunk” of Gibson or Sterling), horror (H.P. Lovecraft’s Call of Cthulhu universe), vampire tales 
(Masquerade – The Redemption), mystery and medieval chivalry have, for instance, been used as the starting 
point for various table-top role-playing scenarios and have also wandered into the computer role-playing game 
genre, both in text-MUDs such as the MUD   described by Schaap (Schaap, 2000/2002), in a world like 
Cybertown, which was inspired by Neal Stephenson’s Snowcrash, and in recent Massive Multiplayer-worlds 
like Anarchy Online, and the upcoming Neocron and Star Wars Galaxies.    
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magicality), and where actions always have deterministic consequences for 
character or events [...] But what RPGs really have going for them is the sense (or 
perhaps the illusion) of being involved in an epic, mythical story, however clichéd 
its details might be. (Poole, 2000, p. 54) 

Hence, the role-playing game is much akin to the adventure game (or sometimes 
used interchangeably with it), since these games often contain elements of both 
role-playing and puzzle-solving.77 However, the difference between the role-playing 
game and the adventure can generally be defined as a difference in character 
handling. The development and levelling of character is left out in the adventure 
game, where you most often have only one character to control (though you might 
have a side-kick, you rarely get to control it, and if, then often with preset verbal 
commands like in Grim Fandango), whereas in single-player computer role-playing 
games you often get to control an entire “party”. Hence, what distinguishes the role-
playing game in its purest form from other game forms (as soon as more than one 
player is involved), is the possibility and expectation that you perform your 
character in a convincing and consistent manner throughout the game. Nevertheless, 
as previously mentioned, role-playing games also include the competitive 
dimension  (agon) as well, even though they emphasize the mimic aspects of the 
game. It is implemented as the character classes and skills (according to RPG 
convention). RPGs foster paidia in their forms of social interaction, but include a 
rule system and hence competition (ludus).  

World 
However, both game forms are, as Juul has phrased it, “games of progression”, in 
which proceeding through the game, “progressing”, can be rather linear, which is 
made manifest in that the game can be “narrated” in a walk-through (or 
“walkthru”), a document which in detail specifies how to complete the game (Juul, 
2002a). Another essential feature of these games is that the exploration of the game 
world is a great part of the game experience and intrinsically linked to the 
development of the story. Moving through the world and “laying it bare” is often 
equal to moving through the story. New parts of the story are developed in new 
parts of the world, and the process of travelling to the next story-bit guided by 
directions and information from non-playing characters (NPCs), forces you to travel 
through roads and valleys beset with evil-doers put in the world seemingly set on 
killing you, something that takes up quite a lot of playing-time. Planning carefully 
how to move through the world and fulfil the quests (assignments given by non-
playing-characters or game-masters) you have been given, becomes necessary if 

                                                

 

77 
The puzzle game is incidentally counted as a separate genre characterised by the fact that it is a “purely 

symbolic struggle” in Poole’s typology (Poole,  p.57), but although pure puzzle games such as Tetris, Stones or 
Bust-A-Move obviously do exist, “puzzles” seem to me to be an integral part of many of the other game forms in 
Poole’s typology. 
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you want to save your life and avoid wasting precious time. Thus, role-playing and 
ure games are clearly more focused on strategic thinking than on motor-skills, 
although one regularly comes across hybrid games with elements from both 
adventure, puzzle and shoot’em-up games such as Tomb Raider or Max Payne, 
requiring the player to both think, solve puzzles and crimes, and react quickly. That 
motor-skills and dexterity are not counted as of major importance in the role-
playing game-types is made obvious through the implementation of a feature such 
as auto-attack, which basically lets the computer fight your characters’ battles for 
you, while you lean back and drink your coffee. However, it is thought-provoking 
that during the research for this thesis I have regularly come across rants by the 
more dedicated role-playing gamers, which complain that computer-based role-
playing games, especially the online multi-player role-playing games, actually tend 
to focus too much on action and skills, and too little on actual role-playing.   

If a role-playing game is a balance between discovery of a world, expression of a 
story and success at a game, it is the game element that is most emphasized in 
modern computer simulations.  In computer and console games this is evident, as 
the players rarely get to customize their characters or choose their personalities or 
determine their goals; they are given one, or one of several, or possibly even 
several characters to play, and a task to accomplish.  It is not the creation of a story 
or the development of a unique character, but the solving of a puzzle laid out in 
pre-written story form.  You can win such a game, and you can lose--something 
much less pronounced in the old games, where you defined winning and losing in 
terms that fit your vision of your character, games in which dying and losing were 
not synonyms, as one could achieve a victory through a glorious death in the right 
story. (Young, 2001) 

This problem with either too little focus on social interaction and/or focus on story 
development, which also emerges from my study of Modus Operandi (which 
follows later in this chapter) is also discussed in chapter 11, which presents an in-
depth analysis of the online role-playing game EverQuest. 78An alternative 
perspective might be to realise that new possibilities (including the option of role-
playing online, making smarter systems, etc.) allow evolving the role-playing game 
concept to become more flexible, as game designer Harvey Smith argues: 

So--since so many great games have emerged over the last few years that bent a 
few of the rules or otherwise departed from tradition--the definition of RPG must 
be somewhat more flexible. The term seems to be in a state of flux. Is an RPG 
simply a game in which you "play a role" while exploring a fictional world? Is an 
RPG defined by the fact that the point of the game is to escape the real world, to 
immerse yourself in a fictional setting and participate in an unfolding plot beyond 
the scope of your normal life; to shape that plot by your actions? The camp more 

                                                

 

78 
The game community often makes a clear distinction between games of the hack’n’slash type and the role-

playing oriented type. Skill and action games are MUD games; games which encourage or enforce role-playing 
your character are often referred to as MUSHes or MUCKs . A game-list site like MUDconnector.com simply 
has a specific category in their game-evaluation, stating the degree of role-playing encouragement. 
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concerned with the immersive elements of the experience than with numeric 
systems would say that a game that combines a few components of the classic RPG 
with this sort of exploration and immersion is a role-playing game in its modern 
incarnation. (Smith, Rpgvault, 1998) 

Certainly, recent products like The Elder Scrolls – Morrowind (Bethesda Softworks, 
2002) and Neverwinter Nights (Bioware, 2002), which are both single-player “role-
playing style” games, give you the opportunity of choosing among various 
characters and personal abilities before you start the game much like in the online 
games. Furthermore, they provide the player with software tools that enable her to 
expand the world of the game and design new campaigns herself. These player-
designer additions can then be put online and shared with others;  and Neverwinter 
Nights even includes the possibility of playing your own adventures with your 
friends, provided all have a version of Neverwinter Nights on their computer. 
Hence, even the “classic” role-playing game seem to be changing these days, and 
the boundary between single-player and multi-player role-playing games is blurring. 
Since many online game worlds are inspired by the role-playing game tradition and 
structure -  and in some ways they differ from the single-player games - it is 
worthwhile stopping for a moment here to take a look at a classical single-player 
role-playing game and to examine briefly how features such as world-exploring, 
skills and character-types, statistics and combat function, influence each other in the 
classic role-playing game Return to Krondor (7th Level, 1997):  

Game case I: a single-player role-playing game  

Basic structure and content 
Return to Krondor ( 1997) is a classic single-player role-playing game, inspired by 
Raymond Feist’s stories of the Midkemia universe. In the game (a sequel to 
Betrayal at Krondor, Dynamix 1994) you guide a party of five heroes which you 
“pick up” as the game progresses : James (Squire and Thief), Jazhara (Mage), 
Kendaric (Mage and Alchemist), Solon (Priest) and William (Fighter). You guide 
this party through the world of Midkemia of which Krondor is the centre, in order to 
deal with various disruptions of the peace of the Kingdom of Prince Arutha, and in 
general in order to save Midkemia from Evil. The game is divided into several 
chapters, which each have a major quest and subquests to be solved. However, it is 
gradually revealed that the various problems are connected and emanate from the 
same source: the evil mage Sidi and his protégé Bear. The last chapter ends with the 
destruction of a black pearl and the amulet which have been the material sources of 
all the evil. An important treasure “The Tear of  The Gods“ is returned to the 
kingdom and peace is restored.  Hence, this game is a fairly linear game with a clear 
narrative structure. However, during the game there are a good many places to visit 
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in the world – some give the party access to vital information or objects, but others 
just provide an opportunity to gain more treasure and the so-called “experience 
points” or to explore the world. However, the knowledge of the opportunity to boost 
your character’s skills and amass treasure tends to drive you to explore as large an 
area of the world as possible, just to see what lies in wait around the next corner. 
Each circle on the map below designates a site visited, each of which might also 
contain sub-sites to visit. Hence, the exploration of the world of Krondor itself takes 
a significant amount of time, and is definitely part of the “fun” of the game, 
although it does not necessarily contribute to the experience of the narrative. Thus, 
exploration of the game world is a central part of the experience of a game of this 
kind.79  

Map of Midkemia, red circles indicate places already visited.                    

Character types and control  
The game presents you with a party of five characters (four of which are visible 
below) to control. Each of the characters in Return to Krondor has different 
attributes and strengths you can apply when in battle or exploring.  James is a 
decent fighter character but also a thief, much needed when it comes to opening 
doors, chests and other closed containers. Jazhara and Kendaric are mages which 

                                                

 

79 
In other role-playing games maps are not provided, and here literally ”mapping”  the world becomes an 

integral part of the gameplay experience. Not knowing the borders of the map is definitely an encouragement to 
drive you to explore all corners of a world. 
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excel in different forms of magic and spells but are weak in close combat.   Solon 
represents a hybrid character which can both fight and cast a few spells of healing 
and destruction. William is a pure fighter character, one of those to put in the first 
line of battle. All characters have an inventory, a virtual container in which they can 
carry objects to fight, trade or perform magic with (such as spells or potions with 
different abilities such as healing, protection from fire etc). Objects can be 
transferred and split between the characters; however they all have a maximum 
weight-load or storage space.  

Return to Krondor, Inventory Screen                      
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Statistics 
Below is a screenshot of the indispensable Statistics (commonly referred to as 
“stats”) window of one of the player-controlled characters in Return to Krondor. An 
important part of the role-playing game is the constant improvement of a character’s 
skills and maintenance of character statistics. Skills and statistics of the individual 
character have a huge impact on how and in which situations you take advantage of 
a specific character. 

As an example, the most important statistics to keep an eye on when the 
character in question is a magician are those of health and spell-casting. A 
character’s health points (HP) determine the character’s survival potential – once 
the health points goes down to 0, the character is dead. Characters with magical 
abilities often have less health points than fighter characters such as warriors or 
“squires” etc, hence the player will often need to protect the mage character from 
being attacked by fighting NPCs or opposing players. However, a mage can 
typically do a lot more damage than a fighter with his sword when she casts her 
spells on the opponents. The spell-casting score shows how good the character’s 
spell-casting skills is. Casting a spell will typically deduct a given number of points 
from the spell-casting score (in this game, the average “cost” of spells ranges from 
5-25 points). Once the score is down to 0, the mage character cannot cast any more 
spells, before the spell point score is replenished.  This difference in suggested 
tactics of playing and abilities of characters with magical and non-magical potential 
can also be found in the online role-playing game character “genres”. A game like 
EverQuest , which draws on the same kind of medieval fantasy character offers 
several options of “hybrid” characters who can both fight and do magic, such as the 
Paladin which I played (for further discussion of characters in EverQuest, see 
chapter 11). 
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Skills and statistics screen.  Juggling all these numbers requires a certain amount of “game 
literacy”  
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Fighting 
Two major activities prevail in Return to Krondor. Communicating with NPCs in 
order to extract information which can advance the story and travelling (these are 
also major activities in many of the online role-playing games where the worlds are 
often much bigger, specially if gamers can add their own activities) There are also 
numerous combat scenes, fighting the adversaries whom the party encounters on 
their way or who try to prevent them from entering places where more information 
or quest objects are hidden. The screenshot below shows a typical combat-situation, 
which is, in general, presented on-screen from a bird’s-eye third person point of 
view which makes it easier for the player to move her characters to strategically 
important fighting positions (this bird’s-eye view is also a common feature in many 
of the online role-playing games). When in combat, the player is given the chance 
to let each member of his party do a move (or skip it). Depending on the balance 
between the party and the attackers, the attackers (Non-Playing Characters (NPCs) 
controlled by the computer) will have fewer, equal or  a superior number of moves 
in their turn. This game can be played mainly with auto-attack mode; depending on 
the individual character’s strength and skills in the moment of battle, the amount of 
health points with which the NPC loses is automatically calculated, as is the damage 
received by the characters controlled by the players.  

Online multi-player gaming in a world like EverQuest or Dark Ages of 
Camelot is not very different from the single-player fighting mode of a game like 
Return to Krondor; except that of course the party of player characters is controlled 
by different “real” players. This makes the bird’s-eyes view feature even more 
necessary, in order to keep an overview of your co-players, since you cannot predict 
any of their movements.  

A fighting scene – the party are slaying monsters in the dungeon               
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Online games and social interaction as gaming 

Games generally attain their goal only when they stimulate an echo of complicity. 
Even when the player could in principle conveniently play alone, games quickly 
become a pretext for a contest or exhibition...[...] They need an attentive and 
sympathetic audience. It is unlikely that any category of play would be an 
exception to this law [...] Therefore, the different categories of play...presuppose 
not solitude but company. (Caillois, p 40) 

Having now examined the general characteristics of games, concluding that even 
single-player (role-playing) games can be world-building and world-exploring 
activities, let us now discuss what the presence of multiple players in the “gaming 
field” means to the experience of gaming – and what it means to research as well. In 
a recent research report on online digital entertainment, Järvinen et. al. have 
outlined a solid research approach to the evaluation of various forms of computer 
games and digital entertainment products (Järvinen, Heliö, Mäyrä, 2002). Basically, 
they have wanted to study “the rules and elements that make up a game, and on the 
other hand, study how the players interact with the rules” (Järvinen, Heliö, Mäyrä, 
2002, pp. 19) –and they succinctly state that what multi-user online gaming adds to 
the analytical requirements is a need to also study “the communicative practices 
they develop during game-play or using the product” (ibid.).  Clearly, what online 
gaming adds to the gaming experience is precisely the ability to communicate and 
play with other players in real-time, across often vast geographical distances. When 
I discussed the properties of digital networked media, I mentioned that social 
interaction is also a part of offline gaming, for instance in the table-top role-playing 
games, card games, board games etc. But the possibilities of almost total anonymity 
in the process of social interaction, and hence also of a character performance which 
is not hindered by physical appearance or social preconceptions of “how you are”, 
are something which is difficult to find on a similar scale offline. One could expect 
that the lack of any distractions of a physical nature (or complex social 
consideration prompted by physical appearance) should indeed add to the “fun” of 
the game, if we follow Goffman. 

Futhermore, the possibility of anonymity combined with the potentially 
enormous scope of the game world when this is placed on one or several powerful 
servers, has made it possible to create extended versions of role-playing games in 
the (massively) multi-player online games, hosting everything from 1 to 1000+ 
players on the same server simultaneously and containing huge game spaces to be 
explored. The need for social interaction is reflected in the design and development 
of these games; shifting the focus from the experience of single-user adventure 
games (where the player is guided by questions such as “Whodunit?” or “Where is 
the character Z who holds the information I need now?”), to questions like “Which 
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game am I most likely to meet interesting people in?” and then, when inside the 
game, “Where in the world are my friends?” “How do I get there?” and “How many 
people do I need to socialise with on the way in order to survive the journey?” 
Furthermore, the world games are open-ended, they can continue for years on end, 
which means that no specific winner or loser of the games will ever be found, but 
rather that constant improvement of your character becomes the goal of playing by 
the act of constant levelling and acquiring of “treasure” (studded armour, nice 
clothes, expensive houses, etc.).80 It is a contradiction of sorts that whereas the 
ordinary computer game is played by everybody on equal terms (at least if you do 
not cheat), in online worlds some players always get to be more equal than others in 
the long run: “power-players” or guild leaders with great social powers. Thus, 
acquiring social status eventually becomes a goal in itself. The standing of your 
character and your ability to be a successful social actor, in battle as well as beer-
drinking, might turn out to be one of the most important features of the multi-player 
world games, as you play not only to fulfil the goals of the game (which is still 
typically to improve skills and amass treasure), but to become an well-known 
community “player”: 

Having large numbers of simultaneous players in an environment that records and 
preserves player records and actions transforms player anonymity into 
pseudonymity; I want my alter-ego to persist and  be known because I care about 
the people I’m playing with, and I want them to care about me. The only 
entertainment medium that offers a true sense of belonging  is online gaming, and 
it’s a powerful lure.(Baron, 2003, pp,. 316)  

Accordingly, being a successful multi-player gamer not only depends upon the 
mastering of the game rules, but also of the rules of the social game of that 
particular game-world in which you play. Games, ordinary and well as social, take 
place in some form of symbolic or concrete space, a restricted circle outside of 
everyday reality.  Hence, we can find both likenesses and differences between pure 
social spaces (worlds) and game worlds. Yet, there are still some significant 
differences between social worlds and game worlds, both in relation to social 
interaction and in relation to world interaction, and I believe that it would be 
dangerous to analyse game worlds as social worlds according to the exact same 
premises you apply to an analysis of a world whose purpose is social only; that is, 

                                                

 

80
 Seeing that there is no end-goal to the game activities in a game world, one may then argue that online games 

are a challenge to the traditional concept of games as an activity with a definite outcome. But is the outcome of 
living in a game world really that ”uncertain” ? Is it not rather ”certain” that you reach the maximum level  if 
you play long enough, and that all other characters who stick around eventually will do that too? Though 
outcome may locally be uncertain, in fights with unpredictably violent monsters and player-to-player duels, the 
overall outcome of the game is actually certain – at least until the game developer presents a new expansion 
pack. (Development of content is discussed further in the last chapter of this thesis).  
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we should be careful not to blindly interpret the “social game” in game worlds as 
any other social game.81  

For instance, game worlds have to restrict the player’s interaction with the 
world in some ways in order to control the progression of the game, and to provide 
players with challenges and obstacles to overcome. Social worlds are in principle 
spaces where players can do everything they want. In some they can build and 
create their own spaces and objects; all these activities are for free and require no 
special skill or wealth. In game worlds, you typically have to “earn” your right to 
material privileges. The main purpose of social worlds is of course to socialise, and 
you will naturally be “nice” to co-players with no hidden agenda (why shouldn’t 
you be?); whereas in game worlds people mostly want to play, and socialising is 
sometimes something you “have” to do in order to win the game of levelling and 
social power (not the other way round).82 Elisabeth Reid (Reid, 1999) is one of the 
very few researchers who have pondered this question; the following summarises 
both her points and what has hopefully emerged from discussions in previous 
chapters: 

                                                

 

81 
Though a general point of this thesis is,  that we need to approach virtual worlds both as games and social 

spaces at the same time, at the same time we need to be aware that other forms of sociality are fostered in 
gameenvironments than in pure social environments. Socialising can be necessary to win or succeed in the game 
and so, to a certain extent, socialising is forced onto the player as a required winning strategy as much as a 
social  need. For more on t he relation between socialising and gaming, see for instance Taylor 2003. 
82

 However, I think one should not be blind to the fact that  “social advancement” can indeed also be a goal in a 
social virtual world. Also here, the possibility of gaining more power or more control of the world by 
“levelling” and ultimately becoming “God”-like as wizard or programmer can hold an attraction. 
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 Figure 4.  Differences between game worlds and social worlds  

Game world Social World 
World interaction 

building not possible or for privileged 
few 

building possible for all 

  

”economy”: goods require money free access to resources 
physical laws matter (e.g. requirements 
to eat, drink, rest, night-day, scarcity of 
resources) 

physical laws often disregarded 
(character stamina etc does not matter, 
constancy of resources and environment) 

same rules apply to all objects of same 
class/type (??) 

players can alter behaviour of individual 
objects 

”Levelling” means increased ability to 
manipulate objects in the world and 
better skills in combat, magic, power 
over other players etc. 

”Levelling” ultimately means ability to 
change the structure or the rules of the 
world by becoming a programmer or 
wizard. 

Social interaction 
reputation by proficiency of game rules 
and physical environment 

reputation by social skills, 
”environmental” proficiency 

optional info on character, no info about 
player 

player info often expected or required 

Clear distinction between out-of-
character (OOC) and in-character (IC), 
i.e. between character and player 

no clear distinction between character 
and player 

  

From the point of view of a gamer, one could argue that being a player in a virtual 
community might not always be fun. It might be socially rewarding, as we have 
seen, and it might fulfil needs and desires on many levels of people’s lives, but you 
are exactly and indefinitely bound to your behaviour. How you behave in a virtual 
community matters, and anti-social behaviour which might be tolerated in a game 
world (or even considered a good strategy as a game behaviour), will most likely 
cause you to fail in a purely social world.  

Nevertheless, the experiences of senior developers of worlds and statements 
from senior players seem to indicate that in the long run, “gaming” matters less and 
social life more in a game world, though it has unfortunately not been possible 
time-wise for me to experience this empirically as a player myself. However, if this 
tendency is indeed true, perhaps the difference between the game world and the 
“purely” social world will actually be erased over time:  
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Although at first these [massive multi-player game worlds] may seem purely 
achievement-oriented games, probably because you spend your first few hundred 
hours acquiring skills and game goods, they do evolve into development games. 
Players either acquire so much stuff that it loses its meaning and utility, or they 
carve out a niche for themselves, deciding, in effect, to leave the rat race behind 
them. In either case, players will eventually develop beyond, or in spite of, the 
reliance of these games on game-created goodies to drive their game-mechanics. 

But, like the occasional over-wealthy soul, player communities move from 
achievement to development when they learn there’s more to life than money, and 
you’re not something special because you have more of it....cumulative character 
games over the years develop rich and warm societies that value their members 
and bring out the best in them. (Baron, 2003, pp. 323)  

“Communing” is – and will remain – a major part of the online multi-player 
experience (at least when you have reached a certain level). However, as a possible 
future research topic, it would be interesting to discuss what to me seems to be an 
inherent conflict between game spaces and social spaces on a very basic ontological 
level. Games and narratives create engagement and potential "immersion" by 
building on conflicts; of interest, motivations and goals - both by creating different 
groups of users and by restricting access to resources in the environments and 
providing spatial constraints. However, in order for a community to function, 
conflict is to be avoided, it is paramount to make sure that overall members of the 
community share the same interests, are all equally motivated for participating in 
the community and all share common goals and should strive at sharing the 
available resources. So how can you create a sense of a socially responsible 
community in a world whose "members" often have conflicting interests and whose 
entire ontology is founded on conflict, tension and opposition? These are also 
questions implicitly and explicitly addressed in chapters 9 and 10.  

Game world studies 
Both socially and structurally, multi-player game worlds like the older textMUD 
games and the newer 3D massive multiplayer games are indeed worthy objects of 
study. And a number of studies of game worlds have already been made; but to my 
knowledge very few have tried to combine the studies of these games as games with 
the study of the games as social spaces. The studies conducted, however, each from 
their own perspective, point to interesting crossings between social elements and 
game elements or to other influential forces which affect a particular world’s 
gaming culture.  

In the anthology Internet Culture,  Ito (1997 included an empirical study of 
the gameMUD Farside in her article “Virtually embodied – the reality of fantasy in 
a multi-user dungeon” (Ito, 1997). She insists on Internet texts being “real social 
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facts” (pp. 89) and sets out to study how these social facts are “embodied and 
located through technological apparatuses” (ibid.), examining the relation between 
fantasy and reality, MUD romance and issues of crime, discipline and 
accountability, concluding that “Farsidian identity is located not only in the fantasy 
text, but in the machine architectures and social relations that animated that text” 
(pp. 102) 

Muramutsu and Ackerman, with a theoretical background in CSCW studies, 
published an article in 1998 analysing social activity and social management in a 
hack’n’slash game MUD Illusion, supplemented with interviews with players from 
similar MUDs, in which they focused on social stratification and social activity 
such as grouping and player-killing (Muramutsu & Ackerman,1998).  However, 
they concluded that in this MUD, social interaction was “intrinsically tied to the 
game structure (pp. 17) and that Illusion was “a highly simplified social world – and 
that is no doubt part of its attraction.” (pp.26). 

Schaap’s book  (Schaap, 2000/2002) The Words that took us There, based 
on his experiences as the woman Eveline in the cyberpunk MUD Cybersphere, 
focuses mainly on the gendered playing and textual performance of character from 
an ethnographical and socio- anthropological point of view, and in the process 
itself. One of the issues he explores is the difference between players and 
characters, and the ways these two versions of personae perform their gender. He 
concludes:  

For the player, the MUD is a “structureless realm” because the common-sense 
rules of the everyday MUD-reality do not apply to the player. It’s like that 
Doonsbury cartoon, “On the Internet no one knows you’re a dog”. For the 
character however the MUD is not a “structureless realm”. The character lives in a 
world that is supposed to be real for him or her and thus s/he has to comply with 
its rules. The player however, being freed from his or her social constraints, can 
pick and choose how to perform that character and play with the rules. (Schaap, 
2000, p. 91) 

Daniel Pargman (2001, 2002) has, in his Ph.D thesis and elsewhere, discussed the 
Swedish adventure-MUD SvenskMUD more closely, examining aspects of the 
relationship between the fabric of reality of the MUD and computer code, and 
discussing concepts such as courage, rewards and death” (Pargman, 2001).  In his 
article on this subject, he concludes that  
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the relationship between the SvenskMUD world and the underlying computer code 
is in this sense analogous to the relationship between the lived-in-world and the 
rules of physics that govern the world.[...] By playing SvenskMUD, a player will 
become accustomed to many of the concepts that govern the SvenskMUD world 
and will come to understand the goals, symbols, procedures and values of 
SvenskMUD. 

This process bears many similarities to the “primary socialisation” of a child into a 
member of society, a socialisation that serves “to make appear as necessity what is 
in fact a bundle of contingencies” (Berger and Luckmann, 1966, 155). (Pargman, 
2001, pp. 7)  

Introducing player types  
These researchers, each in their way, point to the fact that there seems to be a close 
relationship between socialisation into a world and the construction of the 
experienced reality of this world. An important part of this socialisation is also the 
recognition and identification with different types of players, some of which you are 
more likely to bond with than others. You will meet power-players, dedicated role-
players, “griefers” which are only out to cause you pain, “chatterboxes” which do 
not really care about gaming etc. Though not a researcher himself, Richard Bartle, 
MUD1 programmer and continuous world developer, has developed a general 
typology of player-types which has been a useful point of reference for both 
researchers and designers, probably because the player types he presents are some 
that people easily recognise. In the context of this work, it is also relevant to draw 
attention to the fact that an analysis of a virtual world that wanted to examine both 
social and game-oriented elements of that world, would need to take into 
consideration, “gamer” players and “social players” too. 

In an article entitled "Hearts, Clubs, Diamonds, Spades: Players who suit 
MUDs" (Bartle, 1996), Bartle distinguishes between four basic player types. Players 
who play to level and perfect their game performance, the achievers; players who 
play primarily to explore the world, the explorers; players who play primarily for 
the social interaction, the socialisers, and finally players who mostly enjoy 
imposing on other players by for instance killing them, the killers. Whereas the first 
three player types are relatively pure player types that you may find in most worlds, 
my experience is that the killers83 are, rather, a sub-species of one or more of the 
above types and are most likely to be found in certain worlds where killing is 
allowed and acceptable. Hence, in my later analysis, I do not operate with this last 
type. 
Though the “newbie” (a newly arrived, inexperienced player) character is not a 
player-type in itself  (they typically have aspirations to become social players,  

                                                

 

83 
Or “imposers” or “griefers” as they are also referred to in that “killing” by Bartle is also meant to describe 

the “killing of the fun” other players are having, as well as the act of actually killing another player character. 
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achievers etc), the un-initiated might find it hard to take the very first steps into an 
online game world.  What characterises the process of socialisation into a new 
world environment? How do you figure out the rules of the game – both the social 
game and the “gaming” game? What is the importance of role-playing your 
character in order to obtain social acceptance? These are some of the questions I 
was confronted with when, a few years ago, I ventured into a traditional text-based 
multi-player game world for the first time.  

Game study II: the online role-playing game 
Modus Operandi 
In Spring 2000, I participated in an online course of “Virtual Environments”. A 
major part of this course was, at the same time, the individual and collective 
exploring of a number of virtual online environments. Following my interest in 
narrative-driven environments, I chose to do a close study of an online game-world 
named Modus Operandi. What I found was that Modus Operandi was game-world 
“gone wrong”, at least from a newbie’s point-of view, because it advertised stories, 
but very much forced the player to focus on the process of levelling in order to be 
able to eventually experience the story. This echoes the above quoted complaint 
about the lack of role-playing and story-telling and the exaggerated focus on action 
(manipulation of objects) and solo-travelling around the world to fulfil and 
experience point-giving quests.  I surmise that the unbalancing of action against 
social interaction and story-experience is a general problem of many online role-
playing game worlds and I will return to this in chapters 9 and 10. 

What came out of my studies of Modus Operandi was an essay submitted as 
part of the course requirements in late spring 2000. Though what is presented in this 
case study essay might seem somewhat disconnected to what has preceded it in this 
fairly theoretical chapter, I have chosen to leave it as is, apart from a few changes to 
maintain terminological consistency and tempus, as I wanted to convey the feeling 
of being a true newbie in this kind of universe.  

What “genre” is Modus Operandi? 
Modus Operandi is a multiplayer online role-playing mystery game that was 
launched on the Web in 1997. It is set on the imaginary island Morado, and most of 
the game takes place in the capital Cape Marassas. It is one of several games owned 
and run by the webcompany Simultronics84 and as such is a “Pay per play” game. 
As with the other Simultronics products85 (Modus Operandi [MO] and various other 
                                                

 

84
 Simultronics: http://www.play.net/simunet_public/corporate/corpframe.asp

 

85 
Simultronics hosts several other multiplayer games (fantasy and other). Among these are the  very popular 

Gemstone III, a 3rd generation version of Gemstone, one of the first popular pay-per-game MUDs. 

http://www.play.net/simunet_public/corporate/corpframe.asp
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Pay-per-play games), one may try them out for free for a limited period (MO trial 
time is 30 days). When this trial period expires, you will have to pay a monthly fee 
(MO $9.95  in 2000) in order to have continued access to the game world.  

Obviously, the commercial nature of the Pay-per-play game affects the way 
it is run and the way it works.86 People are being paid to maintain the game, and to 
make the game world an exciting place to be in, and high-rank “players” thus 
function as staff rather than as benevolent wizards. In order to convince people that 
it is worth paying for continued membership, the game world constantly has to offer 
interesting experiences both to the newbie and to the regulars – and last but not 
least, the gameowners have to make an effort to make newbies feel welcome and at 
home. While playing, it was my experience that the MO game-makers had put a lot 
of effort into accommodating newbies in various ways. Most often, one or more 
game-hosts would be online for you to summon with the >assist< verb (you can see 
whether there are any hosts around by giving the >who full< command); plus you 
had the service of “island guides” (second level game hosts), whom you could visit 
and ask various questions. Finally there was a tutorial embedded in the game, which 
taught the user basic commands and navigation skills.   

One could perceive this intensification of the virtual world’s “service-
function” as being in fact a positive aspect of the commercialisation of the virtual 
game world. Obviously the downside is that you have to pay for your enjoyment, 
and that the gap between game-masters or “Gods” and ordinary players may 
become even wider than in free online game worlds.87 Also, for commercial reasons 
the pay-per-play  virtual world source code is not available, which might restrict the 
player’s access to building and improving the environment. Thus, the player’s 
possibilities of influencing the environment might be somewhat more restricted than 
in a public, free world. Since Modus Operandi is a web-based and commercial 
world and comes with a browser “wizard”, which allows the user to use both  
mouse and window-frames and watch still images of the game world, I do not 
consider it a strictly traditional text-based MUD.       

                                                

 

86
 And I expect the following observations also apply to subscriber-based Massive-Multi-Player worlds as well, 

though I had not studied those at the time of writing. 
87

 In the article “Computing, Social Activity, and Entertainment: A Field Study of a Game MUD”, Muratmutsu 
and Ackerman point to the important role the knowledge of the difference between mortals and immortals 
(MUDs users and MUD maintainers) plays in the social structure and experience of these worlds.  
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The screenshot above displays the Modus Operandi interface with all windows open. Although 
you have a window interface, most of the action still takes place on the text screen (you type in 
words and commands in the box at the bottom and read the output and locations in the big text 
window above). The room-window (the top right) basically holds the same information you see 
on the text screen; the inventory window (the second upper window to the right) visualises 
some of the information the text gives you, but is easily dispensed with as one tends to focus on 
the text screen rather than on this window); the picture window underneath this shows still 
pictures of some of the textual locations, but apparently there are not many pictures at the 
time being (and they do not add any extra information to the perception of the location). The 
PBR-comm channel is by far the most useful and inventive “gadget”; through this you are able 
to track the movements of criminals and find new quests. Moreover, many of the more 
experienced players use it to communicate with friends in other places. The arrival window 
(the window closest to the  bottom right) keeps track of the arrivals of new characters, but I 
rarely used it. One might as well use the >who< command once in while. However, I suspect 
the arrival window option is more valuable to experienced players, who know the people who 
log on.   

However, Modus Operandi has many affinities with a traditional MUD: despite its 
window gadgets (as explained above), its interface is still primarily text based: one 
navigates through the fictional game-world with the use of various performative  
verbs (such as >go south<, >go door< ,  >look< , >enter< ).  The user is also able to 
communicate with other players in real-time when logged into the system.   

Modus Operandi is definitely one of the more peaceful MUD-like worlds, 
since one is not allowed to kill other players, but only to fight and kill criminals. It 
is an original world and medium sized (my  map count lists more than 1300+ 
“rooms” or textons). Most MUDs are constructed as fantasy worlds or sci-fi 
universes, but Modus Operandi takes the shape of a contemporary island in the 
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Caribbean88; and although some other MUDs are based on a mystery theme,  I have 
been able to track down only one other Pay-per-play MUD that is strikingly close to 
MO in character: the pay-per-play MUD Eclipse.89  

Stepping in and out of character: visiting Cape Marassas 
One of the primary functions of Modus Operandi is to serve as an environment for 
role-playing (RPG). Thus, when you begin playing you chose from one of eight 
crime fighting professions, and you answer a series of questions designed to help 
you create a character. The eight professions are: PI, Secret Agent, Amateur Sleuth, 
Paranormal Investigator, Coroner, Academic, Investigative Reporter and Detective. 
Depending on the profession the player has chosen, he/she is given different skills 
and abilities (hence, solving a complicated case will require collaboration between 
different professions). Once you have created your character, you are ready to begin 
exploring the island as a tourist, and you are expected to develop your character 
throughout your stay on the island.   

Modus Operandi is advertised as a Role-playing Game on both the 
Simultronics site and on the website Rplayer.com that hosts all the Simultronics 
games. “Role-playing” ” (role-playing after this referred to as RP) MUDs are also a 
MUD-category on the MUDconnector site, and they furthermore distinguish 
between RP-encouraged and RP-enforced environments. So far, it has been my 
impression that Modus Operandi indeed considers itself to be a role-playing MUVE 
to the point of it being literally an RP-enforced environment. Since role-playing is 
indeed a major “theme” in this environment and definitely part of what makes up 
the narrative of life on the Morada Island, I would like here to support this 
observation with several quotes from the texts both within the environment and 
outside of it.  

                                                

 

88 
Simultronics has several pages on the Modus Operandi site in detail,  recounting the history of Morada and 

describing its place in the general Caribbean setting, obviously with the intention of making Morada seem as 
‘real’ and up to date as possible.  
89 

I based this observation on the MUD-connector description of Eclipse as of April 2000. The world no longer 
exists (2003).,  
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Modus Operandi has a user policy that is accessible both on the 

Simultronics game website and in the Morada world by typing the command 
<policy> : 

Policy: ABUSIVE/ DISRUPTIVE BEHAVIOR 

Modus Operandi is known as a "Role-playing Game" which means that it is 
assumed that the player will present their character in a manner that is 
consistent with the fictional environment 

When one individual is reducing the enjoyment of other players by out-of-
character behaviour (be it by speech, actions, telephone, or any other method 
of communication within Modus Operandi), this may be considered as 
disruptive behaviour.  

Thus it is considered an essential part of the behavioural codex that players stay 
within character. If not, the game-masters might actually intervene and take 
measures against characters’ disruptive behaviour. Or they might, if the player 
really manages to stay in character, reward the player in question, as is made 
explicit in the help file on role-playing: 

RPing (short for Role-Playing) is the ability to assume the "persona" of the 
character you have created.  As Modus is not only a multi-player game but a 
ROLE-PLAYING game as well, this side of life on the island is as important 
as hunting down perps or solving cases..... 

Not only does staying IC [abbreviation of “in character”. LK] fill out the 
illusion of Morada, but there is a practical side as well.  Game-Masters 
frequently give bonuses to make it easier to gain notoriety points for a period 
of time to those people who stay consistently IC.  So not only do you enhance 
the world around you, but you get rewards that will make your advancement 
faster for doing so!  

As an absolute newbie and a person with hardly any experience of active role-
playing, I managed to breach this convention of behaviour the first time I engaged 
in conversation with one of the regular players: 
>You ask, "Zacan, I'm new...How do I shake your hand?" 

>Zacan Blumana whispers, "shake hand Zacan" 

>whisper Zacan thanks You whisper to Zacan Blumana. 

>Zacan Blumana whispers, "if you have technical questions, it's 

best to whisper" 

.>Sabina Dupont just went east. 

>shake hand Zacan> You shake hands with Zacan Blumana. 

>Zacan Blumana whispers, "it helps keep the RP feel" 

(Excerpt from a conversation with a player in Palm Frond Club)  
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One of the instances by which more or less implicit conventions may end up being 
verbalised, is when someone confronts these conventions head-on. This is what 
happened in December 1999 when a newcomer posted a message on the bulletin 
board complaining that there was no actual role-playing going on in Modus 
Operandi. This complaint gave rise to a series of replies which all refuted this 
statement, and this was one of the answers: 90 

XX - there actually is quite a bit of RP going on with Modus. But the real 
question is 'what is it you are wanting to see that demonstrates Role-playing 
to you?' RP is different for everyone. Some take it to extremes, some doing a 
great deal, others choosing to be more conservative with their RPing, and 
there are some who just don't RP at all. I'm more conservative with my RP, 
really, as a lot of players are. The point of a game like MO is to be the 
character you always wanted to be and to have a blast doing it.   

Obviously, role-playing is not just role-playing, but takes on different meanings 
depending on what your intentions with the Modus Operandi participation are. I 
think that this player’s focus on the possibility of living out his dreams of being the 
“perfect” character is a very widespread reason to RP and participate in Modus 
Operandi, see for example this very imaginative character description; more 
information in Appendix C:  

Jade Rose is wearing a yin-yang symbol tattoo, a rose tattoo, a gold ring set 
with a sparkling ruby surrounded by tiny diamonds, a gruesome scar, a 
shimmering necklace of gold set with stunning rubies and emeralds, a leather 
satchel, a heart and dagger anklet, a PBR communicator, a set of bloody 
fangs, a delicate twisted gold ring, a black eye-patch, some shiny silver 
lipstick, an onyx-studded leather anklet, some sparkling coral lipstick, a 
shining silver pirate hook, some hot pink nail polish, a pair of fishnet 
stockings, a long red tail, an engraved band, a bright red button with 
“KARAOKE ROCKS!” on it in black lettering, a backpack, some holiday red 
lipstick, a long, flowing jade green dress with "T.N.T. for the brain" stitched 
on the side, an antique heart-shaped locket, an amethyst heart pendant, an 
oversized straw beach bag, and a pair of tall black boots. (Jade Rose’s 
Homepage: Character info for Modus Operandi)  

Socialising 
There are quite a few meeting places in the town of Cape Marassas, the hub of 
Morada Island. While I have been around, the most popular meeting place seems to 

                                                

 

90
 I have enclosed the entire discussion as Appendix I. 
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be the Palm Frond Pub, which is easily reached from a number of the busy main 
roads in the city. People seem to stay pretty much IC here (I’ve even seen a murder 
take place right in front of me!) and one would have to go to a place like “Reality 
Cafe” off the beaten track in South Downtown, to talk OOC [Out Of Character]: 
this place is specifically designed for this. The number of players online varies 
according to the time of day – almost any number between 3 and 33 players have 
been present when I have logged on -, but you will at any time always find a crowd 
of people at the Pub. It seems as if hanging out and socialising at the pub is very 
much what the experienced players log on to do (this might also be due to the lack 
of interesting new mysteries going on; from what I can gather from the comments 
that the players make on the bulletin board and their homepages, this is a recurrent 
problem).  

Whatever happened to the mysteries? 
“Stepping into character” is obviously something that takes time. You need to get to 
know yourself, so to speak, and so do the other character-players. You need to buy 
clothing and personal items, so you can display your individuality through your 
appearance (shopping seems to be both a necessary and much loved pastime in 
Cape Marassas). To be able to buy things, you need to earn money, and that means 
spending lots of time hunting down criminals, delivering parcels, retrieving lost 
objects, all activities that will earn the player some Moradian dollars.   

Hence, in the limited amount of time I was Armilla Johnson, paranormal 
investigator, I was not able to do much other than just “work for money”, which is 
also part of getting to know the place, since delivering parcels and looking for lost 
objects required several visits to locations all over central Cape Marassas. It appears 
that running all over the place and being presented with trivial quests to pursue is 
pretty normal for a newbie – one writer refers to this stage as the “newbie zoo”91. 
Whatever the pedagogical logics behind this training period, it is not very 
interesting, especially when you get stuck time and again, because you do not know 
how to question and talk with the NPCs. Most often, they do not understand what 
the user says and one has to keep rephrasing one’s questions ad infinitum! I have 
found myself continuously longing for the “real” mysteries that apparently have 
taken place and hopefully still do. This I base on the fact that one player’s 
homepage “Snake Silvertongue, Private Investigator” holds a number of mystery 
logs telling the stories of seemingly very complicated mysteries 92 -  I have not been 
able to sense any evolving mysteries going on in Modus Operandi at present. This 
confirms a general suspicion I hold: Modus Operandi is a world in a state of slight 

                                                

 

91
 Tommi Leino: “Roleplayability in MUDS”, p. 1. 

92 
Snake Silvertongue’s homepage may be found at : http://hometown.aol.com/Bokonon009/index.htm. I have 

included one of his log overviews which paints a good picture of what went on in a specific month in MO as 
appendix C. 

http://hometown.aol.com/Bokonon009/index.htm
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decay. From what I can tell from the number of messages on the bulletin boards, the 
log dates and home page update dates, there seems to be a remarkable drop in 
activity from late 1998 and onwards. Whether this has affected the number of long-
time mysteries, I do not know precisely, but I suspect it. For a newbie there are still 
a lot of short-time, one-person “mysteries” to be solved; like finding a lost teddy 
bear or a stolen bible. And there is always the odd criminal on the loose to go 
hunting for: the Public Broadcast Radio Communicator that is part of one’s 
inventory constantly broadcasts the eviction of new criminals one may go hunting 
for. There are also various signs and posters on the billboards to be found all over 
town that announce missing people or list the names of people seeking help.   

This, however, is not much fun for a person like me, who came here in order 
to experience exciting and engaging stories, and possibly to interact with other 
players in the process. This kind of environment seems to demand a lot of patience 
from its users, and an acceptance of the fact that you have to work your way 
through several levels of notoriety before things starts happening and you can really 
do something with your character. As Leino (Leino, 2000) briefly mentions in his 
article on “Roleplayability in MUDs”, there seems to be an inherent contradiction 
embedded in the match of the typical MUD advancement system (gaining points 
and “notoriety” and thereby being able to pass on to a new level) with a story 
environment. If adherence to the point system is necessary, and this means that you 
are always on the move towards more points, there seems to be little motivation left 
for immersion and development of a story, or for the sheer pleasure of making a 
story. The possibility of making and/or participating in interesting mysteries 
depends very much on the benevolence- or whims – of the game-masters (their 
giving you notoriety points for your behaviour or introducing mysteries that allow 
you to gain these points), which makes the user’s agency (i.e. scope of action, 
possibility of co-authoring) fairly restricted. You are allowed to develop your own 
mysteries  - and even to become an integral part of the Morada Island, when you 
reach level 50, but obtaining this notoriety seems impossible to one who is still 
messing around on level 1. It is scary, but already I find myself wanting to gain 
more  points so I can be accepted into the society of “grown-up” characters. My 
focus has changed: I no longer focus on the narrative of mystery, but on mystery as 
a means of gaining notoriety.  

Reflections on my time as a detective 
I would have liked to go into further detail on the subject of construction of 
narrative in this environment. In relation to this I would have liked to discuss the 
relationship between the possibilities of agency and the construction of story. I feel 
certain that it would be rewarding if one could identify the ways in which character 
movements in the world are orchestrated in an environment like this, especially 
since the guiding of movements seems similar to that which I have earlier identified 
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in certain computer games (see Klastrup, 1999) and an essential part of how the 
game-master constructs the unfolding of narrative in a world like this. Having said 
that, I do find that it was a fruitful experience to attempt to understand the workings 
of the Modus Operandi environment by reading and analysing some of the texts 
within it and surrounding it. As a newbie to this kind of gaming environment, it was 
especially interesting to discover the importance and impact of texts defining and 
surrounding the world.  

Game World and Game Communities 
The Internet not only provides the possibility of “anonymous” social interaction in 
the game-worlds, but also a lot of social interaction around games. As is (or was) 
the case with Modus Operandi, many games, also off-line games, have dedicated 
fan or community sites on the net, where all aspects of the games are discussed, 
cheats and walkthrus are shared, information about upcoming games of a similar 
kind is exchanged etc. Applying a concept of French narratologist Gerard Genette, 
these “paratexts” are an important part in the establishment of game communities. 

Other games like the peer-to-peer multi-player first-person-shooters like 
Counterstrike, Quake, Wolfenstein and Battleship 1942 are examples of extended 
spatial online games which can typically host up to 64 players on one server 
(usually on a server hosted by the players themselves),  but are non-persistent, 
though extensive player communities have evolved around them. The last form of 
games are immensely popular and player numbers can be counted in millions; but 
since none of these FPS-games present persistent game-worlds or store persistent 
character data, it is not within the scope of this thesis to study these games any 
further (for instance the Counterstrike “world”, which at the moment of play is just 
represented as one singular connected space, disappears as soon as the players log 
off it). However, these games are especially interesting as examples of the 
combinations of games with particular online communities and their intensive use 
of websites, shared files and user-driven servers which host them. They point to the 
importance of combining the structural and aesthetic study of games with the social 
aspects related to their use in terms of, for instance, communicative practices and 
social interaction inside the games, the emergence of player clans, player 
communities and the “social” proliferation of the games outside the games 
themselves.  
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7.  
All the world is a stage:  
worlds as performative frames  

All the MOO's a stage since all the men and women are player 
objects - Juli Burk, cybertheater director   

The importance of performance 
In the two preceding chapters, we have been looking at the virtual world from two 
perspectives: the virtual world as a social space and emergent virtual community; 
and the virtual world as a special form of game: the multi-player online role-playing 
game. The study of virtual communities can explain some of the social attractions 
of virtual worlds and how these worlds function as social spaces, since they tell us 
about the relationship between the users of the world. The study of games tells us 
about the relationship between user and world; about how people use and interact 
with the game world and what is characteristic of the gaming experience – how it is 
similar to or different from the social experience.  In the previous chapter on games, 
we looked more closely at different forms of role-playing games which are 
characterised by the emphasis on the development of character and exploration of 
the world. At the end of the previous chapter, we started a discussion of the 
relationship between games, play and storytelling, and this chapter continues this 
discussion, amongst other issues, by examining questions of character and 
storytelling more closely, from the viewpoint of performance studies and online 
theatre staging.  

Thus, this chapter approaches virtual worlds as theatrical and performative 
spaces, the point being that if we want to create a virtual world it is vital that users 
are able to perform their characters through the use of an avatar (a graphical or 
verbal representation of the user in the virtual world); and if we want the experience 
of this world to be filled with dramatic experiences (“dramatic” in the sense of 
being emotionally intense and compact), we need to understand how the world 
functions as a stage and how performances of character and story unfold in it. 
Furthermore, we can ask what the analysis of actual performances of more or less 
“staged” plays can teach us from the point of the director or the producer of the 
world, if we want to construct an experience which makes the entire world into a 
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stage and the users into characters who want to interact with each other and the 
“props” at hand. 93 

Hence, the underlying premise of this chapter is that being of the same ephemeral 
and non-replayable nature as the live performance of a scripted play, online role-
playing and the multiple events performed in the virtual world can, from a general 
point of view, be thought of as a form of theatre, approachable with the metaphors 
of this genre. Hence, if we view theatre as “an interactive medium that demands 
synchronous action” (Wunderer, 1999, pp. 208), a description close to my definition 
of some of the characteristics of the virtual world (see chapter 1), the study of 
dramaturgical concepts such as staging, directing and role-playing can offer us 
valuable insights into the potentials and pitfalls of interactive drama. In order to 
look more closely at different forms of stages, let us think of the stage as an 
intended site for interaction, complete with props, sets and costumes, and the 
director as the person or persons who have set this stage and provided a script for it, 
but are not necessarily present themselves at the moment of performing, and  
proceed to taking a closer look at how we analyse and direct what takes place on 
this stage.  

Performative frames 
When we enter a virtual world, we always take on the role of performers, ready to 
enact a representation of ourselves, in more or less accordance with our offline 
personality. When we participate in “focused gatherings” both off and online, we 
are always “social performers”, such as Goffman has described it (Goffman, 1959):  

A “performance” may be defined as all the activity of a given participant on a 
given occasion which serves to influence in any way any of the other participants. 
Taking a particular participant and his performance as a point of reference, we 
may refer to those who contribute to the other performances as the audience, 
observers or co-participants. (Goffman 1959, pp. 15-16) 

However, we perform differently, also in a virtual world, depending on the specific 
cultural and social setting that we find ourselves situated in, also when inside a 
virtual world. Anita Hammer, a researcher of theatre and ritual performance online, 
has identified four different frames or stages of interaction in AtheMOO, a specific 
virtual world devoted to the exploration of theatre off-line and online94, in her 
recent Ph.D.thesis Weaving Plots – Frames of Theatre and Ritual in Simultaneous 

                                                

 

93 
Parts of this chapter are based on the article "The Art of Being there" published in the online journal 

Localmotives, summer 2001. The article was written as a hypertext and in order to be properly experienced 
should be read at http://nettkunst.localmotives.com/stories.php?story=01/06/04/6357333. 
94 

That the study of performance and theatricality online is currently emerging as a research theme in itself is 
also signified by Ragnhild Tronstad’s Ph.D.. thesis on MUD performance, using notions of performance and 
speech-act theory to understand events in the virtual TubMUD. Her article on “Semitoic and Nonsemiotic MUD 
performance” (Tronstad, 2001) presented at the Cosign conference in 2001 has already been highly influential.  

http://nettkunst.localmotives.com/stories.php?story=01/06/04/6357333
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Interactive Digital Communication, inspired by the frame theory of Goffman and 
Bateson. These are  the social and professional frame, the educational frame, the 
improvisational frame and the “theatrical performance” frame. Whereas the 
educational frame can be said to be specific to worlds of the educational type, the 
other frames are, I believe, applicable to other world forms as well. The 
social/professional frame is the general world space or setting within which the 
users are expected to act in accordance with their professional or “social” selves as 
they are themed  in the world (i.e. in a world devoted to theatre, one will expect 
people to discuss issues related to theatre etc), however still within a wide scope of 
a more or less fictional character representation. The improvisational frame is that 
within which the users are encouraged to act in accordance with the improvisational 
stage provided, such as, for instance, specific sites or rooms in the world. Examples 
Hammer provides are: a space inspired by Shakespeare “Shakespa”, and a house 
based on the Kafka story Metamorphosis “MetaMOOphosis”. The latter space, 
which I have myself visited on several occasions, holds a closet with costumes 
“presenting” the main characters in Kafka’s story. Once a player chooses to wear 
one, he/she is expected to improvise his or her behaviour in accordance with the 
story of this character. This is a strong example of a somewhat “enforced” 
improvisational setting. I would argue that many rooms or spaces, even if not 
inspired by theatrical themes, are thought of as exact miniature frames for inducing 
certain behaviours, by way of their description, the objects placed there and so 
forth. For a more detailed discussion of the setting of rooms, see the section on The 
Stage in this chapter. 

Finally, Hammer introduces the notion of the theatrical performance frame; 
a world space designed specially for the performance of plays. This can for instance 
be a traditional theatre, complete with stage, wings, floor,balcony and control room, 
like the one Ken Schweller has designed (for full description, see Schweller 1999), 
or one or more rooms designed specifically for a performance, as is the case in the 
StoryMOO Murder Mystery that I designed, which unfolds inside the house of the 
Smith family; or the Arabian Nights style room provided for the performance of 
Scheherazade’s Daughters. 

The study of the latter form of space or framing (the explicitly staged online 
multi-user performances, written specially for online multi-user environments) can 
tell us much about what the particular possibilities and problems of creating 
directed dramatic experiences for multiple players inhabiting the same stage at the 
same time are. Being performances or "plays" designed for a number of users who 
take on the role of designated characters by typing in or performing sentences and 
actions according to certain guidelines during the allocated play time, these 
performances more or less resemble what we off-line would call a theatre play or a 
live performance. However, if these plays resemble “theatre”, they are probably 
closer to the improvisational theatre tradition of the Commedia dell’ Arte or the 
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modern performance theatre, than to the Aristotelian tradition of theatre.   Players 
work from a stock set of pre-programmed sentences, episodes or motives to follow, 
but within these they are typically free to improvise, to follow the “spur of the 
moment” or to involve the possible audience in the action. As Kenneth Schweller 
phrases it: 

To stay alive in an interactive text-based virtual world, talking and acting is the 
equivalent of breathing. Because of this constant interactivity, MOO plays tend to 
be much more like 1960s happenings than the controlled and paced events we 
associate with traditional staged events in darkened and quiet theatres (Schweller, 
1999, pp. 147) 

The remainder of this chapter focuses on performance as a particular art form 
(online multi player theatre) which includes social performance as well; within this 
particular framework we will discuss the nature of the online stage, the performers’ 
performative register, the director-writer’s plight, and then proceed with analyses of 
an online performance entitled Scheherezade’s Daughters and several stagings of 
this author’s own participatory drama-game, The StoryMOO Murder Mystery 95. 
Taking its point of departure in observations made within these specific theatrical 
frames, it particularly examines the prerequisites for staging performances in online 
environments (i.e. the need to create a structure for possible structures): what may 
go right and what might go wrong, and the way online performances change the 
relationship between playwright, performers and audience. If you cannot “script” 
your players as in a traditional piece of drama, how do action, plot and story evolve 
during the actual performances?  And are there any techniques for the director who 
wants to wield plot and action in the most interesting directions?  

Drama – script – theatre - performance  
To avoid confusion in what follows, let us pause for a moment to look more closely 
at the concepts which I have been using somewhat casually until now. What exactly 
do I mean by “drama”, “script”, “theatre” and “performance”? Generally, I find 

                                                

 

95  
To my knowledge, the amount of staged plays in virtual worlds is relatively low. One of the first plays must 

have been Adriene Jenkins’ Desktop Theatre production Clicking for Godot.com in the The Palace chat world 
(1997). Steven Schrum’s NetSeduction (also staged in AtheMOO) is mentioned several  times in the rather 
scarce literature on online plays, as is the play Christmas 9 – The Cake of the Dessert, staged by Antoinette 
LaFarge in PostModern MOO. However, I am sure that numerous plays have been staged locally in both old 
and new virtual worlds. Several examples of plays taking  place on-site offline, but using online action as part of 
the play can be also found (this form of mixed reality theatre is, however, not the focus of this text, as I am 
interested in purely virtual stagings). 
An early example of a staged online “play” outside virtual worlds must be the IRC play HamNet (analysed in 
detail in Brenda Danet’s Cyberplay (Danet 19), staged as early as 1993. Another approach to creating an online 
play, is the cyberopera project, a collaborative writing of an opera via online contributions from around the 
world. As such, the opera is an interesting example of collaborative online writing - however it is to be 
performed off-line. (www.cyberopera.org)   

http://www.cyberopera.org
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Richard Schechner’s categorisation of these concepts (Schechner, 1988) very useful 
in this context. 

Drama, according to  Schechner, is the written  text, the “score”, scenario, 
plan, which is transmittable as text from one performance to another, independently 
of the performers. “Drama” or dramatic experience to me also connotes the content 
and experience of this script: something compelling, emotionally gripping and 
containing a clear development of story, including some form of beginning, middle 
and end. 

The script, says Schechner, is the “basic code of events” (ibid. p 72), all 
that can be transmitted from place to place, and time to time, as action. Where a 
drama can be said to consist of words, a script consists of instructions on actions, 
what to act and how to act it, for instance what rituals to perform at a certain event 
(such as, for instance, a wedding). He indicates elsewhere in the text (p 101) that the 
script is, in fact, alike to the “rules of the game” in games and play as well. The 
script does not prescribe the exact same actions, but the same type of action, i.e. it 
can be “a plan for a traditional event” (ibid, p. 91) or some “developed rehearsals to 
suit a specific text” (ibid). It functions as the “interior map of a specific production” 
(ibid, pp. 85) as such. 

Theatre, then is the visible aspect of the script, the event “enacted by a 
specific group of performers”, what is actually done during the production. 

Performance, finally, is the “widest possible circle of events condensing 
around theatre”, including the events which take “place in/amongst both performers 
and audience”, both before and after the actual performance of the written drama, 
involving play and playfulness.  It would seem logical that performances evolving 
around the staging of the drama (as is the case with the works examined here) 
would also contain social performance (as defined by Goffman in the above quote).  

Following Schechner’s definition, it should be clear that “performance” is 
precisely the most interesting thing to study here, since, as analysis will reveal, 
online multi-player drama is unimaginable without elements of interaction and 
negotiation between performers and “audience”/co-performers,  taking place both 
before and after an actual play is performed. 

Furthermore, as it corresponds to the purpose of this chapter, it might be easier 
to pinpoint specific aspects of  online performance in general (“performance” as in 
the social, imaginative and pretend-play kind of performance which takes place in 
virtual worlds, involving the performance of character and of non-dramatised 
stories), through the focus on performances related to theatrical events, which 
include both “theatre”, a script and perhaps even a drama (or at least an inter-textual 
reference to a known drama or text). Reflecting on the relationship between drama 
and performance in a virtual environment might even ultimately lead us to an 
understanding of what form of social system a virtual world might be: 
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What might also be said is that rigid social systems tend to generate events that 
concentrate on theater and performance, on spectacular confirmations of the 
existing social order within which brackets of play are allowed, while flexible 
social systems tend toward drama and small scale play, the expression of 
individual opinions and tastes. The impulse toward collectivity, groupness, 
identification with others leads toward theater and performance; the impulse 
toward individuality, personal assertiveness, and confrontation between 
individuals leads to drama. (Schechner, 1988, p. 98) 

I hope that the analysis of plays and worlds which follow in this and chapters 9 and 
10, will implicitly also be proof of the fact that performances online, whether staged 
or improvised, serve both as confirmative acts of community and as instances which 
allow the individual player to come forth as a “strong” and individual performer; 
and as such hybrids they do in fact open up for events of both dramatic, theatrical 
and performative nature.  

The “Interactive Drama School” 
A few more words on “drama” as content-carrier: I would like to emphasise that 
this chapter focuses primarily on the structural, design-oriented aspects and live-
performance aspects of online theatrical performances.  The question of actual 
content and development of the online drama is dealt with in more detail in the two 
chapters which follow. However, it would be appropriate to mention here a certain 
wave of academic literature and research which has long  been fascinated with the 
computer’s possibilities for the creation of collaborative or immersive dramatic 
experiences via for instance the use of Artificial Intelligence and Intelligent Agents. 
Brenda Laurel’s Computers as Theatre (Laurel, 1991/1993) and Janet Murray’s 
Hamlet on the Holodeck (Murray, 1997) have been very influential in establishing 
the fantasy of the perfect and totally immersive drama in which the performer is 
herself a co-producer. Generally, for these writers, the creation of a “highly 
interactive” and immersive dramatic environment has been the focus for their 
research. Already in 1992, Kelso et. al. formulated the idea of the “interactive 
drama” and what it should contain: 

“We shall use the phrase “interactive drama" to mean the presentation by 
computers of rich, highly interactive worlds, inhabited by dynamic and complex 
characters, and shaped by aesthetically pleasing stories. People interacting with 
these worlds will be called “interactors." (Kelso et al, 1992, ppp. 3).  

Influential projects in this line of study have been Placeholder (by Laurel, Stickland 
and Tow, described by Murray and in some detail by Ryan (1997, 2001), 
embodying the user in a so-called “critter”  (animal), and Joseph Bates Oz Projects 
at Carnegie Mellon University, such as the cat Lyotard or the bus stop drama, 
described by Murray (Murray, 1998), Ryan (1997) and Bates and director Kelso 
(Bates, 1992, Kelso et al 1992). That this dream is still alive is made obvious by 
recent projects such as Michael Mateas’ and Andrew Stern’s  Façade, which seeks 
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to develop an intense single-user dramatic experience based on the player’s 
interaction with a dynamically scripted married couple (see Mateas’ article “A 
Preliminary Poetics for Interactive Drama and Games“, Mateas 2001). 

However interesting and relevant the insights of these authors are, they do 
not unfortunately  devote much time to discussing interactive drama involving more 
than a few real players;  they mostly focus on the experience of drama from the 
point of view of a single user. Hence, issues of social drama or collaborative story 
development rarely emerge as themes. Nor do they seem particularly interested in 
exploring the possibilities of using larger spaces, with the exploration of the said 
spaces (particularly as social activity) as a direction interactive drama could also 
follow. However, this “ignorance” is partly explained by the fact that larger worlds 
were not known to them as actual arenas at the time of writing. Or it might be that 
exploring the combination of intelligent agents and multiple players at the same 
time is still too complex a task , according to Mateas.96 These are the main reasons 
why this “school” does not feature very prominently in this chapter. 

The stage 
Cyberspace’s inherent immateriality and malleability of content provides the most 
tempting stage for the acting out of mythic realities, realities once “confined” to 
drug-enhanced ritual, to theater, painting, book, and to such media that are always, 
in themselves, somehow less than what they reach for, mere gateways. Cyberspace 
can be seen as an extension, some might say an inevitable extension, of our age-
old capacity and need to dwell in fiction, to dwell empowered or enlightened on 
other, mythic, planes, if only periodically, as well as on this earthly one. 
(Benedikt, 1991, p. 6, my italics) 

Being there, being here 
Let us now take a look at the basic component  of any form of online performance: 
the stage. On a very abstract level, this stage can said to be “cyberspace”, insofar as 
any such thing “really” exists. I do in fact believe that there is such a thing as a 
cyberspace in the sense that we, as online users communicating with other users, 
may experience moments of mental displacement during which we truly feel that 
we are "there", in an immaterial reality or in an imagined physical space where we 
interact with other users in a social context which is as real as the one in which we 
participate with our physical bodies, be this immaterial space, just a simple chat 
room or the elaborately fleshed out scenery of a 3D virtual world . This feeling of 
“being there” is not so much dependant on the "feel" of the place (the reality of the 
3D environments for instance) as on the experience of sharing this space with 
others. As Beth Kolko points out in her article “Building a world with words” 
(Kolko 1995) , it is exactly the act of narrative collaboration, the "making up" of the 
space as we speak about and act within it, that makes this space believable to us 

                                                

 

96
 Personal conversation regarding Façade, april 2001. 
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(see also chapter 9 for a further discussion of what creates the experience of,  
respectively, “presence” and immersion). However, being "there" is never so 
absorbing as to let us completely forget that we are also “here”: our bodies are close 
to the screen, and we continuously need to type in actions on the keyboard in front 
of us in order to communicate. As it is, the "whole" of the action becomes apparent 
to us only as an appropriation of the "whole of the screen" embodied by us as a 
seeing eye behind the screen.  

In some ways, this experience resembles the one described by Georges 
Poulet in his article on “The Phenomenology of Reading” (Poulet, 1969). Poulet, 
however, was concerned with the dual feeling of experiencing both the 
consciousness of reading and the authoring mind. Online, you are of two minds too: 
the one "there" and the one "here" - the one place where you imagine you are (as an 
actor) and the other place where your body is couched, watching, expecting. This 
two-mindedness allows for a certain degree of anonymity and distance in online 
encounters, however engulfed in the online action you might be - you as a person 
are able to hide the body that so easily gives you away behind the screen - behind 
the avatar that represents you. I think it is exactly this corporeal detachment and 
anonymity, the awareness of both being on stage and watching from a safe distance, 
which initially makes a free play of words and imaginary actions possible. This play 
can result in collaborative creativity, which you would never experience in RL 
("real life") or on the pages of the book for many reasons (inhibition, lack of 
counter-play, etc.). It is the strange duality of the actor-spectator and the 
communication with other actor-spectators that defines and makes possible that 
unique arena of play and performance which one could call the multi-user online 
performance stage.  

Being many places 
Another distinguishing feature of online performances is that one might easily stage 
them as dramas which take place in several rooms at the same time, exploiting  the 
possibility of being able to move effortlessly and quickly about in a principally 
encyclopaedic stretch of space. Potentially, then, an audience or a cast could walk 
from room to room in the virtual environment, taking in snippets of the action or 
performing bits and pieces of it here and there. This has already been tried offline in 
so called hyperdramas, one writer of which is playwright Charles Deemer: 

In this new form of theater, multiple plot lines branch out 
throughout a performance environment - in this case, the 
upstairs Ballroom at Edgefield - so that many scenes and 
story-threads are happening at the same time. Second and 
third viewings of the play greatly enrich the experience and 
to encourage this, tickets are reduced to eight dollars for 
a second viewing and six dollars for a third viewing during 

the play's 9-week run. (Deemer, on his website) 
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Even from a less commercial perspective, I think this multi-spaced performance 
form holds much promise. Surely this kind of art form seems to encourage 
replayability - going on stage and in-world several times to experience the full 
significance of a play from different perspectives or to enjoy the unavoidable 
variations on words and actions each new performance brings. The multi-spatiality 
also helps blur the boundary between what in theatre terms is traditionally referred 
to as the “centre stage” (itself), the “floor” and the “wings”. Since there necessarily 
isn´t a central stage, that which in one performance occupies centre stage can in 
other performances be in the wings. Once the audience is involved in the play, or 
simply ceases to be “audience” (because all are players/actors from the beginning), 
it is also often not possible to make a clear distinction between floor and stage: who 
are the currently “leading actors” and who are merely watching them. However, this 
blurring of the performance space does not mean that it ceases to exist as a frame. It 
still makes sense to use a term like “staying on stage” if we think of it as the act of 
not leaving the current scene of action, and upholding the belief in the online 
presence as a fourth wall, a real “reality”, which we prefer not to be reminded of, 
that is computer-generated, computer-mediated and in this sense as “fake” as any 
other scenic illusion.  

Mapped and amorphous stages 
Kolko, in her article “Building a World from Words” (Kolko, 1995) makes a useful 
distinction between two forms of spatial frames of interaction, which we could 
alternatively also think of as two stage forms: mapped and amorphous virtual 
spaces, realistically rendered rooms, and rooms intended to provide "a formless 
space" for interaction. In my own teaching in the virtual world StoryMOO, I had 
one exercise where I asked the students to build rooms which created a certain 
atmosphere and tried to induce certain behaviour; and even though they were not 
consciously created to illustrate this difference, several of them served as fine 
examples of amorphous and mapped spaces. Ork Ugly’s cave description is a good 
example of the meticulously detailed description, placing the reader-player within a 
very specific cultural setting, with clear references to the Tolkien universe, while 
The Write Room is a prototypical example of a stage which leaves the framing of 
interaction very much up to the players themselves, providing no other ambience 
than that of a general “feel good-ness”. 
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Ork Ugly’s Cave [a mapped space] 
Watch out. You are approaching the dark, strange caves inhabited 
by the infamous Ork Ugly. When entering this cave, you cannot be 
sure that you will ever exit again.  

The entrance to the cave is clammy and moist. Certainly, creepy-
crawly things are hiding here which no one wants to meet. The top 
of the cave is lined with the remains of others who have tried to 
enter and exit the cave.  

Deep inside the cave you can hear the sound of heavy footsteps 
which you are not sure whether are approaching or not. On the left 
you can see some vessels lined with a living carpet of rats. Some 
of them have big ugly black teeth which are very uncomfortable to 
feel in the leg during battle.  

The sound of screaming hobbits is gradually rising from the inner 
parts of the cave. They scream for you and your help! Will you 
come to their aid?97       

The White room [Amorphous space] 
White room is a place for everybody with good intentions [sic]. 
The contrast between white room and you will always display you in 
an attractive and peaceful manner.  

I would argue that you can find similar examples of rooms that make use of a 
mapped space and rooms of a more amorphous nature even in graphically rendered 
environments.                       

                                                

 

97 
Ork Ugly’s Cave was originally described in Danish. The text has been translated into English by me. The 

room, with its Danish text, can be found at: http://diac.it-c.dk:7000/686/ 

http://diac.it-c.dk:7000/686/
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A “mapped” graphical stage, a pub in the Rivervale city in EverQuest, complete with bog-
bosomed barmaids; the stage is set for socialising, and perhaps a bit of bartering.      
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An amorphous graphical stage, a screenshot from the virtual world ACCD, which used to be 

located in the Active Worlds Educational Universe section and was used primarily for a series 
of lectures by cyberphilosopher Michael Heim that Cyberforum initiated. There was no set 
“ground zero” in this world, but a lot of floating objects or installations you could visit, many 
of which were abstract or symbolic and had no apparent affinity to “everyday objects”. Logs 
from the lectures, including numerous screenshots can be found at: 
http://www.mheim.com/cyberforum/.      

http://www.mheim.com/cyberforum/
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The playwright’s plight 
Who then designs all these spaces; the stages we can step on to? And once there, 
who are the “true artists”? The designer who created the frame for our interaction?  
Or is it we, the performers, who use the frame as an opportunity for individual 
expression and distinguished appearance? The director who gave us a script, a basic 
“code of events”, to follow? Or is it the playwright who came up with the elements 
of the drama we might find us ourselves involved in?  All are essential to the 
theatrical production, so if a performance turns out to be worthy of being called a 
piece of art (or, perhaps more modestly, an aesthetic experience), it is a result of a 
collective effort, not of individual efforts only. This also applies to performances 
online. They are most often the result of the programming skills of a number of 
computer literate people and graphic artists, the dexterity and verbal cunning of the 
performers, and not least the vision of the designer and/or playwright. In his 
seminal book, Writing Space , Jay David Bolter describes the electronic text and the 
writer this in this way: 

The elements of the text are no longer fragments of a prior 
whole, but instead form a space of shifting possibilities. 
In this shifting electronic space, writers will need a new 
concept of structure. In place of a closed and unitary 
structure, they must learn to conceive of their text as a 
structure of possible structures. The writer must practice a 
kind of second-order writing, creating coherent lines for 
the reader to discover without closing off the possibilities 
prematurely or arbitrarily. (Bolter, 19 91, p. 111 ) 

Transposing Bolter’s statement to a multi-user environment (Bolter was discussing 
texts designed primarily for one user), the challenge, however, lies not in creating 
multiple possible, yet meaningful, combinations of textual fragments (lexias, nodes 
etc), but in overcoming the infinite possibilities of performative developments 
imaginable within the given social contexts, stages or event frames that we let the 
players explore. The nature of the art of the multi-user online performance producer 
is in narrowing the performative possibilities – or at least making some seem more 
attractive than others – without imposing a strict script on the players. She must 
design (rather than write) a structure of possible structures, a space within which 
multiple experiences might be possible, yet not lose their coherence. Ideally, these 
experiences should also be retrospectively meaningful, of the kind that one would 
like to recount or tell as stories, each with their internal coherence and causality, to 
fellow players.98 However, it is not before the general framework of these structures 
is programmed, implemented ("fleshed out") and inhabited by the actors (i.e. 
performed), that we can be sure of whether it will turn out to be a piece of social 

                                                

 

98 
This characteristic of a lived story that is worthwhile “recounting” because it makes sense in the telling, is 

what I refer to as “tellability”. This concept is discussed initially in chapter 6 and in more detail in chapter 9. 
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art containing memorable experiences. The multi-user performance writer might  to 
some extent still be considered a writer, in that she is the one who writes the script 
and provides a basic “code of events”. But she will never be able to fully control the 
actual enactment of the script. Drama as a text ceases to be important. 

If I think of it [online world] as a form of theater, it is because the real power of 
this world lies in the ways people inhabit personalities (roles) through words. As 
with other forms of theater, the point is the enactment of the text, not the text in 
and of itself. In all forms of theater, text and enactment converge in ways they do 
not in fiction, although this convergence differs in striking ways between regular 
theater and online theater (LaFarge, 1994, pp. 10)  

Hence, we must judge her work according to different parameters than those we 
apply to offline writing. It is no longer the writer's prose, but her architecture of 
interaction that should be the object of our study .  

Designing an architecture of interaction 
Concretely, putting together this metastructure (of possible performed events) will 
often consist of designing the stage for interaction (be it one or several "rooms" in 
an virtual environment), making it so that it becomes a believable space inhabited 
by believable objects, yet "spacious" enough to hold the clutter of both imagined 
and real objects constructed by players on the fly. As we have discussed, you must 
allow for several modes of interaction within this space: between players and 
players (social interaction), players and inanimate objects (manipulative interaction) 
and players and communicative objects, such as bots or "speaking" items 
(information retrieval).99 Finally, you need to frame the interaction on a more 
abstract level: perhaps providing a script for the interaction and characters endowed 
with a little or a lot of motivation, background history, etc. (for instance: "You are 
in love with Y and want to court her. You are afraid of her mother. Your mother 
used to beat you up as a child"). In other words, you must on the one hand provide 
the players with "handles" on which to lean during their performance, but enough 
freedom to allow for individual improvisation and on-the-fly character building; and 
on the other hand prevent them from doing  any old thing or performing too much 
out of character. 

Designers have, luckily, access to several tools not available to offline 
theatre playwrights. They may pre-program certain events or monologues that are 
triggered by the director him/herself, or timed to happen when certain conditions 
are fulfilled100 - or use the possibility of being "invisibly" on stage (i.e. not being 
visible on the screens of the players/audience), doing things that make the player’s 
performance more easy or more difficult. They may use the virtual environments’ 

                                                

 

99
 Different forms of interaction and the agents involved in them are discussed more closely in chapters 8 and 9. 

100 
For example the calling of people to the living room to solve the mystery in collaboration after a player has 

found the key to the secret room in the StoryMOO Murder Mystery, see below. 
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possibilities for interfering in the performance itself by "announcing" things all over 
the performance space (a primitive example is my use of the @shout command 
discussed later in this chapter), and this can be pre-programmed too; or, in certain 
virtual environments, of "spoofing" (i.e. inserting sentences into the performance 
without indicating who said them, or making them look like they come from a 
completely innocent person - this was the technique of the cruel trickster described 
in “A Rape in Cyberspace” (Dibbell, 1993). A designer may choose to strictly 
divide people into audience and players, but may also, as in the case of 
Scheherazade's Daughters discussed below, either choose to make use of 
"professional" actors who enlist the audience as participants, or just to provide 
"costumes" for participants to step into and use101, so the performance is not so 
much something that is performed for an audience, but rather something to be 
enjoyed as an act in itself.  The designer should, in sum, initially focus on the 
process, on making the performative interaction pleasurable, not on the product, the 
eventual outcome of the interaction.  

Think of it as music: make performers play in tune  
Perhaps it makes more sense not to think of interaction as framed within a material, 
scripted structure, but to think of the framing of social performative interaction as 
“orchestrating” or providing the instruments with which to produce music.   

Ernest takes out a tube from his back pocket...  
Julie bumps into Susan  
John blushes Well, I haven't gotten a guitar  
Julie says, "AW!" 
Ernest a tube containing a tuba...  
Julie says, "Watch out what you're doing with that tube of yours!"  
Ernest plays on the tuba  
Julie says, "Watch out what you're doing with that tube of yours!"  
Ernest plays on the tuba  
Julie is still dancing merrily  
John stares at Nigel - "Hey, man, you know what's wrong with these 
people?"  
Ernest says, ""Do any of you wanna play with my instrument?" 
Julie tries to pull John into dancing  
Susan says, "Come on, you are dancing on my dead father!!!"  

This is an example from a performance of  StoryMOO Murder Mystery, a 
performance which is further discussed below. The players were supposed to 
cooperate in order to discover which of them was the murderer, and had all been 
gathered in one room to do it. However, being apparently somewhat bored with the 
story, the characters abandoned the mystery story completely at one point and 

                                                

 

101 
As it is done in AtheMOO's Kafka-house or in the StoryMOO Murder Mystery, but one could also think of 

the choice of a particular race or class in a game world as something equivalent to this form of “costume”. 
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instead decided to "perform" a musical party. Only one character, Susan, tried to 
"tune in" to the story again. The case of players abandoning the provided script or 
frame of interaction and starting to play their own tunes is an event that you often 
experience in virtual worlds. Further in-depth analysis of such examples are 
provided below in the reading of Scheherazade’s Daughters. Turning drama into a 
party seems to be a favourite pastime; and if the designer just wants her players to 
have fun, a party is not the worst thing that could happen. However, if you want 
your players to “go somewhere”, literally or figuratively, to stay in metaphor, it 
seems to me that what world designers still need to figure out is how to make 
players "stay in tune"; that is, how to enable improvising ad libitum within the 
framework of  play but still keep the improvisation within the same “tonality”.   

On the other hand, one should not be blind to “playfulness” as an integral part of the 
shared virtual experience of a world, as will also become evident from my analysis 
of EverQuest. 

The MOO frame, even in its presentation as “professional”, still seems to invite a 
playfulness of a certain kind. The way this playfulness works is dependent on, and 
subject to the frame already set. It is a play of hide-and-seek between various 
levels of imaginary costumes and props, actualised as character and room 
descriptions [...]  

The intentions of AtheMOO to fulfil various functions, as here identified with the 
various “frames” within the MOO, can possibly be said to be transgressed by the 
“playfulness” of the overall frame of the MOO itself, namely by its nature of 
digital representation. If this should be the case, the “playfulness” of digital media 
should be considered a major quality of the media itself, and if so, the quality of 
play would be one of major importance for cultural understanding of the 
functioning of digital media as a communicational tool. (Hammer 2002, p. 72) 

Playfulness, as Hammer indicates here, is indeed important; both playing with the 
current frame and with the frame of the virtual world as such; and it is definitely 
worth analysing more closely in itself.“Playfulness” within whatever frame, even 
that of the drama, is not something one should necessarily always strive to rule out. 
It might rather turn out to be more relevant as part of the music at certain times, and 
not at others, especially  when there are some players who are really trying to keep 
in tune. There are always some chords that sound better than others. 

The performative register of the actor 
It is not just the playwright or designer who needs to come up with new methods of 
framing action. The players or performers, be they amateurs or professionals, also 
need to develop new skills and to apply their imagination in unforeseen ways. 
Devoid of the body as an instrument of expression, they need to learn how to use 
images or icons to express their feelings and how to relate actions to words, rather 
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than performing them with their bodies. No one can see exactly what you are 
feeling if your representation in the virtual world just consists of a name or a 
crudely animated figure, and hence, as a performer you need to explore new ways 
of expressing not just action, but also thought and feeling. To perform is to express 
oneself, as persona or player or character. Performance as an art form can generally 
be described as a “marked, framed, or heightened behaviour separated from just 
“living life”“ (Schechner, 2002). The user who wants to “stand out” in virtual 
worlds requires extraordinary skills of expression as part of the process of becoming 
a good “role-player”. The characters themselves (which need not be human, they 
could be furry animals or even objects) and the player’s skill in performing them are 
often right at the centre of attention.  

One of the most highly theatrical aspects of MUDs is the concept of role-playing; 
a concept that lies deeply rooted in the theatrical conventions of traditional 
realism. While online, the player acts – conveys information using language for 
both dialogue and action [movement, gestures, facial expressions, vocal 
intonations] – in accordance with his/her fictional character construction. [LeNoir, 
1999, pp. 186) 

In both online theater and the commedia, the characters rather than the script are 
the fixed points around which the drama evolves (LaFarge, 1994, pp. 9) 

What is the toolbox – the performative “register” available to the player? Even 
though this performative register might vary slightly in specific worlds, four 
different types of performative “actions” seem identifiable across most worlds (both 
textual and graphical)102.  Although these forms of action are distinctive, they often 
overlap, or happen almost simultaneously in the moment of performance; for 
instance you can often watch a communicative action taking place alongside a 
kinetic action. The kinetic action might be related to the communicative action, but 
not necessarily. You might for example also find people involved in an action event 
“on site” (a concrete place in the virtual world); for instance the trivial event of 
killing a monster, while they chat with a friend(s) or fellow player about something 
completely different across the various “zones” or regions of the world. This multi-
tasking communicative modality is often referred to in literature (see for instance 
Turkle 1995, Jessen 2001).  

Firstly, and mainly, the player has access to purely communicative actions, 
either as “chat” between users103 or via other channels (somewhat similar to radio 

                                                

 

102 
. Aarseth in Cybertext (Aarseth, 1997, p. 157) and Thode Hougaard (Thode Hougaard) in an illuminating 

article on interaction in chat have proposed similar typologies.   However, Aarseth focuses mainly of the nature 
of the events caused by the player and Thode Hougaard focuses mainly on linguistic events. The typology as it 
is here, is  my own. 
103 

This can happen in a number of communicative channels besides normal-chat mode: through the act of 
“paging” (communicating with another user across the geographical distances of the MOO) or “telling” 
(communicating with another player in a zone in an EverQuest-type world). 
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channels made available in the world, such as  the “auction-channels”), which can 
be used to announce items on sale, events taking place, etc. Communicative events, 
however, can also happen between a user and a non-playing character giving 
information or “posing” as a dialogue partner, i.e. a communicative action can be 
part of either social interaction or information retrieval. The language used in this 
communication is often full of insider-lingo, for instance abbreviations used for 
commonly occurring events, objects or phrases (such as “ty” instead of “thank 
you”) or condensed into the letters needed to convey the meaning of the word (such 
as “u” instead of “you”, “l8r” instead of “later” etc); all in order to speed up the 
transmission of words in a chat-interface with lots of input from various users. 
Cherny refers to this as “speaking the register (Cherny, 1999, p. 147), noting that 
the use of a specific language is part of what characterises an “elective discourse 
community” identifiable in the MOO she studied. A player’s ability to perform the 
right kind of communicative actions, which make sense as language only in a 
particular world, is often crucial to her acceptance into the general community of 
that world104. This aspect of communication is exemplified more thoroughly in my 
analysis of EverQuest (chapter 10).  Next to abbreviations and acronyms, emphatic 
or emotional expressions are often communicated in language as well, Thode 
Hougaard refers to these as “prompt book remarks” (Thode Hougaard 2001), in that 
they are typically expressions which are used to help the receiver interpret what is 
being said, or to convey the listener’s response to what is said. LOL (Laughing out 
Loud) signals for instance that the user finds what she has just heard very funny, 
[*grin*] signals that the speaker is slightly ironic or flippant in attitude, etc.  

Secondly, there are emoted actions, when users type in feigned actions 
which the system parses and then outputs as descriptions of events – these are a 
typical part of social interactions, since only players can normally use the option. 
I type <emote toss a log of wood to John>, 
the other users then sees the text   

<Lisbeth tosses a log of wood to John>  

He can then emote  

<:brings out an axe to chop the log into little pieces> 
and I would then see the following line of text on my screen 
<John brings out an axe to chop the log into little pieces >  

                                                

 

104 
Unfortunately it is not a line of inquiry I have been able to pursue more closely, but I think that you can 

actually speak of two forms of virtual world language communities. Many linguistic expressions, 
TAUTOLOGY:such as for instance the mentioned “u”, “l8r” etc are recurrent expressions across a number of 
internet communication channels and not specific to one world. Nevertheless, the use of these expressions does 
signal “Internet literacy” and is, I believe, often the precondition to being accepted in the speech-community of 
many worlds. The next step is then to master the specific language of that world. 
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In the primarily written virtual world environment, a word can indeed be an axe, 
both in the literal and symbolic sense, as you can easily chop off someone's head 
with an imaginary axe (performing the action by using the words). The line between 
verbal statement and constative statements can therefore be very fine; saying can be 
doing as well.   

Thirdly, there are command actions or preset events. They are preset 
“actions” or emotes, either verbal or graphic, which are stored in the game system 
so that they can be triggered with just with a short command, often signaled by the 
use of <:> or </>. An example is /dance, which is popular as part of socialising in 
Active Worlds or /jump which can be used to express joy upon meeting a friend in 
EverQuest or /smile which is often used as an affirmative social element in 
MOOs. Command actions of this kind are often also referred to as “socials”. 
Contrary to the emoted actions or “quasi events” as Aarseth calls them (Aarseth, 
1997), command actions usually have an effect on the system underlying the world 
interface. /dance will actually tell the system to bring up an animation of the 
character dancing, /log off will disconnect the user, etc. The  /who command will 
actually do a count of how many users are registered as logged on to the world (or 
zone) etc. This, to me, is a very important distinction to make, even if on the face of 
it /dance or :dance in a textual environment might cause the same output on the 
screen. A command action will not only affect the other players but the world itself; 
it is as close to a “material” action, as you can get.  

A special  form of command actions which deserves to be mentioned as a 
separate action choice are the  kinetic actions, which can move one’s character 
from one place to another, pick up an object or attack an NPC (non-playing 
character). These actions can be taken by using arrow-pads, the mouse, short-cut 
keys such as [A] to attack, or commands such as <go north>.    

As a player, you tell stories too. Creatively partaking of all four forms of 
performative actions and using them to communicate in a way that generates 
interest and belief in your character, and that makes the audience stop and listen on 
more than one level, can be an art form in itself. Imaginative and unconventional 
“emoting”, a strong verbal presence, can be one way of not only engaging the 
attention of other players, but also a method of simply taking over the entire scene 
of action, as the player Pirandellos_guest/Tulshum does below in Scheherazade’s 
Daughters.    
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Casestudy 1: SScchheehheerraazzaaddee’’ss  DDaauugghhtteerrss  
- and the fight to keep the stories on stage  

The play and its problems 
The play Scheherazade’s Daughters was written by Karen Wheatly and performed 
twice in AtheMOO, the MOO dedicated to all things theatrical, on May 26th and 
June 1st, 2000 as part of the celebration of AtheMOO’s Fifth Anniversary. It has 
remained unexamined in academic literature until theatre scholar Anita Hammer 
(Hammer, 2002) published a thorough analysis of it as part of her Ph.D. thesis last 
year. 

The play is centred around what could have been Scherazade’s four 
illegitimate daughters, who appear, as it were, in an office wall during a routine 
”dig” in AtheMOO (in MOO-lingo, the @dig command is used when you make 
exits from a room you have built). The play is set in a room named ”Magic Tent” 
with an Arabian Nights setting of heavy plush cushions, rose petals, swarming 
moths and magic lamps. The audience is together with the leading characters 
(hereafter referred to as ”the actors”) on stage, who are no other than the unknown 
daughters of Arabian storytelling mistress Scherazade: Julia, Erica, Angelica and 
Serenica. These daughters have apparently been cursed to ”live forever endlessly 
telling endless tales” and indeed, the performances unfold as both intentionally and, 
I expect, partly unintentionally themed around the struggles between stories which 
all want to be told. What I want to discuss here is precisely the struggle between the 
stories, concentrating on the struggle as it unfolds between the professional players, 
the actors, and the stories of the co-playing audience: the guest actors. The play, 
especially the June 1st version (which at the time, I attended with my AtheMOO 
character, LizK), clearly demonstrates some of the problems that the-producers-of-
intended-action  (be it behind the stage or on stage as actors, trying to direct 
attention to certain conversations) face when trying to control the action within an 
interactive environment, in this case inhabited between 30-39 players in the 
room.105 These problems, which I have also experienced first hand in my stagings 
of the StoryMOO Murder Mystery (see below for analysis of this performance), do 
seem recurrent, and they are not only, in my experience,  typical of text 
environments, but can be pinpointed in graphical virtual environments as well. The 
examples presented here would also be likely to occur in graphical environments, 
although the specific ”methods” to take control of the stage can vary.  

The problems identified here seem to be both cause and effect of the 
characteristics of the online performance, as we have been discussing it above: the 

                                                

 

105 
Hammer (Hammer, 2002) claims 39 players were present. As part of my log, I did some @who’s which 

shows me an average of about 30 players present. 
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blurring between actors and spectators causes uncertainty as to who actually ”leads” 
the story in development. The dispersion and openness of the stage, and the 
existence of multiple storylines developing results in the verbalised attempt of the 
audience to grasp what might be the fragmented and hardly discernible ”intention” 
behind it all, while the stronger players (in this case, both actors and guest actors”) 
fight over the right to ”carry” the emerging stories and control their completion. 
What is also especially noticeable here is the short attention span and constant 
comings and goings of the users. Their troubles with technicalities break and disturb 
the focus of the fiction frame that the staged play tries to impose on those present. 
The analysis of the June 1st performance can particularly throw light on two 
important aspects of the performing of scripts: the ”fight over” and between stories  
(who takes them where?), and the constant breaking of the frame of the stage and 
the fictional universe (the world) presented on it, by the ”passers-by” (attending 
audience).  

The thirst of Tulshum 
The play itself unfolds as the sisters take turns in telling a number of small and 
separate stories, either supporting or interrupting each other’s narration. One of the 
first stories related by the sisters is the story of Tulshum’s love for the water nymph 
Xavier, a story which all four of them actively ask for in the very beginning of the 
play. However, as the story progresses, Erica and Angelica oppose it, and Angelica 
starts telling a new story. We enter at a point where the sisters still co-operate: 
Serenica is the main narrator and is primarily supported by Julia in her narration. 
One of the first things they do is to encourage players in the audience (which they 
refer to as ”the ghosts”)  to become characters in the stories (and the audience is 
indeed involved as different characters in different stories throughout the play). As 
is quite clear from what follows, Tulshum (played by a female member of the 
audience) has her own ideas as to the role of her character in the story: 
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               Julia speaks: 
               let's get someone to 
                play Tulshum!106  

Julia takes Pirandello by the hand, and pulls him into the room. 
Serena says, "Pirandello's Guest will make a great Tulshum." 
Pirandello's_Guest(playing Tulshum) says, "I'm a girl by the way" 
Julia [to Pirandello's_Guest]: now:  you're playing the part of a 
young and tall man, who is also very very handsome!  

Tulshum  does not really know what to do, and meanwhile one of the other sisters 
starts a new story:   

              Angelica speaks: 
               There are two twin 
                sisters. Amy and 
                Louise. Their mother  

A soft desert breeze blows warm air through your hair. 
Julia looks at Angelica in surprise...a new story?  right now? 
Angelica smiles wistfully 
Pirandello's_Guest(playing Tulshum) asks, "have I got lines that I 
am supposed to say?" 
LouiseB says, "to Julia, does that mean I`m a twin" 
Serena [to Angelica]: Their mother what? 
Julia [to Pirandello's_Guest]: very soon!  

Tulshum is told by Serena that he “wanted to lie with Xavier.” And Erica adds: "So 
then say some words of desire Tulshum.", which is, obviously, pretty clear 
instructions for the Tulshum-player. While new members of the audience arrive (in 
italics), Tulshum decides not to play along (bold lines), although Julia tries to 
coerce him into playing along:  

Pirandello's_Guest(playing Tulshum) asks, "can I have another 
vodka please, I've nearly run out?" 

                                                

 

106
 The excerpts quoted here are taken from the log I copied and pasted from the play while it was taking place, 

and which I have primarily had to rely on for the writing of this chapter, since unfortunately AtheMOO is 
currently down (February – March 2003) and the original logs are inaccessible for quotation. However, it 
should be noted that to ease the reading on-screen of the play while it was taking place, the director’s intention 
was that the professional actors’ lines should stand out, either by being “in the middle” as they appear here,  or 
appearing with extra spacing, something made possible with a command Hammer refers to as the s-r command 
(Hammer, 2002). According to Hammer, the sr command broke down during the performance, which caused 
the actors’ lines to blend in with the ordinary “text” (audiences remarks, atmospheric inserts etc) (Hammer, 
2002, pp  ). Hammer thinks one reason why the audience starts enforcing their own stories during this 
performance, is precisely the “disappearance”  of the actors’ stories into the huge amount of text on the screen 
as it takes away some of the authority of the actors. I am not sure of this, especially since, as it appears from my 
log, at least some of the actors’  pre-scripted lines did still stand out, but Hammer might have a point. Also, I 
vividly remember being really blown away by Tulshum’s rebellious behaviour, and although the first 
performance (on May 26th), with the sr command working, unfolded much more smoothly and with a much 
more well-behaved audience, I think the way the “play” itself developed in this particular performance is mainly 
due to the personality of the player behind Tulshum, and what happened in that particular “spur-of-the-moment” 
event. Even if the technique had been functioning as it should, I feel certain it would still have developed the 
way it did. 
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Julia [to Pirandello's_Guest]: but you really want to lie with 
Xavier! 
Sor Juana's Guest teleports in 
Julia [to Pirandello's_Guest]: never mind the vodka! (giggling) 
de Vega's Guest teleports in 
Joffrey's_Guest says, "can I have some vodka as well, please." 
SusanK(playing Xavier) (wearing billowing robes) swims happily in 
the river, waiting for what Tulshum will do. 
Pirandello's_Guest(playing Tulshum) says, "no never I would rather 
die than lie with Xavier"  

And, as we will see from the quoted part of the log below, chaos continues to spread 
as one of the new audience members, “de Vega’s guest”, starts asking about the 
play while Tulshum is still being disobedient and Angelica tries to continue her 
story. Towards the end of this scene, some of the guests try to help put things 
straight; however, the “fight between stories” continues as Tulshum persists in 
disobliging her cues and some members of the audience, prompted by de Vega’s 
questions, begin to ask questions about the play itself. Note also the pre-scripted 
and automated atmospheric inserts such as “From the corner of your eye you see a 
rose petal fall to the ground” (these occur at regular intervals throughout the play, to 
help maintain the Arabian Nights – feel).  The interference of “de Vega’s” guest 
and the failed page-command of SarahS are also typical examples of often recurrent 
experiences on, I surmise, every form of virtual world stage or more “focused 
gathering”. The fact that there is often a newbie or newcomer around who interrupts 
the current drama with “ignorant” questions; the explicit, albeit sometimes 
unintended, mentioning of technical commands or difficulties and, in general, the 
constant comings and goings of recently logged-on “audience” in the room in 
question, are all activities which interrupt the flow of “relevant text” (i.e. text 
involving the development of the ongoing storyline), and cause a disruption or 
breakdown of the “fictional setting” (here the Arabian Nights world, the frame: “we 
are inside a play”).  In the quote below,  I have added comments in brackets at the 
lines which indicates these interferences for the sake of clarity:  

SarahS (wearing billowing robes) page susanK you are generally 
indifferent to your suitors TULSHUM and NORPHAS [unintended 
reference to what is going on behind the scene, failed @page 
command]  
Julia [to Pirandello's_Guest]: believe me, Xavier is far far 
better than any of those village girls 
Jouvet's_Guest exclaims, "great!!!" 
Pirandello's_Guest(playing Tulshum) says, "mind you, seeing Susan 
swimming like that doesn't half turn me on" 
de_Vega's_Guest asks, "So who are Scheherazade's daughters?" 
[newcomer trying to interpret what is happening] 
Julia [to de_vegas]: we are!  
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               Angelica speaks: 
               Each day they were 
                required to parade 
                around the large 
Julia looks at her sisters anxiously. 
From the corner of your eye you see a rose petal fall to the 
ground.[automated “atmospheric” descriptor]  

               Serena speaks: 
               He knew that he'd never 
                be able to hold Xavier. 
Diderot's Guest teleports in  

The ATHEMOO greeter comes in and places a fragrant flower lei 
around Diderot's_Guest's neck. [another guest enters, automated 
welcome Hawaian style follows]  

Pirandello's_Guest(playing Tulshum) says, "come over here Xavier 
and give us a snog, but first be a little darling and fill my 
drink up" [Tulshum obviously continues to play his part pretty 
much “out of character” using very 20th century language] 
de_Vega's_Guest says, "Thanks Julie, I'm scrolling"[signals he is 
trying to catch up by reading previously entered text) 
LouiseB [to everyone,]: does that mean everyone right now are 
Scheherazades daughters? [de Vega’s inquiry has now made OM 
?another other player reinterpret what is happening] 
SusanK (wearing billowing robes) barely gives a glance at all 
those people on the shore. 
Joffrey's_Guest asks, "am I Sheherazade's dother as well?" 
[misinterpretation continues] 
Serena laughs at Tulshum and his love for vodka 
Sor_Juana's_Guest says, "ssh I can't hear" [guest tries to stay 
“in frame”] 
Pirandello's_Guest(playing Tulshum) says, "I'm not. I'm Tulshum" 
Okuni's_Guest says, "Tulshum, it's acting!  You're supposed to 
desire Xavier." [this guest tries to put Tulshum back on track]  

What we can observe in this scene is that the “in-the-play-world” frame (the world 
of Scheherazade’s Daughters and the stories belonging inside it) is continuously 
being broken. Not only are the daughters fighting over the right to tell their story 
and keep the audience captivated, and not only is the engagement in the stories 
continuously interrupted by the comings and goings of guests, or “off-stage” 
technical comments, but the audience/guest players interfere, putting in their bid 
and trying to pull the story in the direction they find most interesting, and hence a 
constant oscillation between the world projected from the stage, and the world 
which takes place. 

This scene also allows for making an interesting connection to the metaphor 
of online performance as a form of music which is sometimes difficult to keep in 
tune. Brenda Janet explicitly pursues the music metaphor as well: her book 
Cyberplay has a chapter that analyses a theatrical performance on Internet Relay 
Chat, which she titles “Typed Jazz”, where she describes the improvisation that 
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took place at an IRC “party”. She might as well have described the performance of 
Scheherazade’s Daughters. 

The ensuing improvisation was much like a jazz jam session in which some of the 
players happen to appear and spontaneously begin playing with the others, without 
necessarily having played with them before. 

Depending on what viewpoint you have, you could, pursuing Danet’s variation on 
the musical theme, argue that Tulshum is one of those players who enters without 
having been a part of the “jam session” before and does not really care to “pick up 
the tune”. He pretty much refuses to stay in tune or follow the theme given; he/she 
continuously insists on playing her own chords.  

Down the drain, with the frame 
The “vodka-thread” initiated by the happy drinker Tulshum continues and threatens 
to get almost out of hand, but the actors try to keep up as best they can, while the 
comings and goings of guests continues, as do the negotiations of the playing terms 
(i.e. “Is Xavier a real person”? ”Is SusanK (playing Xavier) a fish?” etc). The actors 
also try to bring the play forward to the intended end, the telling of the one story 
which should not be told - their own (for more detailed analysis of the intended 
stories of the play, see Hammer, 2002).  

Pirandello's_Guest(playing Tulshum) says, "Is Xavier a real person" 
Julia [to Pirandello's_Guest]: perhaps Norphas used lots of vodka 
to convince you 
Jouvet's_Guest exclaims, "let everyone drink vodka!" 
LouiseB exclaims, "now the water supply is now the vodka supply!" 
Serena says, "He took the phial from Norphas and knelt at the side 
of the riverbank." 
PeterC teleports in 
Jouvet's_Guest exclaims, "Hooray!!" 
Pirandello's_Guest(playing Tulshum) says, "hooray for vodka" 
Serena says, "Xavier, seeing what was about to happen to the river, 
begged for mercy" 
SimonS (wearing billowing robes) says, "he's going to pour your 
vodka in to the river" 
BernardoB (wearing billowing robes) gasps. 
SusanK(playing Xavier) (wearing billowing robes) exclaims, "Please, 
please don't poison my home!" 
Diderot's_Guest says, "somebody help him" 
Julia moves away from her sisters. "Have you ever wondered..." 
SteveO fills up with tears 
Pirandello's_Guest(playing Tulshum) says, "please, please don't 
throw my vodka away" 
Kemp's Guest teleports in 
Gwynne's_Guest asks, "is SusanK a fish?" 
Julia continues, "what would happen if we simply stopped doing 
this?"   
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The story which flew away 
Later in this performance, the storyline involving Tulshum fades away and is 
replaced by a new story about Horace  (a charactaer in a ”Victorian suit” who is in 
love with Merchant’s Daughter Jemima). They are played by called-upon players 
SteveO and LouiseB.107 They, however, also perform a kind of ”hit and run” with 
the story, digressing into a story involving the moth which has continuously been 
mentioned in the recurrent atmospheric inserts. Here, to separate the story lines, the 
Moth story is marked in bold, the ”real” story of Horace (primarily told by the 
sisters) goes in italics, and the ever recurrent off-stage remarks are marked by OOC. 
Note that Tulshum, once again oblivious to decorum, closes off this scene by 
announcing she is going for a ”real fag”, thanking the director for ”a good time”!  

A moth flutters over the flame of a nearby candle 
LouiseB(playing Jemima) [to Norphus]: yes please help me 
Diderot's_Guest says, "Time's running out" 
Pirandello's_Guest(playing Tulshum) says, "you women are so 
fickle" 
SimonS (wearing billowing robes) says, "time’s running out  for 
what" 
CatH (wearing a lei) asks, "Did someone just see a bloody great 
moth fly through?" 
Angelica says, "So Horace decided to end it all and threw himself 
down the well." 
BernardoB (wearing billowing robes) [to Diderot's_Guest]: time 
always runs out... 
Luna (wearing billowing robes) says, "ooo" 
Luna (wearing billowing robes) says, "poor Horace" 
Angelica says, "A crowd rushed to save him, but they were too 
late." 
SusanK(playing Xavier) (wearing billowing robes) waves goodbye to 
Horace 
CatH (wearing a lei) asks, "Prithee. Whose turn is it to rub the 
lamp?" 
SteveO(playing Horace) exclaims, "[to Jemima] I'll protect you 
from the moth!" 
Angelica says, "He had turned to stone." 
SimonS (wearing billowing robes) says, "it was this 
big(.........................)" 
Erika throws her hand to her mouth in a theatrical gesture 
Julia stirs. 
Serena looks across at Julia though she's having too much fun to 
care very much. 
CatH (wearing a lei) says, "And what did the moth have in its 
mouth? I couldn't see." 
SteveO(playing Horace) says, "oops. I'm stone" 

                                                

 

107 
I have chosen not to alter any names in these excerpts, as I conceive of this play as being somewhat public, 

in that it is exactly a staged performance in which all people present voluntarily took part. The location of  the 
logs of the plays have been available on the AtheMOO login-screen for a long time now, and hence available 
for the world to see – had the people present at the play wanted it, I feel certain, the logs would have been 
removed. Hence, I take the apparently uncontested availability of the logs (put there by Juli Burke) as an 
indirect consent by all  players involved and present at the performances. 
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Erika says, "Entering the bank manager's office, Helen began to 
try and make some account of herself." [LK. This is the 
continuation of another story she has started to tell] 
Julia slowly rises, looking out at the walls of the tent. 
LouiseB(playing Jemima) [to StevO]: perhaps we jump on the moth 
and fly somewhere? 
Pampered_Cat darts after the moth 
[OOC]Gwynne's_Guest says, "Goodbye. Good luck and adieu" 
Angelica says, "So they heaved his petrified body into the middle 
of the town fountain where it made a lovely if mournful 
centrepiece." 
SimonS (wearing billowing robes) says, "I couldn't tell but 
haven’t seen the cat for a while” 
[OOC]Pirandello's_Guest(playing Tulshum) says, "I’m going now. I 
need a real fag not a cyber one. It’s been nice knowing you all 
and congratulations Karen, I have had a brilliant time”  

This excerpt clearly illustrates the unfolding of competing stories, and how some 
players amongst the audience follow either one or the other, commenting on the one 
they prefer, spicing up the action, both in the play-world and within the 
performance frame. Scott Rosenberg, digital literature scholar, a few years before 
this play took place, summed up one of the main insights one might gain from 
analysing a play like this:  

But in the world of interactive art, it turns out that the spontaneous and 
unpredictable interventions of "other people" are infinitely more fascinating than 
any script, no matter how profound or beloved. When you present art with no 
boundary between stage and audience, the heckler and the interloper triumph: 
People will pay less attention to the work itself and more to how "other people" 
prod and poke it. Muscleman will trump Beckett every time. (Rosenberg, 1997) 

Are there any methods by which it is possible to make people stay focused on the 
actual story? This is one of the questions which prompted me to build my own stage 
and to produce my own ”structure of possible structures”: the StoryMOO Murder 
Mystery game.   
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Casestudy 2: The StoryMOO Murder Mystery 
Overall frame: StoryMOO 
Part of my initial Ph.D.-project was to set up and design a MOO in which students 
and others could explore different kinds of stories and narrative forms “from the 
inside”. 108 I also wanted to examine the potential of these narrative experiences in 
possible learning contexts, as a form of “situated learning”. By making it possible 
for the students to be in a story, rather than just reading it, I hoped to make them 
aware of the possibilities and pitfalls of narrative design, especially in a digital 
environment.  StoryMOO (http://diac.it-c.dk:7000/)is the name I gave this world, 
which eventually ended up as an integral part of my classes in “Virtual Worlds”. 
The world has developed rather chaotically during the project period, and grown 
much larger than I had ever hoped for, serving as a home for rooms and buildings 
designed  and “written” by  my students, temporary guest builders and myself. It 
also currently hosts two student projects: an implementation of a chapter in the 
printed story Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy, and an implementation of part of 
Saint-Exupery’s The Little Prince109 One of the first building structures added to 
StoryMOO was my own project, the House of Mystery, and the game-performance 
it held, “The StoryMOO Murder Mystery Dinner Game”, which is the project I will 
be discussing here.  

When new visitors arrive at the StoryMOO entrance, I want to make them aware 
that StoryMOO  is by now an interesting, but labyrinthine “story world” due to all 
this unmediated building. My intention has been to provide some form of coherent 
metaphor by implicitly referring to the ”Borgesian Library” of Borges’s short story, 
The Library of Babel. The entrance screen that you see when you have just logged 
into StoryMOO is this: 

                                                

 

108
 MOO: MUD Object-Oriented. MOO as virtual world form is discussed in chapter 1. 

109 
The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy project tries to transfer Douglas Adams’ universe into a virtual world 

form by applying a “narrative” approach inspired by mordernistic techniques of verfremdung. It is intended to 
be explored by a number of players directed from a control room. The Litte Prince project is intended to let 
pupils visit the planets inhabited by different personalities in order to encourage discussions on what friendship 
is. It is designed for secondary school teachers. 

http://diac.it-c.dk:7000/
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As one can see on this screenshot, one of the links leads directly to the House of 
Mystery, so performers can easily find their way there.   

The frame: The Digital Murder Mystery 
In accordance with the overall purpose of StoryMOO, The House of Mystery, the 
stage of the Murder Mystery Game, is a house intended to act as the platform for an 
interactive performance, involving a restricted number of participating players in 
the game of discovering “whodunnit”. The intention with this game-performance 
was to explore some of the issues raised in this chapter in relation to the designer’s 
perspective: how can you design interactive experiences which provide the 
participants with a high degree of freedom of performance and control of story 
development, take advantage of the presence of unpredictable players, exploit the 
virtual world’s ability to create a feeling of scenery and geographic space, and  how 
can you integrate all these options with the emergence of a dramatic experience, 
what we could call a “lived story”, which is ideally both coherent and compelling? I 
wanted the experience in question to be fairly open: that is, I wanted to provide the 
on-line participants with some story information, but no more than they could make 
stories of their own too, and interpret each others’ behaviour differently, depending 
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on the framework of contextual interpretation they were given. For the project at 
hand, these author-intentions were broken down to three more specific 
requirements, the game-performance should fulfil: 

- it should be an event with a clear beginning and end  (as a means of 
forcing the development of story) 

- -it should provide a framework within which movement & communication 
were free (characters should be decided on in advance, have no fixed lines, 
but be motivated to interact with each other ”in character”) 

- it should maintain some form of ”author-control” through the 
implementation of a known dramatic structure with a clear goal  

In order to meet these sub-goals, from the beginning, I decided to work with the 
mystery as my basic structuring device, partly inspired by my own experiences as a 
online player on the Modus Operandi role-playing game described in the previous 
chapter. As a genre, the classic mystery is formulaic, well-known by most people 
and hence not that difficult to make people perform without thinking too much 
about “what to do next”; they will naturally act as “mystery solvers” if they have 
been informed of the context and yet, if familiar with the genre, retain some kind of 
anticipation of unexpectedness, not knowing who might be murdered next or whom 
to suspect or not.110 For the actual design,  I was much inspired by what I perceive 
as the off-line equivalent to a MOO-mystery, namely “The Murder Mystery 
Dinner” in which a number of invited participants spend an evening interacting, 
each playing their assigned character, in order to discover which of them is the 
murderer of a previously killed character. One can conceive of the mystery dinner 
as a hybrid of a role-playing event and a game with set rules for success or failure - 
it terminates when the success criteria have been met and/or time runs out. In this 
case, to succeed is to find the murderer before time runs out. To me, it seemed 
obvious to take the Murder Mystery Dinner to the MOO-environment, taking 
advantage of  the MOOspace to create an elaborate mystery environment in a 
geographically dispersed setting, here a two-storey house (in contrast to real life 
murder mysteries, which are usually restricted to a living room). In my final design, 
the concept fulfils the goals set: 

                                                

 

110 
As the StoryMOO is also intended to be a learning-environment, the House of Mystery here described is 

supplemented by a number of "out-of-fiction" rooms with factual information about mystery structures. These 
rooms are intended to be read by the players after the "in-fiction" event, but have not yet been used as a part of 
the performance.  
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- it is an event with a clear beginning (a mystery dinner, taking place during  
”an evening”) and - 
-it provides a framework within which movement & communication are free 
(the space of the house, pre-scripted characters with given motivations and 
background) 
- it maintains some form of ”author-control” through the implementation of 
a known dramatic structure with a clear goal, the identification of the killer, 
which should be possible by combining the clues and information obtainable 
in the house and through conversation with the other characters.   

The Layout  
Following the murder dinner concept, ?OM in the House of Mystery “The Smith’s 

Residence” consists of a dressing room which should, in principle, contain the 
characters users are supposed to play before they enter the interior of the house.111 

Also (now) this room contains some general information about the background and 
setting of the murder scene and the rules of the game ("General information for 
players"). The remainder of the House consists of a number of rooms one could 
realistically find in most (mystery novel) houses. The characters can walk in and out 
of these rooms, look at the room descriptions, notes and object clues to be found in 
there and which can be picked up and used as evidence by the other players. Two 
rooms (bathroom and kitchen), contain a bot, a cook and the lady of the House (a 
non-playing character programmed to react to certain phrases and words) who they 
can ask questions of relating to the murder. One room, "The Locked Room", should 
ideally be locked until someone carrying the brass key, which can be found in one 
of the other rooms, enters it. During the play, the players can also go to the OOC-
room, a room intended to be a kind of "time-out" place, where players can discuss 
the mystery out-of-character (and/or ask for my help should any problems arise). In 
practice, players tend to use the Dressing Room for this purpose – or they use the 
page command to contact me or the teacher, if they have any problems.        

                                                

 

111 
Ideally, people should automatically be set with a script and description of themselves when they pick up 

and put on a given character-object (similar to the MetaMOOphosis costume ?OM closer in AtheMOO 
previously described).  In practice, I have not put these characters online yet, as I have not wanted to give away 
who the murderer is (which any passing visitor would be able to figure out by trying on the different costumes). 
Hence, in the case of the performances here, I emailed the character descriptions either to people individually or 
to the teacher in charge of the session. 
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Figure 5. The architecture of The House of Mystery (including the most 
important objects)                  
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The Performances 
I have so far staged – or witnessed – the performance of six different murder 
mystery plays during the period 2000 – 2002. (April 28th  2000, November 22nd 

2000, February 10th 2001, May 16th 2001, August 29th 2001 and December 5th, 
2002).112 The actual event consists of a visit to the "The House of Mystery", each 
lasting approx. 1½ - 2 hours - during which the participants are supposed to solve 
the murder of Mr. Smith, master of the house, who prior to their arrival, has just 
dropped dead during dinner at which most of the participants are supposed to be 
present. 

The first three performances took place with a primarily Danish cast: private 
friends, students and various colleagues at the IT University. The last 3 
performances took place during the visits of, respectively, a Norwegian, an English 
and a Finnish university class, as part of courses which involved introducing the 
classes in question to a MOO-environment. These last four performances were all 
done in English, partly due to my interest in being able to record and use the 
performances, and partly encouraged, I think, by the fact that rooms and character 
descriptions are written in English with clear references to the mystery novels  by 
Agatha Christie, Dorothy Sayers and peers, set in prototypical English upper-class 
settings. The number of players has varied from four to seven; for the latter 
performances I decided to add three additional characters to enable more students to 
play, and also because I discovered during the first two performances that the 
presence of a detective might help bring the process of actually solving the mystery 
forward. 

The available cast consists of the following characters, as they are currently 
presented on the sheet of  “General Info”the players of the last three performances 
got: 

Nigel Smith, son of Irvine Smith and newly returned from his bohemian artist life 
in the big city 

Susan Smith, Nigel's pretty sister, currently in the middle of a divorce 

Julie Andersson, Susan's friend, a smart and goal-directed career woman 

Ernest/ Michael Newton, Nigel's childhood friend with suave manners113 

John Jones, Nigel's childhood friend and a seemingly shy musician 

Maggie Wilcox, Nigel’s Godmother, going quite heavy on the alcohol 

                                                

 

112 
It has been difficult to decide which label to give this project, since it contains elements of both game, play,  

social  performance in a mapped space and “theatre” improvisation. Play (referring both to a written play and 
play as in playful) seems the broadest term. 
113 

After the third performance, I changed the name of the murderer, Ernest, to Michael, since players had told 
me that the Ernest name was simply too conspicuous a name for a murderer!) 
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Junior Detective William Burnsey, summoned to calm things down and take 
action 

(Junior Detective  Ben Miller, new in action and recently made father – by 
accident not presented on the info sheet the players got) 

For all performances, the participants were provided with some pre-scripted 
information, a general part informing them of the setting, of basic MOO rules and 
the other characters, and a specific part providing a brief background of their 
character and their “interactive” motivations (what they would be interested in 
discovering when in the house, and which other characters they were interested in 
interacting or making alliances with). For instance, this is part of Nigel’s personal 
info:  

You are curious to discover what it was your father wanted to reveal during the 
dinner. Therefore you are eager to extract all information possible from your sister 
- and you should also try to get into your father's office to search through his 
papers when no one else is around. You haven't really had time to talk to your old 
friends, Michael and John (both of whom have remained in your hometown while 
you were away) - perhaps one of them has a secret reason to want your father 
dead? So you are interested in questioning them, too. (Info sheet, StoryMOO, app. 
2).  

Also, similar to the offline box-set murder mysteries, one of the characters is 
actually the murderer, his goal is therefore logically not to be found out. However, 
in order to ensure that the murderer can be revealed, the murderer character is 
instructed to come forward as the murderer, if significant proof of his guilt is 
presented by the other characters. The character descriptions and the sheet of 
general information are provided as appendix 1 and 2.   

The intention with these pre-set descriptions was to give the players 
something to “act on” and to enable the emergence of important clues for solving 
the mystery, but still no more information than they could make connections of their 
own too, reacting to the other players’ behaviour differently, depending on the 
framework of contextual interpretation they were given. That is, the information 
does not vary from event to event, but the use of it varies from player to player and 
is applied differently during the performances as we will see.   

The information given to the individual players also contained a login name 
and a password, so they could log in and be in character from the beginning, and 
also in this way maintain their anonymity throughout the play.  Once logged in, 
each character will find that the information given to them is also available in their 
inventory and that they have been provided with a set description for the other 
characters to read by "looking" at them.114 This is one of them: 

                                                

 

114
 In a graphical MOO like StoryMOO (which is based on the Encore Interface), you can  look at people either  

by typing "look John" or by clicking on John's icon. Following this action, you get a written description of how 
John looks. This could easily be supplemented by a visual description such as a photo or the like. 
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Michael 
A tall, good-looking fellow, wearing relaxed but smart clothing, 
and designer shoes. He seems a little bit restless and with his 
left hand he unconsciously keeps brushing away the strands of 
brown hair that keep falling in front of his eyes.  

Real Name: Michael Newton  
Email Address: klastrup@it-c.dk  

Interests: I work with marketing.  

With a starting point in the descriptions provided, the performances have generally 
consisted of a combination of free exploration of the rooms in the house (clue-
finding) and social interaction (free, but framed communication) with the other 
characters in order to discover their secrets and personal motivations – and, 
potentially, the murderer. After the first performance I have had to make a point of 
gathering the players in the living room after some time has elapsed in order to 
ensure that they try to solve the mystery as a group, based on their individual 
findings and thoughts, since during the first performances players had a tendency to 
keep running around in the house on their own. This was done either with the help 
of the participating teachers (in RL telling students to go to the living room) or by 
using the @shout command, available to wizards only, which makes it possible to 
broadcast a sentence “said” by the wizard to all the rooms in the MOO). 

To ease my research, during all performances, with the acceptance of the 
participants, I had placed recorders logging the conversation in the most important 
rooms - hence, I have access to an archive to all the things said and emoted during 
the performances. As discussed in chapter 3 (see pp.   ), these logs can however 
never fully reproduce the experience of the performance, such as the experience of 
text scrolling quickly in front of your eyes, the timing of individual sentences, the 
lag, and, in some cases, the combination of online and offline social interaction 
going on between the classes visiting (they were, as it were, seated in the same 
room). Yet, they have been useful tools in helping me discover all the action going 
on during the performance, which I could not follow in my role as “wizard” as I 
was only able to be in one room at the time.  

Though the discussions following some of the performances have contained 
many critical and pertinent comments addressing several aspects of the design of 
the plot, the house and the characters themselves (to which I will return later), all in 
all the participating players’ and teachers’ responses to the performances have been 
highly positive, and it seems that the players really took the “performing” seriously 
or, at least, experienced the performance as a colourful introduction to the 
environment. 
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One teacher wrote me: 

“I think they were very amused [...] Now at least they very well know what a 
MOO is when they are reading about it in the curriculum” (personal 
correspondence) 

Another wrote: 
They were rather slow at first, but some really got into it, and specially the horrible 
flirting. I don't know how the problem with the objects happened. Anyway, at the 
end they were sort of waiting not knowing what to do, and they were shouting 
over their computers to arrest Michael (Nigel and John, mainly). Michael was a 
really good player, we laughed so hard! (personal correspondence)  

After the third and fifth performance, the players themselves commented on their 
experiences:  

(performance 3) 
Ernest says, "Oh....I had fun!!!" 
Ernest says, "...seriously!" 
Julie says, "Ah, you mean what we thought of it?" 
Ernest says, "Nigel, are you leaving?" 
Nigel says, "Fun, but confusing for a newbie" 
Wizard nods to Julie 
Julie says, "I just loved the harassment aspect..." 
Ernest says, "I had a hard time figuring out the 'codes'..."   

(performance 5) 
Maggie says, "But still, it is pretty entertaining." 
Burnsey says, "liked it though." 
Eirik says, "yes" 
Julie feels experimental 
John says, "yup" 
Eirik says, "it was fun to watch" 
Wizard smiles happily 
Julie says, "yup yup" 
Susan says, "it was difficult to decide whether to lie or tell the truth" 
Michael says, "I tried a lot of experimenting...."  

Michael [to Wizard]: everybody seems to be negotiating the story within the 
framework you have set up, and that´s the point isn´t it? 
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Also I have observed that even after the play is officially over, the players in a 
playful way like to stay in character and continuously refer to themselves as “I”, 
which I choose to interpret as an indication of the fact that they were really 
immersed in the “play” towards the end. This quote is actually from the post-play 
discussion:  

John says, "sure. I but you do get bored of showing the porn 
magazine to prove you’re not gay" 
Nigel says, "Would be nicer to know more. I did not know there was 
PORN in my room!!!!" 

Also, though this was not something I consciously orchestrated, in the end it turned 
out that quite a few male players were playing female characters and vice versa. 
They seemed particularly to enjoy this possibility (as least when I was able to 
observe it, as I did not know who played who in the visiting class performances) 
and seemed to have great fun flirting with each other “as a woman” or “as a man”.  

But how did the players actually perform on stage, and to what extent did they use 
the “performative register” available to them? Did the mystery plot unravel as I had 
hoped? These are question I will address in the last part of this chapter, in order to 
reach some conclusions as to what the challenges are of producing story-generating 
experiences in this kind of environment.  

The players as characters 
In all the performances, it has been obvious that players used to MOOing were 
much more into role-playing, and accordingly used many more performative verbs, 
partaking of the emote function or the available command. That is, they "acted" 
rather than talked, or did both. This was especially noticeable in relation to a minor 
bug in my set-up. The key to the locked room is placed in a drawer of a bedside 
table.  In object-oriented programming terms, they are both container objects. Due 
to a bug in this MOO system (which I have not had time to fix), you have to refer to 
the drawer by its object number, not its name, since the system cannot understand 
you if you command it to “take the drawer from the table”. This bug has caused 
severe problems during at least one performance, because the players were not 
familiar with the command structure in the MOO. In those performances where 
players were more experienced users or more familiar with programming language, 
this bug has not caused any problems.115 

In general, the players not used to MOOing spent more time on practising how to 
navigate, and on trying to get a sense of place. They used less performative 
language or expression (i.e. emoted less) and talked less, but towards the end of the 

                                                

 

115 
It should be noted that I specifically tell the players to use object numbers in cases like this on the general 

info sheet.  By following my instructions, they should be able to solve the problem. 
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sessions many seemed to be catching up pretty well, and overall also did some good 
role-playing with those tools from the performative register that they mastered. It is 
my impression that this imbalance could be adjusted by giving the more 
inexperienced players a brief tutorial and introduction to their register of 
expressions prior to the actual performance.  

Social dissolution 
Unfortunately, but not surprisingly, at lot of the logs from the performances looks 
like this: 
Ernest leaves for Hallway 
Wizard Armilla snaps her fingers and disappears. 
John arrives from Dad's Office 
Susan arrives from Dad's Office 
Susan leaves for Bathroom 
John leaves for Dad's Office 
John arrives from Dad's Office 
John leaves for Hallway 
Nigel arrives from Kitchen 
Nigel leaves for OOC-room 
Nigel arrives from OOC-room 
Nigel leaves for Hallway 
Susan arrives from Bathroom 
Susan leaves for Hallway  

During the last performance, I tried another way of tracking the players, 
surreptitiously using the @who command, and the information I got supported my 
suspicion: that a lot of the time, the players would be in different rooms on their 
own, in lucky cases two or three in a room at a time: 
16.07 
Name             Connected    Idle time    Location 
----             ---------    ---------    -------- 
Maggie (#410)    34 minutes   10 seconds   Bathroom  
Michael (#641)   27 minutes   16 seconds   Dressing Room  
Julie (#276)     28 minutes   18 seconds   Landing  
Susan (#274)     35 minutes   39 seconds   Dressing Room  
John (#247)      27 minutes   58 seconds   Dressing Room  
Burnsey (#409)   31 minutes   a minute     Bathroom  
Nigel (#407)     35 minutes   a minute     Dressing Room  
Ben (#808)       27 minutes   2 minutes    Kitchen    
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16.23 
Name             Connected    Idle time    Location 
----             ---------    ---------    -------- 
Maggie (#410)    50 minutes   58 seconds   Dressing Room  
Michael (#641)   43 minutes   19 seconds   Living Room  
Julie (#276)     43 minutes   29 seconds   Bathroom  
Susan (#274)     50 minutes   3 minutes    Dressing Room  
John (#247)      43 minutes   a minute     Bathroom  
Burnsey (#409)   47 minutes   a minute     Living Room  
Nigel (#407)     51 minutes   6 seconds    Living Room  
Ben (#808)       43 minutes   2 minutes    Bathroom   

16.49 
Name             Connected    Idle time    Location 
----             ---------    ---------    -------- 
Maggie (#410)    an hour      4 minutes    Living Room 
Michael (#641)   an hour      31 seconds   Living Room  
Julie (#276)     an hour      a minute     Living Room 
Susan (#274)     an hour      48 seconds   Dressing Room  
John (#247)      an hour      2 minutes    Living Room  
Burnsey (#409)   an hour      39 seconds   Dressing Room 
Nigel (#407)     an hour      a minute     Living Room  
Ben (#808)       an hour      3 seconds    Dressing Room   

Apart from an understandable curiosity in mapping the interior of the house, a few 
of the Finnish students later gave their explanation of this constant restlessness in 
the essays they wrote following the experience. Their teacher wrote me: 

Two out of three mentioned the nasty feeling, that there was always something of 
importance going on in the room next door... That is, they never really engaged 
personally in the drama, but expected to find some action somewhere. [else] 

While hopefully the access to the space of an entire house can induce and 
strengthen the feeling of being on a particular stage and within the frames of a 
specific fictional setting (in this case, an English mansion), this dispersion of the 
scene of action does also encourage a lack of focus. If players believe that “fun” is 
always taking place somewhere else, they will not hang around long enough to help 
create it themselves. Another cause of this experience of a world inhabited by 
characters thinly spread all over the place is that people tend to cluster  in places 
which one can expect to be social hubs; such as the Palm Frond Pub in Cape 
Marassas. However, these places might often be designed to serve exactly as 
informal gathering places; and more likely than not interesting system-generated 
events have not been planned to happen here. Getting people to go to other places 
where you as a designer would like them to be – and making them travel together – 
is one challenge the designer who wants to encourage social performances needs to 
meet. The designers of EverQuest have partly done it by making group travel a 
prerequisite if a player wants to survive the journey through dangerous lands.  
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Too fast to notice! 
Another problem related to this clash between spatial exploration and in-room 
social interaction was that I had based some of the exposition of the solution on the 
other characters spotting that Ernest went to the bathroom (to sniff cocaine which 
he was to emote when in the bathroom); also I had asked Nigel and Susan to try to 
sneak into the office and take a look at the wills (there is two: a fake and a real) as 
soon as possible. However, in MOO reality, exits and entrances to rooms simply 
happen too quickly to really notice, and no one really paid attention to the 
whereabouts of others, and their comings and goings. This also enabled a not-
planned-for alliance between Michael and Susan in one of the performances; they 
simply decided to share Susan’s inheritance if she would not betray him as a 
murderer. Had the system been more slow, or had people been staying more 
consequently in one room, this might not have happened (nevertheless it enabled a 
pretty interesting twist of the plot, so it was not a detriment to the story 
development itself), but was just a pointer to the fact, that if awareness of others’ 
movements is an integral part of one’s agenda as an experienced designer, one 
needs to come up with a means to make movement slower and more apparent 
between players.  

Unfolding the plot – emerging stories 
So far, the performances enacted show that within the given framework, the 
construction and evolvement of the intended plot varies a great deal. Each 
performance has brought new personal agendas and new allegations to the forefront 
- and where my fear had been that these performances would turn out pretty much 
the same, due to the rather heavy scripting of the performers, it actually seems that a 
certain flexibility of "local dynamics" is possible within the more static story-frame. 
Players have varying ideas of who the murderer is: 

we had a nice mystery evening -- the murderer walked away clean, though...We 
were all physically in the same room, so I could ask them to do things in RL (I 
made the detectives walk out with a wrong person arrested, and then asked all the 
remaining parties to simultaneously say who they believe was the murderer -- only 
one guessed right!). (letter from teacher) 

Suspicion would  naturally be turned toward the characters Nigel, Susan or 
Ernest/Michael, who have the most obvious reason to kill Mr. Smith (money), but 
as in the case of the alliance between Ernest and Susan, players have chosen to get 
emotionally involved or detached from different co-players each time (in one 
performance a heavy flirt between Julia and Ernest emerged, in another 
performance John came onto Nigel, in a third Burnsey finally persuades Julia to go 
for a drink, etc.). Hence, except for one performance, which starred a very clever 
detective Burnsey (August 29th), my players were therefore mostly not able to spot 
the right murderer, perhaps also because I have provided them with too few clues; 
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and furthermore they did not extract the information intended to be extracted out of 
bots "Mother" and "Mrs. Sweetpeas". This was mainly my fault: I should have 
provided them with more physical clues and general information, and I should have 
programmed the bots better  (now they only react to single words, not sentences).  
However, using the clues provided, the characters did invent stories of their own 
and also (unexpectedly) followed some false clues: for instance, when entering the 
crime scene, the living room, one character tried to resuscitate the dead man (which 
I had not foreseen, but it was a great performance). Also the scrap of paper found on 
the corpse had a phone number on it (my excuse for planting information about the 
wills) and during the first performances players paid much more attention to this 
phone number than expected: they were discussing trying to reach it from a  mobile 
phone, asking if anyone had a mobile phone on them (sic!) - and they persistently 
kept returning to the mystery phone number  throughout the performance  

The following extensive quotes from the performance logs, presents 
excerpts from the beginning of the three performances in order to illustrate how 
differently the plot can unfold from the beginning and how the different players 
choose to “tackle” their character the first time they present them “in action” to their 
co-players.  I have cut and pasted precisely what happened just after all players had 
entered from the dressing room into the central crime scene, the living room where 
the corpse of Mr. Smith is lying on the floor: 
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------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Play1 (April 2000): the discovery 
Julie says, "But Susan!" 
Julie looks terrified at the corpse! 
Ernest removes Scrap of paper from Corpse. 
Julie says, "he is rather corpulent, your father" 
Julie says, "or he was." 
Susan says, "My father is dead - it is horrible!!" 
John says, "examine corpse" 
Julie says, "what does the scrap say, Ernest?" 
Ernest says, ""he's got a draft for a will on him!"" 
Julie says, "a will!" 
John says, "what does the will say" 
Julie [to Ernest]: can you read it to us? 
Ernest says, ""but only half - the real text is missing"" 
Julie thanks Ernest 
Ernest says, ""Julie, what do you mean?"" 
Susan says, "The man is just dead, show some respect" 
Susan says, "He is still warm and you are already dividing his 
belongings" 
Julie reads from the scrap of paper: "Scrap of paper A piece of 
paper, with a phone number on it. It's apparently torn from a 
draft of a kind: on the other side of it you can just discern the 
words: Will of ....  
Julie says, "But I can't see the phone number properly" 
Julie drops Scrap of paper. 
Ernest says, ""calm down everybody". Are we sure he didn't die a 
natural death?""  

 Play 2 (November 2000): the discovery 
Nigel [to John]: so what does the will say? 
Susan leaves for Kitchen 
John says, "Something that looks like a name and phone number" 
Wizard arrives from Kitchen 
Nigel [to Ernest]: how should I know? 
Ernest leaves for the kitchen to find something for Susan 
Ernest leaves for Kitchen 
Nigel [to John]: the name of whom? 
John says, "On the other side it says 14 november. 2000 Will of 
.."" 
John says, "I cant read the name" 
Nigel [to John]: and...? 
John says, "And neither the phone-number" 
Nigel [to John]: can't or WON'T? 
John says, "CAN - by the way I have no advantages from a will of 
his" 
Nigel [to John]: and you think I had? I was deleted from the will, 
you remember? 
John says, "Yeah- it seems obvious" 
Nigel [to John]: you've always been father's hope since I have 
always only disappointed him 
John says, "But can you kill a person" 
Nigel [to John]: what in the world are you talking about... 
John says, "He is dead and there is a scrap of the will in his 
hand?" 
Nigel [to John]: I very well know that you and dad did business 
together while I was training to be an artist 
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Play 3 (February 2001): the discovery 
Nigel says, "stinking in his death as well as he did living" 
Ernest says, "True!" 
Ernest says, "Look, he's holding something in his hand" 
Julie opens Corpse. 
Susan looks totally numbfounded, obviously she can't believe her 
beloved ol' daddy is dead... 
Julie removes Scrap of paper from Corpse. 
Julie says, "Hey, have you all read this scrap of paper?" 
Ernest says, "Julie, what does it say?" 
Susan says, to nobody specifically: What's going to happen to us 
now?? 
Julie thinks out loud: "This looks strange..." 
Ernest Hmmmmmmm.... 
Julie says, "Ernest, just write 'look scrap of paper'" 
Susan turns herself away from the corpse and starts sobbing... 
John approaches Susan and pats her clumsily on the back. "It's 
alright..." 
Nigel says, "my lovely sister, you shouldn't let it get to you" 
Nigel says, "he was old anyway" 
Nigel hugs Susan 
Susan hugs violently Nigel and starts screaming out loud 
Julie tries to touch Ernest 
Nigel chocked 
Ernest looks shocked 
Julie says "She is rather hysteric, don't you think?" to Ernest 
Ernest looks at corpse 
John looks at Julie..."hey, come on, she just lost her father..." 
Susan says, "And YOU just don't care!!!"  

Play 4 (May 16th, 2001): the discovery 
Michael leaves for Dad's Office 
Susan says, "I have a headache with all this noise" 
Julie says, "What happened?" 
Maggie says, "Oh, it's terrible..." 
Nigel says, "oh my god what happened?" 
Susan says, "I'm going to get some aspirin in Dad's office" 
Susan leaves for Dad's Office 
Julie leaves for Dad's Office 
Nigel leaves for Kitchen 
John says, "Michael, where are you?" 
Maggie leaves for Kitchen 
John says, "I miss you" 
Susana leaves for Kitchen 
Michael arrives from Dad's Office 
John leaves for Dad's Office  
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Play 5 (August 29th, 2001): the discovery 
Burnsey opens Corpse. 
Julie arrives from Dressing Room 
Michael says, "oh my god!" 
Maggie says, "Aaaahh! Noooooooo!" 
Maggie faints 
Burnsey says, "Stand back everyone. I’ll take a look." 
Julie says, "jesus christus!" 
Teacher arrives from Dressing Room 
Susan weeps 
John arrives from Dressing Room 
Julie comforts Susan 
Maggie says, "I need a drink." 
Julie says, "so do I" 
Susan says, "and I had been getting on so well with dad lately" 
Burnsey says, "Calm down, please. Can someone please tell me what 
happened?" 
Teacher hands out drinks for everyone. 
Susan drinks heavily 
Michael [to Nigel]: oh my god thats horrible old pal 
Burnsey declines drink 
Susan says, "easy on the drink Michael" 
Maggie gulps down the drink and heads over to the table to pour 
herself another. 
John says, "whats up Michael?"  

Play 6 (December 5th, 2002)116 

Maggie opens Corpse. 
Julie arrives from Dressing Room 
Maggie leaves for Dad's Office 
John arrives from Dressing Room 
Nigel arrives from Dressing Room 
John says, "well here we are then..." 
Julie leaves for Dad's Office 
Teacher says, "look at that corpse!" 
Ben says, "I can smell some old booze here... better write it 
down..." 
Teacher says, "isn't it horrible!" 
John says, "hey Nigel...why did you come back from the city?" 
Ben leaves for Dad's Office 
Nigel says, "Now, well, I was going to try and make things better 
between me and father... but then this happened." 
John says, "shit happens they say..." 
Nigel says, "Yep. But what about you? What have you been doing?" 
Burnsey arrives from Dressing Room 
John says, "well...making music mostly...and we did good, we are 
in the air almost every day..." 
Maggie arrives from Dad's Office 
John says, "mags mags mags...feeling good?" 
Burnsey says, "Was every one of you people here when it happened?"  

                                                

 

116 In this performance, the Susan character had technical problems and arrived much later than the other 
characters. Due to the number of students wanting to participate in the performance, for the first time I used 
the character “Ben”, the sidekick to Burnsey the detective 
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Staging “interactive dramas” within the frame 
of a world 
Below follows a summary of some of my observations made in my reading of 
Scheherazade’s Daughters and the Murder Mystery:  

Keeping the frame in place 
One major problem of online multi-player performances set on a dispersed spatial 
stage is that too much time is spent running in and out of rooms exploring local 
geography, and too little time is spent socially interacting with each other as 
characters and trying, for instance, to retrieve information or reveal “deep, dark 
secrets”. Though players in the Murder Mystery, by way of a script with personal 
motivation are more encouraged to in-character role-playing, especially the 
murderer, whom I had scripted to try to "win" the game by escaping conviction, the 
frantic running around prevented the characters from discovering each others’ 
motivations and agendas as fully as I had hoped. A similar problem could be 
observed in the staging of Scheherazade’s Daughters; players do not feel the same 
pressure to stay put until a particular play is finished, nor do they feel any social 
pressure to arrive on time (delay might, however, also be an effect of server 
problems or time zone differences) and the constant comings and goings of a 
character outside of the fictional frame within which the performance is staged, 
continuously breaks the frame of fictions, and disables “immersion” into the world 
of the evolving plot, at least for some characters.  Social groups in virtual worlds 
might enforce a regime of arriving on time for events such as guild meetings, but 
this still takes place partly out of the frame of the fiction  (players will interact out-
of-character on occasions like this).  If the freedom to log in and out of a world 
whenever you want is an integral part of the attraction of it, one needs to find 
measures which make the flickering of characters on the move less distracting.  

Cueing 
In the Murder Mystery, on discovering the problem of lack of progress due to lack 
of social interaction, I invented a new clue on the fly (a note in Locked Room 
connecting Ernest with Susan) and after making sure that people had read it, I asked 
people to gather and talk in the living room with the shout-command. This worked, 
though time was running out by then and they were stuck with the few clues they 
had.  What I would like to point out with this detailed description of my own 
workings is that much more moderation by a game-master-like person was needed 
than expected, and my conclusion regarding this is that one would have to prevent 
the need for human moderation by building more restraints into the system, by 
providing the players with more clues and scripting  and motivating them more 
carefully to interact with each other.  
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I depended on people noticing Ernest's drug addiction by his behaviour and physical 
appearance (available to other players by clicking on the player’s icon or by using 
the “look” command), but since a person’s appearance is not explicitly described 
and not everybody  uses the “look” command, this was never really a success. 
However, in a visual environment, it should be possible to generate versions of 
characters which, for instance, signal a certain emotional state, akin to the verbal 
social expressions. This could be useful in similar cases. 

The observed tendency to “surf” through rooms without really reading them 
indicates that one needs to build more restraints than imagined into the event, such 
as some kind of internal timing device (i.e. people should be forced to take certain 
actions at a certain time or in a certain space in the play) or such as providing the 
players with very obvious clues (not relying too heavily on people picking up 
navigational or visual clues - usually they are too busy communicating or moving to 
pay attention to these) to speed-up and enhance the "narrative collaboration" 
between the players. 

One direction, I have unfortunately not had time to examine very 
thoroughly, is that an interesting flexibility and possibility of cuing might be built 
into the exploration of space by exploiting the possibility of letting objects give 
different amounts of information to different players. For instance, one character 
examining an object might get more information about this than the other characters 
in the same room, who will only be told on their screens that "John performs an 
autopsy on the corpse". This might entail some interesting results in terms of the 
communicative interaction between the players - all depending on who gets to see 
some vital information first (one could also imagine self-destructive pieces of 
information in objects that self-destruct after being read once etc); the social 
development of the game might turn out surprisingly differently (i.e. some players 
might naturally want to share the information, others, like the murderer, to hide it) if 
one operates more consciously with establishing hierarchies of knowledge.  

Abandoning the idea of The One Story 
Digressions or internal fights over who takes a story where is, I think, a naturally 
part of the social online experience. It is difficult to make players stay in tune all the 
time, but at least sometimes they produce some very interesting noise when they are 
out of tune. Depending on how important it is to keep focused, and make players 
follow suit, it might be worth considering thinking of the overall architecture of 
interaction, not so much as a structure of possible stories but as a structure of 
possible musical pieces which can be produced by the use of a number of different 
instruments. In the case of EverQuest, as we will see, there is no such thing as One 
Story all players can live through. However, there is a ritual series of events with a 
recurrent and similar outcome, called the Epic Quest. A quest of this kind is one 
way of thinking about a story which might develop in many different directions and 
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which has no definite time scale, yet in the end leads the player to the same place. 
That is, experiencing the story not as a series of meaningful events on a symbolic or 
interpretative level, but as directed exploration of space, which in this way becomes 
a “narrative architecture” is one option one could pursue further as well.   

Afterthought: Multi-user performances as art 
A characteristic of Internet art is perhaps that it draws upon 
both classical artistic traditions and new experiences that arise 
from a digital world devoid of matter and tangibility.  
Oncotype, Danish net art group  

We have discussed experiences in virtual worlds as social experiences or 
“entertainment” experiences (gaming). But if we think of a virtual world,  or a 
multi-user environment, as a novel form  - or at least an option  – for aesthetic 
experiences, it is now time to recognise that designing successful performances in 
all kinds of online environments is as much an art form as is traditional performance 
design and scripting. Thinking about dramatic experiences in multi-user 
environments as a new take on net art, and re-examining the notion of what net art 
is, might provide us with new keywords and an alternative interpretative framework 
to apply to our understanding of what the unique characteristics of online 
performances are. 

In an overview article “Net art, web art, online art, net.art” by Danish art 
mag editor Andreas Brøgger, discusses the various definitions of net art. Brøgger 
defines online art as art that is only possible online, i.e. art that can or should only 
be experienced online. However, what he has in mind seems to be art that depends 
on Internet connectivity (for instance by linking to various other sites), not art that 
depends on connection with other people in order to be performable. Hence, in 
principle this "online art" could be experienced offline on a computer with cached 
web pages with no obvious difference to the online experience. When the presence 
of other users becomes an intrinsic part of the computer-mediated art experience, it 
can only truly be experienced online. It is this relatively undescribed multi-user or 
"social" net performance art, that is the topic of this article - without further ado 
assuming that in general we understand net art as art that is based on the Internet 
and experienced through the computer. Net art is art that intrinsically in form or 
content is dependant on the computer platform. Multi-user online performance art, 
"social art", is an unexplored art form that has not yet received much attention as 
such. However, I find that it embodies many of the features often attributed to net 
art - and furthermore, it points us in the direction of what might also be done with 
the Internet and the computer as an artistic tool. Multi-user performances are 
therefore indeed worthwhile studying as net art. 
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Properties of the multi-user performance text as “art” 
When you study texts discussing net art (see for instance Brøgger (2000), Pingel 
(1998, 2000), Weil (2000), Bookchin (1999-2001), Huhtamoo (1995), terms which 
often influence them are "interactivity", "proximity" , "dynamic" and 
"communication". These are terms that equally describe multi-user environments. 
Obviously not all net art is inspired by these terms or based upon these principles; 
however, it appears that within net art as a genre it is often the process of interaction 
with the work that is the work. Rather than monological interpretation of an already 
completed piece of art, what the viewer/user experiences is a dialogue, i.e. 
interaction, with something that will never be one thing. In other words, one could 
say that the user's communicative performance of the net art piece is what makes 
the work. A net art work constantly changes, it is in a dynamic flux. The changes 
may be affected by parameters programmed into it (e.g. data may be gathered from 
the net each time the piece is viewed, changing the art piece); the individual choices 
of the individual user, or recent updates by the artist. It is no wonder that fluidity, 
for instance, of text itself (a clear example of this is  http://www.movingtexts.net/), 
becomes an object of study in several net pieces. However, most writing on net art 
as well as many of the pieces I have viewed, seems to focus on the relation of one 
user to one piece of work, be it a website or a downloadable piece of software. The 
"viewing" - or rather the performing of the art piece - is thus conceived of as a 
solitary act - the user sitting at home face to face with his own computer screen. For 
me this displacement of the viewing site from museum or public space to the private 
home signifies a move from a social experience of art (at least you often go to a 
museum with someone) to a more solitary one. However, multi-user online art 
performances are intrinsically social and based on social interaction: the constant 
response to other users' input. Communication is here truly at the centre of the 
work. The flux of these works emerges from the constant scrolling of lines of typed 
input from the users, i.e. the communicative process ensures a constant dynamics.  

This is art from many to many. Though from an aesthetic point of view the 
output of these mainly verbal performances may not always be worthy of being 
coined "art", to me they are salient examples of an artistic exploitation of the 
specificity of being online. Being online is about communication, it's about being 
somewhere else, where interaction within the boundaries of a completely fictional 
world depends on an act of collaborative imagination.  

Online theater is marked by loose (often episodic) structure, tangled narrative, 
chaotic rhythm, uncontrolled utterance, superfluous detail, and refusal to end. Seen 
through the critical lens by which we usually judge theater, it often looks crude, 
sloppy, and buffoonish, a caricature of theater as it could be, or as our egos think it 
should be. Seen as what it is, a true collective form, a networked art through which 

http://www.movingtexts.net/
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the id comes into its own, it shines with the beauty of the complex, the uncertain, 
and the unknown. (LaFarge, 1997, pp. 9) 

Online performance is an art form still very much in its adolescence. New 
possibilities and new technologies constantly pose new problems which need to be 
solved. In general, the fact that multiple players/users are involved in the process of 
creating the art work means that the designer cannot ensure that her perhaps tightly 
knitted plot will always be followed. People will always act in unpredictable ways, 
not necessarily paying heed to the designer's guidelines, and the story is always in 
danger of digression or dissolution into multiple small stories pursued by small 
clusters of players. Coherence and "meaning" are therefore not a guaranteed 
outcome and you might end up with nothing but a number of fragmented and absurd 
scenes that not even the most willing audience member is able to make a unified 
story of. Technology itself forces us to make room for randomness as an 
unpredictable factor in the artistic process due to phenomena such as lag, or 
problems with the local network (e.g. disconnected characters suddenly vanishing 
from the scene of action only to be able to reconnect a few moments later). 
Sometimes there is only a short step from the conceptually coherent mise-en-scène 
to fortuitous chaos. A future challenge for online performance designers will be to 
not only make a style of architecture for interaction but a style of architecture which 
ensures a minimal degree of coherent content.  

Thinking of what happens in virtual worlds as being closer to a “theatrical” 
or dramatic nature can be useful in helping us to understand that what takes place in 
this space is an aesthetic experience which centers around a process of production; 
that is a process which is not about “showing” or “telling” but a continuous process 
of immediate experience, which happens not at one remove from us, but to us or 
right next to us, at the same time as the “crucial revision of a production is that 
which is made by the spectator” (Wunderer quoting Meyerhold in Wunderer, 1999, 
pp. 205)117 – what we experience is only translated into a meaningful and coherent 
whole because we simultaneously inhabit the positions of both spectators and 
actors. We “do”; but we also watch ourselves doing it.  

                                                

 

117
 (Wunderer quoting Meyerhold in Wunderer, 1999, pp. 205)  
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8. A note on interactivity and its 
discontents  

Storytelling is far better understood in our society than is the interactive technique, 
and there are far more people communicating through books than through 
interaction. When the tools for communicating through interaction are more 
widely available, a greater number of people will figure out how to do it well. This 
will permit us to explore the potential of interaction. 

John Buehler, MUD-Dev list post, 22/11/01  

Pausing to think a little about the concepts of interaction and interactivity seems to 
be a well-founded idea. We are dealing with a “doubly” interactive work; in that 
you can interact both with players and with the world environment. We need to use 
the word “interaction”, but we must be careful not to use it wrongly. This chapter 
presents an examination of previous uses of the concepts and, based on this, 
suggests that we look at four different aspects of interaction: scope of interaction, 
agents, interaction forms and interaction-in-time.118 The “implementation” of these 
concepts into an analytical matrix is executed in the following chapter. 

Historical use of the concept 
The writings on games and digital narratives abound with attempts to apply the 
word or concept of interactivity to an understanding of the workings of these 
phenomena (see for instance Pearce 1997, Murray 1997, Ryan 1997). As described 
below, many writers, be they academics or practitioners, have often defined 
interaction in a paradigmatically hinged and somewhat normative and often 
unqualified discoursive style (such as a "high degree of interaction is more 
rewarding than a low degree of interaction" etc) which makes it impossible to use 
these forms of interaction as operational concepts in a concrete analysis of a 
specific text. This vacuity of the word eventually has even led some theorists to 
discard the concept of interactivity altogether (Aarseth, 1997, 2002).    

Brenda Laurel as early as in 1986 in her seminal book Computers as Theatre 
classified interaction according to frequency, range and significance (how often and 
how much interaction takes place via the system, and how "deep" is it – that is, does 
“interaction” influence the development of the system?). Most importantly she 
turned the discussion away from the technical aspects of interaction and instead 
asked: does interaction make us feel that we are part of the representation or not? 

                                                

 

118 
A revised version of this chapter has been published as the article  "Paradigms of Interaction: Conceptions 

and Misconceptions of the Field Today." in Dichtung Digital, vol 4/2003, 30th issue. Special issue on 
Scandinavian Research 
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Richaed Ziegfield, one of the first literary scholars writing about “interactive texts” 
in the 1989 article "Interactive Fiction: A New Literary Genre" made a very basic 
distinction between simple versus complex interactivity as part of an analysis of a 
text-adventure game. 

Michael Joyce, the author of the canonical hyperfiction afternoon and co-
designer of the authoring tool Storyspace in 1995 in his collection of essays and 
thoughts Of Two Minds, made a distinction between true interaction  and non-
formulated opposite (false) interaction. This to him implied the difference between 
the ability to influence the "materiality" of text and simple choice-making. It was 
also Joyce who introduced the distinction between explorative and constructive 
hypertext (that which can only be traversed, and that which can be added to). 

Artist and theorist David Rokeby, also in 1995, in the anthology  titled 
Critical Issues in Electronic Media discussed interactive artworks, and talked of  
“Significant interaction” (in comparison to insignificant interaction? – this is not 
made clear). He made a noteworthy point by emphasising that in the end, what is  
important is making people believe they can interact. 

The narratologist Marie-Laure Ryan in her article "Interactive drama: 
Narrativity in a highly interactive environment"  (published in a special issue of  
Modern Fiction Studies, which extraordinarily focused on digital fiction), made a 
distinction between works with low and high interactivity, that is interactivity which 
leaves "no mark left" in comparison to interaction which turns you into the "co-
author of the plot". She also introduced a line-up of different schemes for 
structuring interactive narratives; these are elaborated on in her later book Narrative 
as Virtual Reality. She is one of the very few people who have tried to graphically 
represent different forms of interaction patterns . Mark Bernstein is the other, in his 
article “Patterns of Hypertext” presented at the ACM Hypertext Conference in 
1998. 

The game designer Celia Pearce in 1997 published a book simply called  
The Interactive Book and here she makes a distinction between gratitious versus 
meaningful interaction  (her example of the former is the interaction you have with 
a cash dispenser versus the interaction you have with digital pieces of work which 
gives you the "feeling you make sense").  One of the sensible criteria for making 
sense is to let the user know that her interaction has consequences.  Hence, 
gratuitous interaction has no consequence or pertinence on the further experience of 
a work. Meaningful interaction does. 

Another seminal book in the body of literature on digital aesthetics, 
interaction and narrativity is Janet Murray’s 1997 classic, Hamlet on the Holodeck. 
She suggests that we talk about agency rather than interactivity, as something that 
"goes beyond participation and activity". (p 128). When we talk about something 
being "interactive" we are "really"  referring to the computer’s ability to be 
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procedural and participatory. When it comes to the question of designing interactive 
experiences  she talks about "scripting the interactor" rather than writing an 
interactive piece. 

Espen Aarseth in his likewise seminal work Cybertext – Perspectives on 
Ergodic Literature (published the same year as Hamlet on the Holodeck) in fact 
discards the concept of interactivity, but nevertheless defines a cybertextual work as 
one which requires a “non-trivial effort” of the reader in order to be read or used. 
That is, conscious choice and concrete engagement with the materiality of the text 
in some form is necessary to produce it.  This could also be described as a process 
of interaction between text, text-producing machinery and reader. (Aarseth, 1997). 

Nygaard, Wiibroe and Bøgh Andersen in a 2001 anthology simply named 
Virtual Interactions, make an extended distinction between levels of interaction. 
(Nygaard, Wiibroe and Bøgh Andersen 2001). They discuss interaction on three  
levels, that of story interaction (influence on the turn-out of the story and 
characters), plot-interaction (influence on the access to info and when to get it) and 
finally, they introduce the notion of kinetic interaction, which refers to the 
interaction which creates the avatar’s movement through the world. 

The cultural historian Erkki Huhtamo in his article “From cybernation to 
interaction: a contribution toward the archaeology of interactivity” in the anthology 
Digital Dialectics (Huhtamo, 1998) has an alternative approach to the discussion. 
He personally understands interaction as a human-system relationship which takes 
place in real-time. He has an interesting discussion on the rise of the use of the word 
interaction and very interestingly points out that as a term and marketing gimmick 
“interaction” was not used before the early 1990's. However he traces the problems 
and perspectives on the human-system relationship further back and relates it to the 
history of automation. He identifies an age-old dichotomy in our understanding of 
the automat (the machine): is it a system which allows control and intervention (an 
automated system, a dehumanising machine) or one which relieves the triviality of 
repeated actions (an activity initiated by man, an extension of him). 

Literature and Media scholar, Jens F. Jensen has also written extensively on 
the paradigms and development of the concept of interaction, and these will be 
further discussed in the following chapter (see for instance Jens F. Jensen, 2001). 
That discussions on interactivity naturally continue, but are increasingly related to 
the experience of computer-mediated interactivity in general, is apparent in recent 
articles by Mayer (Mayer 1998), McMillan (McMillan 2002) and Kiousis (Kiousis 
2002).   

Making further distinctions 
The definitions of interaction presented above are primarily concerned with the 
interaction between user and work; they are concerned with ”interactivity” as the 
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ability to affect the text or artwork in question.119 This reading of interactivity is not 
necessarily exactly similar to that of other research traditions and it is important to 
be aware of possible differences in the application of the word within various 
scientific paradigms. In several articles (see e.g. Jensen 1997, 2001), Danish media 
researcher Jens F. Jensen has identified three concepts of interactivity at play in 
three scientific paradigms - those of the schools of Sociology, Media & 
Communication, and "Informatics" (HCI). Jensen mainly discusses the concept in a 
relational sense: between whom is the interaction going on? He points out that 
where interaction in the sociological sense defines interaction as that between 
human-to-human, the media science concept of interaction refers to the relationship 
between receiver and the media "message" (and the pseudo-human-dialogical 
instances of these, as when we actually feel that the newsreader of the BBC news is 
a human talking to us, often referred to as para-social interaction) and the tradition 
of  Human-Computer Studies to the relation between human-machine (Jensen 
1997). This observation is also supported and sketched by Steuer (Steuer, 1995) 

A paradigm which Jensen understandably does not refer to (as his initial study 
was written several years ago) is that of  "ludology", in practice used primarily as a 
designator of computer game theory.  As discussed in chapter 7, within this 
paradigm, interaction is often equal to the possibility of user action and the 
interactive parties are thus, in this discourse, accordingly posited as at one end, the 
player, and at the other end, the “game world" itself and the rules governing the 
possible interaction with it. A pure ludologist would claim that the gameworld 
should ideally be readily accessible to the player at all times. 

Rafaeli, based in a Communication Studies tradition, has an interesting 
alternative definition:  

”Interactivity is a variable characteristic of communication settings. Formally 
stated, interactivity is an expression of the extent that in a given series of 
communication exchanges, any third (or later) transmission (or message) is related 
to the degree to which previous 
exchanges referred to even earlier transmissions.” (Rafaeli, 1988, p. 111)  

in that he describes interactivity as an experience of “causality”; that what is 
exchanged in communication depends on what has previously been exchanged. This 
relates well to the concept of interactivity in Game Studies as that which is an 
interesting choice which has an effect on later choices and the game outcome, 
discussed in chapter 6.  

                                                

 

119 
For a work which relates this aspect of interactivity to interactivity in a broader sense, that is, interactivity 

between medium-user, medium-society and user-society, see Klaus Bruhn Jensen’s article “Interactivities. 
Constituents of a Model of Computer Media and Communication” (Bruhn Jensen, 2000) 
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Now, that we have noted these differences, let us turn to Jens F. Jensen, who makes 
a useful distinction between interaction and interactivity (Jensen, 2001), which will 
at the moment suffice as a reasonably neutral starting point.  
Interaction,  we may understand in a sociologically grounded sense as the  

"actions of two or more agents (or agent-like entities) observed to be mutually 
interdependent" 

However, the agents need not necessarily be human, but they must each have the 
ability to influence the other party. The moment interaction in this sense happens 
between two agents can then be described as an observable event, of somebody 
interacting with somebody else in a specific interactive setting. Interactivity, in 
comparison, can be thought of as a general term which describes the potential of an 
entire media form as such. Jens. F. Jensen defines interactivity as the 

”measure of a medium’s potential ability to let the user exert an influence on the content/or 
form of the mediated communication” 

This is not far from Steuer, who in 1994  defines interactivity as  
the extent to which users can participate in modifying the form and content of a 
mediated environment in real time (Steuer, 1994, pp )  

Jensen’s definition of interactivity is useful in that it encompasses both the 
possibility to affect content and form, and simultaneously opens up to an 
interpretation of interactivity as a medium’s potential ability to let the user exert 
influence. Hence, this definition does not consider interactivity a prerequisite in 
mediated communication, and we avoid dangerous discussions,  which might very 
easily lead us back to the field of normative validations, where we would no doubt 
be headed if we defined interactivity as an essential property of digital media, or an 
essential property of games, or a characteristic of a specific genre of art etc. 
However, the definition allows for potential scaling in measuring the application of 
it; and the possibility of scaling “interaction”, it would appear, seems rather 
necessary judging from the diffuse differences in scale introduced in the literature I 
referred to at the beginning of the chapter. However, Steuer’s definition adds an 
interesting dimension to the definition in that he includes “modification in real 
time” as a defining feature. Since we are here dealing with environments in which 
users interact with each other and the virtual environment in real time, and since the 
awareness of being able to exactly interact in real time, or “on the spot” seems an 
essential part of the virtual world experience, it would seem relevant to include it.    
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Hence, let us then, for our purposes, define  
interactivity as  

a measure of a medium’s potential ability to let the user exert an influence on the content/or 
form of the mediated communication in real time  

In order to make clear distinctions, it is important to make distinctions between who 
is interacting and what they are interacting with. Hence, let us consequently make a 
distinction between the agents involved in an interactive event and the form of 
interaction through which they exert influence on each other or the environment 
and the scope of interaction which they are allowed.  Finally, a final perspective 
on interaction should also be included. This relates to the experience of being able 
to interact in real time and the system’s memory of this interaction and how it 
relates to our experience of presence in an interactive environment, that is 
interaction-in-time.This issue of the importance of  being able to interact in real 
time and the importance of it in creating a feeling of presence have been addressed 
by Lombard & Ditton. Though in the quote below they focus on the computer’s 
ability to create an illusion of being a social entity, this discussion is also related to 
their general analysis of what creates the feeling of telepresence in a represented 
digital environment (Lombard & Ditton, 1997). Building on, among other’s, 
Rafaeli’s definition, they identify ”interactivity” as one of the factors which helps 
create the feeling of telepresence (a concept, which will also be discussed further in 
the following chapter): 

There are two aspects of interactivity that are especially important: the number of 
previous user inputs that are acknowledged in the current response of the 
technology [Rafaeli, 1988, 1990] and the speed (or lag time) of the response to 
user input. A computer which appears to have no memory of recent events in an 
interaction, or one that is excessively slow in responding, should be less likely to 
evoke the illusion that the medium is a social entity.  

Briefly, we can then conclude that technologically “successful” interactivity, 
disregarding the scope of it, would thus be interactivity which takes place in an 
environment which swiftly responds to the user’s input and which seem to contain a 
memory of the user’s previous (inter) actions. This, for instance, allows for the 
experience of gratuitous interaction, as Celia Pearce defined it, and would hence 
appear to have some promise of being successful, also from a story-telling 
perspective. Gratuitous interaction, or the experience of a gameworld as one 
presenting a series of interesting and non-trivial choices, is the experience of 
interaction-in-time and by virtue of this is already a story of the successfulness of 
actions.  

The remainder of this chapter will primarily look at the difference in scope of 
interaction as a way of making very general distinctions between different forms of 
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interactive texts. Chapter 9 will discuss the relationswhip between agents, 
interaction forms and interaction-in-time in more detail.   

Scope of interaction: categories of interactive texts 
The concept can surely be abused, but this misuse can also tell us a lot about what 
people expect interaction to perform. An illustrative example of critics taking 
interaction "at face value" and using the term uncritically can be found by looking 
at the criteria the jury, choosing the nominees for the European fact sites with the 
"Best of European Interactive content" in IP Top Aards, applied when judging the 
quality of a website's interaction:  

- Is interaction between users and the site stimulated? Are message boards and email 
forms available?  
- Can a user contact the staff of the site directly? Is there a possibility to phone/fax?  
- Can users interact with other users? Via message boards and/or mailing lists?  
- Does the site provide newsletters? Can users react to these newsletters? Are these 
reactions published?   

This definition of interaction seems to border very much on an understanding of 
interaction as communication. What they emphasise is the way the sites enable the 
users to be heard - and listened to. The option, for instance, of instantly shaping 
content or interacting with objects on the sites, is completely absent. Perhaps this is 
not so strange, since news-sites need to produce content (news) which cannot be 
altered by the users (if this was possible, the sites would probably lose their 
credibility very quickly). However, commentary as a supplement to the on-site 
content is valued, as this produces more content (for free!) and furthermore shows 
the site’s willingness to let the voices of their readers be heard (basically not far 
from the Habermasian idea of the enlightened democratic discussion). Interaction in 
the world of factual websites is probably often judged in the same way - explicitly 
or implicitly: it is very much a question of enhancing communication and catering 
for the interests the reader communicates to the site. Interaction in the world of 
fiction sites and worlds is somewhat different: often designers and users want as 
much interaction to take place as possible; at the same time as designers or authors, 
too,  at times might want to restrict interaction in order to better control the player's 
experience of the world or "story" in question. Depending on whether you are a 
games-person or a narratives-person you might normatively consider "more" 
respectively "less" interaction as a positive asset in the work you are looking at, and 
hence be blind to whether the presence of more or less interaction actually functions 
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well in the work at hand.120 This is also clearly the case when one discusses 
interactive fictions or fact games with a didactic purpose: often the "teacher" to a 
certain degree might want to make sure that the student using the material gets to 
know certain parts of information at certain times. For instance they might need to 
know how to divide before they can solve the division puzzle, and so forth. In this 
case a positive outcome will depend on the teacher being able to control when and 
how the students can interact with the material given. Not-so-interactive parts of a 
digital works might also be a necessary (or at least welcome) part of some games: 
non-interactive narrative inserts can serve to inform the players about the universe 
in which they move, of important developments taking place in other parts of the 
world which they do not have access to, and so forth. So the need for “more” or 
“less” interaction is definitely more dependent on genre than on an experience of 
quality as such. So there are different forms of interaction, applied to different 
genres of digital works which we need to be aware of.   

What sites like Amazon - and the sites the IP Top mainly awards (news, 
commercials, marketing)  - offer is, at the level of code, a form of static interaction 
which offers its users only "choice"-interaction, that is: a mode of interaction in 
which the reader is offered the choice between for instance looking at this book or 
that book. The choice-interaction (or surface interaction) is also what characterises 
most hyperfictions (do you want to read link a, b or c?). However, some site or 
game designs, like Amazon or the Danish game Blackout, cleverly mask this very 
static interaction-form and the fact that you are always dealing with pre-
programmed and pre-written text by use of certain rhetoric moves.121 Small 
programs which for instance put your name or your choice of words into a text, 
make it look "customized", though all the contextual and adjoining text is the same 
for every single user of the site - take any commercial site addressing you by your 
name when you enter it (several online shops apply this strategy), or a web-
narrative like Online Caroline, which seemingly writes the mails it sends to its 
readers in a very personal way, but in fact only changes very few words in the 
standard mail, it turns out, all the participants eventually get (Walker 2001, Coe 
2001).  

Finally, sometimes one encounters texts which do not limit their possibilities 
of interaction to choices in a menu or a questionnaire, but which do in fact adjust 
their actual content to the individual user's preferences and actions. That is, there 
are certain texts which are dynamic and not preprogrammed, but rather just present 
a framework for interaction and events instead of pre-described and almost entirely 
fleshed-out content. Simulation games are one example ("the text" you create by 
manipulating game objects in these can in principle always be different from those 

                                                

 

120
 For a further discussion of the games versus narrative debate, see chapter  9 

121
 For a thorough analysis of the Blackout game see Klastrup, 1999. 
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other users create), virtual worlds another (one visit is never the same as the 
previous in a world like EverQuest), and hypertext fictions which change their 
content according to the behaviour of the user a third example. Hence, on an overall 
scale of interactive "genres", we need to make distinctions between those works 
pseudo-dynamic interactives which posit themselves as "dynamic interactives" - 
that is, a work in which you as an individual have an individual effect on  - but are 
in fact "static interactives", works whose form and content is on the whole 
predefined and fleshed out, allowing only little space for the presence and choices 
of the individual user.  

Looking at these different works should make it obvious that we must take into 
account the difference between the perceived interactional mode of a text and the 
actual interactional possibilities of the text (which are often only revealed after two 
or more readings).  

We trade subjectivity for participation and the illusion of control; our control may appear 
absolute, but the domain of that control is externally defined. We are engaged, but exercise no 
power over the filtering language of interaction embedded in the interface. Rather than 
broadcasting content, interactive media have the power to broadcast modes of perception and 
action (Rokeby, 1995, p. 154) 

As David Rokeby shrewdly points out in this quote, quite often the "content" of 
interactive media is not control, but the illusion of control which we as players or 
users are lead to believe we have, and a distinction between user perception and the 
way the piece actually works, might enable us to make a more clear-cut distinction 
between general interactive textual modes.  Hence, for starters we need a distinction 
between interaction-in-the-work and interaction-as-perceived. For instance,  there 
might be very little or a lot of interaction possible in a specific piece of work, but, 
depending on the programming and the actual interface of the work, the user of the 
work might not discover all the possibilities of interaction embedded (as happened 
with some of the first hypertext novels like afternoon where some links are invisible 
and have to be found by randomly clicking on words in the text ) –or he/she might 
be led to believe that there is much more interaction between user and the work than 
is actually the case, as we see in Online Caroline.  This distinction can also be 
formulated as a difference between interaction which has an effect on a semiotic 
level and a non-semiotic level; semiotic here understood as that which relates to the 
production of meaning and content.  

If we are looking at a piece of work from a narrative point of view, we can say 
that interaction can have an effect on either the level of discourse or the level of the 
story.  Interaction on the level of discourse means the ability to change the sequence 
of events, whereas interaction on the level of the story means the ability to change 
the events themselves. However, if we look at piece of work from a “simulated” 
physical world point of view, interaction does not necessarily need to have “a 
meaning” on a higher level, it can simply be surface interaction or “fabric” 
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interaction. That is, the ability to either solely manipulate the objects of the world 
and navigate through the world by choices of direction and styles of movement  
(surface interaction), or the ability to manipulate the world itself,  “the fabric” of it, 
including the rules of its physics (structural interaction could be another term). 
Whereas the first distinction definitely makes sense when we are talking about 
written fiction texts, the second distinction can be useful when we are talking about 
graphical and navigable environments in which “stories” are not necessarily 
embedded. To repeat, it is then important to be aware of the fact that both these 
distinctions are based on how the text is configured on the level of code of the 
interaction-in-the-work materially possible, rather than on the way it, on a higher 
level, seemingly allows its reader to engage with it. A text might present itself so 
that first-time readers or “newbies” might think that interaction on a story or  
structural level is possible, whereas in fact, from the point of view of the designer of 
the code, they are only tampering with discourse or moving on the surface of things. 
This is interaction-as-perceived.  

So a very basic distinction of interactive textual genres could look like this: 
static-interactive texts (preprogammed, manipulable sequences, hard-wired 
into the code) 

 

interaction on a discoursive or surface level.  

pseudo-dynamic interactive texts (mainly preprogammed content, but with 
certain gaps to be filled by the reader so as to maintain the illusion of 
adjustability)   

=>interaction mainly on a discoursive or surface level  

dynamic interactive texts (mainly programmed to adjust the actual 
rendering of text and content to the choices and movements of the users)  

=> interaction on a story or fabric-level.  

As we saw in chapter two, we can find virtual worlds which are mainly static-
interactive texts, such as the game-worlds, where strict control of the game 
environment is needed for the game to function; and we can find dynamic-
interactive texts such as MOOs which allows users to build and expand the world, 
also by way of adding code, both to the database and to programming of a specific 
object. “On top of “ these two forms of interactive texts, we then find the users – 
and their interaction will always be dynamic and predictable. However, the last 
chapter partly dealt with how to “program” them if possible.   
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Conclusion 
This chapter has emphasised the fact that in order to be able to make distinctive 
analyses of virtual worlds, we need some concepts which can explain the elements 
of these worlds and their relationship to each other. For that purpose, making a 
distinction between forms of actions and interactivity might prove extremely useful. 
However, we must also be aware of on which grounds we make these distinctions. 
What do we think of as an "action? What is the role of the code in relation to the 
perception of the work ? How does the way we use the word interaction relate to a 
basically paradigmatic understanding of what the word refers to? 

.Interaction still seems an appropriate word when describing the key 
element of  some of the features of computer-mediated communicative 
environments - and rather than trying to propose new and alternative terms, like 
Murray’s notion of "agency" and "the interactor" and Aarseth's of ergodic literature 
as something which requires a "non-trivial" effort to traverse (ie is interactive), I 
have found it more rewarding to define and refine the understanding of interaction - 
and building on this,to define the various forms of interaction in specific works, 
rather than degrees of it -  instead of engaging in a normative discussion of the 
usefulness and application of the term in general. In order to be able to describe the 
various ways in which a specific text presents its interaction-possibilities, I have, 
however, found it necessary as an introductory move to outline a grid of different 
modes of interaction on a more general level of texts. This more general discussion 
is also related to the discussion of the properties of the network-based text as such, 
as discussed in the chapter on the properties of the internet and the chapter on multi-
user textuality and to an understanding of the paradigmatic ways in which 
interaction is referred to and applied, which I will shortly return to in the following 
chapter. 
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9. A Poetics of virtual worlds 

The thing that should be evident about this is that we’re providing an experience. 
In the past I’ve made the statement, “It’s a SERVICE. Not a game. It’s a WORLD. 
Not a game. It’s a COMMUNITY. Not a game. Anyone who says, ‘it’s just a 
game’ is missing the point.” 

-Ralph Koster, world designer, September 2000 

Perspectives on the virtual world 
As I argued in the beginning of this text, understanding the virtual world as a multi-
user text, a text, which comes into being in a process of interaction between users, 
and between users and the world, requires us to take a closer look at the many 
forces at work in producing the virtual world experience. The previous chapters 
have dealt with some of these forces, examining more closely important features of 
social spaces, role-playing online games, online performances and interactivity. 
Whereas the perspective in these chapters can be said to have a more introductory 
nature, presenting a general framework of analysis and understanding, this chapter 
will focus more closely on developing a coherent and specific frame of 
understanding and of presenting concrete analytical concepts and tools with which 
to study a virtual world. The overall objective of this chapter is to end up with an 
initial definition of the properties of the “worldness” of  the virtual world. The main 
contribution of this chapter is thus the presentation of a first version of a poetics of 
virtual worlds.   

Introducing the concept of worldness 
We began this study of the cultural phenomena “virtual worlds” by considering 
what the “virtuality” of the virtual world consists of, containing, as it were, all the 
many meanings of the word virtual within it.  Many of the following chapters can 
be said,  in each their way, to encircle aspects of the experience of the virtual world 
as world: the world as a community, as a game space, as a performative frame.  Let 
us now digress for a moment, and return to the questions of a poetics and the 
relationship between what has so far been observed and the emergence of a poetics 
as a result of the analysis of these observations. In chapter 1, I already briefly 
discussed the concept of poetics – can we now say more about what a poetics of a 
virtua worlds should embed? In Narrative Fiction, narratologist Shlomith Rimmon-
Kennan defines the concept of poetics in this way, quoting Hrushovski: 
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Poetics is: the systematic study of literature as literature. It deals with the question 
“What is literature?” and with all possible questions developed from it, such as: 
What is art in language? What are the forms and kinds of literature? What is the 
nature of one literary genre or trend ?  What is the system of a particular poet’s 
‘art’ or ‘language’? How is story made? What are the specific aspects of works of 
literature? How are they constituted? How do literary texts embody ‘non-literary’ 
phenomena? Etc. (Hrushovski 1976 in Rimmon-Kennan, 1983, pp.2 ) 

My point here is not to argue that virtual worlds are literature, but that if we replace 
“literature” with virtual worlds and “poet” with developer in the above quote, the 
contents of a possible poetics of the virtual world emerges.  So let us try to rephrase 
Rimmon-Kenan:  

A poetics of virtual worlds deals with the systematic study of virtual worlds as 
virtual worlds. It deals with the question “What is a virtual world?” and with all 
possible questions developed from it, such as: How is a virtual world an aesthetic 
form of expression? What are the forms and kinds of virtual worlds? What is the 
nature of one world genre or trend ?  What is the system of a particular developer’s 
‘art’ and ‘means of expression’? How is story made? What are the specific aspects 
of instances of virtual worlds? How are they constituted? How do virtual worlds 
embody ‘non-fictional’ phenomena 122   

One question we can begin to answer at this point in time is the main question 
stated above: “What is a virtual world?”. Approaching the virtual world as a new 
form of cultural text characterised by the fact that it is “read” or used by several 
users at the same time,  this very question has implicitly informed the questions 
asked in the beginning of this text: “how do you describe the experience of “being 
there”, in the virtual world? What makes it happen? And how can we interpret what 
happens when you are there?” (chapter 1, pp.13) And also the questions later asked: 
“How can you explain the generation of text in a multi-user environment and how 
does the interaction between users and between users and world shape the 
experience of text?” (chapter 1, pp.14). Now, in sum, we can relate these questions 
to the contents of the poetics described in the definition above and consider these as 
questions which, in fact, all try to confront specific aspects of the virtual world as a 
“textual” genre. Since “the specific aspects of works of literature” have elsewhere 

                                                

 

122 
Alert readers might notice that I have (consciously) left the question of “what is art in virtual worlds? ” out 

since it appears that we are far from being able to argue convincingly that virtual worlds are art. It is still 
debated intensely whether computer games are art or “entertainment” and it will probably be years before the 
question is answered and the canonical works of computer games identified. Since virtual worlds are even 
newer as phenomena than computer games, I suspect it will take a long time before we are able to deal with the 
question, and before virtual worlds have persisted long enough to tell us whether some of them can be identified 
as “works of art”. Hence, though the question remains as important as ever to study it does not lie within the 
imminent future of virtual world studies to deal with it.  It seems pertinent though to recognise virtual worlds as 
a new emergent aesthetic phenomena. Hence I have instead asked “How is the virtual world an aesthetic form of 
expression?” 
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been defined as those which define what is the “literariness” of literature, it seems 
logical, in this case, to translate “literariness” into “worldness”. What I have been 
looking to answer, then, is what is the “worldness” of a virtual world? where 
“worldness” can be described as those distinguishing features, “the specific aspects 
of  instances of virtual worlds”,  which makes... a virtual world a world. The 
concept is applicable on two levels or from two perspectives: you can speak of 
worldness on a very abstract level as that essential aspect which characterises all 
virtual worlds (i.e. a structural property) and on a specific level as a defining 
characteristic of an individual world (an emerging property, as perceived and 
experienced by the player’s or described by the analyst).   

As I pointed out at the beginning of this chapter, we have been looking at 
online performing, social spaces, games and levels of interactivity as perspectives 
on the virtual world, and what the different research traditions, which the study of 
these concepts belong to, can tell us about certain aspects of world experience(s). 
We have also by way of the introductory chapters examined the history of virtual 
worlds, the major genres of virtual worlds and worlds on the Internet as “aesthetic 
objects” relate to and play with the properties of the internet as a medium. With a 
starting point in the collective sum of all this knowledge on virtual world 
components, we can now formulate what generally describes the emergence of 
“worldness” and explain how worldness is related to the presence of multiple users 
and players, and can we provide suggestions as to which analytic tools we can apply 
to examine and understand it? This chapter sets out to do exactly this.  

General perspectives on the virtual world 
As we discussed in the first chapter, the virtual world as a textuality, an experience 
and meaning-generating artefact, can on the one hand be considered as a computer-
mediated tool: that is, as a “virtual” text it is a tool with which to produce 
something that functions as a simulated “real” world in which you can move, act 
and communicate with other players. Like the virtual memory of the computer, 
which in the moments of use functions as memory, though nothing is stored in there 
permanently, the virtual world functions as a world during the moments in which it 
is inhabited and user by players, and while “in there” players experience this world 
as a reality with reality effects, though it has no physical material anchorage in 
reality, nor any actual physical existence. A world does have some form of material 
existence as a program and a code though, a code which is in fact stored on a 
physical harddrive, and this code allows the creation of a world which people can 
actually log into and out of, and it helps us distinguish between those objects in the 
world which are a “physical” part of the world (they are constructs of the 
programmer) and those objects (and actions) in the world which are purely acted 
(they are constructs of the users). 
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On the other hand, the virtual world is nothing but a world, and as such it has 
several different functions which work together in making us make sense of it and 
creating the experience of the specific worldness of a world. We can identify four 
ways in which the idea of a world works: 

The world as an interpretative framework: this functions on two levels. 
As discussed in the chapter on games, “games” (and other fictions) conjures up a 
fictional universe which we take as a reference point for the understanding of our 
actions within the world. What we do as avatars is not interpreted as events with 
real world “value” or reference on the contrary our actions are interpreted as 
meaningful within the given universe which, during the act of playing, serves as the 
actual world reference to us. To help this act of understanding and interpreting 
events in-world, the  world will usually come with an description which allows us 
as users to have a sense of shared knowledge of, for instance  the back story of the 
world or its “cosmology”, i.e. the history of its creation, its evolution, religion, the 
knowledge of the various races and classes which inhabits it and so forth. In many 
new game worlds, such as Asherons Call II, Anarchy Online or to a certain degree 
EverQuest, the overall history of the world is continuously updated and related to 
the players, typically during the process of logging in. As an example, the shared 
awareness of EverQuest, the world I have been studying, could thus be expressed as 
part of the general feeling of  “EverQuest-ness”, which on an overall level also 
indirectly refers to intertextuality oriented notions of what events are probable and 
accepted and which are not in a universe of this kind. For instance, since the setting 
of EverQuest is that of a medieval-type magical universe, we will have certain 
expectations as to which creatures to find or not find in a fantasy world like this. 
This experience of the world as an interpretational framework is closely related to 
the experience of   

The world as representation or “prop” – which I use here inspired by 
Kendall Walton’s application of the concept in his book on Mimesis as Make-
believe (Kendall, 1990). Where “props” is normally a word, which describes the 
objects used to create an atmosphere in films or on stage, Kendall argues that all 
works of representational art can also be seen as “props”, objects (imaginary or real) 
that we use to project or make up a world. When engaging with this object or 
“prop”, we perform or pretend that, pretending to be someone else, we are in a real 
world with real objects, and that we do have a real effect on this world. As such, 
this experience of world as agreed-on pretend-play seems close to the general 
experience of playing, of paidea, whereas the more strict gaming aspects of the 
world, ludus, is linked to other aspects of the world experience, such as the 
interaction with the game system.  We can also use the notion of the prop in another 
context; we can see the formal rules of the game (or of interacting with the world) 
as a “prop”; players might not perform or use the rules as intended but will instead 
exploit them in a creative way; yet the rules are the basis on which this play takes 
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place, as the material presentation of the work is the concrete manifestation of the 
prop in the representational arts. However, the experience of gaming as that which 
depends on interaction with the rules in order to fulfil a goal is closely connected 
with the experience of  

the world as a simulation- the world as physical space: that is, the 
experience of the world as a real-time imitation of a world physics and logics, a 
“game system” which restricts our behaviour and determines the scope of our 
actions; a system the rules of which, as an essential part of the gaming experience, 
you have to follow and figure out in order to successfully navigate in and interact 
with the world. The act of decoding the rules and learning to competently master 
them is an essential part of what gaming is, and “playing with” or “playing against” 
the world rules is essentially a gaming activity, but opposed to using them as a prop 
in a playful way, this is gaming as ludus, the emergence of behaviour which adheres 
to the rules of the simulation in order to achieve an explicitly or implicitly defined 
goal. In the case of virtual games or entertainment worlds, the goal is most often to 
“level” by completing quests and fighting non-player characters and objects.  

Finally, the last major function of the world is that of providing an 
experience of  the world in time – leading to the emergence of  a “lived story” in a 
social space. This aspect of world experience is related to the experience of time, 
history and community development within the world. Living in the world for so 
long that you experience a series of casually interlinked events (a phrasing which 
accidentally comes close to many definitions of narrative) in the shape of significant 
experiences or changes you have shared  – or want to share - with other players also 
familiar with the world, allows the emergence of a story of “the world as lived”, 
which can, retrospectively, become a compelling narrative. The emergence of the 
story also seems closely related to the experience of the world as a container of 
multiple social space, accessible and initially inaccessible communities of interests 
(these could, for instance in massive multi-player games be an in-world guild, or an 
out-of-world community founded on a common interest in character types). 
Eventually one’s story of life in the world easily becomes a story which hinges on 
your inclusion into smaller or larger social networks.  It is the last two aspects of 
world-experience, that of the world as a game and that as performed life, the 
experience of both unfolding themselves within a social space, that I have been 
focusing on in my investigations inot the ways the world makes sense, the way it 
retrospectively is interpreted by the individual player and “textualised” by him/her 
and turned into tellable material.  

We can now describe the overall experience of world as the sum of all these 
perspectives or entrances into the world. This multiplicity is illustrated below.   
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Figure 6. Perspectives or entry ways to the virtual world     
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Finally we can see that the different scopes of interaction we discussed in the 
previous chapter, are in fact related to the ability to change the form or the content 
of the world through the use of the world as a tool. The tools  (the option of either 
effecting the world on a surface or fabric level) can allow us to influence the 
experience of the simulation or experience of life in the world: how it unfolds as a 
story or game. However the world in its function as interpretative framework or 
prop is something which cannot be influenced by the users as such, since this 
framework is the effect of information laid down in the world and of choices made 
in advance by the developers (the back story, the genre, the style of the world) and 
by the mental framework we bring to our experience of it (“this is play”).  

Having outlined this more general framework, we are now ready to take the 
first steps towards formulating a poetics:  

First steps – a general distinction of interaction 
forms and agents 
I have now outlined which elements – or perspectives and entry ways into a world – 
one must study in order to understand the specific worldness of it. With this in 
order, let us now turn to the question of how to analyse what actually happens 
inside the world – what elements should we more concretely analyse to be able to 
say how the world functions as a tool, interpretative framework, simulation – and to 
explain how narrative and community emerge. As I discussed in the previous 
chapter, a first step on the way to a distinctive analysis of a virtual world, is the 
invention or retrieval  of concepts which can explain the elements of these worlds 
and their relationship to each other. Working with "interactivity" in some form is 
hard to avoid, as we are, after all, talking about an “interactive text” which contains 
the possibility of performing actions between (inter) agents. As I argued in the 
previous chapter, if sufficiently specified, an interactive terminology might actually 
be quite useful as an analytical tool, though one should always try to think critically 
about the concept of interaction, and strive at making explicit the value-judgements 
behind one's use of it.  When analysing a specific virtual world, it is necessary and 
unavoidable to partake of some form of "interactive" terminology which describes 
what people can do in a virtual world, how they are enabled to do it, and with whom 
they do it, and this preferably in a generally meaningful way. Hopefully this 
terminology can be useful both on a micro- and a macro level; descriptive of the 
world in question but also applicable when one wants to make comparison between 
different worlds or world genres.  

It seems that if, as suggested in the previous chapter, we operate with 
interactivity as a general description of computer-mediated texts, we need to make 
the concept of interaction more subtle and operate with it in a less biased way if we 
want to make it functional – the description of an observable event between 
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interdependent agents. An example: I may intuitively sense that one world, say 
EverQuest, is more "action- oriented" than another one, LinguaMOO, which I 
experience as being more socially oriented; but as it is, apart from applying general 
labels such as “this is a world which aims to educate” or “this is a game world”, I 
lack the vocabulary to actually flesh out which aspects of the world constitutes the 
difference in any experience of them. It could be the fact that killing rats and going 
fishing is an intrinsic part of life in the EverQuest Universe, but not allowed in 
LinguaMOO; or that LinguaMOO does not have any way of awarding points to its 
participants, whereas EverQuest has a very intricate scoring system and a high 
number of player levels. These statements may say more about the difference of 
these two worlds but are still just statements, whereas positing that the EverQuest 
world interface allows for much more manipulative interaction than the 
LinguaMOO world interface does, and that the LinguaMOO world primarily 
encourages social interaction and information retrieval, that LinguaMOO allows 
dynamic interaction, whereas EverQuest  is a pseudo-dynamic interactive text, more 
precisely describes the formal and stylistic features of these particular worlds. 
Hence, as argued in the previous chapter, examining both the scope of interaction, 
the agents involved in active events, potential interaction forms and, finally, the 
experience of interaction-in-time might provide us with an explanatory vocabulary 
of descriptive, not normative, value. It should be easy then to pinpoint which forms 
of interaction are used in the meeting between player and player  (social 
interaction); and which forms of interaction describe the interaction between player 
and the world as a game system, between player and the world as “topography” and 
the interaction between player and the objects which clutter the world (all of which 
can be defined as world interaction).  

Interaction paradigms and interaction forms 
In the previous chapter, three paradigms of interaction (identified by Jensen) were 
introduced: sociology as science studies interaction between humans, media studies 
study the interaction between user and media message or the medium, and human-
computer interaction studies study interaction between humans and the computer. I 
added a supplementary perspective; that of computer game studies which study the 
interaction between player and game world. These paradigms are, not surprisingly, 
not that different in perspective from the perspectives of interaction with the world I 
have been introducing in chapters 5, 6 and 7. 

When studying virtual world interaction, it appears that it would seem 
relevant to apply all these perspectives, since these worlds actually contain elements 
of interaction from all paradigms mentioned here: we simultaneously find 
relationships between user and machine (virtual world as a tool), user and text 
(virtual world as fiction “message” and game world) and user to user (social space).  
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In the chapter on social spaces we looked more closely at the relationship 

between user and user and between user and multiple other users. We found that 
people engage in online communities in order to indulge in specific personal 
interests (“gaming” being one of them), to play with their identity (exploiting the 
anonymity of the medium) and to widen their social networks. But I also pointed 
out that even communities online are, out of necessity, restricted and controlled 
spheres of interaction, not least because of  the bad experiences which were made of 
life in the early virtual communities. We noted that lived life in a virtual community 
or the acceptance into one, can also be a good story, even when told by the 
researcher. 

In the chapter on games we looked at the game as a playful relationship 
between user and world, taking place in a scene which is an especially “focused 
gathering”. And we examined the genre of the role-playing game in which 
advancing and performing a character and exploring the game world is essential. 
We also noted that a “good” game is one in which our choices have effect, also in 
the long term, and a game in which the consequences of these choices are 
communicated to us. 

 In the chapter on online performances and the staging of multi-user “plays”, 
we looked at how directed social interaction develops in a virtual environment and 
how characters can be cued to interact with both other players and the space in 
which the drama takes place; but we also observed how difficult it is to make them 
“stay in tune”, particularly if we want both to explore the world and to interact with 
each other.  Looking back on these investigations, we can see a pattern emerging: 
there are two major “players” who participate in the process of creating lived 
experience: the players and the virtual world itself.  

These major agents can be related to the paradigms we have been discussing above 
and in the previous chapter. Different relations seem to relate to more specific forms 
of interaction and “interacting events”; which we will now study.  
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player - player = human-human = social interaction = sociology , virtual community 
world -player = machine-message-human  = communicative interaction (message 
transferral)  = media science, theory of communication (multi-user texts) 
player-world = human-machine =  as manipulative interaction = ludologist, world as game, 
as navigational interaction (narrative theory, experience of world-in-time)           
world-world = machine-machine =  manipulative interaction (number crouching, moving 
objects) =  computer science  
world-player = machine-human = interface interaction = HCI, informatics, ludologist  

  

Agents 
First, in order to talk about forms of interaction, one must think of interaction as an 
event, which has both a relational and action character. Let us think of interaction in 
a broad sense: as an event, which establishes a relationship between two 
autonomous agents and results in an altered state of either one or both agents. A 
simple example from a role-playing game world: your casting a spell on a fellow 
player might cause this player to die, but the event would not be possible without 
both of you taking part in it initially. There are other forms of agents than human 
users which can be involved in some form of reciprocal relationship, and we need to 
take these into account too: hence I want to stress that I conceive of  an agent 
merely as an autonomous entity which can either cause and/or be an active part of 
an event. 123 Studies of several worlds (see chapter 6, 7 and 11) have disclosed that 
the following agents often seem to appear or can be designed and implemented as 
part of the world, in order to make it more dramatic: 
Players (the human users) 
"Informative" objects (NPCs or the non-human players or information holders) 
Objects (objects which can be manipulated and moved) 
World Rules (the "voice" of the programme which determines the limit of action of 
the human player, the game system in an active state)  

                                                

 

123 
Jensen(2001) makes a distinction between bots, autonomous agents etc. - I do not find this necessary: an 

interesting difference is that it is a common trait for all the various "agents" types he outlines that they cannot 
play the social game of expressing themselves emotionally through non-verbal cues, of stepping in and out of 
character, of "pretending" to have to do things with an imaginary object - which is why I have instead chosen to 
refer to them all as informative objects: quite often their purpose is to give you information through interaction 
with them - or populate empty space, "make it more informative", so to speak. Or to add to the player’s 
information by earning the player more experience points (in the case of killable “mobs” mobile, non-human 
NPCs) 
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What a human user is should be fairly obvious. The notion of NPC or informative 
object might be more problematic. The category tries to cover a wide range of 
"anthropomorphic" entities, going from the very realistic A.I.-driven character 
posing as a human to the bot which is so simple that it is obviously a machine to the 
“intelligent journal” which tracks your movements through the world and the 
conversations you have (a quite normal object in longer single-player role-playing 
and adventure games) or the tape recorder of the MOO which can record all the 
action going on in a room and replay it randomly. 124Yet, you can still communicate 
with it in some form in order to obtain information, or it can communicate its 
intentions to you.  The category of objects might also be problematic in that it 
might be difficult to tell when a object is an object. "Objects" which are part of the 
world fabric and cannot be acted upon directly, such as the sea, the rocks, the roads 
or houses with their walls and rooves, are not included in this  category. However, a 
door in a house, which you can kick in or open through an active choice, might be 
thought of as a form of autonomous object. Farmer and Morningstar have a useful 
distinction between structural objects (such as sky, ground etc), “scenic” objects, 
such as trees, mailboxes, rocks, and functional objects, which “have some function 
they perform” (Farmer & Morningstar, 1991, pp. 276).  One can then also describe 
the objects I think of as “functional” objects, following their distinction.  

The category of world rules (for lack of a better expression) is perhaps the 
most questionable category, in that it is not an actual discrete object in the world. 
Rather it is “the world itself,” in the form of the representation of the rules, which 
govern its physics.  It is the invisible agent which determines what you as a user (or 
perhaps even as NPC) are allowed to do and in this process also communicates the 
limits of your actions to you. In this sense it does appear as a “character” in that it 
has a voice of its own, which you encounter on the screen. For instance, it might be 
the rule in EverQuest which determines that you have only a limited amount of time 
you can breathe under  water before you drown. If the player by accident falls into 
deep water, she will have to make an active effort to reach the surface of the water 
not to drown and if she fails the program will inform her that she has drowned. 
Another rule determines that if you swim for a long time, you improve your 
swimming skills. So trying to swim to the surface from the bottom of the deep sea 
might also cause an effect on your character in the long term - it becomes a better 
swimmer and might more easily escape a similar situation if it occurs again. If you 
drown, on the other hand, you are transported back to a place in the world where 
your character is “bound”, and you will automatically lose some experience. Thus, 
dying is not a terminal event, but it does entail a set-back in play-time with potential 
long-term repercussions. “Dying” is often the strongest example of the world rule 
affecting your character by completely taking it over for a while. In a non-game 

                                                

 

124
 This has also been done as an art experiment in several MOOs.  
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environment you might not die, but there may still be world rules determining the 
limits of your actions (hence “world rules” is not necessarily equivalent to a game 
system). A simple example would be the voice of the MOO telling you that “you 
cannot go this way” or “this door is locked” when you try to move through the 
world.  

Possible agent interactions 
With this number of agents in mind, we can now make a list of possible agent-agent 
interactions – I have suggested in brackets what form the interaction could take:  
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IN-WORLD interaction combinations 

 
player 1-(in-avatar) vs. players 2,3,4... (-in-avatar)  [conversation]  

 
informative object vs. player-in-avatar (bot, Aut.agent etc) [NPC giving you 
info about a quest] 

 
object vs player [piranha attacking you] 

 

world vs player-in-avatar [transport of dead body to home spot] 

 

informative object vs informative object [NPC making conversation with 
another NPC]125 

 

object vs informative object [bear attacking NPC] 

 

world vs informative object [“system” removing dead NPC] 

 

object vs object  [bear mating with another bear] 

 

object vs world [mobile object hitting border of zone in the world and 
vanishing]126 

 

world vs world [teleporting object code from one MOO to another] 
that is, a sum of 10 possible agent-combinations. If we think there is a difference in 
status between agents, positing one as initiator of an event and one as the initial 
receiver of it, there would obviously be 16 (4  x 4) adding 

 

informative object vs world [NPC hits zone and vanishes) 

 

informative object vs object [NPC kills bear, bot removes recycled objects] 

 

player (no 2,3,4....) vs player (1) [making conversation] 

 

player vs world [player exploits bug to level more quickly, uses @gag 
command, builds a house]127 

 

player vs object [player attacks piranha] 

 

world vs object [system removes corpse of dead bear and piranha]  

Interaction forms 
In principle, one can imagine any number of interaction forms. However, there are 
four forms which seem very basic and recurrent, being either pretty common-sense 
or logically applicable in many environments. Though they are often referred to 
individually in much literature, to my knowledge at this point of writing I have not 
seen these forms made explicit anywhere else in this combination. To repeat: all 
interaction forms are events which involve at least two agents which affect each 
other. Since this is what is, in a colloquial sense, often its implicit meaning, I have 
reserved the specific word “interaction” to the type of interaction referred to as 

                                                

 

125 
This is something which does not necessarily happen that often. It has been done in the ?Itals.Midsummer 

Night’s MOO, for instance, where you have two bots having a mock dialogue quoted from Shakespeare’s play. 
126

 In EverQuest, a “zone” is a description of an area which you can move through with fluidity. Each zone is a 
discrete part of the game world; to “zone” means to go to a new zone which freezes the game for a while during 
which new information is being downloaded. When another character or an NPC hits a zone border it vanishes. 
127 

The @gag command is a command which is implemented in MOOs where people have the option of 
silencing a verbally abusive co-player. If you use it, you will not “hear” what the other character says. Hence, 
this is an interesting world rule, because it actually enables you to stop social interaction. 
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"social interaction", whereas the other interaction forms are just referred to by the 
name of the action. These interaction forms have close relations to different genres 
of world experience creating; games, performance, construction of virtual 
communities.  

Manipulation is the form of interaction which consists of moving and 
combining objects. This is a very widespread form of interaction in most computer 
games. Retrieving objects, combining them with objects in your inventory, and 
using the combined- object+object to get new objects or help solve puzzles, is a 
widespread action form in adventure games, for instance. In a world like EverQuest 
or a role-playing game like Return to Krondor, trading or fighting with non-playing 
characters (NPCs) or other players is another instance of this form of interaction, 
which will often discretely slip into a form of (para-)social interaction too. Often a 
manipulative event is what triggers or provides an occasion for social interaction 
("So how did you kill that orc?"). But naturally it may also take place without any 
communication.  

Social interaction is not to be mistaken for direct physical action, but can 
be described as the form of interaction which consists of communication and play 
with non-verbal and verbal cues and languages, i.e. both linguistic and 
paralinguistic interaction. Social interaction is a feature unique to multiplayer 
games or worlds. Single user games or worlds will often feature informative 
interaction disguised as para-social interaction, but since NPCs can not 
communicate in the same "playful" way as humans (however "realistic" they are 
programmed to mimic social interaction), interaction with NPCs remains essentially 
an exchange of information or entertaining distraction. Even though informative 
objects may actually be programmed to communicate in a non-verbal way (using 
for instance pre-programmed emotes or movements to express certain feelings,) 
they will never be able to emote freely - or precisely understand the nature of those 
emotes the human players use. An example: I know of a very active Active World 
user who has constructed  a series of movements which look much like "a dance" to 
another human by combining the limited number of emotes available to the players. 
She performs this dance with another experienced user, so it becomes the event, 
"they are dancing with each other". But would not an NPC  interpret this either as 
nonsense or just a very quick series of distinct emotes, and respond to it as such? 
The prerequisite for interpreting what these players do as a "dance" is a knowledge 
of a world of movements, gestures and "meanings" outside of the game-world. A 
human player can contextualise and compare it to out-of-world actions - an NPC 
cannot. It can only interpret and relate what it "experiences" by relating it to the 
information available to it in-world, be it in front of or behind the stage of action.  

Information retrieval  is the form of interaction which consists of 
providing information, obtaining it or storing it. It is different from social 
interaction in that this form of interaction might also take place between human 
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agents and non-human agents such as bots or in-world message boards 
("informative objects"). The communication with the bots in the StoryMOO Murder 
Mystery is one example of this. Information might be stored in, for instance, letters 
or books or NPCs. And retrieving this information means interacting with the 
object, as for instance sending commands to it to make it respond and "talk" to you. 
In return the object itself might change, the information it held might be erased or 
updated or manipulated by the user in question etc.   

Navigation is a form of interaction which consists of moving through the 
world by moving your avatar (your "physical" representation in the world) from 
place to place in the world. In a text-based world, this typically happens by typing 
in commands like "go north", "go up" and so forth. This is an integral part of the 
computer-based role-playing game, and the worlds based on this genre,  but seems 
to be important for the experience of other online worlds too. Exploring a virtual 
world to discover its interesting sites (such as where all the other humans are) or 
boundaries (you cannot go further than here) is a typical activity for the newly 
arrived user. In a 3D-world, navigation  typically happens by moving the player 
forward, using the arrow-keypads, a mouse or the like. It is not all navigation that is 
voluntary: in most worlds, you will at some point be "moved" to somewhere else by 
the program; like for instance when you have to wait while the computer uploads a 
new piece of a city in EverQuest, or when you are re-spawned in your "home" place 
or transported to the morgue when you die in Modus Operandi. Or, at certain 
points, you will end up at exits or places you cannot access, and might be informed 
by the program that you cannot go any further. Note also, that navigational 
interaction is not restricted to interaction between the player and the program 
(which normally keeps track of the topological database and all the objects it 
contains). It might also happen when you choose to auto-follow another player, so it 
is this player's movements which actually decide where in the world you go. Or it 
may happen by the use of teleporter stones, which in EverQuest can be found on the 
island of Erudin or by the use of the @join command in MOO-worlds. Whatever 
the instrument, the effect is always that both you, and the world you move in, are 
affected by this act of interaction. You are set in a new place and you leave an 
empty space behind you. Though it is not something I have had the possibility to 
explore further within the scope of this work, let us here just briefly conclude that 
also navigation in a world can be more or less directed. I have earlier (Klastrup, 
1999) identified three types of navigational styles or user-movement forms, which 
are often all implemented or used in an interactive text, mostly games:  
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motivated  

- you have a mission: for instance a parcel to deliver at a specific location, 
and are motivated to go there since completing this mission will earn you 
money, give you experience points. A “mission” in this case is equal to a  
simple quest. 

forced  
- the game automatically takes you to another place, for instance the place 

in the world where your body is bound when you die. 
explorative 

- you explore the game-world at leisure with no particular objective in mind.  

It is my intuition that you can use the knowledge of these different types of 
movement to script movement in the world more consciously and to give it more 
dramatic focus, if that is what you aim at. This could be a kind of “story guiding”,  
using world space as the main narrative architecture (see more about this below).  
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Finally, to get an overview of all possible forms of interaction which might occur in a virtual world, we might combine agents with 
interaction forms.  

Figure 7. Table of interaction forms and agents, all possible combinations.  
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Some combinations in the grid outlined on the previous page are impossible (an 
object holding no information cannot retrieve information from another simple 
object) and get no crosses, but since, for instance, manipulative interaction should 
be understood also in the sense "moveable" or kinetic, some combinations which 
might seem impossible, could in principle occur. For instance, you can imagine 
objects with the ability to move other objects or avatars (flying machine, lift) 
through the world as you can imagine one part of the world responding to changes 
in other parts of the world (the construction of a power station on planet A causes 
light on planet B, or the creation of a new object form in world A means that it is 
also available in world B, because A automatically adds it to the other world’s 
inventory etc). Informative interaction could also be envisioned as taking place 
without any players present, as when 2 bots bump into each other and trigger each 
other to make conversation. In principle, one could imagine worlds themselves 
interacting on an informative level (exchanging  information, visible to people in 
the world on how many players there are in each world etc).  

Other combinations might be imaginable, but not in all forms: for instance 
you cannot actually “manipulate” other characters by carrying them around (at least 
not in the worlds I have frequented), however you can for instance duel with them 
or fight with them in player-killing worlds which has to count as some form of 
interaction. A related question then arise: is this social interaction or a manipulative 
action? You can taunt the other player to move in different directions, drop their 
sword etc. while fighting, but part of this manipulation might actually be the other 
player pretending to be – or “acting” as if she was manipulated (consciously 
dropping the sword etc).  This is a good example of the fact that many events are 
comprised of several actions at the same time: both social interaction, manipulative 
interaction and navigation in this case. 128   

Actions and Events 
I have argued that interactions forms and meetings of agents cause events, without 
explaining my notion of event further. Now is the time to take a closer like at the 
nature of the event. An event is, apart from being experienced as such by the user, 
very often registered as a textual output on the user’s screen. I have used the word 
“interaction form” to describe an interactive activity initiated by an agent. We need, 
however, also to be aware of the different levels of actions, which particularly 
players can partake of and which are naturally performed as part of the interacting 
process. These were defined in chapter 7 as either communicative actions, emoted 

                                                

 

128 
Another example: making conversation with a convincing NPC is not “real” social interaction as I have 

defined it. But it is intended to function as para-social interaction sometimes, and this effect should also be 
acknowledged.  
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actions, command actions, or kinetic actions.  An event, then, can be defined as the 
distinguishable result of the activity of interaction between agents through various 
types of actions.  Applying our typology of interaction forms and agents, and the 
different forms of actions involved, we can now describe a specific event through 
the use of these concepts:  

Event: Milagros drowns, because she swims for too long under water and the 
world rules do not allow this (for further discussion of this events as example of 
world rules, see the following chapter which also contains a screenshot of the 
event). 
Interaction form: World interaction (moving through the world, kinetic action) 
Agents involved: the player (via her character) and the world rules 
Communicative action released: Milagros shouts “Help, I don’t know how to swim” 
Effect of event: Milagros does not master the world rules, so she drowns. She dies 
and is taken back to her “spawn point”, the place in the world, where she is always 
reborn. She loses some experience points and decides not to go swimming in the 
ocean again before she has mastered the swimming “skill” properly. 

As one might guess, this is a potentially interesting event in the character’s 
life since in this case, it is the first time the player lets her character swim and she 
fails spectacularly. It is also interesting as a “game” event in that the player is 
punished for not mastering the game rules properly, and is “set back” to an earlier 
point in the game. It is an interesting event also in a long-term perspective because 
it makes Milagros decide to learn to swim and improve her skills in this area. In this 
way, it has a long-term effect and it also provides her with a new sub-goal. The 
experience of drowning was, in fact, quite immersing, since it was in reality one of 
the first times my character died. I really felt like I was “there” and could  not help 
myself from drowning, and it made the emotional investment in the situation strong. 
For all these reasons, this has become an event which I tell to other people (though 
mostly in research contexts).  

Agents, interaction forms, players, presence, events. 
The relationship between agents and interaction forms is outlined in this table in 
which I have tentatively described which agents can perform which forms of 
interaction. Furthermore, I have also tried to relate actions and agents to player 
types and forms of presence, since connections here seem both obvious and 
relevant.    
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Fig. 8. Table of interaction forms, agents and player types. 

I discussed the different player types briefly in the chapter on games, mainly using 
Richard Bartle’s description of these (Bartle, 1996). The last parameter I have 
added to the table is that of presence.  By presence I here mean the experience of 
being in the world; those features of the world which allow you, or enable you, to 
“play” within the framework of a certain “worldness”. I have so far chosen to make 
a simple distinction between spatial and temporal  forms of presence. One might 
think of more, but these are the most relevant in this context and the concepts of 
presence and immersion will be discussed further below. Spatial presence is the 
form of engagement in a world which is bound to an experience of the physical 
space of the world, that is: the player's perception of it, which comes about through 
the act of navigation and manipulation of it and experiencing the geography and 
topology of the world.129 Temporal presence is that form of engagement with the 
world which arises from being there "for some time", i.e. from the experience of a 
series of related events. The search for information and the social interaction with 
other players are often related to the attempt to construct and understand certain 
events or character traits, or with trying to solve for instance a quest which requires 
you to travel to certain places transporting information to certain people or 
performing certain tasks for which you are rewarded, thereby following a chain of 
cause and effect of your actions which can only unfold in time. Hence, temporal 
presence not only relates to a physical experience of the world, but also to the 
mental act of interpreting and connecting the events which take place in it; that is to 
the act of textualsing it. I have elsewhere stated that immersion in itself should not 
be a distinguishing parameter for the categorisation of virtual worlds (see the 
introductory chapter); however it might now be interesting to reflect on the 
relationship between forms of interaction and forms of presence. I would also argue 
that both temporal and spatial presence in a virtual world might lead to emotional 
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 Evidently, 3D environments might more easily encourage spatial immersion, but you can also “be” in a text-

based world, such as for instance ?ItalsMozartMUD with its 20.000 rooms, solely with the purpose of mapping 
as many as the rooms as possible, especially if you are an “explorer type” player. 
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immersion in (or reaction to) the events experienced in the world130. I remember the 
first sunset in the desert outside the city of Freeport in EverQuest – this experience 
of the space and the sudden change of the scenery made a profound emotional 
impact on me.  Emotional immersion as a response to, or in concordance with, 
temporal immersion is known from all forms of drama – it is the suspension in time 
of learning “what happens” which makes part of the cathartic experience, when the 
truth or “what really happened” is revealed to us. Likewise, in a virtual world, it 
might the long-term fight to complete your epic quest and the moment in which you 
receive your reward for completing it, which leads to a profound emotional 
response to this experience.  

Utilisation of the analytical grid 
What can we use an analytical grid like this for? Mainly, it is intended as the point 
of departure for an interactional analysis of a virtual world interface (see the 
following chapter), and it has in fact been applied by Järvinen et al (Järvinen, Helios 
and Mäyrä 2002), which I interpret as a sign of its general usefulness. A thorough 
analysis would include on the one hand exploring which action forms are 
encouraged through the actual lay-out of the interface and action possibilities, and 
which forms tend, on the other hand, in practice to dominate the virtual world 
playing experience, for instance as one proceeds from lower levels to higher levels 
in a game world.  An example would be that experienced  EverQuest players have 
told me that they tend to group and go on quests together much more as they rise 
above levels 8-12, which also supports my own playing experience. This would lead 
one to conclude that social interaction will dominate later in the gaming experience, 
but not in the beginning. However, one might need to take into account the fact that 
players are simply different (Spades, Hearts, Diamonds or Clubs as Bartle calls 
them) and therefore continuously will stick to a preferred form of interaction, 
whatever level they reach. Or accordingly choose a character type which supports 
their preferred mode of action. 

Furthermore, the grid might function as a basis for the discussion of the 
interplay between action forms, agents and the way they form the player's 
experience of the events taking place in the game-world. It can help us identify the 
agents, the forms of interaction, and help us relate this to the experience of the 
world through interaction-in-time, and through the analysis of all these elements we 
might then be able to study more closely how story emerges in these environments. 

                                                

 

130 
Ryan (Ryan, 2001)  also operates with a tripartite concept of immersion: temporal, spatial and emotional. 

However, she relates them to three aspects of narrative: plot (temporal), setting (spatial) and character 
(emotional identification). To avoid a narratological slant to the understanding of being there, in a virtual world, 
I will operate with concepts of both presence and immersion, see below. 
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Second step: Thinking about the emergence of 
story 

First and foremost, designers should cater to the stories the players will tell about 
their own experiences. Are your game mechanics and environment allowing the 
players to have experiences that they can relate to others? What amazing things do 
they see and experience in their first 30 minutes, three hours and three days of 
game-play? Does the natural sequence of events help them craft a story? Do you 
have similar experiences ready for mid-level and experienced players and groups 
of players? 

In my opinion, this is the core of online storytelling - the stories the players tell 
about their own experiences. (Gordon Walton, Sims Online Designer, 
(rpgvault.ign.com 2003c)  

Why do we need stories? 
Certainly, not all players expect “story” when they enter a virtual world, nor are all 
worlds produced with story generation as a major purpose of their existence. The 
answers are simple: since we have moved beyond the pure game (focused on skills 
& actions and successful manipulation of objects) or the pure chat room (providing 
but an excuse for conversation), and since the presence of multiple users 
simultaneously has introduced the possibility of social interaction into the virtual 
(game) worlds, then if players are not directed, either to socially interact in a 
motivated way or to interact with the world, they risk being bored or annoyed if 
they come to a world for more than pure social interaction and idle chatting; and 
they do.  A complaint I have heard or read of several experienced players is that 
there is too little story in the game worlds they play, or that there is too little to do, 
apart from either helping or harassing less experienced players, once you have 
reached the higher levels of the game or played for some time. Judging from recent 
discussions in the industry (see chapter 11), developers seem to be “picking up” on 
story, focusing specially on the problems of telling stories in a massively multi-
player environment (see for instance Kluge, 2002). And developers openly 
acknowledge that “players really crave narrative” as world designer Ralph Koster 
puts it in a recent interview (Meadows, 2002, pp 199).   

Many social commercial worlds I have visited have very quickly revealed 
that they are barren and literally lifeless; when I finally manage to track down the 
few players visiting the world (that is, if I don’t bump into them in the “entrance” to 
the world, because they cannot be bothered to move away from it), they will just 
have gathered in a public square to chat with each other or show off their “cool” 
avatars; a cause of the fact that the world developers have not made an effort to 
make the players go out and explore the world or interact with each other for a 
purpose. They have just provided the stage, but no script, and the lack of script in 
some form is often the problem. People have to be helped into performing a story. 
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Studying how stories currently emerge in virtual worlds and reflecting on what in 
general could help them emerge, may teach us how to make them emerge more 
often or more easily – and how the production of meaning as such, “multi-user 
textuality”, takes place in these environments. It may thus help us answer the 
question “how is story made” as well as enable us to provide suggestions for future 
text production.  

A theory of tellable events 
Fairy-tales or dramas well-made, story or narrative as we know them from the 
theatre and movies are well-known and easy scripts for directed action; however, 
we cannot apply them uncritically or unchanged when we want “drama” in a virtual 
world. It should be clear now that it is difficult to speak meaningfully about "the 
narrative" in a multi-user world and even more obviously in a massive multi-player 
world, since the unpredictability of social interaction and exploration of the world 
makes it difficult to devise closely knit plots to be followed and performed by the 
players, as we also saw in the analysis of the StoryMOO Murder Mystery 
performances.  Furthermore, a world is not editable; you cannot edit a game world 
or introduce "story" by the process of editing – we are moving at a smooth space. 
Since we are as players acting in the now of the world, not just reading a 
representation of what other people have done in the past, we can never be narrated, 
since the time of our story is the now and our actions are only our’s to predict. We 
cannot have narration or telling. But what about producing narrative through 
showing?131 

Online performances and multi-user games demonstrate that our actions can be 
directed both spatially and socially, and we could imagine ways in which to 
encourage players to perform certain actions, “directed play”, which would in 
retrospect definitely be what Marie-Laure Ryan (Ryan, 1991), building on Labov, 
defines as "tellable" (i.e. story material), because of the tension or drama they give 
rise to.  

In order to be tellable, a story must have a point. [....] ..in most pleasure-oriented 
narratives, points of interest are varied and distributed throughout the text. 
“Narrative point” becomes in this case synonymous with “narrative highlight”. A 
theory of tellability implicitly regards plot as a sequence of peaks and valleys, and 
seeks out the formulae for building up the peaks. (Ryan 1991. pp 150-151) 

Marie-Laure Ryan argues that “tellable material” from a theoretical perspective, 
presents a potential diversification of the possible worlds within the narrative 
universe presented. Conflict in a narrative universe arises when there is a difference 

                                                

 

131 
The distinction between showing and telling is used in literary theory to make a distinction between the 

style of narration,  which either presents the story to the reader in interpreted, epic form (telling) or in a 
dramatic, “unmediated” form where the reader is supposed to construct the meaning of events based on the 
directly presented dialogue and actions of characters. 
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between what happens in the actual world of the narrative and what the various 
characters in the world privately imagine will happen or could happen.  An 
interesting narrative is then not just one narrative, but contains the embedded 
narratives of the characters, the stories they tell themselves about the world they act 
in and what could happen in it, and the stories they try to impress on other people 
on what  will happen in it. That is, characters respectively imagine that if A 
happens, the world will evolve in this way, and these effects will emerge; if B 
happens, the world and relationships between characters will evolve in another way 
and other effects will emerge. Hence: 

The aesthetic appeal of a plot is a function of the richness and variety of the 
domain of the virtual, as it is surveyed and made accessible by those privately 
embedded narratives. (ibid., pp 156) 

An interesting story world is then one which involves several virtual (possible) 
strings of events: situations which present conflicts in the various characters’ 
interpretations  and desires (and the virtual world is indeed a huge repository of 
virtual events, just waiting to be realised).“Unsuccessful actions, broken promises, 
violated interdictions, mistaken interpretations, and double as well as single 
deception” are thus events of tellable value (pp 158). In a plot repertoire, what 
produces tellable material is then, generally, changes in states and events which 
contain a semantic opposition (conflicts, dramatic twist), and/or semantic 
parallelism and symmetry (the repetition of events by different characters or the 
triplication of the fairytale, which highlights changes when they finally take place), 
and events or story developments which hold a functional polyvalence, that is 
events that have an effect on many levels of interpretation of the overall story 
presented, and have repercussions not only in relation to the main plot but also the 
various subplots. These are all events which then change the future of the actual 
world and will, potentially, collide with what one or several characters had 
imagined would happen.   

Tellable events in virtual worlds 
According to Ryan, “the theory of tellability is concerned with potential narrative 
appeal”, “the theory of performance with its realization” (ibid, pp 149). We have 
seen that “producing story” is not an easy thing to do in a multi-user environment – 
thus, you cannot as designer from the beginning implement a tellable plot.  What we 
find in virtual worlds is precisely performances (people acting) and so, transposing 
Ryan’s ideas to a multi-user environment, we need to understand “tellability” in a 
somewhat different light; not as a description of plots that would make good 
narratives (fictive people’s events narrated to a reader), but of real events, 
performed by players (and subsequent readers), which would retrospectively make 
good stories. As Tronstad has explained it in her analysis of the meaning of quests, 
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these apparently narration-oriented events in the game worlds are performative, not 
constative of nature. It is only when the quest has been performed that it can turn 
into a constative. Applying Ryan’s theory, one may say that if a quest is a good 
story, it is because what the players participating in it experienced, was a number of 
events which involved experiences of conflicts, or of competitive realisations of the 
virtual world’s potential (for instance, two characters belonging to  two guilds both 
desiring to slay a dragon and  complete the epic quest of their respective 
characters)132. Ralph Koster, whom I quoted a few paragraphs ago, refers to this as  
post-facto storytelling, that “shaping of events that did not have a narrative arc into 
something that satisfies a story” (Koster in Meadows, pp. 199). Hence, what as 
“tellable material designers” we are looking for, is an alternative to linear editing, or 
pre-structured linear progression, of ways to make sure (or as sure as one can be 
when humans are involved) that certain events are produced or performed which in 
sum becomes tellable. Ideally, what we want is furthermore, what Richard Rouse 
refers to as the “player’s storytelling” not the “designer’s storytelling”, that is, an 
experience of story which takes place within the world, without interrupting the 
process of the various forms of interaction by the use of out-of-world narrative 
devices such as cut-scenes, background stories in manuals etc.  

Worlds as fictions 
Before we look more closely at potential tellable events in virtual worlds, let us for 
a moment consider the likenesses between virtual worlds and ordinary narratives. I 
have argued that what virtual worlds do share with stories is the fact that they are 
fictional universes, symbolic frames for a special form of experience which we 
associate with the promise of “immersion” and engagement we know from the 
reading of novels, the viewing of films, the watching of theatre or the “playground” 
of the game. As we discussed in chapter 6, the virtual world is never a complete 
simulation of the real world (the map which covers the entire territory of the world 
it represents), a represented world is in a way a story about what a world can be like 
and which values should be honoured in it – a story which is told by the choices 
made on what aspects of life to include and which to exclude, which events to 
“speed up” and which to keep in real time etc . Thus, you can implement a world 
more or less realistically, trying to appear like the world “outside” or you can try to 
present an idealised or fantastic version of what you would like the world to be. 
Frasca (Frasca, 2002) has pointed out that in The Sims, owning many objects will 
make it easier for you to make friends.133 “Wealth” in a world like EverQuest is 
good too, since it makes it easier to advance through the game, but it also has the 

                                                

 

11 
An epic quest is a long and multi-part ad venture in which a character  has to face a lot of challenges. The 

reward is typically a magical item.  
133

 Gonzalo Frasca made this observation at lecture at the IT-University in Copenhagen, November 16th, 2002. 
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side-effect of allowing you to be generous towards other players and in this way to 
befriend them by giving them objects “for free” in a world where everything costs 
money. That owning objects or money is “good” and is, accordingly, is rewarded by 
social as well gaming success, is definitely an example of a designer’s perspective 
on what is important in life or in a “digital utopia”, in this case, a liberal economy, 
material wealth etc. This is an understanding of life which is not narrated to us, but 
implemented in the gameplay itself.  That “wealth”, understood as the holding of 
many items, is an essential value in many worlds, is made even more explicit by the 
fact that in many worlds, you lose all your objects and money, when you die.134 

Death, then, is not the ultimate worst fate, because of its physical or spiritual 
impact, but because it leads to poverty, at least for as long as it takes you to retrieve 
your objects again. 

It should be clear, then, that what we experience in these worlds through the 
process of “living there” according to – or in reaction against - the overall values 
which infuse the world, might generate events which are tellable, also in worlds 
which have not been constructed with the purpose of being story-containers, which, 
for instance, Dibbell’s compelling “story of” the virtual rape in the social world 
LambdaMOO,  proves to us. What we saw in the chapter on social spaces, through 
the historical research into these spaces as communities, we can now see  are in fact 
also stories about traditionally tellable events; stories about deceit, conflict, 
conflicting interests etc. They is stories about how communities were formed, how 
they were shaken and stirred and how they perhaps in the end came to mean the 
same to the players of the world as the nation state does to the users of the real 
world through the continuous process of imagining it together. We cannot 
underestimate the importance of community in the creation of story in a world 
which is always already a social space.  

Categories of tellable events 
Now, what can produce tellable events in a virtual world? It would appear to be 
events which might involve several or all action forms or agents: events which only 
consist of one action form involving only one agent (one man killing one monster) 
intuitively appear to be rather uninteresting, whereas complex events in a world like 
Modus Operandi or EverQuest could be those which present directed and more 
unusual experiences like longer quests, which often involve elements of both 
manipulating, navigating, socially interacting and coping with the world rules. The 
more complex the chain of events, the greater chance that unexpected turns of 
events will also take place, including the possibility of deceptions, potential 
conflicts (with opposing classes, NPCs, other players' interests) and following, the 

                                                

 

134 
Already the Habitat world of this mid-80’s applied the principle of death = loss of money, items, cf. 

Morningstar & Farmer (Morningstar & Farmer, 1991).  
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emergence of something "tellable". The “epic quest” which is the ultimate test of a 
particular character class, which results in the player being rewarded with a very 
unique and powerful weapon, is, according to those players who have completed 
them, a salient example of this.  

Example of a fictionalised account of an epic quest in EverQuest – this particular page relates 
the story of the character’s meeting with a dragon.   
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Non-trivial or “rare” events are other examples of events which can become part of 
a world’s – or in-world community’s mythology. “Rare spawns” is, for instance, 
EverQuest slang for the appearance of mobile objects which do not appear in the 
world very often, but hold valuable items which make the slaying of these objects 
both difficult and desirable (articles report about guilds veritably waiting in queue 
to be able to slay dragons; a problem which has in fact made the EverQuest 
developers decide to make them spawn more often.) 135. Other non-trivial events 
can be marriages or deaths (death here in the sense that a player stops playing a 
character and has to give it up), which are also often events, which are reported in 
academic literature (see for instance Hansen 2001 and Turkle 1995 for description 
of marriage events).  

It is worth noting, that the tellability most likely has greatest value within a 
community of users of the world, since they are the ones who are able to distinguish 
between trivial and unusual events. Hence, it seems that tellability is also closely 
related to an experience of sharing and being part of a community of equally 
interactive peers: a tellable event seems to be one which has “paratextual” value, 
that is, one which has the potential of becoming part of the texts which surround a 
specific world, the stories the players tell each other about their ADVENTures, or 
the advice they share, based on their own experiences. Important tellable events 
seem also to be characterised as polyvalent in that they may positively affect, not 
“plot”, but several aspects of the player and her character(s), for instance the present 
level of the character, its social status (its "bragging rights potential", guild standing 
and so forth) and the general history of the character's "life in the world". That 
tellable events are indeed important to players and that they do form a significant 
part of the community surrounding a virtual world can be seen from the large 
number of homepages relating individual player’s experiences in the world or the 
fact that entire sections of the commercial world developers’ “world sites” are 
devoted to “Player’s stories”. See for instance The Player’s Chronicles of Asheron’s 
Call (http://zone.msn.com/asheronscall/PlayerChron.asp) or a player site like 
Kwill's Quill: Life in Norrath about a long-term player’s life in EverQuest. Further 
examples of the presentation of tellable events in the world EverQuest are provided 
in the following chapter.   

                                                

 

135 
In the feature “Cyber heroes forced to wait for glory”, a BBC journalist describes how players have had to 

wait for months on end in order to be able to slay a dragon, because they spawned too rarely. 
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/technology/2129912.stm. 

http://zone.msn.com/asheronscall/PlayerChron.asp
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/technology/2129912.stm
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What can then on an abstract level be characterised as a tellable event in a virtual 
world? It seems to be: 
- a series of events which contain various forms of interaction and agents,  i.e. 
events which make use of both social interaction and interaction with the world 
- events which are rare (non-trivial) 
- events which have the potential of being turned into something paratextual (a story 
about the world, outside of the world) 
- events which have the potential for being a spectacle (“audience generating”, 
community issue)  

Producing “story” is in fact then, to make players live a story consisting of a 
number of events of tellable value.  Ideally, all these events can, at the moment of 
enactment, take place “in-world”, as interactive experiences which are not 
interrupted or overruled by events which takes the control of character away from 
the player, either in world or out-of-world. We should perhaps speak of story-living 
rather than story-telling and think of it as the experience of interaction-in-time, a 
series of effective interaction events, which are naturally connected. We saw in the 
previous chapter that designing performative interaction settings for multiple users 
is to create a structure of possible structures. We can now see that this “structure of 
possible structures” should enable the actors to create tellable events through 
directed interaction with a variety of interaction forms and agents. Agents and 
interaction forms can be used in various ways to direct story-living or the 
production of tellable events; examining how this has been done or could be done 
would be one way to apply these elements in an analysis of a virtual world. A 
student at the Game Zero Centre  in Sweden has written a Master thesis on “object-
oriented narrative” (Eladhari, 2002), and it might be worth considering applying 
this concept to virtual worlds, and for the future discuss possibilities of object-
oriented story-production in virtual worlds.  Speaking of stories in object-oriented 
terms helps us think about stories as something which is produced through the 
various objects available in the world (player object, informative objects, functional 
objects) and through the experience of the staging of the objects within the “setting” 
or the architecture of the world,  rather than of story as “narrative” or as something 
“narrated” from above, or controlled from the outside. The question of how to 
provide tellable events through the use of a “narrative architecture” has also been 
discussed in some detail in Jenkins (2003) and Pearce (1997).  

Maintaining freedom of interaction 
It is often emphasised (see for instance the quotes opening this chapter) by game 
theorists or designers that an essential feature of games is that they are interactive 
(for a more thorough discussion of the concept of interactivity itself, see chapter 8). 
Basically, as we have seen, when you play, you get to “do stuff yourself” and the 
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enjoyment of games seems to be closely related to the experience of being “in 
control of” the game world through continuous interaction with it. In ludological 
theory, interaction is often equal to the possibility of user action and the interactive 
parties are thus in this discourse accordingly posited as, at one end, the player and at 
the other end, "the game" itself, or perhaps rather, the state machine which, it is 
implicitly inferred, should ideally be readily accessible to the player at all times. An 
often heard accusation of a bad game is that it "blocks" interactivity too much - and 
what blocks interactivity is often the narrative inserts in the guise of cut scenes, 
loading screens which temporarily stop the users while he or she is told what is 
happening now or what has happened previously.  Within the ludologic paradigm, 
interaction then, is explicitly or implicitly an essential concept in the description 
and critique of games; and scrutinising the ongoing debate on "game versus 
narrative" (are games one version of a narrative?, should games contain narratives, 
are games not narratives at all, but something all together different? see for instance 
Juul, Frasca, Aarseth, Klevjer, Kuchlich), one can often easily replace the word 
"games" with the word "interactive".  So instead of discussing whether something is 
a game or a narrative, one might as well often be discussing whether the piece is  
interactive entertainment (blocking narrative) or whether it is narrative (blocking 
interaction). The insights of these researchers (on either side of the discussion) are 
also of interest to a virtual world researcher in that a virtual world, I dare now say, 
is a highly interactive environment. If we choose to follow the belief that 
interaction, in its many forms, should be able to take place continuously and 
uninterrupted  within the framework of an emergent story or game, we might ask 
whether there are other methods than narrative interruptions with which to achieve 
this, i.e. ways of, for instance, telling a story with interaction rather than in spite of 
it. A future direction for virtual world researchers interested in aspects of story 
would be to explore in more depth the relationship and “efficiency” of the various 
interaction forms and agents, and how one might script these forms in a way which 
ensures that both interaction and story can take place at the same time.  

Third step:  defining and producing multi-user 
textuality 
Let us now look at the production of events and tellable events on a very general 
level; as an example of the production of a multi-user ”text” (again, I use ”text” in a 
very broad sense, as defined in chapter 1) and as an example of the process of 
producing meaning through interaction with the text,  as multi-user textuality. Let 
us begin by summarising what we now know about the multi-user text and its 
producers. In the beginning of this work, we observed two things:  The users of the 
multi-user text take both the position of co-writers, textual signs and recipients 
(readers) at the same time.  
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- The language of the users in a virtual world can be strongly performative: to speak 
in an online world is often also to act 
- The multi-user-text is interactive in both a social and manipulative sense. You 
have to actively engage in the world, its objects, and the world rules in order to act 
in the world, but you also need to engage in a social game and performance with 
other users to create a successful experience. 
- The social nature of the multi-user text requires that the designer of the text-
production-system needs to encompass “sociality” as a property of the text. As well 
as designing a structure of possible structures to help create tellable events, they 
must also design a structure  for community and social interaction; to encourage the 
players to socially interact and remain engaged in the world.  

How can we use this knowledge to say something about the production of meaning 
in a virtual world, in other words, how does “textuality” emerge? As discussed 
above, the combination of interaction forms and agents causes events, some of 
which are tellable. At the moment where almost all events, even in a graphical 
world, are still related to the reader through text, these events can be viewed both as 
text producing events and as events which are reproduced in texts. The commands, 
which in graphical worlds trigger a physical action by a character, are to this day 
still provided as a text-input. So in order to make one character bow to another, I 
still have to type </bows> before other characters can actually see my avatar bow.  
Hence, even in these worlds, action often both depends on text-input, as well as it 
creates a text-output.  Some events are caused by interaction between an object and 
a player; for instance the player picks up a key and takes it to another room to open 
a door. This causes a change in the database of object (the object key is now with 
player A in room B) and when the player uses the key on the door, the event “door 
opens” is shown or told to the player. However, this is a result of changes in the 
system’s state machine, not an event on the level of text itself; hence we can say 
that the textual output on the screen in this case just reproduces an event on the 
level of program. Other events, are events purely on the textual interface; as when 
players are talking to each other. In combination, however, they generate a collected 
“textual output”, which over time constitutes a world visit or a game session.  

When trying to describe the process of textual construction in the multi-user 
virtual worlds in more depth, it seems logical that though we know that a good 
multi-user text contains “a multitude of performative options” (agents, interaction 
forms etc) with which to create text, we also need to have concepts that describe 
and make a distinction between the more stable and the more "transitional" objects 
of this world and their part in the text-production. The above taxonomy of possible 
ways of interacting within such a frame of text also implicitly reveals that the text 
you read on the screen is the result of a combination of more static and permanent 
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world objects and more dynamic and elusive elements such as the conversation of 
characters and their performative actions. Espen Aarseth's concepts of textons and 
scriptons could perhaps be used here. Though these concepts are also somewhat 
problematic,  they are conceptually usable insofar as they make an important 
distinction between the text-producing machinery and textual output. I would here 
like to make a more simple distinction between the permanent text-producing 
objects, the impermanent text-producing objects and the impermanent text-output 
object, the "event" as read by an out-of-world reader.   

The permanent text-producing objects are the agents,  the world-rules, the 
stable objects within the world such as public buildings, scenic objects such as trees 
and rocks, generic objects such as containers, permanent inhabitants of the worlds 
such as informative objects, and objects with different functions such as being prey 
(monsters) or symbolising wealth or being useable for a number of human activities 
(chairs, tables, TV, cooking utensils, sewing kit, slide projectors etc);  however it is 
not until the users, who with all their comings and goings are pretty impermanent 
text-producing objects, interact  with these and combine them with their own freely 
chosen communication, movement ,“posing” and engagement with other agents, 
that the actual text event is affected. Thus, writing, or rather, designing dramatic 
experiences in a virtual world is on a very general level a question of producing and 
timing a series of (tellable) events for which a set number of stable objects "to speak 
with" is provided;  these, combined with the unpredictable users, make it possible, 
in principle, to produce a potentially infinite and unique number of text events.  I 
have earlier identified these “objects to speak with” as agents with which the user 
can interact, and to whom the user can express herself through the use of the 
performative register (presented in chapter 7) provided by the specific world. That 
is, the individual players can talk, emote, “command” or take action; they can do 
this in relation to a number of agents in a number of different ways, thus producing 
a number of different “interactions” which together constitutes an event.  
We can then finally describe multi-user textuality as a way of looking at a “text” 
which includes several users while trying to understand the processes of 
communication and meaning-construction at play in this form of text. Studying 
multi-user textuality involves thinking about which text elements are more stable 
than others in the process, and it requires that we study how users actually “perform 
events” through numerous ways of interacting with each other and the environment 
and by exploiting the communicative register available to them. Analysing multi-
user textuality within the framework of a specific world can ultimately lead us to 
understanding the intricate relations between the construction of a worldness and 
this form of text.  
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Fourth step:  Worldness – a tentative definition 
Above I have presented some possible elements in a poetics of virtual worlds: A 
model of multi-user textuality (the process of production of meaning) and an 
analytical grid with which to study agents, interaction forms, scope of interaction 
and, last but not least, interaction-in-time as that which makes possible the 
emergence of story  or tellable material.  These elements, I surmise, will, when 
successfully combined and performed, make the user and player of a world feel 
engaged in the world and encouraged to continuously return; it will help create the 
feeling of the specific worldness of a given world and help the player produce 
satisfying stories of tellable value to in the player community. However, before we 
proceed to a more general definition of what worldness is, let us examine briefly the 
concepts of immersion and presence; elements which seem unavoidable when 
trying to define more precisely what it is to be engaged in a world or to believe in it. 
Let me emphasise that I do not think that “worldness” is simply the feeling of 
immersion or presence in a world; rather, immersion into a world and the feeling of 
presence within it are aspects of the experience of worldness. Experiencing 
worldness is for instance also the experience of being a member of a community of 
users or players  (socially interacting) or the experience of gaming, interacting with 
the game world, on a more abstract level (manipulating, navigating, improving 
character statistics etc). Interacting and feeling immersed is not necessarily always 
contradictory experiences, as previously discussed; rather, interacting with the 
world by moving through its topography or using the objects within it to generate 
events, some of which will become tellable, can enhance the feeling of presence or 
immersion and will hopefully encourage players to “actively interact”; on the other 
hand, the one does not necessarily entail the other; i.e. because you interact socially, 
you feel immersed. Interaction forms, belief and presence, and the experience of 
interaction-in-time, story-living -  all feed on each other in a continuous dynamic 
process.   

In Narrative as Virtual Reality (Ryan, 2001), Ryan defines immersion as: 

“...the experience through which a fictional world acquires the presence of an 
autonomous language-independent reality populated with live human beings” (pp 
15).  

Thus, immersion, in the popular perception of the concept, is often equalled to a 
process of passive seduction by means of the vehicle language. This holds true if we 
are talking about novels (creating world through language) or films (presenting 
fictional characters which we believe exist through words and images). However, 
the virtual world is basically independent of language, it depends on code instead  
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(though of course if there were no language it would be a very solipsistic experience 
to be in a virtual world, however language in-world is still a second-order function 
of the tool) and the fictional characters we meet there are actually played by other 
living humans. Hence, presence and engagement might be more fitting words, if we 
want to describe the experience of being in a virtual world. However, to fully 
explain the experience of worldness, it might be useful to include both immersion 
and presence as operational concepts, and certainly the possibilities and scope of 
interaction is very influential on the experience of both. 

While "computer generated" accounts for the virtual character of the data, 
"immersive" and "interactive" explain what makes the computer-assisted 
experience an experience of reality. To apprehend a world as real is to feel 
surrounded by it, to be able to interact physically with it, and to have the power to 
modify this environment. The conjunction of immersion and interactivity leads to 
an effect known as telepresence. (Ryan, 1994) 

Researchers into the concept of telepresence have examined more closely what 
factors create the experience of presence; for instance Steuer (1994) proposed a 
system for classifying communication media relative to two distinct dimensions, 
vividness and interactivity. Vividness, according to Steuer,  is descriptive of the 
sensorial richness of the representation; and interactivity refers to the extent to 
which users are able to affect change in the mediated environment. These 
dimensions can be used to predict the extent to which mediated interactions will be 
perceived in a manner similar to their real-world counterparts. Lombard & Ditto in 
the article “At the Heart of It All: The Concept of Telepresence” (Lombard & 
Ditton, 1997), in an interesting overview of the factors which create presence, 
subsume “immersion” as a part of the experience of telepresence and all in all list 
six factors which can create the feeling of presence. We can now relate their forms 
of presence to the characteristics of virtuals world, which I have been describing: 
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- Presence as social richness (possibilities of self-expression and decoding in 
social interaction: in a environment which allows emotes and multiple users 
this should be possible)  

- Presence as realism (either social or perceptual, fulfilling contracts of 
genre, i.e. effective interpretative framework)  

- Presence as transportation (the feeling of being taken to another world, 
being there: the effectfullness of the particular world as simulation and the 
quality of the tool)  

- Presence as immersion (perceptual and psychological submersion, belief in 
the framework)   

- Presence as social actor within medium (treatment of mediated entities as 
social actors, i.e. successful interaction with information objects like NPCs)  

(- Presence as medium, as social actor (computer itself treated as agent or 
actor) – (treating the tool as “person” rather than as pure tool. Not so 
relevant, but a potential side-effect!)  

Following Lombard & Ditton and Fencott, and taking them one step further, we can 
then outline a progressive scale of the experience of worldness.  We can view 
immersion as the creation of belief in the world, consciously pretending that all that 
happens in the virtual world is “real” or “true”, while automatically interpreting 
events according to their “in-game” meaning - this is the effect of the world as a 
prop and interpretative framework. (Tele)Presence, then, is following the feeling of 
‘being there’, experiencing that you are your avatar, and other people are their 
avatars through the interaction with other players, the simulation of the world and 
the successfulness of immersion. Engagement in the world is what emerges 
through the experience of the world in time;  other players start to matter to you and 
you begin to experience events of a tellable nature which make you stick to the 
world because of your interest in completing the story on the level of individual 
characters.  We can then think of engagement as a set of experiences, which 
maintain a sense of purposive presence (following Fencott,1999): 

A tentative characterisation of the content of a VE is as a set of perceptual 
opportunities allowing the visitor to accumulate over time a set of experiences 
which maintain a sense of purposive presence.  (Fencott, 1999, pp. 7) 

which once again leads us back to the importance of creating possibilities for living 
story if we want to fulfil our dreams of experiencing the feeling of being there and 
believing in the world.  
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Worldness defined 
We can now define worldness on a general level:  

The experience of  “worldness” is the feeling of presence and engagement in the 
virtual world, which emerges as the sum of our cumulative genre expections, our 
experience of a particular world system design (how the world is presented to us as 
a tool to play with), the interplay between agents and interaction forms available in 
the world (the world as game and social space), and the accumulated experience of 
“lived life” in the world (interaction –in-time) and the continuous performance of 
persistent characters in the world.  

However, it is important to be aware of the fact that the social experience of 
worldness is not just always of question of pure “belief” in the world. My empirical 
studies have shown that players often switch between a state in which they enter the 
state of non-mediated belief (I am a character in this world) and a state in which 
they are players (I am a player using a specific software tool to pretend to be in this 
world and to control my various characters) very aware of the medium within which 
they are interacting (for a detailed analysis, see chapter 10). The playful oscillation 
between these two positions appears to be an intrinsic part of the experience of 
worldness and engagement in the world. Though some researchers and gamers have 
complained that the constant oscillation between in-character and out-of-character 
behaviour (Tosca, 2002) spoils the expected experience of the world as one in 
which people always act in character and follow role-playing conventions, the 
oscillation, I suspect, is natural in a virtual world of this kind, except perhaps in 
those cases where role-playing is strictly enforced (yet, people even in these worlds 
choose to use the OOC  - Out-Of-Character - option regularly). Whereas acting in-
character signals belief in the fiction and the purposeful playing to obtain 
immersion, acting out-of-character still signals belief in, for instance, the game 
system of the world, or a devotion to the social network of which one is a part. 
Hence, though OOC-in might violate the framing of the world as fiction, it still 
happens within the framework of the world as simulation – and OOC-in is a natural 
part of making friends and strengthening community ties, i.e. the  process of social 
interaction. Indeed, as Fine (Fine, 1983), one of the first sociologists to study role-
playing games,  has suggested, the possibility of oscillating between frames of 
interpretation of the social situation can actually be part of the fun of playing a 
(fantasy) game, because there is normally no serious social penalty for doing this.  
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One should consider the effect of the voluntary nature of the frame and the “fun” 
that is embedded in it. Voluntary frames, i.e. frames in which persons are not 
constrained to say, are more likely to be rapidly keyed than are mandatory frames 
– although this is, of course, a matter of degree. It is not only the amount of 
engrossment that the actor finds in his character’s role that stabilizes the play, but 
the consequences of breaking frame. In voluntary activities, such as fantasy 
gaming, there are few adverse consequences for breaking frames. (Fine, 1983, pp. 
196) 

We should also be able to conclude now that the feeling of worldness is not 
necessarily dependent on possibilities of rich (social) interaction alone, but on 
several factors, including the framing of the world (back story, interface), 
attentiveness to the possibility of producing tellable events, attentiveness to 
community formation and its part in the production of tellable events, and the 
existence of paratexts surrounding the “world-text”. It should, however, also 
include the fact that we do not always take the world seriously, that switching 
between the frame of the user, the frame of the player and the frame of character, 
and the fact that we can do it without any repercussions (apart from perhaps being 
accused of bad role-playing), is part of what makes the experience of a world fun.     

How to analyse a virtual world 
Having outlined a more general framework for analysing the structures and 
processes of interaction in a virtual world and having defined the complex 
relationship of experiences which define and create the feeling of worldness, I 
would like to end with a suggestion of how actually to turn all these thoughts into 
analytical practice. I suggest that a study of a virtual world should examine how the 
world functions as a tool (software and interface, levels of possible interaction on 
the level of code, the representational “style” of the world), how it is presented as 
fiction and which mythologies this fiction contains (interpretative framework), how 
it is constructed as a simulation and game (rules of interaction with the world, how 
to move through the world, how to manipulate objects, which goals are explicitly or 
implicitly defined, which choices the player has etc) and which elements in the 
world seem to foster the development of story-living and the emergence of 
community (for instance, communicative options, framing of social interaction, 
game rules which require socialising, the staging of ritualistic events etc). The 
conglomeration of all these elements is what characterises the “worldness” of a 
specific virtual world, and we will now try to see whether applying them can 
actually help us define it. It is time to enter EverQuest, and when we emerge from 
this world again it will be with further inspiration found to help us formulate further 
steps in the formulation of fully-fleshed poetics. Some of these steps are tentatively 
presented in chapter 11. 
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10. EverQuestness in the Making 

Game experience might change during online play 
(warning given during the process of logging on to the EverQuest servers) 

Analysing worldness 
This chapter takes a closer look at some of the features and experiences which go 
into creating the worldness of the selected virtual world, EverQuest. This analysis is 
based on some 90+ hours of actively playing EverQuest  (henceforth EQ) on three 
different servers (US based servers Vazaelle and Bristlebane, and the European 
server Antonius Bayle) spanning the period from April 2002 to the present day. My 
own experience (recorded in the logs of all my game sessions and through 
numerous screenshots) has been supplemented with conversations with players off- 
and online, and the reading of various related EQ sites on the World Wide Web. My 
main character is the half-elf paladin Milagros on the Vazaelle, and she will be my 
primary point of reference in what follows. 
Following the guidelines which I laid out in the previous chapter, I will examine 
how aspects of community, gaming, performance and story are fused together in the 
experience of the “EverQuestness” and the stories of the players’ experiences of and 
in the world. To gain an understanding of these more abstract concepts, I will 
examine how these aspects emerge through the use of the performative register of 
the characters and through the functions of interaction forms and agents; I will be 
looking especially at how the interaction forms are presented through the EQ 
interface; the relationship between language and community; the functioning of 
essential features such as “grouping”; and finally, lived stories as they emerge in 
cases of “virtualisation” of the world and the occurrence of rare events, and through 
the analysis of specific events in which my player characters have participated in.  
This analysis helps me identify three levels of experience: the experience of the 
individual character(s), the experience of the game and the experience of world 
which all influence the overall experience of EverQuestness.  

A brief history of the world 
Claiming up to 100.000 simultaneous online users in peak hours and a monthly 
$4,000.000 earnt on subscription fees from its claimed 420.000 players, EverQuest 
is continously one of the giants on the English-speaking commercial MassMOG 
(massive multiplayer online games) market, along with games like Ultima Online, 
Asheron's Call and later generation games such as Dark Ages of Camelot, Anarchy 
Online and Lineage. Launched back in 1999 (beta 1998), EQ was also one of the 
first 3D graphic MassMOGs to hit the massive multiplayer market and hence 
Verant, the producer, has had several years to develop its game world and gaming 
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features, including the release of four game expansions: Ruins of Kumar (early 
2000) Scars of Velious (late 2000), Shadows of Luclin  (late 2001, for players level 
35+ only) and the more recent Planes of Power (late October 2002) pushing the 
highest achievable level in the game to 65. The most recent expansion is Legacy of 
Ykesha (early 2003), which amongst other new features introduces a new race, the 
frogloks, and a cartography system. In addition, in 2002, Sony Verant also launched 
a special service called EverQuest Legends with an increased subscription fee ($ 
39.95 a month) promising extra player services and more content on the dedicated 
server Stormhammer, allowing only 8000 players.  
You can choose between 15 races and 13 classes, with each their skill and talent. 
An important part of the game is the exploration of the vast expanses of the world, 
and visits to the five continents which all have different climates and zones of 
wilderness and civilisation. Each race is affiliated with different parts of the world, 
so depending on which race you play you begin your gaming experiences in very 
different parts of the world. 

Hence EQ as such presents itself as an interesting object of study: as both a 
relatively established game world with a devoted following of users and as a world 
in continuous development, both with respect to graphics and content. As a massive 
multiplayer game world with more than 165 game zones, EQ has a very steep 
learning curve: you have to learn to handle both the actual game interface, the rules 
of combat and questing, the convention for social interaction, the world geography 
and much more, to be a successful player. Hence EverQuest is a world in which you 
can find almost all of the characteristic elements of virtual worlds presented in the 
previous chapters.  

The fictional frame of the world 
EverQuest is a typical role-playing world set within at Tolkien-inspired fantastic 
universe with clear distinctions between who is good and who is evil.  You can 
choose between good and evil classes with each their skill and talent, such as 
warriors, enchanters, paladins, shadow-knights, humans and elves.. NPC’s can be 
orcs, trolls, gnomes, skeletons – many creatures you recognise from fantasy 
literature. The big monsters you fight in the high-level part of the game are for 
instance griffins or dragons, also animals known from fantasy literature. The setting 
is mainly medieval, with plenty knights and swords, shiny armours, wooden 
buildings, and (NPC) women in rustic clothing. The dedicated player can learn a lot 
about the backstory of the world and ongoing battle between good and evil by 
reading the many manuals which accompagny the game, and the news of events in 
the world, which is normally presented to the player when she logs on to the world.   
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User demographics 
Nicolas Yee, a psychology major, has done an impressive amount of research into 
the player demographics of EverQuest and continuously uploads his data to his 
website “The Hub“. The report "The Norrathian Scrolls” is based on responses from 
4000 individual EQ players and presents, I believe, a probably realistic picture of 
the average EverQuest player. Based on the responses, he tentatively concludes 
that: 
- The average level of the characters is 33 (max level is currently 65) and the most 
popular race is the Wood Elf and the most popular class is Druid.  
-The average active player has played for a least a year and has spent 800 hours in 
the game-world 
- The most popular reason for playing is to "explore a fantasy world", next comes 
the satisfaction of seeing "goals achieved" and third the possibility of social 
interaction.  
- Approx. 16% of the EverQuest players are female. 70% of these play with a 
romantic partner. 
- 80% of all players think that female characters are treated better than male 
characters. 
-On a more general level and also based on the qualitative answers he has been 
given, Yee concludes, applying Bartle’s player type categories, that male players 
are generally achievers and female character socialisers.  

During the period I have been playing, I have not been able to verify these 
observations substantially, but intuitively they do seem to capture some of the basic 
characteristics of the average active EverQuest player well.   

Features of the world 
As a basic part of my analysis of EQ I have been taking a closer look at those 
dimensions I have suggested in the previous chapter. What follows below is typical 
examples of interface, interaction forms, agents, and the character’s performative 
register within the world and observations made regarding these.          
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Interface and Interaction Forms                      

The original EO interface  

This screenshot displays an older version of the EverQuest world interface. I have 
chosen to use this as an illustration of the interaction forms available since it is 
easier to grasp for a reader unfamiliar with the interface (the new interface has 
many more hidden functions). This interface contains a "window to the world" (a 
graphic representation of the scenery of the world either with or without your own 
character depicted, depending on whether you have chosen to view the world from a 
first person or third person perspective), a chat and information window, and a row 
of spells on the upper right (showing the spells which are currently available to the 
character). The buttons on the right side are “hot buttons” to activate the player’s 
most used commands. More interesting in this context is the different forms of 
interaction the buttons on the right side point to. “Abilities” points to further 
information about the avatar and includes access to the character’s inventory which 
holds a number of objects (armor, weapons, clothes, acquired items): these objects 
can be used either for manipulation (combats, for instance) or for trading. "Combat" 
points to the possibility of manipulative interaction; "socials" (preset emotes);  the 
options of "invite" and "disband" are used in social interaction (approaching people, 
joining and leaving groups), the options of "camp", "sit" and "run" are related to the 
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movement through and interaction with the world (you need to first sit and then 
camp in order to exit the world). The red bars above the world TARGET indicate 
the state of health of the characters; Milagros is currently in a group with an 
important function when fighting.   

Agents 
One can find all four forms of agents in EQ: players, objects, informative objects 
and world rules. There is especially a lot of “mobiles”, moving objects, around; 
creatures to kill which typically move around in a given zone, following 
predetermined paths. However, the system is set up so that they might attack a weak 
player, if the player comes too near. Sometimes, killing one of these “mobiles” will 
also have a long term effect on your standing with one of the many opposing racial 
factions in the world.  Below is an excerpt from a fight with an orc pawn, a 
recurring experience during the first many levels of the game, as orcs come in many 
different degrees of strength (first you fight orc pawns, later you fight deathfist 
pawns, orc centurions, orc oracles etc):   

                                                       An orc pa                    

An orc pawn 
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Fighting with a mobile object 
[Wed Jun 19 19:41:14 2002] Auto attack is on. 

[Wed Jun 19 19:41:15 2002] orc pawn says 'Centurions!! Attack!!' 

[Wed Jun 19 19:41:15 2002] You slash orc pawn for 11 points of 

damage. 

[Wed Jun 19 19:41:18 2002] You try to slash orc pawn, but miss! 

[Wed Jun 19 19:41:21 2002] Your target is too far away, get 

closer! 

[Wed Jun 19 19:41:21 2002] Your target is too far away, get 

closer! 

[Wed Jun 19 19:41:25 2002] You slash orc pawn for 6 points of 

damage. 

[Wed Jun 19 19:41:28 2002] You try to slash orc pawn, but miss! 

[Wed Jun 19 19:41:31 2002] You slash orc pawn for 8 points of 

damage. 

[Wed Jun 19 19:41:31 2002] You have slain orc pawn! 

[Wed Jun 19 19:41:31 2002] Your faction standing with Death Fist 

Orcs got worse. 

[Wed Jun 19 19:41:31 2002] Your faction standing with Knights of 

Truth got better. 

[Wed Jun 19 19:41:31 2002] Your faction standing with Guardians of 

the Vale got better. 

[Wed Jun 19 19:41:31 2002] Your faction standing with Ashen Order 

got better. 

[Wed Jun 19 19:41:31 2002] Your faction standing with Commons 

Residents got better. 

[Wed Jun 19 19:41:31 2002] orc pawn's corpse says 'Aaarrghh!! The 

Deathfist shall hunt you down. My death will not go unnoticed.' 

[Wed Jun 19 19:41:36 2002] You receive 1 copper as your split. 

[Wed Jun 19 19:41:41 2002] Milagros saved.  

Non-playing characters (NPCs), typically traders or guards, can also be found in 
huge numbers, scattered throughout the different zones. Guild masters are a special 
form of NPCs which function as informative objects: they are typically those 
which assign class-specific quests to the different classes; such as armor quests: 
quests which earns you the right to be a true knight and ultimately to receive the 
magic item which is the reward for completing your epic quest. Since EverQuest is 
not a world which focuses on the solving intricate mysteries and plots, you do not 
find as many informative objects as you probably would in a more story-oriented 
world. However, occasionally the player will for instance come across books which 
contain information about some of the many skills the characters can practice (such 
as tailoring or forging armor).  Some NPCs also sell newspapers which, within the 
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frame of the fiction, relate some of the ongoing events in the world, pointing the 
reader to possible upcoming adventures in the world:                  

An issue of the Freeport observer announcing a werewolf on the loose  

The world rules are an important part of the regulation of the player’s activities 
and as you grow more and more familiar with the rules of the world, you learn to 
interact with them carefully.  For instance, since the game tries to simulate realistic 
physics and “human conditions”, the player has to eat and drink regular to maintain 
their strength; the system will therefore vigorously remind you  that you are “low on 
food and drink” if your reserves are low.   
Another example of this applied “physics” is that swimming is one of the skills a 
character can practice, it can come in useful if you have to find your way through 
the sewers of a city or if you have to cross a lake; however if you swim under water 
for too long, you will run out of air and suffer a horrible death. 

In battle, there are intricate rules to learn regarding how much “mana” 
(magical power) you use when casting a spell; and how long you need to rest to 
recover from “fatigue”, how much damage your character can take before she 
becomes unconscious etc.        
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World rules in action – Milagros, in an early stage of her life, drowns due to lack of air while 
trying to swim in the sea.  

The performative register 
Dressing up 
“Dressing up” is an important part of the development of one’s character: clothing, 
the quality and uniqueness of the armor you wear, all distinguish you as a more or 
less skilled or wealthy player. “Considering” or “inspecting” other characters to 
“check out” their gear is one of the more common forms of more superficial social 
interaction. Rumour has it that it is a very conscious choice that for instance the 
female human and half-elf characters are born into the world almost naked. If one 
“plays” a character in third-person view (as in the picture above), one would then 
see the almost naked butt of your character in front of you all the time, a “feature” 
which many of the male players reportedly enjoy. However, to me, this nakedness 
was experienced as rather humiliating and one of the first things I did was to 
embark on a quest to acquire some pants for my character, Milagros. I felt that 
“performing” her wearing pants would take away attention from her female 
attributes and hopefully draw attention to the skills of her class, the paladin (a 
paladin is both a healer and a warrior, and hence can get to wear rather heavy 
armour). However, I soon discovered that for some reason leather pants or ordinary 
forged metal leggings bought in shops would not appear on the visual depiction of 
my character. It turned out I had to complete an “armour quest” (which consists of 
gathering various items in the wilderness part of the world and then combining 
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them with a “mold” given to you by your guild master in a forge; this process 
results in a piece of armour). The first time I completed this armour quest, a bug 
caused me to lose the piece of armor I should have produced and I was completely 
devastated, having spent a lot of time and energy finding the items I needed for this 
quest. However, the repeat of the quest quickly resulted in a pair of new pants 
which I have happily worn ever since.  As a more experienced player this 
experience has also made me more aware of the “dress” of other characters; it is 
rather easy to see whether they have completed their armour quest and are therefore 
wearing “full regalia”. “Dress” then, is an influential part in your performance of 
the character; it signals to the other players how successful and skilled you are as a 
player and gives them an idea of how far you have progressed in the game, i.e your 
degree of  “coolness”. It is also worth noting that though most clothing items have 
the practical function of increasing the character’s statistics (giving them extra 
dexterity points etc) or their resistance to damage from opposing creatures (AC is 
an abbreviation for Armour Class, and each piece of armour comes with an armour 
class rating), some dress items seems to have a purely symbolic value; such as 
costly or “fancy” jewellery which though not immediately viewable when you 
encounter a character, will appear if you “inspect” this character. Hence, dressing is 
not just a part of the game, of protecting and strengthening your character, but also 
a way to perform “coolness” and personal taste.  

Milagros as she looks today, no naked bits left.                  
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Communicating 
In EQ, a number of communication channels are available to the player. You can 
talk to a player in private by using the “tell” command (this is typically used when 
you negotiate a trade or meeting, so as not to disturb other players in the vicinity), 
you can send messages to a group or a guild if you have been accepted as a member 
of one such. You can talk in-character (which is typically the default option in the 
chat window), or you can talk out-of-character (OOC), an option which is typically 
used when players have technical questions to each other which address the world 
as a “tool” rather than as a fiction.                           

The communication channels as presented in the current interface  

“Auctioning” is another option, typically used by players when they want to sell or 
buy items, an activity which is very common as it is an easy way to earn money or 
get one’s hands on items needed for a particular quest. OOC-ing or auctioning is 
alternatively used if you want to get a message across to an entire zone, such as the 
appearance of a “rare object”. For instance, in the Eastern Commonlands zone 
which I have been frequenting a lot, players will always publicly announce when 
the rather rare mobile griffin appears. I have also experienced these public channels 
used to announce extraordinary events such as a wedding. In EQ however, at least 
on the servers I have been using, players can be rather sloppy in their use of the in-
character or out-of-character communication modes.  Players do not always bother 
to shift to out-of-character mode when they suddenly start discussing matters which 
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go beyond the frame of fiction; for instance referring to other characters or 
problems with the interface. In general, this indicates that “role-playing”, in 
accordance with the fictional universe one moves in, is not taken very seriously. 
This observation is also confirmed by the studies of Tosca (Tosca 2002) and 
Järvinen, Helio &Mäyrä (Järvinen, Heliö and Mäyrä) as previously discussed in the 
chapter on games. 

Besides this ordinary means of communication, EQ has retained some of the 
traditional MUD and MOO “performance” options. Hence as a player you can use 
the “socials” options, using either preset command socials such as “/bow” or 
“/smile” or “/jump” some of which is also “performed” as a physical action by the 
character. For instance, using the /jump command will really set your character 
jumping, and this is, in my experience, therefore also a popular way of expressing 
joy when you meet a friend. In addition you can also set your own “socials” which, 
when run, function as traditional emoted actions.  I “designed” a social, which gave 
the output “Milagros bows to you in eternal gratitude” and since not many players 
on the non-role-playing servers seem to bother to design these socials, this has been 
a very helpful social when I wanted to communicate quickly to another character 
that I really appreciated his services. A very creative friend of mine for a while used 
a social of his own design which gave the output “X pinches you in the butt”. 
Apparently, contrary to what one might believe, this made the character quite 
popular, most likely because it was a creative and rather unconventional emote 
within this setting. 

As to kinetic actions, the usual register is available to the player; that is, the 
player can move the character around in the world by the use of the arrow-key pads 
and the spacebar.  The character can perform an attack, during which you will 
actually see the character swing her sword etc, by using the /attack option or the 
shortkey “A”. A number of other movement keys are also available. These are 
mostly used to make the character perform in the game, but can, in combination 
with other features of the system, also be used in a more creative way. For instance, 
there is a world rule which actually causes your character to be drunk when she 
drinks a sufficient amount of alcohol. The “drunk” mode is communicated to the 
player through letting the character experience a highly unsettling swaying and 
“wobbling” of the environment when she moves through the world in a drunk state. 
This effect makes it quite fun to “play drunk” with your friends.  
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Life in EverQuest – levels of experience 
Living in a virtual world can be described as a process during which you 
continuously broaden your knowledge and levels of experience of the world. I will 
here attempt a tentative stratification of the levels of experience and knowledge, 
following my own chronological experience of the process. The first stage can be 
described as “Getting to know the world”,  the second as “interacting with the 
world”, the third as “experiencing Virtualisation in practice”, and the final stage as 
that of “living the stories”, having acquired tellable material enough to be able to 
narrate experience.  

I. Getting to know the world 
Finding your own feet 
I quickly discovered that in a huge world like Norrath, getting “the feel of the 
world” to some extent depends on having played multiple characters, since different 
character types and classes are born in different places in the world and with 
varying skills which allow them to explore and manipulate the world in different 
ways. In EQ, the player will gain an overall knowledge of the world by playing and 
experimenting with a number of characters (you are allowed up to eight characters 
on one server), which she can use when moving the individual character around in 
the world, and from what I have heard, often people will perhaps try out several 
characters for a short time before they settle for one which suits their temperament 
and interest. Having played this character for a while, people will then start playing 
and “levelling” several characters simultaneously, for instance to try out different 
character types more in-depth or to try out the atmosphere on different servers. The 
process of “getting the feel of the world” also includes reading the back story in the 
manuals (in principle), reading patching information (which includes news of what 
is happening in various places in Norrath) and studying information, and 
discussions on the huge number of more or less professional forums and websites 
devoted to EverQuest.   

Language and literacy 
A parallel and very important aspect of becoming familiar with the world of 
Norrath is to learn the local “lingo” – the huge number of abbreviations, acronyms 
and commands, the use of which will distinguish the more experienced player from 
the newbie (= a new player). In most of EQ, that is, on the non-dedicated role-
playing servers, role-playing your character in accordance with what could be 
expected of people inhabiting a medieval society of the chivalrous fantasy type has, 
in my experience, not been relevant to becoming a part of the in-world speech-com-
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munity.136  One reason is perhaps that the world setting itself is not conducive 
enough to encouraging role-playing in-character; in other ways, part of the problem 
might be that the framework provided by the fiction itself spectacularly fails in 
being coherent enough; as a competing game developer points out: 

You can't honestly expect intelligent players to really care roleplay-wise when the 
nostalgic, mystical and transcending elves of Tolkien's Middle-earth shrink 30% in 
height and 90% in majesty while wearing neon green trousers. (Story in MMOGs 
can so far almost seem like Frodo and Gollum grouping and camping  Elrond at 
his spawn point in Rivendell. Fun gameplay, but dreadful story.) – (Gaute 
Godager, Game Director Anarchy Online (rpgvault.ign.com, 2003c) 

Whatever may be the reason, it is definitely my impression that in EQ the speech 
community emerges on the player level, and not through the “in-character” 
behaviour (“this is how we are expected to speak to each others as characters”).137 

In general, much of the lingo refers to the handling or generic behaviour of 
characters or ritualised events such as the trading of objects or information between 
players. Common expressions such as “PST” (please send tell, typically used when 
one player wants to discuss a purchase or sale “in private” with another player 
rather than using the zone-wide “auction” communication channel), “oom” (out of 
mana, a term used in fight to signal to the other players in a group that one’s 
character is out of mana spell casting abilities) are typical of this; as is asking 
questions such as “what is your loc?” (location in the world, indicated by 
coordinates) in order to locate a player or friend. The familiarity with these terms is 
something you bring with you from character to character; hence the use of them 
also helps signal your world experience to other players. Using the in-world lingo  
thus becomes an important part of the process of being integrated into the overall 
EQ community.   

II. Interacting with the world 
The general “feel” of the world (places to go and character types to play) and of 
language is knowledge which pervades the somewhat more concrete levels of 
experience and knowledge obtainable in the world.  This is the knowledge of the 
world as a perceived world and navigable space: the experience of the geography 
and spatial extension of the world, which emerges through navigating through 
Norrath and interacting with the objects in it, experiencing the difference between 

                                                

 

136
 This observation was also made by Susana Tosca in her paper on the EverQuest speech community [23] 

137 
This observation is, to a certain degree, only relevant for the play on the non-dedicated role-playing servers 

(of which there are only a few available for EQ players). Players on the role-playing servers have informed me 
that here role-playing is enforced and that you are strictly encouraged to signify when you are speaking 
respectively in- and out-of-character. 
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“city” and “wilderness” and learning to find your way in these zones of the world 
etc.   

Another part of the experience of interaction is the experience of the world 
as a specific game, a system you can interact with through your choices. EverQuest 
has a steep learning curve and a quite complicated interface, and it requires playing 
a character for many hours, or playing several characters, before you are familiar 
with all the rules of playing. As EverQuest is an “open” game with no definite 
ending, there is no explicit end-goal to help determine whether you have “won” or 
“lost” the game, however “levelling your character” is a continuous goal for almost 
all players - the current maximum level is 65, but the developers have raised this 
number several times and are likely to do it again, to keep the veteran players in the 
game. You level by gaining experience points (“xp”), which is given to you as a 
“bonus” for, for example, killing monsters or fulfilling quests. EverQuest 
developers have chosen not to disclose the exact number of experience points given 
for a specific kill, nor how many experience points are required to advance from 
one level to the next. This opacity is part of the mystery of the game [for further 
discussion of the psychological effect of this aspect, see Nicholas Yee’s writings].  

As a game, EQ generally has a steep learning curve; it has a quite 
complicated interface and many commands and aspects of character, class, and 
equipment, and the player needs to know this to advance her character quickly. 
Many of these rules are, furthermore, intrinsically related to certain explicit or 
implicit rules of social conduct, for instance, how you behave when you fight and 
how you “play” a fight successfully in order to gain experience points and ensure 
that no participating players are treated unfairly.  EQ is as game much focused on 
manipulating and interacting with objects such as mobiles (non-playing characters 
which move around in the world, such as “bad guys”, orcs or animals ranging from 
rats to dragons), and hence practising how to kill mobiles, learning when it is 
opportune to kill them and how to kill them with as little personal damage as 
possible, is an important game proficiency, both as a solo player and in a group.  

III.  “Virtualisation” in practice  
I was lucky that my time in EverQuest presented me with a poignant example of 
“problematising” of the domain of the world. As a part of the Luclin expansion, 
“the bazaar” was introduced as a place where players could buy and sell items, even 
when off-line. The addition of the bazaar quickly emptied the places in the old 
zones of the world where players used to meet to informally buy and sell goods. 
One of these places was the “Tunnel of Ro”, inside a rock-formation in the East 
Commonland Zone, and a safe haven, out of the reach of all the “mobiles” (non-
player creatures which might attack your character) roaming the area (a zone is a 
discrete area of the game world for which the server holds information about the 
numbers and location of players “inside”). When first I started playing, this was one 
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of the busiest places in that part of the continent of Antonica (one of the five 
continents of the world of Norrath which is EverQuest), and a lot of socialising and 
communication were generated around this meeting place. However, the 
introduction of the bazaar completely emptied the Tunnel of Ro and it is now rare to 
find any players there, though as you can see on the screenshot below, those present 
sometimes reminisce about “the good old days”. As a result, East Commonlands has 
become a much less popular zone to be in. This is an example of how a design 
change heavily influences the experience of the world. However, it was probably 
the intense gathering of players in “trading areas” (and requests from players to 
create formalised versions of these) which gave the developers the idea for the 
bazaar; so it is also an example of how the way players exploit possibilities in the 
world (for instance using safe places for trading) ultimately may change the world 
itself.         

The Golden Olden Days: “I miss the spam that used to fill the tunnel with lafter”138                       

                                                

 

138 
I  have chosen to leave characters’ names as is on  those screenshots where communication is primarily 

about in-game matters and as such are not in any way  revealing about players or users. 
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A typical scene at the Tunnel of Ro before the bazaar was introduced (May 2002):                           

The Tunnel of Ro after the bazaar was introduced (January 2003):   
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However, I assume that the virtualisation of the world also takes place on a more 
“scheduled” basis as new expansions and servers are presented to the players, 
giving them the possibilities of going to new places, trying out new character types 
and aspiring to new and higher levels. In this sense, these initiatives should perhaps 
rather be described as attempts to “revirtualise” the world, when it becomes too 
static and action too predictable, and the old players seem to become too bored with 
the same old hunting grounds. However, since the company needs to “keep the 
customers satisfied”, the features which are introduced with new expansions often 
appear to be included at the request of the players, such as is the case with the 
“froglok” character which is a part of the most recent expansion. In this sense, the 
“revirtualisation” of the world remains a dynamic process, unfolding as a dialogue 
between users and producers as an effect of the results of the interaction of players 
with the environment.  

IV. Living the stories  – sociability and the emergence of 
tellable material 
As briefly indicated above, gaining the feel of the world is, to some extent, related 
to playing multiple characters, at least this is the natural effect of the fact that the 
EQ developers have encouraged multiple character use. Characters can start out in 
different part of the worlds, and through playing them, the player will gain an 
overall knowledge of the world which she can use when moving her various players 
around in the world. The overall knowledge and experience of the world, both as 
spatial “world” and as a “game world” is then clearly something which is lodged in 
memory above the individual character level. However, most players have one 
character which they primarily spend time on levelling and caring for, typically 
referred to as “my main” (at least until they reach the top level and start all over 
again). Evidently, you “care” for your character, since a lot of hours will go into 
advancing it, and care becomes pertinent especially from the moment when dying 
becomes somewhat of an obstacle for your advancement. Currently it is a “rule” 
that until level 10, it does not really matter whether your character dies or not; if 
you die, you are re-spawned with all your belongings and no loss of experience 
points. However, after level 10, dying is much more serious: you will have to go 
back and find your dead corpse and get all the belongings your character was 
wearing and carrying at the moment of death – and you will always lose some 
experience points. Hence, death becomes a pretty serious event, especially if you 
die in a place where it is difficult to retrieve your corpse. 

Furthermore, obviously the longer you play and the more regularly you play 
on the same server, the more the “standing” and reputation of your character and 
player behaviour will start to matter; and effect your possibilities of being accepted 
into a group or ultimately, a guild, a in-game society (membership of which gives 
you the right to carry the name of your guild as a sort of “sir name”), and the 
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possibility of going on very dangerous and rewarding raids or quests with guild 
members. Hence, the experience of social life is initially closely related to the 
individual player character. However, in the long run, “being social” will often 
involve disclosing the fact that you have, or have access to, several other characters, 
and discussing them you might “brag” of them in Out-of-Character (OOC) mode or 
“call them in” for rescue if your group or guild is in a difficult battle situation. Here 
are some examples:  

Ranekilu tells the group, 'Hehe' 
Ranekilu tells the group, 'U should c my pet' 
You say, 'I bet!' 
Ranekilu tells the group, 'With luclin' Ranekilu tells the group, 
'Mages are cool'  

*********** 

Below is a longer (abbreviated) example from a group fight, where one of the 
players, Coea, had his wife’s character standing by to help us. He could not help 
bragging a bit about it, and so was teased by another group member, Glee, who had 
tried to “come on to” that particular female character. Glee’s character was a big 
troll-like creature, so at some point the player simply placed his character on top of 
the absent wife’s character and succeeded in covering her completely from the 
screen sight of the rest of the group. Accidentally, his example also contains an 
illustrative use of in-game lingo.139  

Coea tells the group, 'Oh no that is my wife' 
Coea tells the group, 'In rl' 
Coea tells the group, 'She is 56 druid' 
Glee tells the group, 'Yep and im santa clause' 
Coea tells the group, 'Lol' 
Coea tells the group, 'He's silly' 
Glee tells the group, 'Lol' 
Glee tells the group, 'You cant be serious' 
Coea tells the group, 'She is not there thats why i have her afk' 
Coea tells the group, 'She isn't home right now' 
Glee tells the group, 'MAN!' 
Glee tells the group, 'I was making my move !' 
Glee tells the group, 'Lol im sitting on her' 
Coea tells the group, 'Lol well she wont get cold that way' 
Laguia tells the group, 'Glee stop that not nice' 
Coea tells the group, 'Lol' 
Aumnydar tells the group, 'Lol' 
Glee tells the group, 'Where did she go i can [sic] see her?' 
Laguia tells the group, 'Lol' 
Milagros grins. 
Glee tells the group, 'I ATE HER!'  

(rl= real life, afk= away from keyboard, lol= laughing out loud, “she is 56 druid” 
means that the character has reached level 56 and belongs to the druid class) 

                                                

 

139
 In the examples presented, I have changed the names of the characters involved to preserve their anonymity. 
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This excerpt, apart from showing social interaction in a group kill situation, is a 
good example of how players consciously step in and out of character; with a rather 
ironic distance to the world itself and to what you can do and cannot do within it.  

“Have great faction with the dragons” – the epic quest 
The merging of community or social network and the experience of lived story is 
apparent when the player reaches the point where her character can go on the pre-
viously introduced  “epic quest” designed for her character class. Epic quests are 
often described on EQ’s players’ personal web pages or on guild sites and they were 
discussed at some length in the previous chapter, so I will only touch upon them 
briefly as I have myself not reached the stage where my character is powerful 
enough to go on such a quest. However, they are worthwhile examples of a 
“tellable” activity which requires a lot of social action, as the slaying of the dragon 
(or similar monster) which is often the end-goal of such an epic quest, requires the 
participation of as many as 30-40 characters to take it out. At the stage where the 
“quester” is ready to slay the dragon, it is important that she is a member of a guild 
or has a very strong social network in the game to help her do this. Below is a 
moving example of one player’s description of the carnage which was the result of a 
particular guild’s attempt to help the guild member Benik complete his epic quest of 
killing the dragon Faydedar. This is definitely an event of “tellable value”, 
(incidentally also involving death), which is likely to become part of the legend and 
tales of the guild in question: 

And it was pretty bad... when I swam up the tunnel to our location after the GM 
got rid of faydedar, I gasped. The guides said it was worse than anything they've 
seen, but I had no idea how bad it was. Benik’s and DArion's bodies were 
EVERYWHERE. Itlains' was eVERYWHERE. I followed the corpses, darion's 
corpse was next to benik's every corpse, several near the water, more on land, 
more on the ramp-- their bodies were in pairs. I imagined maybe darion following 
benik, trying to escape .... it broke my heart... and I see one more corpse far 
away... a single one of darion on the bridge far up leading to the huts.   

When I surveyed the melee deaths, I saw there were only a handful of melees. 
Like maybe 5 or 6? Anyway, I'll go back. I'll go back every time one of you needs 
him. And we'll be a LOT more prepared. (Guild Website)140  

A short epic like the one above indicates that “the tellability” of events in Norrath 
most likely has greatest value within a community of users of the world, since they 
are the ones who are able to distinguish between trivial and unusual events, such as 
a normal death and the more uncommon death loop. Hence, it seems that tellability 
is also closely related to an experience of sharing and being part of a community of 

                                                

 

140 
The website is easily accessible  from the World  Wide  Web, so I have here chosen not to change the 

player’s name since the information is made available to all. 
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equally interactive peers: a tellable event seems to be one which has “para-textual” 
value, that is, one which has the potential for becoming part of the texts which 
surround a specific world, the stories the players tell each other about their 
adventures (with their guild), or the advice they share with other players.  

A deathloop as it looks to an occasional bypasser.                 
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Defining EverQuestness 
My analysis has helped me identify three levels of experience of the world: the 
lived experience of the individual character(s) – those which turn into stories, the 
experience of the game – of mastering it and discussing it as “a tool”, and finally 
the “total” experience of the world which incorporates the knowledge of the world 
“gathered” by all my characters on their travels, my knowledge of all the twists and 
corners of the game, my initiation into the community of EverQuest linguists and 
the gradual grasp of the language, the identification of different communities in the 
world and my aspiring attempts to be accepted into them. All this knowledge 
influenced my overall experience of EverQuestness. 

I have no doubt that I will eventually come away from my days spent in 
Norrath with an extended epic of the life, deaths and adventures of my “main” 
character, Milagros, to recount to other researchers and fellow players. At the same 
time, I will also carry with me the more elusive story of my time in the world of 
Norrath; a story which is the accumulation of knowledge and experience which 
spans the life and knowledge of all my characters and includes my experience of 
learning to master the interface, the language, the geographical space of Norrath and 
surrounding planets, and the rules of the world as an actual game, both socially and 
structurally.  

I will also take with me the experience of becoming part of a social network 
which goes beyond the individual character and also includes sharing a communal 
experience of EverQuest as a prop and tool with which the EQ players have had 
both successful and unsuccessful experiences (for instance illogical funny bugs or 
frustrating collapses of quests due to incompatible items, aspects of experience, 
which I have unfortunately not had the space to discuss further here). The general 
experience of the “EverQuestness”, the “worldness” of this particular game world, 
includes all these experiences too; the malfunctioning of the world as a computer-
mediated prop and the shared experience of toying with the prop, for instance in the 
playful oscillation between doing things which have one meaning in the world (such 
as “sitting on” a character as in the example above) and another meaning from the 
point of view of the outside user of the world (in the same example, the symbolic 
act of “appropriating” another player’s wife). It would appear that in a Massive 
Multiplayer World like EverQuest, there is a close correlation between the game’s 
learning curve, inclusion in the speech community, and the playful attitude to the 
world as fiction, the occasional experience of rare events and the construction of 
story.  

The sum of all these experiences, as both character(s) and player(s), is what 
constitutes the experience of the worldness of EverQuest, and the attempt to 
describe the process of how this worldness comes into being is the first step in 
formulating a virtual world poetics. 
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”The only thing you can take with you is the stories. And those anecdotes 
will haunt you endlessly until you give in to the urge to re-immerse yourself 
in Norrath just one more time. [m, 27]” 

(EQ player, quoted in Nicolas Yee’s report ”The Norrathian Scrolls”)   
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11. “Where do we go from here?”  
- virtual worlds in the 21st century  

In order for there to be varied and quality content for the broader market, the current 
developer mindset of conflict-centered design must be widened to include construction 
and other forms of entertainment. To be fair, the first generation of technology for 
persistent worlds was not well suited to do more than provide a backdrop for conflict, 
but any next-generation technology will not constrain the developers in that manner. 
As a result of this improving technology, we should see more developers of worlds and 
a wider style of game play provided. (David Bowman, Artifact Entertainment, in 
interview, January 2003) 

Epilogue141 

Speculations about the future can be dangerous, as they are just speculations, and 
stand the risk of being interpreted by others as ultimate truths about the world of 
tomorrow, particularly if these speculations are the” word of mouth” of an 
academic. This is one reason why I have chosen to let the voices of others, the 
designers and customers, dominate this chapter - describing what they think of the 
virtual worlds of today and tomorrow. Hence, I present no definitive conclusions 
here, but some possible directions of research and development which these people 
have helped me to identify, and which, I believe, the process of writing this thesis 
has made me more sensitive to discovering.  Focusing on the virtual world forms 
that we can imagine in the near future, I briefly discuss the future relationship 
between MUDs and MASSMOGs, the emergence of new forms of virtual worlds,  
the development of “new” content in existing worlds, and finally,  in a continuation 
of the presentation of these perspectives, I introduce a few issues and challenges 
that virtual world researchers could and should address as part of the development 
of a poetics for virtual worlds. 

                                                

 

141 
The phrase “where do we go from here?” is a quote from an episode of the US TV series Buffy the Vampire 

Slayer which could be described as a role-playing version of Beverly Hills with vampires. The line “Where do 
we go from here” is the final phrase in a song sung by all the characters of Buffy’s party, after the bad guy has 
been slain. In this particular episode a curse has been cast which makes them all sing. The full phrase goes: The 
battle's done,/and we kinda' won /So let's sound our victory cheer. /Where do we go from here? The series has 
now been turned into a game for the X-box console. And I would not be surprised if the Universe of monster-
infected Sunnydale appeared online as a virtual world form in the foreseeable future. This chapter asks a similar 
question: in which direction will industry go now that they have already won a large public for their games?  
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Narratives of virtual worlds  
Academic narratives 

Many digital narratives are unabashedly utopian. Digital narratives share certain 
features with classical utopias. Utopias are literary forms that construct and 
describe an alternative world, in the future or somewhere far away, in which things 
are better than they are at the time of the writer. (Coyne, 1999, p. 20) 

One aspect of virtual worlds that I have only touched upon very briefly in this thesis 
is that of the impact on our understanding of this world as it has been shaped by a 
number of narratives of virtual worlds.  In chapter 1, I quoted Simon Penny (Penny 
1992), who, in his analysis of the relationship between ideas of the Enlightenment 
and conceptions of virtual reality, claims that “virtual reality is as real as the picture 
of a tooth-ache”. It is observably true that throughout the 1990s, ever since the 
publication of the highly influential anthology Cyberspace – First Steps (Benedikt, 
1991), academic literature has abounded with highly unrealistic and ideologically 
fused imaginings on the promises of the virtual worlds of the future. It is thought 
provoking that in the process of theorising about virtual worlds, much academic 
literature has often looked to pieces of fiction such as William Gibson’s 
Neuromancer (1984) and Neil Stephenson’s Snow Crash (1991) for a vocabulary 
with which to describe their subject matter. However, whereas these fictions in fact 
walk a fine balance between utopian and dystopian aspects of a future shaped by 
technology, academics tend to be somewhat more biased, focusing on what these 
worlds could be or how they could enrich us, if only the right technology existed.  

These narratives of “digital utopias”, which we as academics have also 
nurtured, have been examined by Richard Coyne in the book Technoromanticism 
(Coyne, 1999), in which he, similarly to Penny, compares the content of our “digital 
narratives” (i.e. narratives on what a digital world can offer us) with some of the 
ideas which informed the Enlightenment and the 19th century romantic tradition.142 

He points out that it is precisely the utopian ideals that characterise these narratives 
on the present or future of the worlds created by information technology: the 
nostalgia for arts and crafts (the skill of the designer or programmer), a reverence 
for genius (the inventor of a world or a programme), a return to early socialism (the 
“fair” society) and the appropriation of the irrational (manifest in the magical and 
irrational worlds which digital technologies often project).  They are made manifest 
in our visions of total immersion; the perfect virtual reality; the new community 
which is like the “good old place” of the village pub and in our the conception of 
the virtual world as a place we enter as “pure minds”, leaving our corporeal 
identities behind, and thus liberated from the bonds of the body and where we are 
finally free to explore identity in its many possible facets. 

                                                

 

142
 For a likewise critical perspective on digital utopias and the notion of cyberspace, see Rötzer, 1996. 
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Digital utopianism is a variant on the pervasive theme of unity and disintegration. 
The utopian quest is of a return to a state in which humanity and nature were 
united, when we were one with each other and with our technologies. The arts and 
crafts orientation of digital narratives reinforces this quest by inviting participation 
in the global village. The concept of genius has its origins in notions of access to 
the divine intellect beyond the material. The romance with systematization invokes 
concepts of a collective society of mind. Whereas rationalist and empiricist 
narratives trade in the computer as a tool of reason, romanticism also entertains the 
computer as a gateway into the world of unreason and the ineffable...(Coyne, 
1999, p. 45) 

Digital narratives about virtual worlds will most likely continue to flourish and to 
nurture fantasies and thoughts about them, both those of the designers and those of 
the academics. Virtual worlds, in principle, still hold the promise of fulfilling our 
desires of becoming members of a huge global village, a “society of the mind” 
where we can all interact as equals, disregarding social status, physical 
impairments, race, gender, etc.,  and thus even today we need to be aware of the 
trap of falling prey to creating narratives of virtual worlds, instead of focusing on 
the stories actually unfolding in the worlds at hand.143  

Towards the end of this chapter, I will briefly discuss that which virtual 
world researchers need to understand about this new phenomenon before “serious 
research” can begin. For instance, the dream of creating the perfect “narrative” 
experience in a virtual world, promoted by researchers such as those of the 
“interactive drama school” (briefly presented in chapter 7) or by game theorists with 
a background in literature or film studies, and indeed also a dream which for a long 
time has been informing my own perspective, is perhaps but a dream, and we need 
to start looking at and for other structures and experiences if we want to understand 
what happens in these places.   

“Industrial” narratives 
The current explosion of massive multi-player (game) worlds144 seems to indicate 
that at least industry (still) believes in a future where everybody will want to have 
an alternative life on the Internet, and in the “truth” once put forth by Pavel Curtis, 
that “people are the killer application” (Curtis, 1992)145. The massive multi-player 
game worlds seem especially to hold much promise as commercial enterprises, 

                                                

 

143 
Clearly, the picture today is not as black and white as I would make it seem here. As pointed out in chapter 

5, recent developments within studies of virtual environments, especially within the online community research, 
seem more grounded and reflected and less enthralled by the possibilities the Internet as medium and 
communication platform might offer us. 
144 

Anarchy Online manager Thomas Howalt estimates that approx. 70 online worlds are currently (april 2003)  
in production, according to an interview in the Danish newspaper “Politiken”, “Virtuelle Verdener i vækst“ 
(Virtual Worlds in growth),  February 13th 2003, http://politiken.dk/VisArtikel.iasp?PageID=256238. 
145 

Curtis simply meant that the true attraction of virtual worlds is that you can meet other living people there - 
Netgain authors later interpreted this as the fact that people are willing to pay money to be able to do this and to 
maintain their online relationships. 

http://politiken.dk/VisArtikel.iasp?PageID=256238
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since they can make the customers stay because of the community, even when the 
attraction of the game itself has run out, a fact which recent books on the design of 
(massive) multi-player worlds continuously stress (see Mulligan&Petrovsky, 2002 
and Alexander, 2003).146 On top of this, the game worlds producers’ imagination is 
undoubtedly fuelled by figures like the one below (lifted from a column by game 
designer Jessica Mulligan) which illustrate the expected sums to be earned by the 
subscriptions to some of the current and forthcoming (in 2003) Massive Multiplayer 
Online Games, or by predictions such as that of the digital entertainment market 
research company Themis Group, which estimates an overall 2003 revenue of  $635 
million  in earnings on online worlds.                

Subscription Revenue Potential Estimates, Major Persistent Worlds, Calendar 2003.  
Source: http://www.skotos.net/articles/BTH_27.shtml  

Yet, as it appeared from a recent online round table on virtual world development, 
published as a round of interviews in Rpgvault.com, January 2003, senior 
developers seem to have braced themselves, fully realising that it will be years 
before the market has evolved to accommodate those segments of society which do 
not find anything of interest in the current virtual worlds. But industry is gradually 
realising that creating worlds which encourage the development of community as 
much as they present interesting options of game-play, might be the way forward. 
World developer Jeffrey Anderson states: 

                                                

 

146 
The fact that books are now being published on the specific topic of developing these worlds and that 

certain companies are trying to develop “middleware” (such as MicroForte’s BigWorld or the products of 
Butterfly.net or Zona’s Terazona,  which will allow other companies without a lot of technical expertise to run a 
massive multiplayer world) is yet another significant sign that this is close to being the next BIG thing in the 
game developers’ world. 

http://www.skotos.net/articles/BTH_27.shtml
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To begin with, the idea of an online world is *very* new; just the basic concept 
has not penetrated more than five percent of the population's consciousness. This 
means that the online gaming industry has a long way to go before any title could 
be deemed a mass market success. Enormous improvements in the form and  
delivery of the medium (as well as significant education and culturalization) 
need to occur first before the average 55 year-old housewife has a subscription 
to an online world. I think we are at least a decade away from that goal and, 
most assuredly, any succeeding title would not be a "game" but more of a 
virtual community. This is something that we are just barely beginning to 
understand as an industry. 

 (Jeffrey Anderson, CEO Asheron’s Call, my emphasis)  

The MUD is dead – Long live MMOGs!?! 
It seems to be a sad fact of the universe of virtual worlds that while some wither and 
die others blossom, and in the end only a few seem capable of surviving on a long 
term basis. Thus, AtheMOO, the virtual world dedicated to the study of theatre, and 
the world which was the host of Scheherazade’s Daughters (the play analysed in 
chapter 7) lately seem to have been disconnected from the Web. I have not been 
able to enter with my usual password, nor can I log in as guest or via alternative 
browsers. Yet I still receive regular reminders via email, kindly informing me that it 
has now been so and so long since last I logged in and that the 5th anniversary of 
AtheMOO has just been celebrated. However, this anniversary took place in June 
2000, which makes the emails seem like sad little electronic “ghosts of the past”.  
Running a virtual world requires time and dedication (and if you are a company, a 
continuous cashflow) and judging from my overall experience, which has often 
taken me to worlds dying or already dead, AtheMOO’s destiny is not unique. In the 
commercial part of the universe of virtual worlds, it will for instance be interesting 
to see which of the alleged 70 MMOG worlds in progress will survive in the long 
run – or even make it past beta-testing. 

However, the most pertinent question seems to me to be whether in general 
the text-based worlds like MUDs or first generation MOOs will be able to survive 
the demands and interests of a generation of pampered computer users who have 
been raised on a diet of immaculate 3D games. That the evolution of virtual worlds 
might move in this direction at least seems to be supported by the fact that in the 
latest class I taught, students generally did not have much left in terms of interest in 
the text-based environments which they appeared to find a little dull, complaining 
about the lack of fancy graphics and an interface they understandably found too 
complicated to engage with at first glance. Yet, there are designers and theorists 
who maintain that the text-based environments will never die because they offer 
their users experiences which they will never be able to have in three-dimensional 
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environments. Hence, Pavel Curtis wrote, more than 10 years ago, in a warm 
defence of text-based worlds : 

It is substantially easier for players to give themselves vivid, detailed, and 
interesting descriptions (and to do the same for the descriptions and behaviour of 
the new objects they create) in a text-based system than in a graphics-based one. In 
McLuhan’s terminology, this is because MUDs are a ‘cold’ medium, whereas 
graphically-based media are ‘hot’; that is, the sensorial parsimony of plain text 
tend to entice users into engaging their imaginations to fill in missing details 
while, comparatively speaking, the richness of stimuli in fancy virtual realities has 
an opposite tendency, pushing the user’s imaginations into a more passive role. 

... 

Finally, one of the great strengths of MUDs lies in the users’ ability to customize 
them, to extend them, and to specialize them to the users’ particular needs. The 
ease with which this can be done in MUDs is directly related to the fact that they 
are purely text-based; in a graphics-based system, the overhead of creating new 
moderate-quality graphics would put the task beyond the inclinations of the 
average user. (Curtis, 1992, pp. 15, my emphasis).  

Part of Curtis’ argument can today be refuted. The 3D “art world” Karlskrona II 
and other worlds based on the Active Worlds world creation system, are living 
proof that full-fleshed graphical user interfaces which allow users to “customise” 
worlds, “to extend them, and to specialize them to the users’ particular needs” do in 
fact exist today.  In these worlds, building is based on the duplication or 
multiplication of standard objects such as walls or floorboards, a process which is 
very simple – furthermore users can modify or add their own graphical objects 
rather easily. Likewise, building and customising one’s own home by use of 
prefabricated building material is a major user activity in the recently opened The 
Sims Online world. Thus, technological development has negated Curtis’ claim that 
“the overhead of creating new moderate-quality graphics would put the task beyond 
the inclinations of the average user” since solutions like the one here  have made 
“graphic building” a part of the general user interface, letting users “make graphics” 
without having to bother with complex calculations and vector graphs.  

However, it would be wrong to discard Pavel Curtis’ viewpoints as “outdated”. 
Almost 10 years later than Curtis, manager of the Skotos company147 which 
specialises in commercial primarily text-based worlds, Brian Moriarty argues: 

The practical advantages of prose over representational imagery are numerous and 
well known. Text is relatively inexpensive to create, manipulate and serve. We can 
implement fundamental architectural changes, quickly introduce vast new 
territories to explore, create significant new capabilities and special effects, and 
originate substantial in-game events with very little lead time. 

                                                

 

147 
Skotos, made it to the Web a few years ago with the aim of reviving a broad interest in text-based games 

(largely through the introduction of interfaces including maps). More info at www.skotos.com. 

http://www.skotos.com
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.... 

None of this freedom is of any use if there's nobody to read what we've written. 
Fortunately, there are tens of thousands of dedicated connoisseurs online who 
appreciate the unique virtues of prose, and are willing to pay for it. They are not at 
all bothered - and frequently relieved by! - the lack of animated 3D particles and 
subwoofer explosions.  

I like to associate prose games with classical music. Compared to popular artists 
like Cher and Ricky Martin, the market for classical music is minuscule - barely 
5% of US industry sales. But the audience is loyal, and there are enough of them 
out there to keep dozens of small labels in business. Nobody's getting rich, but 
people can make a living doing something they really love; and that's my 
definition of a fulfilling career.  

(Moriarty in interview, Gamasutra.com, April 2001) 

- and Moriarty definitely puts forward some valid points here. Text-based worlds 
encourage imagination, they are easier to maintain, to change and not least, they are 
inexpensive to host and build compared to the mainly graphical worlds. This means 
in practice that dedicated and technically skilled users can easily run a text-based 
world themselves, without having to start a company, employ a lot of people and 
attract a lot of funding. However, as Moriarty indicates, the text-MUD as an 
“entertainment” world will, if it survives technological development, most likely 
remain the domain of literate (in both the technical and the alphabetical sense) 
connoisseurs.148  

The fact that an audience for MUDs and MOOs still exists is proven by 
checking the site MUDconnector.com, as it currently lists 1841 MUDs and MOOs 
in their database.149 This number has steadily increased during the last four years; 
the first time I visited the MUDconnector, the number of registered worlds was just 
around 1000. These numbers do seem to indicate that the MUD worlds are not in 
danger of vanishing anytime soon150. Or as Richard Bartle, creator of the first 
MUD, puts it: 

The fact that MUDs are free is a major reason for their position on the periphery of 
the Internet. They don't look professional, they have no advertising budget, they 
have high barriers to entry, and magazines won't review them. The fact that they 
have a direct connection to the imagination ensures that they can never die -- so 
long as people have imaginations. (Gamespy.com, 2001) 

                                                

 

148
 Although text-based games, MUDS, might disappear over time, I have no doubt that MUDs and MOOs will 

survive as very rewarding educational environments, in that letting students write for and read MUDs and 
MOOs is an excellent way to teach them rhetorical and literary skills, as well as understanding. The advantages 
of using MOOs for teaching purposes and instructions on how to do this are explored further in the seminal 
book High Wired (Haynes & Holmevik, 1998). 
149

 They have a special page listing “graphical MUDs and MMORPGs which lists about 80 worlds. Even if this 
number is deducted from the overall number, a sum total of 1700+ mainly text-based worlds remain. 
150 

However, since many of these MUDs have only a very small user-base (as low as 5-10 users all in all, from 
my experience), in overall numbers of users, the MMOGs might still come out on top.  
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A 21st century MUD                

Comment:  “compagny” - ?company           

Castle Marrach (2000-2001) – a 
commercial textMUDs with a 
modern graphical interface and 
map added.  Castle Marrach is one 
of the recent products of  the 
compagny Skotos, which claims to 
have a huge focus on creating 
interesting universes with good 
stories and, according to one of the 
lead designers, Brian Moriarty, with 
the explicit aim of making text 
roleplaying commercial again, while 
bringing it to a wider audience than 
the MUD community alone 
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New content 
New worlds 

Achievement is all about meeting the challenges posed by game design. 
Development is your growth in the society of the game world. Achievement, in a 
competitive environment where hundreds or thousands are striving for a sharply 
defined set of goals, is glory for the winners, shame for the losers and also-rans. 
Development comes not from your ability to achieve game goals, but rather from 
the ability of the game, intended or not, to reveal who you are. This is how people 
can come to believe they genuinely know people they've played an online game 
with. This is where the lasting bonds among online gamers come from, and is the 
reason why the emergence of online gaming as a major entertainment medium is 
inevitable. As game designers, however, it is our preoccupation with the 
achievement side of the games we make, and the side effects of glory and shame 
that we, with little thought, unleash upon our customers, that retard this medium's 
emergence. (Designer J. Baron in Gamasutra.com, 1999) 

In the universe of graphical virtual worlds, an interesting development has been 
taking place during the last year. Companies have started to launch new types of 
worlds which “break” the categories of worlds I introduced in chapter 1. These 
worlds, exemplified by There (www.there.com) and The Sims Online 
(www.thesimsonline.com), defy classification as pure game worlds; nor are they 
just chat worlds, or free-for-use social worlds. They are commercial “entertainment 
worlds” which offer their users the chance to interact in  “grown-up” environments, 
interacting both socially and with the objects of the worlds, and in terms of design, 
focusing, it appears, equally on social interaction (development of community) and 
world interaction 

This is the way There is described in the New York Times article about the 
world, in January 2003. Part of the article is an interview with Internet guru Esther 
Dyson about the phenomena: 

"It's geared for people who want to spend time wanting to interact with other 
people beyond their family," she said. "They are the same sort of people who go 
and hang out in the afternoon in various places or get together after work." 

On the Internet, Ms. Dyson noted, the social interaction in chat rooms often 
disintegrates into "trivial, useless, sex-oriented" babble. And game-based virtual 
worlds are usually filled with people who want to play games or talk about them. 

A virtual destination like There, she said, is more akin to going to a cooking class 
or an art museum, to meet people. "It's for people who want to be doing something 
while they meet people," she said. What is striking about There is the lengths to 
which it goes to mimic the mundane detail of everyday life. Members can guide 
their avatars by basically using the directional keys on a standard computer 
keyboard not only to meet friends and make new ones, but also to explore There's 
worlds. That can mean anything from spending a day in a spa, where avatars can 
receive makeovers and haircuts, to surfing in a virtual ocean or joining in a 
spontaneous game of paintball. (New York Times, January 9th, 2003, my 
emphasis) 

http://www.there.com
http://www.thesimsonline.com
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Though I do not agree with Mrs. Dyson’s view of game worlds as being inhabited 
by people interested in gaming only, she probably is right when she draws attention 
to the fact that a world like this might attract a new user segment which is neither 
into the pure and “frivolous” chat rooms, nor really interested in gaming only. The 
designers of There have wisely realised that more than simple chat facilities are 
needed if they want to maintain a competitive edge and  have their users stay with 
the world. This has made them introduce, for instance, movable beach buggies and 
“realistic” npcs: 

Consumers using high-speed broadband connections can chat - not just in text, but 
by voice as well - and even share streaming music with one another as they talk 
and play. 

The creator of this virtual world, There Inc., is calling it "the first online getaway," 
a sort of digital Club Med where the guests - for a fee yet to be determined - will 
be able to connect with other people, shop, or simply explore the exotic 
surroundings.  

And while chat is a major feature of There, the company's chief executive, Tom 
Melcher, said it offers much more, including avatars, enlivened with artificial 
intelligence, that look and act more realistically than typical game characters. They 
appear to breathe. Their eyes blink, and their body language - controlled by the 
user or left to software to animate - is meant to make conversations feel more 
natural. . (New York Times, January 9th, 2003) 

It still remains to be seen whether this world will actually succeed, but the 
responses to the recently launched The Sims Online (TSO) world, an online version 
of the extremely popular The Sims - series might give us some indication.  Though 
positive voices can be found, user responses to TSO have been, to put it mildly, 
generally rather negative, not least because of the great amount of bugs in the game. 
On March 29th 2003, Amazon.com lists 146 customers’ ratings of the game on the 
game package site, and out of five possible stars as top rating, TSO receives only 
two stars on average.151 A brief analysis of these reviews gives us a good indication 
where TSO designers might have gone wrong.  
The opening editorial review of the game sounds: 

The Sims was less a game and more a fun software toy, with no way to win. The 
Sims Online follows the same formula. Unlike other online games, TSO was 
specifically designed to not have traditional rewards such as gold, power, or 
magic items. There are no levels to attain, or princesses to rescue. Instead, players 
take joy in little victories--maybe your Sim cooperates with others, and all four of 
you manage to bake a pizza without burning it and then sell it. Or maybe you 
throw a party, and all the cool kids show up and have a good time. The core 
reward for playing the game is nothing... nothing more or less than the joy of 
playing.  

                                                

 

151 
Reviews can be found at http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/stores/detail/-

/videogames/B000067FDV/customer-reviews/ref%3Dcm%5Fcr%5Fdp%5F2%5F1/002-7277424-1308811. The 
high degree of dissatisfaction with the game has made the producer, EA Games, postpone the European launch 
until later in 2003. 

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/stores/detail/-
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Unlike the original Sims, where you created a number of Sims and controlled them 
all, as a god, in TSO you create and control only one Sim at a time. This is a 
significant change, as you can't direct one Sim to perform a time-consuming task 
and then switch to another Sim until the task is complete. Instead, if you want your 
Sim to do anything in the game, you have to watch him do it in tedious real time 
(the fast-forward button, so vital in the original Sims, is gone). (Jennifer 
Buckendorff on Amazon.Com) 

Generally, it seems that TSO aims mainly at being an “entertainment” world – 
offering users the possibility to interact with objects in the worlds, but primarily 
using these as a means of helping players make contact with other players or help 
signal social status. However, they have only partly succeeded in making this 
feature work, according to a major part of the customers’ reviews152: 
A female customer writes: 

While its fun for the first few weeks to be a Sim and chat with 
people, the novelty of it quickly wears thin when you end up following the same 
routine of gameplay everyday.  

Another female customer writes: 
Each lot is basically an individual chatroom where all you do is chat while your 
Sim works on its skills or fulfills its needs in a very slow manner. Strict limits and 
rules make it exceedingly difficult to accomplish anything worthwhile and in 
essence diminishes what little fun there is.  

The majority of places are dance clubs, hotels, and skiing sites and there’s an 
occasional phony wedding between two players. It was fun for the first week but it 
became tedious constantly doing the same things.  

I admit I made quite a few friends and that was probably the only part of the game 
I enjoyed but most of them have moved on or are planning to, and a chat room 
with a pretty interface just wasn't enough for me to continue playing.  

A third writes: 
When I originally bought TSO, I was expecting it to be just as fun-filled and 
addictive as The Sims. I was wrong. The Sims Online is purely a waste of your 
time and money. Why you ask? Well below are several reasons: 
**It's extremely difficult to make simoleons [Simoleons is the currency of the 
world. LK] 
**No one ever visits your shop or company 
**Even thought they say you can make a "career" its really nearly impossible to 
**Unlike The Sims, TSO has no goals, so it gets dull and repetitive 
**Players under 12 will most likely be exposed to dirty and dangerous stuff 
**You can't put downloaded online stuff into your game 
**It's just not fun!...  

Well, w/ all this negative stuff why didn't I just give it one star, you ask. Well, the 
one thing that was pretty cool about TSO is that there is a large variety of skins 
for to personalize your sim w/. But other than that, TSO is a total money waster. 

                                                

 

152
 All quotes in what follows are taken from the publicly accessible Amazon.com site, which sells all the Sims 

products and for each product describes the product and lists all submitted user reviews and ratings. You do not 
have to be logged in to view these reviews. All emphasis here is mine. Occasionally I have listed the gender of 
the reviewer, this as an ironic comment to the presupposition that it is women who like The Sims the most. 
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So if you were planning on buying TSO cuz you like The Sims, think again. The 
Sims is a billion times better.  

A fourth customer writes: 
I am not interested in paying monthly for a game where you have to follow a strict 
routine and do the same things over and over. And I can chat for free with my 
friends on the Net or by using one of the many instant messenger services. 

From these reviews, it seems tempting to conclude that many users of the TSO 
world come to it with expectations generated from their experiences with the many 
offline versions/expansions of the game. The lack of well-developed “gaming” 
elements, such as clear goals or a varied game-play seems to annoy a great deal of 
these players; likewise the social element seems largely to fail, because it seems 
difficult to make interaction around objects a central part of the social interaction. 
Opportunities for personal customisation are limited; players (also in several 
reviews not quoted here) complain that in fact “The Sims Online is nothing more 
than a huge animated chat room...period!” (says “aquimini”). Thus, it appears that 
although the intentions were good and the concept promising, the developers seem 
to still have to work harder in order to make this kind of world function in practice.  

However, it should be noted that not all customers are dissatisfied; some are 
really enthusiastic about the world. One male customer writes in his review: 

But we all have fun playing and even play games within the Game. Such as The 
Amazing Sim Race, Survivor, Who's Line is it Anyway and some have put on 
Production Plays such as "MacBeth" and "The Importance of Being Earnest".153 

... 

It's so much more then just a Chat connection. It's what you put into the game. Just 
like Church.you get out of it what you put into it! Don't just expect to open a house 
and people come running to you. You have to do something different that will 
attract people to your lot. And remember to KISS. I see houses that have too much 
in them and people are all over the place doing different things. You have to 
Market and Advertise. Use the Maxis Message Boards to read and post your ideas 
and plans. This game is so much more then people realize. Even after 7 months I 
am amazed at some things people are doing in their houses and lots. 

Another writes: 
I also find it funny that so many people complain about gaining experience points. 
It is clear to me that these folks have never played EverQuest, Ultima Online, or 
any of the other MMORPG's. In the listed games above, it takes hours upon hours 
just to get to a level where the game becomes playable. With TSO, you can have a 
great time within ten minutes of booting up. 

It appears that TSO as a play and game environment is subject to the same 
circumstances as those which players of the more traditional MMOGs have to 
accept: that the learning curve and skill improvement is rather slow and that the real 

                                                

 

153 
It is extremely interesting to discover that “staging plays” is apparently an activity that players initiate 

quickly and spontaneously. I am convinced that from a research perspective it would be very rewarding to 
supplement the findings of chapter 7 with findings based on observations of plays like this, performed in a 3D 
world. 
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“fun” play only happens after a substantial amount of playing time. For those who 
have the patience to stick through the boredom and who actively participate in the 
events of the world and manage to get on well with their co-players, “immersion”, 
fun and relaxation seem to be the reward, judging from this review: 

I truly enjoy this game and have trouble understanding why everyone has rated it 
so harshly. The game-play can be slow when you are building skills, but the 
people make it interesting by chatting, IMing, doing tarot readings etc. There are 
fun contests and games and the new Sim interactions are hilarious. I find this game 
to be extremely relaxing and am amazed at how many hours can go by while I play 
without me even noticing. Last night I missed the oil man coming to the house and 
ringing the doorbell because I was in the middle of making an online Pizza and 
didn't want to let the team down. This is a good game. The people in the game are 
nice and often intelligent. It's a good experience. (male reviewer) 

Summarising the content of these rather ambiguous “reviews”, it would seem that 
the experience and production of a positive experience of “worldness” in this kind 
of world is currently very much related to the personality of the individual player: 
good social skills, the ability to seek out interesting “spots” in the world, and a flair 
for marketing their virtual presence. One is tempted to conclude that the world itself 
does not function as well as it should, since design issues referring to the 
relationship between social interaction and world interaction do not seem to be 
properly resolved. On the face of it, it seems that playing TSO would not be a 
successful experience for those who come to the world with weak social skills. And 
if this is the case, perhaps producers have failed in reaching the kind of audience 
they would like to attract.  Surely, this brief analysis can teach us that it is not easy 
to introduce a new type of world without having reflected precisely on the 
relationship between interaction forms and agents, and how the structuring of these 
can help create immersion and the feeling of presence. World designers should 
know by now that relying solely on your players to be the “killer app” and on them 
to attract other players to the world, is not going to make a world alone.  

Old worlds with new direction 
In 10 years, we will be in the same space competing for the same time and dollars 
as TV. Either they will move into our space or we will move into theirs. Whoever 
makes the move first and with conviction will dominate the following decade of 
broadcast entertainment. Games can do it, but we have to take ourselves as story 
tellers seriously. Let's start today. (Chris Klug, “Implementing stories in massively 
multiplayer games”, Gamasutra, September 2002, my emphasis)  

As competition grows harder, designers need to come up with new ways to keep the 
players of their worlds as loyal customers. Whereas the new worlds are partly 
intended to attract a new audience, sequels (such as EverQuest II, Asheron’s Call II, 
Diablo II, etc.) or expansion packs are intended to cater to the dedicated and long-
time users, and to “revirtualise” the world. However, new material is in itself not 
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enough, and looking around it would appear that designers are in fact becoming 
more and more aware of the attraction of more meaningful content.  Thus, enforcing 
and encouraging story-making as a player-activity is one of the methods that the 
previously mentioned Skotos company tries to apply in their fight to claim a piece 
of the market: 

...we offer a dedication to storytelling. We don't want to create games that are only 
about exploring dungeons, killing monsters and stealing treasures (although some 
games will certainly incorporate these thoroughly delightful activities). We want 
to fashion engaging story environments that evolve interactively, directed chiefly 
by the participants themselves. Castle Marrach has already proven a great success 
in this regard. More than half of the major plotlines are coming from the players, 
with no solicitation. (Brian Moriarty in interview with Ernest Adams, April  2001 
(Adams, 2001). 

Whereas it might be considered a more radical approach to let players do the 
storytelling themselves, other and bigger worlds aim at providing “ready-made” 
adventures and storylines for their subscribers to follow.  An example of this 
approach is that of the developers of Asheron's Call 2: Fallen Kings, a MMORPGH 
game which continues “the widely praised concept of a storyline that progresses via 
monthly update” applied in the first version of the game. This concept is one reason 
why Asheron’s Call II has been chosen by the popular RPG Vault site 
(www.rpgvault.ign.com) as the Online World of the Year.  According to the blurb 
on RPG vault’s website, they won because:  

At the same time, the new title also implements some significant enhancements 
such as a much more accessible character system, a more content-filled world and 
a state of the art graphics engine. Released late in the year, Fallen Kings represents 
both a worthy successor to the original and a commendable step in the continuing 
evolutionary development of the entire online world category. (Rpgvault.ign.com, 
2003a, my emphasis) 

The game’s own website discloses that the new game offers what they, in role-
playing terminology, refer to as epic “campaigns”: 

ADVENTurers looking to get swept up into an epic story need look no further than 
the new campaigns in Asheron's Call 2. The first campaign focuses on the 
mysterious Vaults that are scattered across the new world. Work through each of 
the Vaults and discover what dangers and rewards await at the bottom. As the 
world of Asheron's Call 2 evolves, new Vaults will be added to the campaign 
(Asheron’s Call: Fallen Kings website, January 2003) 

and the game producers continue to launch recurring monthly events which present 
new challenges to the players, using this scheme to maintain a certain degree of 
“unexpectedness.”  Sony Verant, the producers of EverQuest seem to be following 
in the footsteps of Asheron’s Call producer Turbine Entertainment Software with 
the introduction of the special subscription EverQuest Legends, which I also 
referred to in the previous chapter. This version of the world (hosted on the 
dedicated server Stormhammer) costs almost four times as much as the normal 
subscription fee,   

http://www.rpgvault.ign.com
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I would have liked to go into even more detail regarding this increased focus 

on story production as an essential part of the attraction of a virtual world, in that it 
is greatly in accordance with my own interest and perspectives on the subject. As an 
academic, you rarely experience a situation where “real life” people, independently 
of your research, seem to be promoting the same ideas as you, and at the same time. 
Nevertheless, this situation did in fact arise in the very last days of “producing” this 
thesis, as I discovered a feature article at rpgvault.ign.com, focusing on 
“Storytelling in persistent state worlds.” (rpgvault.ign.com, 2003c). The world 
developers participating in this round table confirmed my suspicion that producers 
are indeed becoming more and more aware of the importance of story, as EverQuest 
design director Rick Waters explains: 

Future games will live or die based on the quality of their story and content as 
more games enter the market with well-balanced game mechanics, attractive 
graphics, and a high level of accessibility. A minimum feature set is likely to 
become fairly standard in online games, and the quality of a product will be most 
obvious in its presentation of an engaging story and game world. (Rick Waters, 
rpgvault.ign.com 2003c) 

However, what is most interesting is that statements from some of these developers 
seem to indicate that they are moving away from the ideal of storytelling as 
something that is directed and staged from above and aimed at producing mainly 
“hero stories”. They are becoming more and more aware of the need to involve as 
many players as possible in story production and of making events “matter” to all 
levels of players. 

To get the most value out of your story in a massively multiplayer online game, it's 
important to allow many levels of participation. Provide different factions for 
players to identify with, much like sports fans focus on the victories and losses of 
their favourite teams. Even when players can't participate directly, they feel 
emotionally involved in the action. Try not to limit useful participation based on 
play time or player experience - give people the option of helping their cause in 
little ways, whether it's delivering supplies to an embattled army or patrolling an 
area to keep low-level goblin messengers from getting through. More powerful 
players may have additional options to take part in the story, but most people don't 
need to actually slay the opposing general themselves to feel a sense of satisfaction 
from helping out. (Rich Waters, EverQuest Developer (rpgvault.ign.com, 2003a)  

I hope – and I surmise – that some of the most innovative of these world developers 
will soon be discovering new and unique methods with which to make many 
players produce and live stories in worlds that truly matter to them. And I for one 
cannot wait to be part of the development as a researcher “in the field”. 
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Massive-multiplayer worlds – a new research 
frontier  

Where does research go from here? 
Judging from the number of papers focusing specifically on online gaming and 
communities (in particular on EverQuest) I have read or reviewed during the last 
year, chances are that the study of virtual (game) worlds is going to be one of the 
next big things, also in the academic community of digital aesthetics and digital 
game researchers. One of the aims of this thesis has been to make a case for a truly 
cross-disciplinary approach if we are to comprehend the online worlds of today and 
tomorrow as the very complex phenomena they are. I would like to bring this study 
to an end by pointing to some of the challenges that I think virtual world researchers 
should engage in in the coming years. 

Firstly, in order to fully understand the development of stories and social 
networks in these game and entertainments worlds, we need to conduct long-term 
empirical research into them, and in doing this we need to look at the traditions and 
knowledge gained from previous ethnographical studies made both off- and online. 
Facing a large crowd of “textual characters” and readers/players, those of us with a 
background in the humanities need to open up to not only qualitative, but also 
quantitative studies of players’ experiences in order to validate our hypotheses and 
findings. In doing so, we also need to establish communication with designers and 
developers in order to discover what they think about the structures they are 
producing and what their experiences are in running a world on a long-term basis. 

Secondly, we need to follow closely the continuous blurring of the real and 
the “virtual” domains of life in the 21st century. The alternate reality games, which I 
introduced in chapter 3, are interesting examples of a new form of “gaming” which 
consciously exploits the indecidability of what is authentic and not on the Internet 
and as such make a theme of the increasing difficulty in distinguishing between 
what is real and what could be real in a digitally mediated environment.  In this 
context it seems pertinent to study the blurring of real and “virtual” economies 
taking place inside the virtual worlds. The existence of a virtual “currency”, and the 
earning of it, is a major feature in many of the new worlds I have introduced during 
the last two chapters – and the time spent gaining wealth and status in a virtual 
world like EverQuest has apparently turned to be very valuable to those too busy to 
earn it themselves, so much that people are actually willing to “play for a living”, 
counting on the fact that other people are prepared to pay huge sums of real money 
to buy high-level characters and gear on E-bay and similar venues. Very recently 
(spring 2003), the EverQuest world was shaken by the story of an entire guild 
which seemed to have raided the server Stormhammer, only to amass masses of 
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treasure which the entire guild, leaving the server once and for all, then went to sell 
on E-bay.154 A significant story related to this state of affairs, which also made it 
big in the printed media, was associate professor Edward Castranova’s study 
“Virtual Worlds: A First-Hand Account of Market and Society on the Cyberian 
Frontier” (Castronova, 2001) which, among other parameters, based its estimates on 
the value of the EQ currency platinum on E-bay, hereby demonstrating that the 
GNP of EverQuest actually amounts to that of Bulgaria, or position number 77 in 
GNP country ratings. Stories and studies like these are all tell-tale signs that it is 
becoming increasingly difficult to tell where the real world stops and the virtual 
begins. 

In future practice, the introduction of new worlds like Project Entropia 
(http://www.project-entropia.com/) which is allegedly trying to distinguish itself by 
the fact that, unlike other massively multi-player games, it will not be charging its 
players a monthly fee. Instead every object in the game must be bought with real 
money and must periodically be renewed as it will gradually degrade. MindArk, the 
makers of the game, even expect that keen players will be able to turn their hobby 
into their job, as accumulated game cash can also be turned back into real money. It 
will be interesting to follow this world experiment in order to observe whether 
players would actually willingly engage in this very concrete mix of real life with 
virtual values.   

Likewise, the emerging use of product placement in upcoming virtual 
worlds Sims Online and There, such as MacDonald Burger Bars, will likely also 
have an impact on the experience of the reality or unreality of virtual environments. 
It will indeed be interesting to see what happens to our imaginings of the virtual 
worlds as safe havens and escapist retreats as real life economy continues to 
pervade even our experience of those worlds...  

In the end, the concept of “virtual” might lose its descriptive value while all 
the worlds in which we live will increasingly turn out to be alternate realities which 
influence our lives both when we are online and “away from the keyboard”.155         

                                                

 

154
 Source: http://www.corante.com/gotgame/archives20030301.html#26974 

155 
afk: away from keyboard. A widely spread abbreviation used in chat and online games – you can set your 

character  to be “afk”  when you go to the toilet or get a cup of coffee or fulfil other needs imposed on you  by 
the BUGS. 

http://www.project-entropia.com/
http://www.corante.com/gotgame/archives20030301.html#26974
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Brief vocabulary  

Avatar: a graphical or verbal representation of the user in the virtual world  

Bot: A bot is a little “pattern recognisation” program designed to respond to user 
input or user presence  by reacting to, for instance, certain words or phrases or 
sentence structures with pre-programmed sentences of its own. It is often 
programmed to act as “human”-like as possible. They are stock inventory in many 
virtual worlds.  

BUGS: Body Unit Grounded in Self (expression coined by Stone 1995) 

EQ: EverQuest. Subscription-based Massive Multi-player Role-Playing Game set in 
the world of Norrath. Official website: http://EverQuest.station.sony.com/

  

Levelling: the act of advancing your character in a game of the role-playing-game 
genre  

Ludus: The aspect of playing a gaming which is related to the regulation of game 
by rules (in the sense I apply in the thesis)  

MMOG: Massively Multi-player Online Game  

MMORPG: Massive Multi-Player Online Role-Playing Game  

MOO: MUD, Object-Oriented  

MO: Modus Operandi. Subscription-based Online Role-Playing Detective Game 
set in our time. URL: http://www.play.net/mo/.  

MUD: Multi User Dungeon (or more broadly, Multi User Domain)  

NPC: Non-Playing-Character. A character in the virtual world controlled by the 
computer. The NPC’s actions are typically predetermined and written into the 
game-specific program running the world play.   

Newbie: An inexperienced, low-level player who has recently arrived in the world  

Paidea: The aspect of playing a game which is related to “play”, having fun and 
improvising (in the sense I apply in the thesis), used in relation with ludus.  

RPG: Role-Playing Game  

StoryMOO: a MOO primarily built and maintained by the owner. It is used as an 
open laboratory for studies of story construction and by students and teachers at 
the IT University. URL: http://diac.it-c.dk:7000.  

Worldness: a term coined by the author to describe the feeling of being in and 
relating to the characteristics of a specific virtual world 

http://www.play.net/mo/
http://diac.it-c.dk:7000
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Appendix I  

Discussion of role-playing on the Modus Operandi 
Board  

Modus Operandi Bulletin Board  
Category  New to the Island? Hints and Tips. 
Topic     Roleplaying   

Category  New to the Island? Hints and Tips. (4)  
 Topic     Roleplaying (3) 
 Message   What Roleplaying? (46) 
 By        FARQUAR1@PLAY.NET  
 On        Dec 14, 1999 at 22:44   

I've got to say that I haven't seen any roleplaying since I came to MO. Oh, there 
have been events—trivia contests, poetry slams, parties--but nothing that I would 
call serious roleplay. The game isn't suited to it, despite Simultronics' proclamation 
that MO is a roleplaying game. It is not.   

I have not been called upon to roleplay a character once since I came. What I have 
done so far is accuse NPCs of crimes, kill brawlers and steal their money, and 
locate a child's teddy bear. None of  this--tracking, attacking and solving a simple 
riddle--required any roleplay, or any interaction with other players. Aside from one 
night when I grumped to two other players and received some gifts to help me out, I  
have not spoken to a single person, save to ask for directions. Those two generous 

souls and the Guides are the only people I have talked to in-game. Most 
communication in MO seems to take place via the PBR communicator, which 
effectively eliminates all need to roleplay. It is, essentially, a chat room within a 
game.   

MO is not a bad game, as games go. It is entertaining in a way, if you can put up 
with all of the nonresponsive natives who refuse to answer direct questions. But 
let's not kid ourselves. MO is NOT a roleplaying game, despite the intentions of the 
Simultronics staff.  

Matthew Markarian    
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Topic     Roleplaying (3) 
 Message   Re: What Roleplaying? (47) 
 By        EVALURE@PLAY.NET  
 On        Dec 15, 1999 at 21:34  

 Matthew- Morada has always been a place that offers many things to it's tourists. 
And although much of ones time can be spent hunting and accusing, and solving 
small riddles as you put it, there is also a great deal of time to be spent Role playing. 
Share a drink with a friendly tourist, there are an amazing amount of local bars that 
are frequented fairly often, and for the most part people don't mind you joining 
them. Share your history with people, most people are terribly intruiged by a 
person's reason for comming to the island. For the most part, you get from our little 
island only what you're willing to put into it. And if you're looking for someone to 
talk to and share with I'm not too hard to find- Marika Chase  

I know where you can search for treasure if you're interested. Anytime you want to 
go help me search I will be happy to take you along.   

By the way...why did you come to the island? Something mysterious happened to 
bring you to us I hope.  

 <chuckles>  

 And welcome to the island!  

 Linda Gabriel  

I'm not sure how you mean you haven't been "called upon" to roleplay. There are 
tons of opportunities to do so, if you would like to. There's usually a crowd gathered 
at the Pub, and if you start a conversation, it  might take you in an interesting 
direction. The isle's been short on unique mysteries as of late, but I'm assuming 
that's because of the preparations for the holidays and the upcoming technical 
changes.  

It's at the same time easier and more difficult to RP in MO, because it takes place in 
present day. It's easier because most people are able to live in the present. ;) Harder 
because it's not as easy to lose yourself in it.  

Hunt up Danie Roberts and request a tarot reading. She's got a crystal ball now, too. 
:D 
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 Danie  

Topic     Roleplaying (3) 
 Message   Re: What Roleplaying? (50) 
 By        EVANS-E@PLAY.NET (Elise) 
 On        Dec 16, 1999 at 22:32  

 Heya Matthew,   

The other place you might like to take a look is in the library at the University. A 
number of the island's tourists (yep, including me) have given some insight there 
into our lives, and that might help you get to know us a little better before you meet 
us.  

 As the others have said, visiting Morada can be both an easy place to RP ... and one 
of the toughest. Don't forget that the people talking on the comm are talking in 
character (mostly!) ... just because it's not deep and meaningful doesn't mean they're 
not playing out their roles to the hilt. :)  

Do feel free to say hello if you see me around ... just don't ask for free medical 
advice ... I'm not usedto my patients having the power of speech. <g> 
Elise.  

Message   Re: What Roleplaying? (51) 
 By        MO-TREVOR@PLAY.NET (GameMaster Trevor Rage) 
 On        Dec 18, 1999 at 16:15   

-- No offense meant to you, Matthew.. but what is your point? If you wanted to be 
convinced that this IS in fact a RP game then I hope the previous four posts helped. 
If you wanted to declare your unshakable belief that there is no RP in Modus 
Operandi, then I humbly decline to accept that point of view and hope you continue 
to find satisfaction in the game in some other form.  

GameMaster Trevor Rage, Modus Operandi        
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Message   Re: What Roleplaying? (52) 
 By        BRYANHITT@PLAY.NET  
 On        Dec 22, 1999 at 18:16  

 Matthew - there actually is quite a bit of RP going on with Modus. but the real 
question is 'what is it you are wanting to see that demonstrates Roleplaying to you?' 
RP is different for everyone. some take it to extremes, some doing a great deal, 
others choose to be more conservative with their RPing, and there are some who 
just don't RP at all. i'm more conservative with my RP, really, as a lot of players are. 
The point of a game like MO is to be the character you always wanted to be and to 
have a blast doing it.   

As for meeting people, you have to understand that not everyone is going to walk 
right up to you on the  island and shake your hand. Morada is, after all, filled with 
intrigue and folks with shady intentions, right. It's a mystery game, a spy game. To 
get to know other tourists, all you need to do is introduce yourself and get to know 
your fellow tourists. 
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Appendix II  

Back story and common info provided to the players of the 
murder mystery game in StoryMOO 

  

Common info for all players  

When you shortly enter the living room, the "game" begins. You are supposed to 
play the characters described on the sheets given to you by your teacher – also they 
are descriped visually if you click on your own character. Mr. Smith has just 
dropped dead and the doctor has been there to declare him truly dead, and 
everything is chaos. Detective Burnsey has just arrived. Some of you will be 
interested in solving the murder, others have other interests...Observe the others 
carefully, and dont forget to "look" at them once in a while! Just one last thing...  

If you have any problems, please page Raine or wizard. That is: type "page wizard 
<what you want to say>" in normal mode....then noone else will see it, and the 
game wont be interrupted. Also, for research purposes I have put a recorder in every 
room that logs what you say. Please leave them alone. I hope it is OK that I record 
your play?  

The scene 
All of you (except, of course, the policemen) have been invited for a fancy 3-course 
dinner at the home of Irvine and Elisa Smith to celebrate Irvine´s son (Nigel) return 
to the town and his family after several years spent in the big city working as an 
artist.  

Timewise, the scene opens just after the main course during the dinner at the house 
of the Smith family. Father Irvine has just collapsed to the floor - dead! – he has 
apparently choked because of lack of air. Confusion abounds. Nigel and his father 
had a fierce argument on art shortly before Irvine dropped dead. Could the 
argument have caused what might have been a heart attack or is the cause of Irvine's 
dead more unnatural? Somebody might have killed him, but who? It's one of you!  

You now have about 45 minutes to discover what has happened and to pursue and 
fullfill your personal objectives (these will be listed under Personal Information).  
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Participating in this evening's events is:  

Nigel Smith, son of Irvine Smith and newly returned from his bohemian artist life in 
the big city 
Susan Smith, Nigel's pretty sister, currently in the middle of a divorce 
Julie Andersson, Susan's friend, a smart and goal-directed career woman 
Michael Newton, Nigel's childhood friend with the suave manners 
John Jones, Nigel's childhood friend and a seemingly shy musician 
Maggie Wilcox, Nigle’s Godmother, going quite heavy on the alcohol 
Junior Detective William Burnsey, summoned to calm things down and take action  

General rules 
During the first part of this performance, you are free to walk around and explore 
the House of Mystery and make conversation with all other participants. You are 
kindly required to stay within the limits of the house - however, if you need to 
speak "out of character (OOC)" with a colleague or the wizard, you are welcome to 
enter the OOC-room (accessible from the right side window) and talk here. 
Towards the end of this game/performance, you will be asked to go to a certain 
room in the house and remain here until either time has run out or the mystery has 
been solved.  

Getting about 
To move around the house, either click on the links in the web-window on the right 
side of the screen or type n(orth), s(outh), w(est), e(ast), up or down in the text-
input box on the lower left of the screen (normal-mode should be checked in this 
window). If you type look, you will read what the room looks like in the web-
window - if you type Look Maggie etc. you will see a description of Maggie etc.   

Use the MOO-medium's opportunities to examine the other players and the 
environment: 
you may type 
who Nigel (or other name) or look Nigel to learn more about Nigel  

you can pick up things by typing 
take thingname 
take vase 
if you want to take something that is inside something else, you have to type: 
take thingname from containername  
take vase from box   
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or alternatively (if a bug occurs - they still do!) 
take #theobjectnumberofthing from #objectnumber of container  
take #245 from #233 
(you can see which number an object has by pointing with the cursor on the object 
in the  webinterface-window). The object number will then appear in the bottom 
right corner of the browser-window 
Please note! A current bug in the system makes it so that in order to get hold of an 
object inside an object inside a container, you have to type the objectnumber, not 
the name of the object, i.e. 
take #246 from #233 etc  

You can place an object in a containerobject (ie box or vase or drawer etc) by 
typing 
put thingname in objectname, f.i  
put cake in tin  

!You are not always allowed to move things about in this house - and there is a 
reason for that!  

You can express or "present" actions or emotions by using the "emote-function" in 
the text-input-box.  
Check off  emote-mode in the text-input-box and type 
looks horrified 
- or as a short-cut, check off normal-mode and type 
: looks horrified  

Then what will pop up in the other player's text-output-window is: 
<YourName> looks horrified 
or  
<YourName> shoots the sheriff (or whatever else you typed)    
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Ben Miller, junior detective  

Login-name: Ben 
Password: murder  

You have been called to the Smith residence, shortly after Mr Smith unexpectedly 
died (Julie called the station from her mobile). Living in the village some miles 
from here and close to the station, you got a police car and drove here as soon as 
you were notified of the incident. The next-door neighbour who is also the local 
doctor has just been there to certify his death and a forensics specialist should be on 
his way soon. Some of the people present suspect that Mr. Smith has been killed 
and personally, like your older colleague Bill Burnsey, you are new to the corpse 
and rather eager to prove your worth.  

Your boss should be on his way, driving with the forensics specialist - but you have 
just learned that their car has broken down, and it might be some time before they 
can get to your aid. So it is all up to Bill and you now. You are to assist Bill taking 
notes and interviewing the people who were present in the house when Mr. Smith 
died.   

(Please note: after some time people will automatically (by the MOO wizard) be 
summoned to the living room and asked to remain there until the game is over. So 
you don't have to herd them all together yourself, unless you feel you need to!  
In general, if you find you need the wizard's help during the investigation, please 
contact her by typing 
page wizard help me with x 
in the text-input-box  (normal-mode checked)  

Personal motivations (please pursue these!) 
It is your first visit to the Smith’s estate and you are really curious, having heard a 
lot about this rich and exentric family that you have heard a lot about since your 
family moved to the village a few years ago. You do not know any of the suspects 
personally, though you recognise some of the faces from casual meetings at village 
events.  

You are happily married and your wife is soon to give birth to your first child. 
However, you do think that the slick and self-assured Julie is rather attractive. John 
also appears to be somewhat friendlier than the other men. Perhaps you should start 
by interviewing him?  
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John Jones  

Login-name: John 
Password: murder  

As an old friend of Nigel's, you have been invited to dinner at the Smith residence 
by Mrs. Smith who has always taken a fancy to you, because you are such a polite 
young man…Of course, she has never discovered what you really are like!  

You haven't seen Nigel for a long time, even several years, but you used to be quite 
close friends. Like Nigel you have always been more interested in exploring your 
creative skills than pursuing a politically correct career. You sing and play the 
guitar in a band called "Lazyheads" which are still waiting for its commercial 
breakthrough. Your new single "Fuck the soulmates" has just made it to the top of 
the pops at the local radio station, though, and you feel confident that this time, you 
have really come up with a true hit!  

Concrete motivations (please pursue these!): 
When you were younger, you had a big crush on Susan, Nigel's older sister, but you 
are gradually starting to realise that in reality you are more a guys-person. That is 
the reason why you desperately want to come on to Susan, just to prove to yourself, 
her and everybody else that you are 100% straight. In reality, you are actually really 
attracted to Michael, another of Nigel's friends, whom you don't know that well, but 
who is awfully good-looking these days.  

You would like to prove to Nigel that you are more successful than him in your 
artistic pursuits and you would like to get behind his terribly vague references to his 
experiences in the big city.   

You would like to find out what was the reason why Nigel and Mr.Smith had such 
an violent argument during the dinner; you have always liked Nigel's mother, who, 
in spite of her naivety, has been one of the few persons who have treated you with 
respect whatever you did, and you would like to help solve the mystery of who 
killed her husband. Also you would like to outsmart that annoying policeman Bill 
Burnsey (he used to bully you when you went to primary school together) and point 
out the murderer before he does.  

Feel free to improvise and expand on your background, when and if you are asked 
about it. However, if asked directly about your career etc, you have to answer 
truthfully and provide the other players with the info you have on yourself.  
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If you are asked whether you have been into the kitchen today, you can truthfully 
answer no. You normally stay way out of that place - you have never been on good 
terms with Mrs. Sweetpeas who claims that your long hairs jump into her food as 
soon as you near the kitchen door.  
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Julie Andersson  

Login: Julie 
Password: murder  

You are a long time friend of Susan's and have been frequenting the Smith 
residence for many years. You are a busy career woman, much engaged in your job 
as a assisting CEO in a larger advertising company uptown - and do not really have 
much of a life besides working - you are constantly convincing yourself that you 
have no time whatsoever to things like dating, boyfriends , family etc! You love 
your mobile phone, of course and have secretly considered venturing into internet 
dating...  

Your success careerwise has created somewhat of a gap between you and Susan. 
She has never made it pass the more ordinary job as a secretary, because she has 
been too busy tending to her good-for-nothing husband, Richard, whom you have 
always openly disliked. Lately, after Susan decided to get a divorce, she has seemed 
much happier and you suspect that it is not just the divorce as such that has caused 
this change of mind and demeanor of your previously rather dull friend.   

Concrete motivations 
(please pursue these!)  

You haven't talked to Susan, just the two of you, for a long time, so you would like 
to get a quiet moment with her to find out what is going on.  

You have always found Irvine to be a real family tyrant, but obviously you didn't 
want him dead! So of course you will try to help solve his murder, maybe even take 
steps to get the investigation going yourself.  

You never cared much for Nigel, whom you have always found to be a rather two-
faced personality. You suspect that he has returned home with the one purpose of 
getting hold of his father's money. You are quite sure that he has no artistic skills 
whatsoever and would like to look into the motivations of Nigel more closely.  

The young policeman Bill had a crush on you, when many years ago you went to 
secondary school together - and as a matter of fact you now find that he is really 
attractive, with the police uniform lending him a lot of authority and power. You are 
absolute open to any attempts of come-ons from him.   
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Maggie Wilcox  

Login: Maggie 
Password: murder  

You are Nigel's Godmother and Irvine's younger sister - a long-time single, who for 
many years have had the Smith Family as the fixed point in your life. Since you are, 
after all, Nigel's Godmother, you too have been invited tonight - which is quite fair: 
you have tried to fullfill your Godmother obligations as best, you could and you and 
Nigel have always had a special relationship in spite of the differences in age and 
temper. You cannot help liking him far more than his well-behaved and orderly 
sister, Susan. You are an intelligent, resourceful woman - who fills an executive 
position in the accounting dept. in a smaller firm. Your only weakness is a tendency 
to consume a little too much alcohol and following that, to tell too many unpleasant 
truths right in the faces of the people attending an event like this.  

Motivations: 
Obviously, you would like to find out what lies behind the death of your brother, 
Irvine  (whom you did care for, in spite of the fact that he was somewhat of a family 
tyrant) and you know you have the brains to do it, too - though you are not, 
admittedly, quite sober right now. You are a bit worried on Nigel's behalf after the 
big argument during the dinner. Does your Godson tell the truth? And why does 
Susan seem so nervous?  

If someone asks you whether you have been into the kitchen during this visit to the 
house, you have to answer yes. Sometime before dinner, you felt incredibly thirsty 
and therefore sneaked into the kitchen and served yourself a generous gulp of port 
while Mrs. Sweetpeas was in the toilet (the latter part you don't have to inform 
others about…). 
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Michael Newton  

Login: Michael 
Password: murder  

Being a childhood friend of John's, you have been invited for dinner by Mrs. Smith, 
who knows how fond Nigel is of you. However, she has always thought of you as 
been somewhat of a reprobate, even though you have always tried to charm her, 
using your extraordinary skill for attracting women of all ages and looks.  

You haven't seen Nigel for some years now, and at heart you have always found 
him to be somewhat of a sissy. However, one always have nice meals and free 
booze at the Smith's house - and Nigel has always been willing and able to lend you 
money, when your finances were low - which they often are. - And, on the side, you 
have always had a soft spot for Susan - a cool, but foxy lady. Lately you have 
actually in secrecy had a rather serious fling going on with Susan (secret because 
she is still in the middle of her divorce) and therefore through Susan, you recently 
discovered that she is the sole heir of the Smith-fortune and to the invaluable Ming-
vase, the family heirloom.  

For several years, Mr. Smith hadn't had any contact with Nigel, due to a terrible 
fight over Nigel's choice of career - however, by chance you have now discovered 
(listening at the door of Mr.Smith's office) that he will reinstate Nigel as sole heir of 
the Smith fortune, since Nigel now seems to have given up his dreams of becoming 
a new Francis Bacon and instead is willing to complete his training as chartered 
accountant, thereby following in the footstep's of his fathers.  

This isn't to your liking at all: you have a serious drug addiction and you owe the 
local drug suppliers a huge sum of money. Therefore you have decided to bring a 
tasteless poison as a special gift for Mr. Smith this evening…as you suspected he 
would announce the changes in the will during the dessert. Shortly before dinner, 
you sneaked into the kitchen to have a quick chat with Mrs. Sweetpeas and while 
she briefly turned her back to you, you poured the poison into Mr. Smith's special 
diet gravy (Mr. Smith recently started dieting - doctor's orders - but has refused to 
give up on the gravy and Susan has been bitching a lot about the whims of her 
father). As planned, Mr. Smith dies just before it's time for dessert …. and you now 
hope to persuade Susan to marry you, so you can have your part of the money….  

Concrete motivations (please pursue these!): 
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Of course, you have to escape detection. If you have not been caught before this 
performance is over, in one way we can say that you have won this 
game/performance. 
However, in order to complicate things a bit, you need to complete several tasks 
during this game: 
you have to sneak into Mr. Smith's office to steal the new will, which is placed 
somewhere in there - preferably without anyone noticing. 
Susan is beginning to be somewhat suspicious of your foul schemes so you have to 
try to calm her down and persuade her to marry you if possible. 
since you are quite dependant on your drugs, at least once during the 
performance/game, you have to sneak into the bathroom to do a line of coke 
(concretely you do this by emoting (performing) the sentence : does a line of coke -
). If someone catches you in the act, you have to admit what you are doing - but feel 
free to try and convince them that this is not something, you normally do!  

If someone asks you, if you are the murderer and has nothing to support this 
accusation, you may deny it. If someone asks you, if you are the murder and has 
some kind of written or oral evidence that proves this, you have to confess!    
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William Burnsey, junior detective  

Login: Burnsey 
Password: murder  

You have been called to the Smith residence, shortly after Mr Smith unexpectedly 
died (Julie called the station from her mobile). Living nearby, you drove here on 
your bike as soon as you were notified of the incident. The next-door neighbour 
who is also the local doctor has just been there to certify his death and a forensics 
specialist should be on his way soon. Some of the people present suspect that Mr. 
Smith has been killed and personally, you are eager to prove your detective skills. 
It's only recently that you graduated from the Police Academy and you would like 
to pursue a career as crime detective. This is the first chance you have to prove your 
worth.  
By the way, Ben, a junior detective like you, and a newcomer to town, might arrive 
shortly in order to assist you solving the crime. His job is mainly to take notes and 
interview the suspects – being a few years older than him, you naturally act as his 
senior and take charge of the investigation.  

Your boss should be on his way, driving with the forensics specialist - but you have 
just learned that their car has broken down, and it might be some time before they 
can get to your aid. So it is all up to you now. You might want to examine the house 
or interview the people who were present in the house when Mr. Smith died. Some 
of them you know back from your early schooldays - perhaps you can get some of 
them to help you?  

(Please note: after some time people will automatically (by the MOO wizard) be 
summoned to the living room and asked to remain there until the game is over. So 
you don't have to herd them all together yourself, unless you feel you need to!  
In general, if you find you need the wizard's help during the investigation, please 
contact her by typing 
page wizard help me with x 
in the text-input-box  (normal-mode checked)  

Personal motivations (please pursue these!) 
Your ambition drives you to want to solve the murder quickly and efficiently. 
However, there are certain events in the past that makes you want to not to go to 
hard on the Smith family. Many years ago you went to school with Susan and Julie, 
and back then you had long lasting crush on Julie. Still being single, you are quite 
eager to learn whether Julie is single too - and therefore you want to stay on good 
terms with Susan so she can provide you with the information you want on Julie. 
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On the other hand, you severely dislike John, whom you also know from the school 
yard. You don't have much faith in his so called "musical career" and in your eyes 
he has always behaved like a sissy. You suspect that there must be more than meets 
the eye in this guy, though he appears to be so nice and quiet.  

You played football with Nigel - and although you know he likes to play the artist, 
you suspect that behind the bohemian surface, he's quite a traditionalist. You can 
hardly imagine Nigel having the guts to kill his father, but then again, there was this 
heated discussion during the dinner, which Julie briefly mentioned to you.    
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Nigel Smith  

Login: Nigel 
Password: murder  

You are the prodigal son, who has returned to your childhood home after a number 
of years, during which you haven't been on speaking terms with your father. This 
period of silence followed after a huge argument between you - you wanted to be an 
artist (painter) and your father wanted you to complete your training as accountant 
so you could become part of the accounting firm he has been leading for decades.  
After several years in the big city, during which you have desperately tried to be 
accepted into the Royal Academy of Art, while unsuccessfully trying to sell your 
rather sombre, abstract paintings, you have decided to complete your accounting 
training in order to become a chartered accountant and follow in your father's 
footstep (and to try to change your currently miserable financial situation).  The 
dinner tonight is, as you very well know, intended as a reunion dinner and before 
the dinner, your father implied that he was to announce something important, but he 
never got around to doing it, before he died. And perhaps it was of no importance 
after all: during the appetizers the two of you got into a heated verbal fight over the 
painting hanging in the living- and dining room (a recent purchase of your father's); 
you claimed that your father had no taste and has no comprehension whatsoever of 
what art is - to which your father retorted that you have always been without any 
artistic talent and a hopeless would-be which never could do anything properly.  
This made you so angry that you, against better intentions, ended up shouting to his 
face that you wished, he was dead  so he didn't had to make a misery of yours and 
your sister’s lives anymore (your dad really was a oldfashioned family tyrant) - and 
that he shouldn't count on you going on to become an accountant after all seing that 
one would then be likely to end up like an intolerant bourgeois old fart like him.  

Obviously you are sad that your father has been killed, but after this outburst you 
feel a bit embarrased and do not really want to show your true feelings publicly. 
However, you sense that something iffy is going on and you would very much like 
to solve the mystery of who wanted to kill your father…  

Concrete motivations (please pursue these!): 
You are curious to discover what it was your father wanted to reveal during the 
dinner. Therefore you are eager to extract all information possible from your sister - 
and you should also try to get into your father's office to search through his papers, 
when no one else is around. You haven't really had time to talk to your old friends, 
Michael and John (both of whom have remained in your hometown while you were 
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away) - perhaps one of them has a secret reason to want your father dead? So you 
are interested in questioning them, too.  

When asked about your career as artist, you are allowed to make as many 
circumlocutions as you want. However you are not allowed to explicitly lie about 
anything - including your bad finances - and as is, at heart you would still like to go 
into accounting - well aware that you'll never become a new Francis Bacon 
anyway…  

If anyone asks you whether you have been visiting the kitchen during this day or 
evening, you have to tell the truth: that you have been in there a couple of times to 
taste Mrs. Sweetpeas delicious food, just like you did when you were a little boy.   
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Susan Smith  

Login: Susan 
Password: murder  

You are the oldest child of Irvine Smith who is giving the dinner, we are all 
attending. He always wanted a son and not really a daughter, and hasn't cared much 
about you when you were a child. However, the two of you have been on better 
terms and much closer in recent years, after he stopped talking to Nigel, your 
brother, when Nigel decided to leave town and pursue his career as an Artist.   

For a number of years, you have been married to Richard, an unhappy and tedious 
marriage (he basically treated you as a personal servant rather than a wife and spent 
most of time in front of the telly) which you have finally broken free off. You are in 
the middle of a divorce and have simultaneously engaged in a secret affair with 
Michael, Nigel's charismatic, but a bit too passionate friend. You are much in love, 
and after years of non-communication with Richard, you tell Michael everything 
that happens in your life. However, since you are still negotiating with Richard as to 
the terms of the divorce, your affair has to remain a secret for the time being. You 
have always been good-looking and -  having found your old self again - you 
quietly enjoy the attention of the men surrounding you; and since Michael 
sometimes seem to be rather blind to your presence, in his presence you like to flirt 
openly with other men, just to make him notice you.  

You know that you should currently be your father's only heir. However, this 
morning he told you that he intended to reinstate Nigel as the sole heir and that he 
intended to announce this during dinner. You told Michael this, he was very 
supportive, but asked you to remain calm and see what happened - perhaps your 
father would change his mind... You never got to know whether he did, as he 
suddenly dropped dead during dinner…  

Concrete motivations (please pursue these!): 
You would like to sneak into your father's office to see if you can find the new will 
and destroy it, before it becomes publicly known. If no one knows of its existence, 
you might still be considered the true heir…  

Lately, you have noticed that sometimes Michael behaves rather strangely - you are 
starting to suspect that he might have a drug problem but you haven't dared confront 
him with it yet. Still you try to keep an eye on him.  
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You never cared much for your Godmother, who ever since you were a child has 
preferred Nigel to you, just like your father. You think that she is sticking her nose 
into things that are not her business and she is acting just a little bit too weird 
tonight! Could she have been up to something with your father? It's always been 
difficult to tell whether this woman is completely sane or not..  

You would like know the identity of your father's murderer, but not at any price… 
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